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I. Pollution Prevention Overview 

Evolution of the  Pollution  Control  Approach 

Awareness of Problems 
Throughout  the 1960s and 70s. public  awareness  of 
environmtntal problems escalated, through 
milestones  such as Rachel  Carson's Silent  Spring, 
the burning  Cuyahoga  River,  Love Canal, and  Times 
Beach.  These  and  many  other  events served to 
reveal the error of past  actions and our overall 
ignorance of the effects of those actions  on  the 
environment. As awareness  grew,  Congress  enacted 
legislation to address the  pollution  apparent in the 
environmental  "media" of air, water, and land, as 
well as in the  workplace. 

Congressional  Responses 
creation of U.S.EPA 

legislation 

Congrtss also mated the U.S. Environmental 
protection  Agency in 1970, and charged  it with 
regulating  and enfacing compliance with emerging 
environmental  prottction  legislation.  As  regulations 
ind in number  and  complexity,  the task of 
enforcing them also  became  (and  continues to be) 
increasingly unwieldy  and  expensive. 

The  legislative  response to pollution  had two 
main traits. The  first  general  characteristic of the 
legislation  was  that it set out to connol  pollution. 
The regulated  community relied heavily on treatment 
and disposal to manage  wastes,  emissions  or 
effluents afrer they had been  generated. 

Much of this legislation  is media-specific in its 
approach. In other words,  regulations  governing 
pollution in water an separate from regulations 
governing  pollution of land, which  are  separate from 
those  regulating  the  workplace,  and so on. 

Milestone  events  due  to  past  neglect, ignorance or 
accident,  combined with rising  public  concern  have 
spurred Congress  to  respond with new  and  tougher 
legislation.  The  Clean  Water  Act,  Clean Air Act, 
Resourct Conservation  and  Recovery Act @CRA), 
which addressed solid  and  hazardous  wastes, all 
established  control and management practices to take 
care of present  and future pollution. 

Thrwgh implementation of environmental  laws, 
great smdes have been made in protecting and 
Itstoring the environment.  However,  by  promoting 
reductions in use of toxic  chemicals,  further  progress 
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can be made to address the problems in the 
tcosystcm  and  human  health. 

Community Right-to-Know Thc Superfund Amendments  and Reauthoridon Act 
of 1986 extended the regulatory rcach of CERCLA. 
Included  in this urnnibus  bill  was EPCRA, the 

Know Act, which requires industrial or 
manufacturing  facilities to notify  local  authorities of 
the  presence of hamdous materials, and to make 
plans  for  emergencies  due to accidental  rcleasts. 

EPCRA provides cansiderable impetus for  pollution 
prevention  through its requirement  that ccrtain 
facilities using or manufacturing  listed  toxic  materials 
in large quantities  must  report  emissions of those 
materialsonanannualbasistostateandlocal 
authorities. 

Emergtncy PlaMing and Community Right-to- 

Toxics Release Inventory These annual rcpas axe compiled  into the Toxics 
Release Inventory (TRI), which is widely  publicized 
and readily available  for  public  review. This 
powerful tool allows  the  public to examine 
information  regarding these often-substantial  legal 
releascs on a facility-by-facility basis. In addition, 
the U.S. Pollution  prtvention  Act  of 1990 quires 
that  additional data be collected as part of TRI 

* 

rtparting. 

The  new "Form R ,  Section 8 of the TRI contains 
information an sou~ct reduction and  recycling 
activities undcrtakcn by  repcxting  facilities,  along 
with reductions  achieved as a result of that  activity. 
The form also xcquircs reporting  facilities to calculate 
a production ratio or activity index to normalize the 
repcntcd  quantities of chemicals to production  rates. 
This will provide the  public with a picture of whcre 
sourct reduction is taking  place,  and whm it needs 
to be promoted  and  supported. 

Sourcc Itduction is defmcd in the  mstructions  for 
completing Form R as any  practice  which: 

*R&ces  the  amount of any  hazardous 
substance,  pollutant, or contaminant  entering  any 
waste s m a m  or otherwise released  into  the 
environment  (including  fugitive  emissions)  prior 
to recycling,  treatment, or disposal, and 
.Reduces the hazards to public  health  and  the 
environment  associated with the releast of such 
substances,  pollutants, or contaminants. 

The term source reduction is further clarified to 
define  what  is  and is not included. Soume reduction 
includes quipment or technology  modifications, 
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Implications 
releases continue 

process or proctdurt modifications,  reformulation ur 
redesign of products,  substitution of raw materials. 
and improvements  in  housekeeping,  maintenance, 
training, or inventory  control. 

Despik the the capture of many  contaminants  with 
pollution  control  technology  and procedures, it  is 
evident fiwn TRI f i w s  that large  quantities of toxic 
materials axe discharged  into air, water  and  land 
every year, with untold  effect.  And  these figures do 
not  include  emissions fnnn far grtater numbers of 
small businesses who axe not nquircd to  report  their 
releases. 

pollution control shonjiil Certainly, the pollution  control approach has 
reduced pollutant  releases into the  ecosystem. 
However,  in order to  achieve national environmental 
goals, it is necessary to complement the pollution 
control approach with prevention;  reducing  the  use  of 
toxic  chemicals and the genmtion of hazardous 
waste  at  the source. 

Drawbacks of the Pollution  Control  Approach 

Examples  of  "Media  Transfers" 
airtoland S e d  classic  examples  illustrate  how 

transfers  between  environmental  media  happen with 
pollution  control  technologies. At a facility, 
smokestack  scrubbers  remove and collect  potentially 
toxic particulates to bring air emissions  within 
regulatory standards. But  these collected toxins must 
then  be  disposed of as landfilled  hazardous  wastes. 
This hazardous waste may  leach from the  disposal 
facility  into ground ot surface water,  evaporate  into 
the air, OT ncmain in the ground or surface water. 

air w w e r  

groundwater to air 

Some  booths  for  applying paints are equipped 
with water  curtains,  which  capture  solids  and  some 
solvents in overspray from paint  guns.  The  water 
Scretn cuts down the  number  of spent air  filters 
generated as hazardous waste,  but it then  requires 
treatment OT recovery of metals  and  solvents from 
effluent water. A distinct  possibility  exists that 
treatment  techniques will not be 100% successii.~l, 
which  means  that  some  hazardous  wastes will be 
discharged from the facility. 

In remediating  groundwater  contaminated  by 
volatile  solvents, it was (and still is) commonplace  to 
pump  contaminated  groundwater from banier wells 
to  a  holding  vessel, when the volatiles axe "stripped" 
from the  water. This is  essentially just allowing the 
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Problem: Media Transfers 

volatile  to  transfer to the air through  evaporation. 
The  volatiles  go from drinking  water, w h m  they 
may  become oral carcinogens, to the air, whm they 
potentially  beuxne  inhalation carcinogens, ozone 
depleting substances or smog precursors. 

In response to media-specific  regulation,  pollution 
control  solutions address air pollutants, water 
discharges  and  management of h a v l r d o u s  wastes 
separately. As in the,examples  above, this results in 
a shift of pollutants and risks from one 
environmental medium to another.  When  pollution is 
prevented  at the source it cannot be transferred to 
other environmental media 

Problem:  Control A f k  Generation 
Another drawback  of  treating or disposing of 
pollutants is that it deals with toxics after they have 
bttnusedorgenerated. 

risks of exposure 

potential liability 

Addressing toxics after they  have been used ur 
generated  leaves everyone vulnerable. Workers are 
susceptible to accidents and often unknown long- 
term exposure risks. Communities  surrounding 
facilities  may incur risks from long-term exposure to 
uncontrolled  releases to air, surface water and 
ground  water. Others in the path of supply  routes or 
waste mams also may suffer if transportation 
accidents  result in spills, or if waste treatment or 
containment  facilities fail. 

Control a b  generation  may incrtase the potential 

addressing hazardous wastes, air, water, or 
workplace pollutants should  company  activities  result 
in any public or environmental harm. 

forfuturtliabilityundcranyor~ofthereegulations 

Problem:  Short-tern  Solution 
Controlling  pollution after it has been generated is a 
short-term  solution to a  long-tern  problem.  It  may 
seem easiest to apply a technological  control  at  the 
end of a pmcess. In fact, some regulations  may 
actually quhe  installation of a specific  device to 
bring  the FSS into  compliance. 

long-term costs . The long-term  costs of control of toxic  releases- 
maintenance of control  equipment, down time, 
insurance to cover  worker  health,  hazardous  waste, 
water  effluent  and air pollutant fees, potential  liability 
for  failures of treatment and disposal - are high and 
likely to continue to escalate. Toxic raw material 
inputs are similarly  expensive, and indexxi future 
regulations  may  phase  out  their use entirely. From 
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an accounting standpoint, applying a control fix after 
the production process also  tends to make  costs  of 
environmental protection haxder to internalize as a 
true  cost  of  production. 

These factors make control m m  of a short-term 
approach, since a one-time  capital  investment dots 
little to control  long-term costs, does not address the 
cause of those long-term costs, and  may  actually 
quirt eventual process modification if the 
regulatory  landscape  changes. 

None of the  pollution  control  options  of a m e n t ,  

environmental  problems as well as pollution 
pvention. Inevitably the environment will be 
overtaxed as emission  and waste generation  rates 
inaease with economic  activity. Far these reasons, 
environmental  agencies and others are attempting  to 
promote the use of  pollution  prevention through 

environmental  protection. 

incineratim or disposal address long-tcnn 

regulatolyprogramsinordertoenhance 

Pollution  prevention can extend  environmental 
protection  beyond  what is  possible with eid of  the 
pipe,  post-process,  pollution  control. By going "up 
the pipe" and reducing the source of pollution-  the 
use of toxic chemicals-  the associ8tcd toxic or 
hazardous products, byproducts or wastes may be 
reductd or avoided This approach  offers  greater, 
long-term pmtection of all environmental  media. 
Pollution  prevention  can address the shortcomings  of 
pollution  control- shcntcomings which  include  media 
transfers, increasing costs, and potential  liabilities 
and risks of exposure. 

The  Process  of  Prevention 
Pollution pvention is a pupetual examination  of 
how  toxic  chemicals are used or produced. 
Understanding  the reasons why, where  and  how 
they are used allows  evaluation  of  oppartunities  for 
substitution or reduction of those uses. This 
represents a change in the  approach to use and 
production and results from increased awareness  of 
their total economic  and  environmental  cost. 
Pollution  prevention has potential  for  more  effective 
and  cost-efficient use of resources in business  and 
industry,  consumption  of  products  and  energy, 
agriculture,  transportation,  educational  institutions 
and all other sectors of our economy. 
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Pollution  Prcvention  Hierarchy 
Pollution  prevention can be thought  of as a hierarchy 
of activities which arc constantly applied to process 
of use, production or consumption of potentially 
toxic or havvdous materials. Revention  of wasted 
energy and water should also be considered in 
identifying opportunidcs in pollution  prevention. 
The intent in applying this hierarchy is to always start 
at the top, looking for opportunities for pxcvention 
with the greatest potential impact on pollution. 

other opriom 

Pollution  prevention is best achieved through source 
reduction -reducing or eliminating the use of toxic or 
hazardous  materials  (including reductions of energy 
and water w)at the source of use, by 

1. changing products; 
2. substituting less hazardous  materials; 
3. using more efficient processes or equipment; 
4. preventing  inefficiencies due to lack of 

maintenance orpoar housekeeping, 
5. capturingorrccovcring materials for 
immcdiatc reuse. 

Recycling  (collection and transporeation  of  materials 
for rcproctssing) is a  waste  management option 
SecOsId only to pollution  prevention.  Recycling 
processes themselves  have residual wastes that 
quire disposal, and thm are dangm associated 
withthetranspartandhandlingofthematerialsbeing 
recycled. And since mycling requires waste as a 
raw material, it can sometimes reduce incentives for 
some reduction of  waste. 

Recycling is not pollution  prevention. A hierarchy of 
environmental  management is &scribed in EPA’s 
Pollution  Prevention Strategy of January 1991. At 
the top of this hierarchy is source reduction. closed- 
loop mycling, which returns materials to the process 
directly  without  alteration, is preferable to out-of- 

is often included as part of  pollution  prevention. 

When looking first to pollution pvention options, 
and implementing  them, becomes protocol, pollution 
control technologies and proccdmts, incineration, 

. treatment and disposal clcarly  become  less  preferable 
options. 

process or off-site nxycling.  closed-loop recycling 

Prevention in Business & Industry 
implementation If product and process modifications at the top of 

the source reduction  hierarchy are not  feasible, other 
options  may  have  mom immediate potential, 
primarily  because  they  can  more  readily be applied 
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incentives for prevention 

public  relasiom benefits 

to  existing processes. Modification of process and 
procedms, such as improved  scheduling of 
production,  improved housekping, attention to 
maintenanclt, employee training, on- and off-site 
recycling, all can take place at relatively  low cost as 
part ofaremientation towards top-to-bottam 
environmental awmness and  stewadship. New 
products and processes can  have this stewardship 
built in, right from the design stage. 

Campanies stand to dcrive both tangible  and 
intangible benefits fnnn implementing  pollution 
prevention. Financial benefits  may  include: 

avoided costs of transportation,  treatment  and 

reduced OT avoided costs of compliance (an 
disposal 

industry could remove  itself  entirely from certain 
regulatory  Icquircments, and avoid associated 
fees, fines) 
profit from sale of byproducts to others as raw 
matuials 
savings on amount  and costs of raw materials 

reduced or avoided costs of litigation 
reduced of avoided  insurance costs 
less  down  time  due to occupational health 

avoided costs of addressing  problems  later,  at 

avoided costs of accidents  and spills 
less down time due to lax maintenance 

.materials costs miuced through thmgh 

avoided costs of administration and  management 
reduced cost of rejects 

through ~lostd-lo~p mycling 

problems 

inflattd @Ces 

maintenance 

These axe just some of the  savings  available. It is 
wah noting  that  many of these  may  never  show  up 
ditectly  on the books, and  could  be  difficult  to track. 
But  they  should at least be assigned a value and taken 
into  account  when  making decisions on 
implementing  pollution  prevention  options. 

Another  less dhct  benefit of pollution  prevention  is 
the  development of "goodwill" with neighboring 
communities. Successful prevention effm will 
allow industry to m a traditional  public  relations 
liability  into an asset.  The  industrial  generator, 
usually seen as the  "black  hat"  relative to 
environmental issues,  can through a pollution 
prevention  approach  show  that  it  is  not only 

but taking positive  steps to -such impacts 
its negative  impact on the  environment, 
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from occurring in the k t  place. As the public's 
environmental  awareness  becomes more and more a 
part of the consumer  dccision making process, an 
manufactum's nputation as an environmentally 
sensitive capome citizen will have a directly 
positive impact on market share. 
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Definitions 

The  following terms are commonly used in 
discussions  of  pollution  prevention and related 
topics. It is impartant to remember  that with few 
exceptions,  there are no standard definitions  for  these 
tcrms. Waste  reductiodpollution  prevention/  waste 
minimipiton initiatives were first codified by state 
and local governments while the  debate over the 
definitions  of  these terms was at its  height.  As a 
result,  the  functional  definitions of the tenns and the 
activities associated with them vary h m  jurisdiction 
to jurisdiction. For a m m  complete  discussion of 
this issue,  please see Teny Foecke's  article 
''Defining  Pollution  Prevention  and  Related Terms" 
included in this Chapter. 

The  definitions  below are based  on our judgement of 
the most  accepted uses of the terms. We  have used 
the accepted USEPA  definition in cases  where  the 
Agency  has  established  one. 

Pollution  Prevention: activities  defined as 
"source reduction"  under  the  U.S.  Pollution 
Prevention Act of 1990 and other  practices  that 
reduce or eliminate  the  creation of pollutants through- 

i) increased  efficiency in the use of raw  materials, 
energy,  water  or  other resources, or 
ii) protection of natural resources by 
conservation. 

Pollution prevention includes  equipment or 
technology  modifications, process or procedure 
modifications, the refmulation or redesign or 
products,  substitution of raw  materials,  and 
improvements in housekeeping,  maintenance, 
training and inventory  control. 

Pollution prevention does  not  include  recycling, 
energy  recovery,  treatment or disposal. 

Some processes described as "in-process  recycling" 
may qualify as pollution  prevention. 

oaken fiom a memorandum dated May 28,1992 by 
-F. Henry  Habicht II, Deputy  Administrator of the 
USEPA,  to  all  USEPA  personnel.) 

Source  Reduction includes any practice  which- 
i) reduces the  amount of any hazardous 
substance,  pollutant, or contaminant  entering any 
waste sueam or otherwise  =leased  into  the 
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environment  (including  fugitive  emissions) prior 
to recycling,  treatment, or disposal, and 
ii) reduces the hazards t public health and  the 
environment asLssociBttd with  the  release of such 
substances,  pollutants, or contaminants. 

Source  reduction includes  equipment or technology 
modifications, process or procedure modifications, 
nfmulation or redesign of products,  substitution of 
raw materials, and improvements in housekping, 
maintenance, training, or inventory  control. 

Source  reduction does not include  any practice 
which alters the physical,  chemical, or biological 
characttristics or the  volume of a hazardous 
substance,  pollutant, or contaminant  through a 
process or activity  which  itself is not integral to and 
necessary for the  production  of a product or the 
providing of a service. 
flaken from the U.S. Pollution  Prevention  Act of 
1990.) 

Waste Minimization: activities  that  result in a 
reduction in waste  volume as well as waste 
generation. Waste  minimization includes  all types of 
recycling (on- and  off-site)  and  waste  concentration 
as well as source reduction  activities. This tenn 
usually  refers to hazardous  and  toxic  wastes. 

Recycling: the  collection,  separation, recoveq and 
sale or reuse of material  that  would  otherwise be 
disposed of or processed as waste. 

Waste Reduction: any activity  which  results  in a 
net reduction in the  amount of material  that  must 

handled as waste product Wmte reduction includes 
all  activities considmd waste minimization, pollution 
prevention, or recycling. 

ultimately be mated or disposed of or-othemise 
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U.S. Pollution Prevention Act of 1990 

On October 27,1990, the United States Congress 
passed the Pollution Revention Act of 1990. This 
Act, signed by the Resident, formally recognized the 
pvention approach to environmental  issues as the 
f c d c r a l l y p f d m e a n s  of  dealing  with  waste 
generation and disposal. The Act represents  a 
significant  policy shift by the federal  government 
away fram post  generation  treatment towad viewing 
waste  generation as part of, rather than the result of, 
a manufacturing process. 

Pollution  Prevention  Hierarchy The Act  establishes  a  Pollution  Prevention hiemchy 
as a  national  policy. This hiemchy states that it is 
U.S. policy that: 

USEPA  activities 

*pollution  should  be  prevented  of  reduced at the 

.pollution that cannot be prevented  should be 

*pollution  that  cannot be prevented OT recycled 

source, 

~bcycled in an environmentally safe manner, 

should be treated in an environmentally  safe 
manner, 

used only as a last resort. 
disposal ar release to the environmcnl  should be 

The USEPA is directed through this Act to set up an 
office, independent of the single medium programs, 
to implement the Act. Specifically, this new office is 
mandated to: 

establish standard methods of measurement for 
source reduction, 

-view regulations b e f m  and after proposal to 
determine  their effect on source duct ion,  
-re source reduction  activities in each 

USEPA office and promote sour reduction 
practice  in other Federal agencies, 

develop improved  methods f a  providing  public 
access to data collected under Federal 
environmental  statutes, 

.facilitate the adoption of source reduction 
techniques by businesses, 

*identify  measurable  goals that reflect the policy 
of  the  Act, tasks to meet these goals, dates, 

responsibilities, and means for measuring 
PrOgreSS, 

establish an advisary panel  of technical experts 
to advise the Administrator on ways to 
improve  the  collection and dissemination of 
data, 

requiredresources, arganizational 
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establish  a training  program on source reduction 

.make  recammendations to Congress to eliminate 
barriers to source reduction, 

*identify -ties to use Federal 
procuxernent to encourage source reduciion, 

develop, test ami disseminate model source 
reduction auditing procedures, 

establish an annual awards  program. 

The Act establishes a Federal grants  program 
designed to assist  state programs promote source 
reduction  by  businesses.  The Federal shm of any 
projectinthisgrantsprogramistobenomartthan 
5096. This program is now known as the  Pollution 
prevtntion Incentives to the  States  (PPIs) program. 

oppommities, 

source  reduction  clearinghouse The  USEPA is directed through the Act  to  establish a 
Some Reduction clcaringho~ containing 
infamation on  management,  technical  and 
operational  approaches to source reduction. This 
provision resulted in the establishment of the 
Pollution  Revention  Information Clearinghouse 
(PPIC). 

Form R A pollution  prevention and recycling  activities 
nparting component is added to the TRI n p d n g  
requirements  through this Act On a facility wide 
basis, TRI reparters arc required to repart on  the 
penxntage  change in thc amount of chemical  entering 

recycled, the change in the amount of chemical 
recycled,  and any prtdictions  regarding the changes 
in these levels in the fum. Included in this 
nporting requirement is a discussion of the type of 
pollution  prtvcntion  efforts made by  the  facility,  the 
techniques used to identify  pollution  prevention 
opportunities,  and  information ngarding changes in 

the waste smams, the quantities of chemical 

production  levels. 

The new Form R addition to TRI is designed to 
comply with this requirement 
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State zfhd Local Pollution Prevention Initiatives 

Since 1987 twenty seven states have enacted 
legislation  designed to pmmute  pollution  prevention 
as the preferred methd of  waste  management. 
These  picces of legislation, many of  which pceded 
the U.S. Toxic  Pollution  Prcvention  Act  into  law, are 
meant to formalize the shift in state environmental 
priorities from post  generation  solutions to 
p r o d m s  aimed  at nducing the  generation of waste 
at the some. This legislation  represents a deepening 
cammirment  on  the pa t  of the states to  foster  the 
adoption  of  pollution prevention options in their 
generating  communities. 

RCRA and SARA focus 

two types of legislation 

Pollution  Prevention  Policy 

Most  of  these  laws are directed at  wastes defined 
under  the U. S. Resource  Conservation  and 
Recovery  Act (RCM), or toxics defined in the U. S. 
Superfund  Amendments and Reauthorization Act 
(SARA) and reported by facilities in accordance with 
SARA Title III, or both. Of the 27 states with 
legislation, all of them direct their  activities at RCRA 
wastes  while 17 of these acts extent  the  authority of 
the  legislation to include SARA Title IKI releasts and 
facilities.  One  state  (Iowa)  extends the list of 
included  wastes to those governed  under  the  Clean 
Air Act. 

Source duction is mandated as the  most  favored 
method  of  waste  management in 25 out  of  the 27 
pieces of legislation. An expressed  multi-media 
focus  of  activities is called far in 21 of  the state acts. 
Toxic  materials use reduction is emphasized in ten 
states 

The action called  for  through  this  legislation  varies 
greatly from state to state. Rather than going through 
all  the  various  permutations,  we  have  chosen two of 
the most recent  bills that have been passed as 
examples. In many ways  these aca represent  the 
two most  popular forms of  this type of  legislation. 

At it's  most basic level, state pollution  prevention 
legislation  establishes a new  waste  management 
hierarchy with source nduction or pollution 
prevention  at  the top, and sets up an office in the 
state  environmental or public  health  agency  which  is 
to k t  the  state's  pollution  prevention  activities. 
Often this legislation cal ls  for  the  establishment of a 
technical assistance andor grant program designed to 
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help  generators  develop  and  adopt  pollution 
prevention  options  approPrate to their proctss of 
industry. 

ThestateofColoradoenactedabillofthisinthe 
spring of 1992. The  Colmado  legislation  mandates 
the  establishment of a Pollution  Prevention  Advisory 
Board Tht Advisory Board, appointed  by  the 
Governor, is rtsponsible  for  providing  general 
policy guidance, developing duct ion  goals,  and 
nviewing the regulatory structure to identify 
pollution pvention incentives  and  disincentives. 
The Advisory Board will also study and make 
&terminations ngarding the placement and activities 
of a state  pollution  prevention  technical assistance 
program. The types of activities  undextaken  by this 
technical assistance pgram a enumerated in the 
legislative  language.  The  Colorado  legislation  also 
establishes a coordinating  agency  in  the  Department 
of Public Health and a Pollution  Fxevention  Fund. 
The  Pollution  Prevention  Fund is designed to 
provide funding  for  the  Colorado's  pollution 
prevention  activities  by  imposing a limited fee on 
facilities required to rcpart under S A R A  Title III. 

Pollution  Prevention  Planning 
The other type of state pollution  prevention 
legislation  we will look at  includes, in addition to 
mandates similar to those  noted  above,  provisions 

wide pollution  prevention  plans.  These  plans arc . 

intended to assist waste generators  analyze  their 
waste smms with an  eye  toward  isolating  pollution 
prevention  opportunities.  Some states require that 
these  plans  include  some sort of facility  wide 
duction target. A number of states (ME, MA, MS, 
NJ, N Y ,  TN, VT, WA) actually establish  a  numeric 
state-wide  waste duction goal. Of the 19 states that 
mention  facility  planning in their  pollution  prtvention 
legislation, 15 require these  plans from certain 
classes of generators  while, 4 make  the  preparation 
of  such  plans  voluntary. 

that q u i r t  CMain generam to produce facility- 

Pollution  prevention  facility  planning is an important 
aspect of the ruxntly enacted  Amendments to the 
Arizona Hazardous Waste Management Statutes. 
Arizona's  facility  planning  requirements m directed 
at  facilities  responsible  for  reponing waste generation 
to the  Toxic  Release  Inventory. The facility-wide 
pollution  prevention  plan  is to include: 

*identification  of the facility  (name  and address), 
*the  name of the senior officialwith management 

responsibility, 
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ea certification by upper  management as to the 

ea statement of management policy, 
-specific pollution  prevention goals for  the 

.statement  of scope and  objectives, 
'pollution  prevention  opportunity  analysis, 
.statement of pollution  prevention  activities 

employee awareness and training programs, 
m o n s  toiacorporatt the plan into 

description of options  considered  and 

accuracy ofthe plan, 

facility, 

m y  in place, 

management practicts, 

explanation for those not implemented. 

This legislation also includes provisions that  set up a 
technical  assistance program. The provisions of this 
legislation are to be implemented with funds taken 
from the Hazardous Waste  Management  Fund  which 
is also established as part of this act Facilities that 
dispose  of,  store, or ship  off site any hazardous 
wastes will be assessed fees that will contribute  to 
the fund. 

Again,  legislatively  mandated  pollution  prevention 
efforts vary widely from state to state. In d e r  to 
fully understand the  requirements of and  the 
resources  available  through  your state's pollution 
prevention  legislation, it is important to review  the 
approPrate  legislation and seek any assistance  you 
may need from the  policy  branch of your state's 
regulatory agency. 

The following  table  will  give  you an idea of the 
pollution pvention legislation  that has been  enacted 
at  the  state  level. 

A signifisant  number of city and county governments 
are experimenting with the  inclusion of pollution 
prevention or waste  reduction  principles into local 
ardinances. Although not neariy as pervasive as 
pollution  prevention  efforts at the  state  level, many of 
these  local  efforts  leverage  the s t a e  efforts by 
bringing the  message of pollution  prevention to 
smaller  generators  and  other sectm of the generating 
community not addressed by the  larger  state 
programs. 

City and County Programs Locally based pollution  prevention efforts began in a 
handful of localities in the state of California 
Communities  ranging in size from the City of Los 
Angeles  to  the County of Nevada  (a  small  mountain 
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" 

program components 

materialbans 

City of Irvine experience 

county  on the eastern edge  of the state) began 
becoming involved in promoting  pollution  prevention 
in the  late 1980s. The  local  pollution  prevention 
movement  has  now spread to other axeas of  the 
country, being  most popular in larger  states,  the 
west, and Great Lakes States. 

These  local  pollution  prcvention  efforts, like state 
efforts, vary greatly from jurisdiction to jurisdiction. 
The typts of scryicts mandated  by these local 
initiativesincludc: 

.the  establishment  of  interagency mdinating 
teamstoreducebanierstoandfacilitatethe 
promotion  of  pollution  prevention as the 
p r e f d  method  of  waste  management, 

'providing  infomation and  technical  assistance 
through on-site  contact with industrial 
e n e m ,  

.waste  assessments to be performed on city or 
county facilities, 

.the  establishment  of a clearinghouse for 
pollution  prevention  information, 

.the  establishment  of a newsletter with pollution 
prevention as its focus,  and 

.the  sponsorship of workshops aimed at  helping 
the  generating  community identify and 
implement  pollution  prevention  options. 

Some  municipalities have taken  their  pollution 
prcvention a step  further  by banning or phasing out 
the usc of cutain mamial within their  jurisdiction. 
The  major  focus of these efforts have been the group 
of chemicals that contribute to the  depletion  of the 
earth's ozone layer.  Some  of  these  efforts will be 
further encouraged by certain provisions of the  new 
U.S. Clean Air  Act  which quires cities  and  states to 
maintain their  aggregate air quality  below a certain 
level. By banning or restricting  the use of some of 
these chemicals  that  substantially  contribute to the 
level  of air pollution  present in their  jurisdiction, 
many municipalities  hope to comply with these new 
restrictions. 

The City of Irvine (CA), for example,  passed an 
ordinance in August of 1989 that  prohibits  most  uses 

. of CFCs in manufacturing  and  cleaning  operations as 
well as building  insulation  and foam packaging. The 
ordinance also quirts  the recovery and recycling of 
CFCs during  the  servicing of air conditioning  and 
refiigeration  equipment and Mons in the sewicing of 
fire suppression equipment.  The  use of CFCs in 
refiigeration  equipment is not outlawed  by this 
ordinance but its use is  severely  controlled. 
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The city estimates  that thqe were between 15O-ux) 
facilities  using CFCs in manufacturing and cleaning 
at the time  the  ordinance  was passed- The city  made 
substantial efforts to educate the public  regaxding the 
rtquixcments of the cdinana. Much of this effort 
has revolved arod educating  concerned 
manufactums about possible  alternatives to the use 
of such  chemicals. 

I 

Publicly Owned Treatment Works A primary driving  force behind many of these local 
efforts is the need for  Publicly  Owned Tmtment 
Works (FOTWs) to enforce  federal  and  local  waste 
discharge  limits. The POTws are facing  mounting 
pressure that could  seriously  effect  their  ability to 
operate mtment plants  efficiently and effectively in 
the near future, including: 

*higher disposal costs necessitatd by higher 
concentrations of toxic compounds in the 
sludges the mTw generates, 

*inmased illegal  dumping of hazardous waste 
into  waste streams headed for the POTW 
driven by  the  incrcasing  rtgulation  and 
expense  involved in the disposal of such 
wastes, 

dditional regulations further limiting  the 
hazardous p~l l~ tants  in €UlX' pass-through 
effluent, air emissions,  and  sludge,  and 

 future pwth which  will  increase  hazardous 
waste  loads. 

POTws see pollution  prevention efforts as a means 
to proactively address this situation. 

Many efforts on the  part of POTws involve 
providing  basic  pollution  prevention infomation to 
their  client  industries. POTws may also p v i d e  
technical  assistance to local industry to help  them 
identify and  evaluate  site-specific  pollution 
prevention  opportunities.  Some POTws have  even 
attempted to develop regulatory quirements 
intended to promote  pollution  prevention. 

Any effort by a POTW could  have  substantial  benefit 
and/or impact hazardous waste generam in its 
vicinity.  Individual  interested in supparting an 
industrial  generator's  efforts in pollution  prevention, 

should be sure to contact the POTW in their area to 
take  advantage  of any efforts  they  may be making in 
helping  their  clients  reduce  waste. 

particularly as those efforts nlate to water use, 
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To find more information on local pollution 
prtvention initiatives, contact the Department of 
Healthinthecityorcountyinwhichyouare 
inccrestcd. It m y  also be necessary to COnMCt the 
localEmergurcyResponseTeam,inspectors 
responsible for hazardous waste issues, or Firc 
Dcpamnenttogetacomp1etcpicn;reofthtpollutim 
pvention initiatives being takcn in a particular 
municipality. 
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Resources 

US. Pollution  Prevention  Act of 1990 

Table of State Pollution  Prevention  Legislation 

Temy Foecke,"Defining Pollution Prevention  and  Related Terns," Pollution 
Prevention  Review, Winter 1991-92  pp.103-112 
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~ 1 -ION 1. SBOBT TITLE TABLE OF C o m a  
i 

2 This Act may be cited as the Pollution PreventioqAct 

3 of 1990-. 

b. 

. .  
TABLE OF UINTEk 

See, 1. Short  title  and  table of contents. 
See, 2. ?indings  and  policy. 
Sac. 3. Definitions. 
Scc. 4. EPA activities. 
Scc, 5. Grants  to  States  for  State  technical  assistance 

SCC. 6. Source  reduczion  clearinghouse. 
Scc. 7. Source  reduction  and  recycling  data  collection. 
See. 8 ,  EPA report, See. 9. Savings provisions. 
Sac. 10. Authorization of appropriations. See. U. Implementation. 

4 ssc. 2, ?IleDms A m  POLICY, 

programs. 

5 '(a) FIND1NCS~"he Congress finds that: 

7 millions  of  tons of pollution  and spends tens of billions 

9 (2) There  are  significant  opportunities  for  industry 

10 to reduce  or  prevent  pollution  at  the  source  through 

11 cost-effective &anger in production,  operation,  and  raw 

12 materials use. Stch changes  offer  industry  substantial 

6 (1) The United  States of  America  annually  produces 

8 of  dollars  per  year  controlling this pollution. 

13 savings in  reduced  raw  naterial,  pollution  control,  and 

14 liability  costs as well as help  protect the environment - 
1s reduca.risko to worker health and safety. 

X6 (3) The opportunities  for source  reduction are often 



2 -industrial  zasources they require for  compliance, focus 

3 upon treatment and disposal,  rather than source 

4 =.duction; uirting regulations do not q h a s i r e  

s multi-medi8 m8nageaent  of  pollution; a d  businesses  need 

- 

6 intomtion a d  technical usistancr  to overcome 

. f  fnstitutionrl  barriers to t3e adoption  .of source 

8 reduction practices. 

9 (4) Source’reduction is fundamentally different and 

11 

12 

14 

15 

16 

27 

18 

tontrol. The Enoironmental  3rotection Agency needs  to . - 
address the historical  lack of attention to source 

reduction. 

(S) U a first step in preventiag pollution  through 

source reduction, the Environmental Protection Agency 

must  sstablish a source  redzction program  which  collects 
and disscariaatcs  faformatio&  provides finmcial 

8rsistaec to States, and isplements the other  activities 

19 provided for: i n  this kt. 

20 (b] POtICY,”ra. Congress hereby declares it to be the 

21 trrtiorul policy of the United Sates that pollution  should be 

22 preveated or  reduced  at the source whenever  feasible; 

23 poUution that m o t  be prevented  should be recycled  in an 

24 enofroamentally safe naaaer,  whenever  fea8iblc;  pollution 

2s thrt uxtaot be prevented or recycled should be treated in an 

0 

, 
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10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

1s 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

2s 

1 

cnvfroamentally  safe  manner  whenever  feasible;  and disposal 

or otherr release  into  the  environment  should be employed only 

8s a last ruott and  should be conducted in  an 

mvfroamestally safe manner. 

E. 3. ". 
mr purposes of  this  Act- 

(1) -e term  Admfaistrator.. means the .. 
Admidstrator of the  Environmental  Protection  Agency. 

' (2) The term Agency.' means  the  Environmental a *  

Protection  Agency. 

(3) The  term  toxic  chemical.' meaas any rubstance .. 
on the  liat  described in rcction 313(c) of the Superfund 
Ame-errtr 8ad Reauthorization Act of 1986. 

(41 m e  term  release' ' has the same meankg as 
0 .  

provided by section '329(8) of  the  Superfund Amendments 

and  Reauthorization  Act  of 1986. 

(S)(A) The tern  source reduction.. means  any .. 
practice vhicb- 

(i) reduces  the  amount of any hazardour 

sabstance,  pollutant, ot contaminant  entering any 

vast8  stream o t  otherwiae  released  into the 

eaoironnrcnt [including  fugitive d s r i o n s )  prior to 

recycling,  treatment, or disposal; and - 
(ii) reduces the hazards to pablfc  health and  the 

eaviroament associated w i t h  tha release  of such 
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L 
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12 

13 

14 

. 15 
16 

17 

18 

. -  substances,  pollutants,  or  contaminants. 

The term includes  equipment  or tehology modiffcations, 

process  or  procedure  modifications,  xeformulation  or 

redesign of pr&ucts, substitution  of ?8w mterials, and 

improvements in  housekeeping,  mainterunce,  traiaing, or 

inventory control. 

- 

(8) The t e m  source reduction.. does not  include 0 .  

any practice w h i e  alters  the  physical, Chemical, or 

biological characteristics  or the'volume of a hazardous 

substance, pollxtant, or  contamixmnt through a process or - 
8CtfVity w h i c h  ftself is not  iategral to and necessary 

for the productiorr  of a product  or the providing of a 

service. 

(6) The tern multi-r~cdia~~ - 8 8 8 .  wate?, 8fr, and a *  

( 7 )  The term SIC codes. refers to the 24igit code .* 
numbers used for classification of economic activity in 

the Standard  Industrial  Classification Haaual. . 

19 SEC. 4, 

20 (8) htHORIT1ESI"The Mnistrator shall establish in - ' 

21 the J4.m an off ice t o  carry  out the functions of the 

22 Administrator  uader t3is Act. The off ice. shall be independent 

23 of the Agency's riryle-medium  program  off ices but shll have 

24 the 8uthority to review  and  advire  such offices on their 

2s activities to promote 8 aulti-media  approach to source 

- 

. .  
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1 rcduetion. The office  shall be under  the  direction of such 

2 officer of the Agency as the Unistrator shall  designate. 

3 (b) fUYCf1ONS~”The Administrator shall  develop  and - 
4 hplemeat 8 Strategy to  promote  searce  reduction. k part of 

5 the strategy, the m n i r t r a t c  shall- 

* i  (2) establish  standard &hods of measurement  of 

7 source reduction: 

a (2) ensure  that  the Asrrcy considers the effect  of 

9 its existing  and  proposed  programs on source  reduction 

10 efforts  and  shall  reviev r-lations of the Agency  prior 

u * aad subsequent to their prapoul to determine their 

r2 effect on source reductiot; 

- 

16 

I? 

18 

19 

20 

2L 

22 

23 

24 

agencies,  and  generic  research  and  development on 

techaiques  and  processes Usich have broad  applicability: 

(4) develop improved rc-ods of coordinating,  and 

assuring public access to &:a collected  under  Federal 

eavirommat.2  statutes; 

(5 )  facilitate  the adoption of source reduction 

techaiques by businesses. %is strategy  shall  include  the 

use of the Source  Reduction  Clearinghouse  and  State 

matching  grants  provided fn this Act to foster  the 
- 

2s exchange o f  information  regarding source  reduction 
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teaiques,. U e  Ussenination of r u e  information  to 

businesses, and the provision of technical  assistance to 

burinesrer. The stzategy shal1.also consider the- . 
uprbilitier of various businesses to make use of  source 

reduction techniques: .* 

. .  

(6) idenkify,  vhera  appropriate,  rtasurable goals 

which zeflect the policy of this Act, the tasks  necessary 

to achieve the goals, dates at  which the principal  tasks 

are to be accomplished,  required  resources, 

organizational  responsibilities, and the means by which 

progress in meeting the goals  will be measured; 

(7) establish aa 8dviroty panel of technical  experts 

campxired  of.zeprescntativcs  from  industzy, the States, 

8ad public  interest  groups, to 8dvise the Mntinistrrtor 

on nys to improve collection  and dirsdnrtion of data: 

(8) establish a training  progrrm on multimedia  source 

reduction  opportunities,  including  workshops and guidance 

docrrprcrrts, for  State  and  Federal  permit  issuance, 

eafotcesent, and inspection  officials  working  within a11 

rgeaq program  off  ices. 

(9) identify and make rccommendatfoas  to  Congress  to 

eliminate barriers  to . source  reduction  including  the  use 
of iacentioer &d disincentives : 

m 

(IO) identity  opportuaitier to use Federal 

procuresent  to  encourage  source  reduction; 
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(-11) develop,  test and  disseminate  model  source 

reduction  auditing  procedures  designed to highlight 

source  reduction  opportunities:  and 

" 

- 
(12) establish an annual  award  program  to  recognize  a 

cempaay or companies which opesate  outstanding  or 

fanovatfoe  source  reduction p5ogrmu. 
0 .  
0 .  

E. 5. m To STATES ?QR STATE AssISzma . 

-. 
ta) GENERAL AUTHORITYc-The Administrator  shall make 

matching  grants  to  States  for  programs to pramote the use of 

sqrce reduction techniques by businesses. 

. .  

(b) CRITERIA,"fJben evaluating the requests  fog  grants 

under this section, the Administrator  shall  consider,  among 

other things, whether the proposed  State  program  would 

8ctoqlish the following: 

- 

(1) Idake specific  technical  assistance available to' 

businesses  seeking  information  about  source  reduction . 

opportunities,  including  funding  for  experts  to  provide 

onsite  technical  advice to business meking assistance 

8nd to  assist  in the development  of  source  reduction 

p1.m 

(2) Target  assistance to businesses  for  whom  lack of 

infomation is aa medintent to  source  reduction. - 
(3) Provide  training in source reduction techniques. 

Such traiaing may be provided  through  local  engineering 
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"schools or any other  appropriate  means. 

- (c) kTCHINC FUNDSO-Fedezal funds  used  in  any  State 

program  under this section  shall  provide no more  than SO per 

ceatum  of the fuds made available to a State in each-year of 

th.t ~tate~rr puticipatioa in ttm p~ogram. 

(a) E~FECTIVENESSO-T~~  Udaistrator -11 establish 

appropriate means f o r  measuring the effectiveness of the . 

State  graata  made  uader this section in proaPoting the use of 

source  reduction  techniques by businesses. 

(e) INFORHATIONO--States  receiving  grants  under  this 
section  shall make information  generated  under the grants 

available to the Administrator.. 

- 

SEC. 6 ,  -I= -SEo 

( 8 )  hTHORIfYr-Zhe Administrator shall establish a 
Source Reduction  Clearinghouse to compile  information 

including a computer  data base which contains  information on 

management,  technical, and operational  approaches to source 

reduction. The Administrator shall use the clearinghouse to- 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

(1) serve as 8 center  for source  reduction  technology 

transfer; 

(2) munt active  outreach  and  education  programs by 

the States t o  further the adoption  of  source  reduction 

technologies; and - 
(3) collect aad -ire information  reported by 

States  receiving  grants  under  section S on the operation 
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10 

1 and scccess of  State  source  reduction programs. 

2 (b) PUBLIC A V A I L A B I L ~ T Y ~ ” T ~ ~  Administrator  shall make 

~- 

3 available to the  public  such  information sa source  reduction 

4 8s is gatkered  pursuant to this Act and sac3 other  pertinent 

S M o m a t i o n  and analysis regarding  source  reduction u map be 

6 available to the Administrator. *‘ha data base shall permit 

- 

- 7 entry and retrieval of iafonuation  to any person. 

8 SEC, 7. RmucTIorl A m  ” DAzA cOLLEcT1m. 

9 (a) REPORTING RE0UIREMENTSP”ch m e r  or’operator o f  a 

10 facility  required to  file an annual  toxic  chemical  release 

11 fosm under section 313 of  the  Superfund  Jkendments  and 

12 LLcarr&oritation ’Act of 1986 (.*SARA00) for aay toxic chemical 

13 8hll include  with  each  .such  aanual  filing 8 toric  chemical 

14 source rduction and  recycling  report  for the pracceding 

13 calendar  year. The toxic  chemi.ca1  source  ?eduction  and 

16 recycling  report shall cower  each  toxic “1 required to 

17 be repprted  in the annual  toxic chemical release form  filed 

18. by the omer or  operator  uader  section 313(c) of that  Act. 

- 

. .  

I9 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

2s 

This section  shall t a k e  effect w i t h  the .trroal  report  filed 

uader section 313 for the first  full a l t a r  year beginning 

after the enactment  of  this Act. 

(b) ITEM INCLUDED IN R E P O R T P - T ~ ~  toxic  chemical  aource 

reduction and recycling  report  required e e r  subsection (a) 

sb.rloret  forth  each  of  the  following on a 

facility-by-facility basis for  each  toxic chemical: 
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20 
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23 

24 

25 
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(I) The quantity o f  the  chemical  entering  ary  waste 

stream  (or  otherwise  released  into  the  environmcrrt)  prior 

to recycling,  treatment, or disposal during-the calendar 

year for which the report is filed and thc percentage 

change  from the previous  pear. The quaatity  reported 

shall not include any amount  teported  under  paragraph 

(71. Ithen actual measurements of  the  quantity Of a toxic 

chanical entering the waste  streams  are  not  readily 

available,  reasonable  estimates  should be made  based  on 

best engineering  judgment. 

- 

(2) The amount  of the chemical froan the  facility - 
which i s  recycled  (at the facility or elsewhere)  during 

such calendar  year, the percentage  change  from the 

previous yearr a d  the process o f  recycling~ured. 

(3) The 'source  reduction  practices  used w i t h  respect 

to that  chemical  during  8uch  pear at the facility.  Such 

practices  shall be reported in accordance w i t h  the 

following categories  unless the Administrator  finds  other 

categories to be more  appropriate: 

(A) EQufpment,  technology, processr or procedure 

PodificrtiO~. 

(E) Reformulation  or  redesign of products. 

(c) Substitution o f  raw  materials. 

(D) Inprooement in namgement, training, 

inventory  coatrol,  materials  handling, or other 

m 
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- general 

( 4 )  The 
- 

12 

operational phases of industrial  facilities. 

amount  expected to be  reported  under 

paragraph (1) and (2) for the two  calendar  years 

immediately  following the calendar yeaz for w h i i  the 

report i s  filed. Such amomt.shalf be expressed as a 

percentage change  from the &at reported in paragraphs 

(1) and (2). 

(S) A ratio of production in the reportiag  year  to 

production in the  previous  pear. The ratio  should be 

calculated to most  closely  reflect  all  activities 

involving the toxic ChcJnical. In  specific  industrial 

classifications  subject to this section,  where a 

feedstock  or some variable other than ptoduction is the 

priamry  iafluence on waste characterirtics *or volumes, . 

the report play provide an index based on that  prinmrp 

variable  for  each  toxic t b d c a l .  The Administrator is 

encouraged to develop  prodrctioa  indexes to accommodate 

iadfvidual industries for Ese on a voluntary basis. 

(6) The techniques wcich were w e d  to identify  source 

reduction opportunities. Teckaiquer listed  should 

include,  but are not  limited to, employee 

re-ndations, external and internal  audits, 

participative  team  management,  and  material  balance 

audits. m ~ h  type  of  source  reduction  listed  under 

paragraph (3) should  be  rsrociated w i t h  the techniques or 

- 

.. . 
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13 

1 ~ - multiples of techniques used to identify the source 
I 

I 2 reduction technique. 

3 (7) Thi Mount of any toric chemical released into - 
4 the emfrorimcat which resulted troa a utartzophic event, . 
5 . r d i a l  action, .a or other onqtime evett and is not 

6 u8oci8ted With production  procerscr dtrzing the  reporting 

7 year 

8 ( 8 )  m e  Mount of the ~h~mfcal f r m  the facil ity 

9 vhicd is treated  (at the facility or elsewhere)  during 
10 such calendar year and the percentage  change from  the 

11 previous pear. 

Z2 ?or the first pear of reporting  undez a i s  subsection, 

13 coqariSo8 w i t h  the previous year  ir required only to the 

14 extent mch iafomation is available: 

IS (c)  PROVISIONS ,-The provirionr o f  sections 322, 

16 325(c), aad 326 of the Superfuad lhendnents and 

17 Reauthorization  Act of 1986 shall apply to the reporting 

18 requirements of this section in the same manner as to the 

19 reports required =der section 313 of  that Act. The 

20 Adaidstrator u p  modify the form required for purposes of 

21 reporting  information under section 313 o f  that Act to the 

22 extent he deems necessary to include the atditioaal 

23 infomation required-  under' this section. 

21 (t i l  ADDITIONAL OPTIONAL IN FOR HA TI OW.--^^^^ person  filing a 

I a 25 m p r t  uader this rectioa for any pear m y .  include with the 
. .  

. 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

- 7  

8 

9 

16 

x7 

l a  
19 

20 

2l 

22 

23 

24 

2s 

r e p t  additional iafortion regarding  source  reduction, 

mcycling, and othe: pollution  control  techniques i n  earlier 

m 8 X S  . 
(e) AVAIWIILITY OF DAfAc"ubject t o  section 322 of the 

Superfund lhtndmeatr 8nd Reauthogizatfon Act of 1986, the 

Maist=ator shall mke data  collected  under this section 

publicly  8vailable fa the same 1paMer as the data edlccted 

L 

uadex section 313 of the Superfund  Amendments  and 

Reauthorization Act of 1986. 

(a) BIENNIAL &PORTS.--The Administrator shall provide 

Coagrcrs w i t h  a report within eighteen  months  after atrctment 

of U s  k t  and bicmially thereafter,  containing  a detailed 

description of the actiorw taken to inplement tbe strategy to 

proarotm source  reduction  developed  under section 4(b)  and of 

the results of such actio-. The  report shall include an 

urrssment of the effectiveness of -.the clearinghouse m d  

gr.nt-progrm wtablished under this Act  in  promoting the 

goals of  t&e strategy, and shall evaluate &ta gaps  atd  data 
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1 

2 

3 

- 4  

S 

6 

7 

8 

9 

:0. 

Z I  

z2 

3 

z4 

IS 

16 

17 

38 

59 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

2s 

duplication vith respect  to  data  collected  under  Federal 

environmental  statutes, 

(b) SUBSEOUENT REPORTS.- -E~C~ biennial  report  submitted - 
uader subsection (a) after  the  first  report shall contain 

UCh O f  th8 fOUWia9: 

(1) & azmlysis of the data collected  under section 7 

on 8n iadustryby-industry bash for not less than f ive  

SIC codes OS other categories as the Mdnistrator deems 

rppropriate, The analysis shall begin with those SIC 

codes or  other  categories of facilities  which  generate 

the largest  quantities of toxic  chemical  waste. The 

marpsis shall include M evaluation of tzends in source 

reductioa by industry,  firm site, production, QZ other 

rueful mew. Each such  subsequent report shall cover 

five SIC codes or  other  categories  which  were  not  covered 

in a prior report  until all SIC codes or other  categories 
have been covered. ‘ 

(2 )  Aa aa&ysis of the  usefulness end  validity of the 

data  collected  under section 7 for.measuring  trends in 
m c e  reduction and the adoption of aource reduction by 

business. 

(3) Zdentification of regulatory and nonregulatory 

barriers to source teduction, and of opportunities  for 

miag existing regulatory  progtamsr and incentives uad 

disincentives to  promote  and  assist aourct reduction. 
.. . 



m s a s  

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

'I 

8 

9 

10 

16 

-.- (4) Identification of  industries and pollatants that 

require priority  assistance in mltf-nedia source 
reduction. 

(5) Bacomerrdrtionr as to.inceativea  needed  to 

encoorage investment and  research and development fa 

souzee reduction. 

(6) Identification  of  opportunities  and  development 

of priorities f o r  research  8nd develment in soutce 

reduction methods and  techaiques. 

( 7 )  &a evaluatioa of the cost 8 d  technical 

ll 

12 

13 

1 4  

1s 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

I4 

2s 

feasibility, by industry a d  pzocessesr of source 

teductioa  opportunities and curreat activities aad aa 

identffiation of any industries for w h i c h  there are 

sigrriffctrrt barriers to source  reduction w i t h  aa mnalpsfr 

of  the basis of this identification. 

(8) & evaluation o f  methods o f  coordinating, 

rtreamliaing, aad improving  public access  to  data 

collected andcr redera1  environmental  statutes. 

(9) Aa evaluation of data gaps and data  duplication a. 

w i t h  respect to data  collected  under Federal 

enviroamental  statutes. 

In the report following the first  bieaaial  report  provided 

for uader this rubsaction,  paragr8phr (3) through (9) may be 

iacltded at the discretion  of  the  Addaists8tor. . 

E. 9. SA- ~ S I O H S .  
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17 
" ( 8 )  Bothing i a  th is  Act shall be construed to todify or 

intesfere vith the implementation of title 111 of the 

Superfund Jineadmerrts a d  Reauthorization Act .of- 1986. - 
(b) -thing wat8in.d i n  this Act rhrrl be coastsued, 

intergretdoz applied to -laat, displace, p r e m t  or 

otherwise dish is& the zesponsibilitics  and liabilities under 

other State or ?ederal law, whether  statutory or can=oa. 

*t 

sbc. 10, AnzBoRIzA2xw or -0ES. 
There i s  authozized to  be appropriated  to the . 

Administrator $8,000,000 fot each of the fiscal pears 1991, 

11 1992, and 1993 for  functions  carried  out under this Act 

12 (other t)lra State grants),  and $8,000,000 for  each of the 

- 

E 

. .  

.. - .- 
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SURVEY OF STATE LEGISLATION 

Statelstatus Definitions Materials Priorities  Coverage Access  Funding Provisions 
-Technical 

-Education 
-Grants 
-Information 

referral 

assistance I Appropriations 
Not  based 
on fees 

Based  on  fees 

Management: 
-soli 8 
hazardous 
waste 

No statewide 
numeric  goals 
Pollution Hazardous & 

Alaska 
-recycling 
-treatment 
-disposal 
Excludes: 
-incineration enacted  '90 -medii transfer 
Includes: 
-toxic use 

-source 
redudion 

-input,  process. 
product change 

-'cafe' treatment 

Includes: 
-input,  process, 

Exdudes: 
-treatment 
-medii transfer 
-volume change 

Includes: 
-input,  process, 

Excludes: 
--ding 
-treatment 
-dirposal 

reduction 

productchange 

product change 

Includes: 
input, process, 
productchange 
Excludes: 
-incineration 
-medii transfer 
-off-site or out of 
process recycle 

Includes: 
-waste redudion 
-reuse 6 recyde 
-round  treatment 
6 dcposal 

-Facility plans 
-Annual reporb 
-Technical 

Assistance 
Rosrem 

-H~Z&OIJS 
WaS& 

Plans  are 
confidential  on 
request of 
owner. 

Arizona 

enacted  '91 
California 

enacted  '89 

Colorado 

enacted '92 

Connect- 
icut 

enacted  '91 

Prevention 
-toxic  use 

-source 
reduction 

No statewide 

reduction 

Toxic  Was& 

numeric  goals I 
Reduction: I California Based  on  fees 

and  penalties 
, Indudes: 
i -largequantity 
i generam 
Excludes: 
-those daiming 
infeasibility 
of options 

All business  and 
government 
Focuses on 
rmalland 

' medium" 
businesses 

Plansheports 
available to 
public;  trade 
secrets 
available  only 
to state 

-source 

hazardous  -release 
extremely -waste 
hazardous & 

No statewide wastes 

'BF- 
-Pllot SIC 
codes 

-technical 
assistance 

-Advisory Board 
-POUUaion 
Prevention Fund 
-technical 

aukmnca 

numeric aoals I 
Pollution I SARA Title 111 Based  on  fees 

Prevention 8 CERCIA 
-aiy practice 

that  reduces 
use or 
generation 

eucineues with 
gross mvenues 
of less than 

employees 

Industries 6 
sites taqeIed a1 
annuel irrtenrals 
Voluntary waste 
minimiracion 
PlaMina 

-TechnicpI 
assihtence 

-Grant program 

Pollution 
Prevention: 

generation 
-hazardous & 
toxic  waste 

-multi-media 
No statewide 
numeric goals 
Minimization: 
-hazardous & 
sdid waste 

-multi-media 
reduction 

Hazardous 8 
Toxic Waste 

(not  specified) 

Not  based 
on fees 

Trade  secrets 
are prdected 

Delaware Delaware C o d 4  
-solidAiquid/ 

haz./refuse 
-air pollutants 
-sewage 

No statewide 
numeric goals 
Pollution Toxic  and 
Prevention: hazardous 

-at the  source substances 

No statewide 
numeric  goals 

Reduction: 
hazardous 8 -ha. waste 

Georgia 

acute 
hazardous 
waste 

enacted '90 

Florida -Technical 
assistance 

-Conferences 

Proprietary 
information 
obtained 
through  on- 
site  technical 
assistance is 
confidential. 

General  Fund Includes: 
-nonmandatory 
substitution 6 
reduction 
(ind.energy) 

-product reform. 
-process change 
-procedure changcl 
-environ. planning 
-on-& recycling 

Includes: Indudec: 
-input, process, "quantity 
product change generaton 
in-house reqde -out-of-state 
Excludes: LO generators 
-treatment  using Georgia 
-media transfer TSDs 
-volume change 
-incineration 

enacted  '91 

Georgia -Technical Planslreports 
available to 
public;  trade 
secrets 
available  only 
to state 

Not based 
on  fees uustance 

-Facility 
plannino 

No &&y& 
numeric  goals enacted '90 

BWRITAR 1313 5th St. SE Suite 325  Minneapolis, MN 
June 1993 

5541 44502 (61 2) 379-5995 
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SURVEY OF STATE LEGISLATION 

Statelstatu-s 
llllnois 

enacted '89 
Indiana 

enacted '90 
Iowa 

enacted '91 , 

Kentucky 

enacted '88 

Louisiana 

enacted '87 
Maine 

enacted '90 

Massa- 
chusetts 

enacted '90 

@WRITAR 

Deflnltlons 
Prevention: 
-toxic  pollution 

.IF 

No statewide 
numeric  goals 
Prevention is 
-toxic  material 

waste release 

reduction of: 

Us8 

No statewide 
numeric  goals 
Prevention: 
toxics  pollution 

No statewide 
numeric  goals 
Reduction: 
-toxic  waste 
generation 

No statewide 
numeric  goals 
Reduction: 
-ha. 8 solid 
waste 

No statewide 
numeric  goals 
Reduction: 
-toxics  use 
-toxics  release 
haz. waste 

goal- 
Ise reduction: 
-10% by 7f1193 
-20% by 7f 1195 
30% by 7f 1197 
Reduction: 
-toxics  use 
andfor  release 

jtatewide goal- 
vaste reduction 
-50% 

Materials 
SARA toxic 
substances & 
Illinois  lists 

CERCLA 
hazardous 
substances 8 
Indiana 

"environmental 
wastes' 

Iowa  lists 
which indude 
SARA,  RCRA 

RCRA 
SARA 

RCRA 

SARA  toxics, 
RCRA 

SARA  toxics, 
CERCIA 

Priorities Coverage Provlsions 

Excludes:  generators 
-treatment 
-media transfer 
-volume  change 
-incineration 
Includes: 
input,  process, 

in-house recycle 
Excludes: 
-ofi-site recycle 
-media transfer 
-incineration 

Pro-Change 

Voluntary 
6 pilot 

ndudes:  Includes: 
input, process. -SARA reporters 
product changes. -LOGS 
integral recycle 
Excludes: 
burning.  transfer 
off-site recyde, 
exchange 

Includes:  Voluntary: 
-input, process. -RCRA and 
productchew =report 
inhwserecycle dab 
Exdudes: aneaed 
&-rite recycle 
ortreabnent 

-volume  change I 
Includes: I Includes: 
-in-plant 
practices 
-in-process 
recycling 
Excludes: 
off-process or 
off-site recycle 

p 
-input,  product 
or process 
-0er 
capture for 
reuse.  recyding 
beatment 

Includes: 
-input. product 

change 
or  process 

Excludes: 
-&cineration 
-medii transfer 
-treatment 
-off-site  recycle 

Includes: 
-largequantity 
Qeneratorr 
-smallquantity 
gem- 
-toxic$  users 
Excludes: 
-some LOGS, 
PoTWs 

Includes: 
-largequantity 
toxics  users 
-smallquantity 
toxicr  users 
Excludes: 
-faalities<lO 
~ P k Y e e S  

1313 5th St. SE Suite 325 Minneapolis, MN 
June 1993 

?ethnical 
assistance 

-Innovation 
-Inspectors' 
manual 

-Explow 
enfwcement 
-Research 

assistance 
-Research 
-Grants 
-Generator 
dannhl 
m m d  

-Facility plans 

(VduntarY) 

assistance 

6 summaries 

-Technical 

-Information 

-Technical 
assistance 

"ormation 
-Tlaini i  
-Grants 
-set state 
ooalc 

-Waste 
reduction 

P h S  (done) 
-Technical 
arsittance 

-Fee StNCtuw 
Promoting 
reduction 
-Facility plans 
andreports 
-Info program 

-Technical 
S W V b S  
-Grants 

-Facility plans 
and reports 

-Toxics  use 
plannerr 

-Toxia use 

-TechlUCal sv 
assistance 

Access 
Trade  secrets 
protected 

Trade  secrets 
protected 

Plans 
submitted to 
the  Waste 
Management 
Authority  for 
review and 
approval 

Trade  secrets 
protected 

Public  data 
laws apply 

Plans 
available to 
state 

Public  petition 
for  review of 
plan  summary 
and  report 
-plans  are 
public; trade 
secrets 
protected 

5541 4-4502 

Funding 
General  fund 
and  money 
raised  by 
HWRC 
activity 

General  fund 

General  fund 

General  fund 

Based  on 
fees lL the 
general  fund 

Based  on  fees 

Based  on fees 

(612) 379-5995 
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1 SURVEY OF STATE LEGISLATION 

Statelstatus Definitions 
Michigan 

enacted '87 
Minnesota 

enacted '90 
Mississippi 

enacted '90 

Missouri 

proposed '91 
(not passed) 

New 
Jersey 

enacted '91 

New  York 

enacted '90 
North 

Carolina 

enacted '89 
Ohio 

DrODOSed '91 

@WRITAR 

Reduction: 
-any practice 
that  reduces 
release or 
treatment 

Prevention: 
-toxic 
pollutants 
use,  release 

No &&&Q 
generation 

numeric  goals 
Minimization: 
haz. waste 

;tatewide goal- 
waste reduction 

Prevention: 
-source 
reduction 

Reduction: 
-hazardous 
wase 
generation 

-25% by 1/1/96 

No statewide 
numeric  goals 

Prevention: 
-hazardous 
substance 
pollution 

Statewide goal- 
discharge 
reduction: 

Reduction: 
bar. waste, 

releate6 
toxic cubstance 

goal- 
generation 

vaste reduction 
-50% by 1999 
Management 8 

Minimization: 
haz. waste 

No statewide 
numeric  goals 
Reduction: 
haz.  waste 

-50% by 1996 

;tatewide goals ,be 
!stablished 

Materials Priorities 
Hazardous, 
Solid,  Liquid 
Industrial 
Waste  and  Air 
Contaminants 

SARA toxics 

Any 
EPA-listed 
haz.  waste 

SARA 111 313 
Missouri  list 

SARA 111 313 
toxics 

SARA, 
RCRA 

RCRA& 
North  Carolina 

RCRA  solid 8 
hazardous 
wastes 

Includes: 
-input product 01 
process  change 

improved 
mgmt.,  training 
andlor 
inventory 
control. 

Includes: 
-input,  product 

change 
or  process 

-reduction  in 
releases 

Hierarchy: 
1. source 

reduction 
2. Waste  reduc. 
3. Recycling 
4. Treatment 
5. Disposal 

-changes that 
Prevention; 

result m a 
reduction 
Reduction: 
-input  process, 
product  change, 
inhouse recycle 

Includes: 
-input, process, 
productchange. 
in-house  recycle 
Excludes: 
off-site recycle 
or treatment 

-incineration 
-increased 
p l l .  control 
Includes: 
-input  process. 
product  change. 
hhoUSe. 
docedkop 
or off-cite 
recydw 

Includes: 
-minimization 
or reduction of 
quantity or 
toxicity  of 
haz. waste 

Naste  Reduction: 
source  reduction 
(inputs,  process. 

procedures) 
on-site  recycling 
off-sib recycling 
treatment 
sound  disposal 

Coverage 
Mlchigan 
businesses, 
governmental 
unit,  and the 
general public 

Indudes: 
-largequantity 
genera- 
-smallquantity 

SARA 
toxics users 

reporters 

Includes: 
-largequantity 
Oe" 
-smallquantity 
toxics  users 

-SARA 
reporterr 

Priority facilities 
in selected SIC 
&sin3 
years. 

Omers may be 
required by DEP 

Includes: 
ament permit 
hokferr 
generators of 
25tonrand 
rq 

Includes: 
-allNClee- 
P Y h l  
generam 

Includes: 
-RcRA 
generam 
out-of-state 
generarorc are 
subject to fees 

Provisions 
-Technical 
assistance 

-kdlty plans 
and m 

-GuI&= 
manual 

-Technical 
assistance 

-GMb 
-Facility plans 
and reports 

-Technical 
assistance 

-TIIlini 
-Research 
-Explore new 
statutes 

-Faciltty plans 
dreportt 
"onnation 
-Conferences 
-Waste Audits 
-Low-interest 

bans 
-Waste 
exchange 

-Training 

-Faality-wide 
m?.~ng 
-Fdtty plans 
6 summaries 
-Training 

-Facility plans 

GUldaW 
mmud 

-Evaluation 

-Facility plans 
-Technical 
assistance 

-Grants 
-Information 

-Technical 
assistance 

-Enforcement 
-Facility plans. 

annualreport6 
notificptions 6 

Access 
Information 
generated 
through  grant 
programs is 
available to 
the  public 

Public  petition 
for  review  of 
progress 
reports 

plans are 
protected 

Plans  may be 
made 
available 

trade secrets 
are  protected 

Plans  and 
reports are 
available to 
the  public; 
trade secrets 
are protected 

to public; 

Trade  8ocrots 
available to 
state,  but not 
to public 

Public  data 
rules apply 

Reviewed by 
OHEPA log d 
reviews  done 
is public 
Trade  secrets 
confidential 

Fundtng 
Not based  on 
fees 

Based on fees 

Based  on  fees 

Based  on  fees 

Based  on  fines 
8 general 
fund 

Based  on  fines 
8 general 
fund 

Based  on  fees 

Fees based on 
generation  of 
hazardous & 
solid waste 
( M Y  not pass) 

Fines 

1313 5th St. SE Suite 325 Minneapolis, MN 
June  1993 

5541 4-4502 (61 2) 379-5995 



SURVEY OF STATE  LEGISLATION 

Statelstatus Definitions Materials  Priorities Funding 
Based on fees 

Provisions Access 

-a 
-Tectmnical 

public  record 
except  trade w- 
secrets:  plans assistance 

-Training & reports  stay 
-Information on-site 

reduction 
source Strategies  will 

strategy 
remain 
confidential at 
the  request of 
the  generator 

-Facility  plans, Summaries  are 

-Technicel 
assistance 

-Educetion 
-Research 
-Grants 

Coverage 

SARArepOrters 
generators: 

-conditionally 
exempt 
-fully-regulated 
-smallquantity 

Includes 

haz. wasbe 
Includes: 

-restdual waste 
T i -  

permittees 

Indudes: 
-911 uses of 
hez waste 
facilities 

hdudes: 
-toxi= 
users h 
selected 
SIC codes. 
wnalor 
larse -mTws 
Excludes: 
under 10 FOE 

Indudes: 
-smallquantity 
gem- 
-largequantity 
gem- 

Includes: 
SA” 
-Largequantity 
gem- 

Indudes: 
-smallquantity 
gem- 
-largequantity 
0en-m 
household 
genera- 

Li 

Oregon 

inhouse, 
dosed-hm 

Includes: SARA, Reduction: 
-toxics  use 

generation 
product  change, - h a .  waste 
-input,  process, RCRA 

I Nostatewide or off-site ’ 
recyding 
Includes: 
-input,  process, 
product  change, 

dosed-loop 
in-house, 

recycling 

enacted ‘90 I numericgoals 
pennsyl- I Reduction: RCRA 

Pennsytvania 
residual 
wastes 

vanla -reduction or 
elimination in 
generation  of 
solid  and haz. 
wastes rules 

1992 I numeric  oals 
published  in no statewide 

Rhode Planning  for: Based  on  fees 
and 
general  fund 

Based  on  fees 

General  fund 

Based  on  fees 

island I -ha.  waste Rhode  island 
facilities I lists of  ‘hard- I 

to-dispose’ 

enacted ‘89 
South 

Carolina 
-kacillty plans. 
-6 

-Technical 

-outreeach & 
assistance 

trainii 
-Classify  units 
of production 

W m m a n e S  

-Citizen 
petition 

-Trade  secrets 
protected 

Includes: 
-input, process, 
product  change, 
in-house or 
dosed-kop 
recyding 
Excludes: 
-incineration 
-treatment 

I -off-site rewde 

CERCIA, 
SC lists 

-toxics  use 
-toxics 
generation 

-medii transfer 

-inprocess 
-Summaries 
are  public; 
plans & 
reports  aren’t 

-Facility plans, - e  
-Technicel 

-Civil fines 

cummaner 

assistance 

- h a .  waste 
-source I changes in 

recydq or 

process or 
inputs 

Includes: 
-input,  process, 
product change 
Excludes: 
-any  process  not 
integral to the 
product  that 
alms the 
WaSW 

Pgoal- aste  reduction: I 
I -25% by 6/3/95 I 
I Reduction: i SARA 111 313 

enacted ‘90 
Texas 

enacted ‘91 

-Facility  plans, 

-Governor‘s 
Lummanec 

-Summaries 

A w d  

are  public; 

-Permit variance 

plans  are  not 
-Board can 

-Information declare  plan 
xonferenceS confidential 
-Training 
-Waste Audits 
-kdlty plans -Trade  secrets 
6- are  protected -study d toxic 
usereduction 

-T~x  RCRA 
9” 

-T&niCal 
assistance 

-Research 
-Retail labeling 

- e  and  reports -source 
Minimization: I- 
- h a .  waste 

~~ 

No statewide 
numeric  goals 

& Reduction: RcRA 
product  change. -source 
-input,  process, 

-toxics  use 

Establish  and 
adopt  a 

enacted ‘90 -goal 

Vermont Includes: SARA, Management 

dosed-kop 

Excludes: 
-incineration 
-treatment 
-volume  change 
-media  transfer 

r=Yding 

~~ 

Based  on  fees 

0WRITAR 1313 5th St. SE Suite 325 Minneapolis, MN 
June 1993 

5541 4-4502 (61 2) 379-5995 



SURVEY OF STATE LEGISLATION 

Statelstatus Definitions 
Virginia 

enactec 3 '93 

Washington 

enacted '90 

Wisconsin 

enacted '89 

BWRITAR 

Prevention: 
-source 
-environmental 
wasfe 

~ " 

Reduction: 
haz. waste 
-hazardous 
substance  use 

goal- 
taste  reduction: I 

Reduction: 
-toxic 

har. waste 6 

Pollution 
Prev.. 

poilu- 

supstances 

Materials 
All wastes 

SARA, WA 
lists, Montreal 
Protocol 
(ozone- 

depleten) 

SARA, 
RCRA 

No statewide 
numeric  goals 

Priorities 
Includes: 
-input,  process, 
productchange 
-dOS6d-lOOp 
recycling 
Exdudes: 
-treatment 
-incineration 
out of process 
recycling 

-increased 
C o n t r o l  

Includes: 
-input process, 
productchange. 
d e w  
recychl 
Excludes: 
-incineration 
-media transfer 

Includes: 
-input,  process, 

dorebkop 
product  change. 

mycling 
Excludes: 
-incineration 
-treatment 
sutof-process 
recycling 
-media transfer 

Coverage 
Includes: 
"ldl 

-Local 
businesses 

governments 

Provisions 
-Technical 

-Waste 

-Grants 

assistance 

exchange 

-Facility plans 
6 summpries 
(voluntary  impl.) 

-Fees/penallies 
-Technical 
assistance 

-Research 
-Training 

-waste audits 
-Research 
-Grants 

Mandatarv 
-Waste  min. 
documentation 
on  manifests 
6 rem 

Voluntarv 

Access Funding 
~~ 

-Summaries 
8 reports  are 
public;  plans 
are not 
-Competitive 
position 
protected 

General  funds 

Based  on  fees 

General  fund 

1313 5th St. SE Suite 325  Minneapolis, MN 
June 1993 

5541 4-4502 (612) 379-5995 
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In the States 

Defining Pollution Prevention and 
Related Terms 

Teny Foecke 

gamsranbypubiicageades,=d 
legislalioithatmandatesindustria 
pollution  prevention, use their own 
terms. In addition, each tern may 
have several definitions depending 
on the tppes of activities the state 
choosestoemphasize,Thisrangeof 
t e n n s a P d d & l ¶ i t i ~ i l l ~ t € ? S h O W  

new pollution prevention ideas are; 
there has been.much experimenta- 
~butlittle&catbThiscol- 
unm gathem and categorizes the 
vdous dehitinna ~ponutiaa pre- 
vention iduded in legislations as 
well as pollution pxwention pro- 
grams, at the state and local lev& 

HistoricalPerspecfive 

who established one of the earliest 

cally addressed what we now call 
pollution prevention, pmved to be 
prescientintbeirnameandbreadth 
of focus. The h t  pmmotion  and 
technical assistance program in 
North Carolina calleditselfthe Tol- 
lution Prevention Pays Program" (a 
slogan pioneered by the 3M Com- 
pany)  and  resolved to consider all 

withindustxial pmcesses. This mul- 
timedia focus was seen at that time 

State officials i n N d  Camiina, . 

formal state programs that specifi- 

materials ~dby-produds associated 
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" tobemarewmmonsensethanitwas 
representative of 8p overarching 
philosophy. A definition of pollution 
prevention was impliat in their a p  
Inoach. 

SjnceNorthCarolinahtused 
the term in 1984, the -tian of 
pollption prevention has actually 
sbiRed&omabroad,inclusive,in- 
tuitive beginning to a collection of 
fragmented,  mutually  exclusive 
dafinitions. It is only now returning 
toadehitionthatisbroadinscope 
and application. 

Waste min' mizatbn (which in- 
cludes volume reduction, in addition 
to reduced generation) and waste 
reduction are related terms that 
constituted commop mcabuky in 
stateprograms~theyears1986 
to1988 .Wastered~wasuSedto  
desuibe activities that reduce the 
generation ofwaste. Some say that 
onereasonthistermbecamepopular 
was that it lent itselfto acronm 
(wRAp,-~,-,mAR, 
WREAFS, etc). 

Theternarenotin- 
able, however. The most important' 
reasoaristhat%astemcarriesaspe- 
cSc a t i o n  under  the Resource 
Conservation and Recovery Act 
(RCRA), and that definition can 
preclude, or seem to p d u d e ,  the 
useofthewordwasteinanyphrase 
intended to cover materials  other 
than hazardous waste as defined by 
RCRA. Thus, waste reduction  began 
to be viewed by some  people as a 
term used stzictly to examine  pro- 
cesses that genate industrial haz- 
ardous waste. Programs concerned 

or other t d c s  often found waste 
reduction too "exclusive"to  describe 
or guide their efforts. 

Source reduction has always had 
adherents as a descriptive phrase, 

withair*,waterdischarges, 

mostly because ofits implieddxus on 
thepaintofgenerawratherthan 
the paint ofrelease tothe en*n- 
meot source reductioq which has 
tZZlditidybeenUSedinpgXZUDS 

dustrialrecpclingbeganto!3eemore 
that dealt with municipal and in- 

useasapdutionpreventiontennin 
the late 1980s. It evep generated a 
fbw acronyms of its own (SRRP, 
SRRT~SRPA,etc).However,sourte 
d u c t i o n  has not adapted easily to 
baoader usage. SpecScally, the ac- 
tual location of the source, intended 
to be the point of use or genmtion, 
has often been interpreted to mean 
anentirefacilityorgroupofactivities 
that constitute a sotme of a release 
t o t h e e n ~ e I l L T h i s i n t e r p r e t a -  
tionhasitsrootsinregulationsper- 
t r r ; n ; n t o a i r ~ u t i c m c o n ~ ~ w h i c h  
could limit its application to other 
media. As a result, source reduction 
isORMusedmoreoRentoclarifythe 
debitinn ofpollution prevention 

Turks use reduction has gained 
considerable prominence over the 
past ikw years. This term dkrs 
specSdytouseasamPnnntofocus 
an the earliest point of possible gen- 
eration or relesse. Its popularity can 
be attributed to at least two factors. 
ht, the To~cs Release  Inventory 
('I") required under Title III of the 
Superfund  Amendment  and 
Reauthorization Act (SARA) estab- 
lished a database to me- im- 
provements in industrial environ- 
mental performance. This accounts, 
in large  part, for the focus on toxics 
covered by any number of lists, and 
especially those substances included 
in the TRI. Second, many people are 
now as concerned about  the potential 
exposure of workers to hazardous 
andtoricsubstancesastheyareabout 
the health  and safety of the public. 

A groundswell of pollution pre- 
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" vention legislation at the state level 
in 1989 and 1990, in many cases, 
inaxporafed the themes of tcda 
snme and use reduction. Use re- 
ductioshasbeenusedasadescrip- 
tivephraseinsomedtbatlegislatian 
asawaytOeIiminatetheambiguitk3 
descrhd in the preceding para- 

lutionpzwentionascloseaspossibie 
tothesource.TUha~veritsphib 
saphicaladvantages,however,toxics 
usereddonissometimesseentobe 
limitedtocertainclassesofsub- 
stances and activities. 

Throughout the late 1980s and 
early1990s,othertermshavefloated 
in and  out of usage. Low- and poll- 
waste technology, clean  technology, 
gmen business, and other phrases 
have been used in other countries, 
especiallyinEurope.Noneofthese 
tenns~abletospanaueconomic 
sectom (e.g.,industry andcammen#, 
transportation,  and energy), al- 
though such an approachis deemed 
bymanytobecriticaltoacompre- 
hensive approach to envirunmental 
management.  The  most obvious 
pfoblemisthefa i lurebal lOWenough hibili*toconsiderallprocesses 
and decisians that may a f k t  the 
envirolmlenL 

Tworesponsestothedemandfor 
broader based  concepts have been 
thephrasesstrstainabledevelopment 
and,inareturnbthemotsofthe 
envjronmental movement,poUution 
ptewntion.Sustaiaabledevelopment 
is EavoFedininternaticmal drcles to 
promote the  idea that economic 
gmwthdoesnothavetobeachieved 
at the expense of the environment. 
The spe&c message to industry: 
produce more with less. 

Pollutionprevention,however,is 
the term of choice in the United 
States. The U.S. Congress passed a 

m m d b * t h e h o f + -  

Pollution Revention Act in 1990, 
and the EPA has published a Pdu- 
tion Prevention Poliqy statement. 
Theselectionappeaxstobebasedon 
~Sas~,eaSeofrmder- 
standing, and wide applicability. 
OnceagahQOUUpollutianpXWeIlti~bas 

spawned a number of acronyms 
BPIS, mc, PPPR, PPOA, and 
on)* 

Difficulties of Application 
Eventhoughpollutionpxevention 

is now the descriptive phrase of 
chaia, its dehition is stil l  open to 
considerable  interpretation. One 
reason is the iaclusion of many con- 
stituent parts (tQxics use reductim 
so1urce reductioq waste lnhimka- 
thn,andthelike)tocoverallhuman 
activities, decisions, and processes. 
l h t d b h g  a pxiorie ranking or 
hi&y has also apened pollution 
prevention to further deki t ior~  For 

. .  

-pk is " p=fi=ble to, 
orpartd,souroereductian?If" 
clingispdedde,shoulditbeon- 
site ar&-site? Ifitis on-site, should 
itbeclosed-looprecychgorreqding 
that allows muse in another on-site 
PC=? 

Finally, the term pollution pre  
vention st i l l  can be confused with 
pollution control. This cohsion oc- 
cursbecauseofthefailureofthe 
phrase pollution prevention to high- 
light  the  most signi5caxit philo- 
sophicaldi&rencebetweenthetwo: 

on dischatges to a single environ- 
mental medium (Le., air, water or 
land), but can result in the transfer 
of pollutants from one medium to 
another  (the oft-mentioned "shell 
game" inherent to end+f-pipe man- 
agement). Under pollution preven- . 
tion, cross-media transfers are not 
acceptable. 

Taditionapollution~trolfbcuses 
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Yet the distinction be- pol- 
lution prevention and pollution am- 
tmlisnotalwaysdear.onewayto 
difkrentiatethetennsisthraugh 
theusedthewastemanageme!nt 
bierarchy.AlthOUgll" 
ispossiblebesauseofthem~tionof 
the word ''waste," the  hierarchy 
~ ~ b € ! l O W ) i S f S S ~ t o ~ ~ d  
I t i S a n e s p e c i a n y d t o o l ~ e n -  
vimnmental decisiaamaking(mov- 
inghnirneareaofprocessanduse 
examination to another). Typically, 
the h i m y  flows froon SOulEe rn 
duction (at the top of the hkarchy) 
downthroughdisposal.Therapldngs 
encourage a fidl exploration ofeach 
option, moving on only when all o p  
portunities at a given  level are ex- 
hausted. 

SOURCEREDU~ON 

ON-SITE RECYCUNG 
O F F ~ R E C Y C L I N G  

TREATmENT 
DISPOSAL 

By beginning with Educ- 
tian, the hienday enamrages the 
examinah of basic 8sgumptioIls 
about pnxesses and use. By ending 
with treatment and disposal, the 
hierarchy also acknowledges that 
residuals are possible.  However, the 
hierarchy is not a debition. It is 
simplyatoolf~individwlstouseto 
mnirniPtirrmeddecisions.Termssuch 
asasourcereduction"and%ecych&' 
are not  defined in the hierarchy. 
Those who must deal  with  pollution 
prevention and related terms in the 
context of regulatory or legislative 
mandates, or who must choose the 
"best" option  for any reason, must 
stilldefineandusetheirownguide- 
lines. 

Atthe!StateandLodLevel 
TbiSCOlUUlILhasgathered" 

tions of pollution prevention and of 
armponents ofpollution preYenticm 
(e.g., source reduction) b m  two 
wnmes: state and local pollution 
prwentian 7, and sbte leg- 
islation that mandates pollution 
pwe!nt5onactivity. 

Pollution prevention programs 
nlayuse!these!dnfinitinnatarintexnal 
goal-setting (e.g., choosing to allo- 
cate &wer resources to documenting 
treatment prictices in hvor of lo- 
cating and documenting recycling 
opportunities or process modifica- 
tions). Programs also u ~ e  d d -  
nitions to canre out  a niche that is 
separate~otheractivitieswithin 
a parent agency or organization (e.g., 
anonregulatmyprogrambasedina 
regulatoryagency).Inmostinstances, 
however, the S t i o n  only gives 
gMeal guidance in initiative! selec- 
tion and prom development 

Legislative definitions are more 
~ I n t h e c a s e o f m a n d a t e s t o  
write and implement hdity plans 
€br pollution prevention, the dew- 
tionwilldeterminethetypesofaction 
a facility considers, what it may 
implement,  and what matters when 
progress reports are written. In the 
case of regulatory  requirements, 
dafinitions may guide the wording of 
notices of violation and enforcement 
settlements. However,  even the most 
elaborate debitions require inter- 
pretation, often at  a site-specific or 
process-specific  level. This is a com- 
monprobleminalltypesoflegislation 
and is no less =cult when it comes 
to pollution  prevention. 

progrcrmdefinitions 
Among pollution prevention.pro- 

grams run by public agencies, there 
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" isabroadrangeindefinitions. Some 
pmgramsseenoneedtostateexplicit 
dehitions; others have dehitions 
that m longer than those found in 
any legislation. These fall into four 
rough categories. Minimal or no 
dehitirmnareusedbyaminorityof 
~ , P * ~ Y ~ d = P r O g r a m s  
that began operations before dehi- 

fbcus.Anexampleofthisgroupis 

tiansweremuchofanissaeand 
programs with a nonregulatory 

the Pollution Revention Pays P m  
gram in North Carolina, which in 

. responsetoasurveystated:"SpecSc, 
limiting definitions arenot aproblem 
inourprogramsincewearenot 
involved directly with regulatory 
e&&." 

Some pgrams -e &pol- 
lution  prevention and dndnA that 
tenninsuchawaythatsourcere- 
dodianisclearly~d.programS 
that h r  toxics reduction or use 
zeddon are includedin this group. 
Few programs d e h e  pollution pre- 
ventianintheverybroadtennsde- 
scribed earlier. One  example of a 
dehition that strives to be dm- 
compassingcames~thePonution 
prevention Program in Las Angeles 
Come (Caiifornia): 

Pollution  prevention is the pre- 
vention of the generation of 
wastes from industrial, corn- 
m e d  and residential activi- 
ties, including the avoidance of 
crossmedia transfer of ponut- 
ants.Thewastecanbehazard- 
ous or  non-hazardous, solid, liq- 
uid or gaseous, and  the means 
d d  include waste reduction, 
rraurcereduction,  recycling, clean 
product development and cul- 
tural and  habit change or refor- 
mulation,  industrial process 
modification,improvedmpn>vedency 
and management  practices,  etc. 

Anotlle!rcategoxyofpgramshas 
dehitionliststhate.ncampassalarge 
number ofterms, usuallyincluding 
pollution preVentiO& waste d w -  
~ W a S t e I l l h h k t i O ~ Q O U r C e r e -  

duction,andrecycling.Tbisisbyfar 
thelaq@categmp(thirty-eigbtof 
seVen*-four progams surpeyed). 
Thereisawiderangeinthedegreeof 

eoPnectionbetween terms. Many of 
the debiled"de6nition lis;ts" do not 
expressaprefhncefbraparticular 
texm. Soine are drawn from legisla- 
tion passed in that state, and some 
make refereace to federal legislation 
and policy stateznents. An example 
of a dehition list is provided by the 
Bureau of Pollution  Prevention in 
New York 

speciddtp and the inter- 

pdlution prcvurtion is the re- 
drrctioninvolumeofsolidwaste, 
reduction in volume andor tox- 
icie ofhazardous waste and/or 
toxic substances,  including 
source reduction and recycling. 

W& tcdlrction is the redPCtion 
in volume of solid waste, reduc- 
tion m volume and/or toxiaty of 
hszardouswaste,andisdirected 
at solid waste media 

W&e minimization is the  same 
as waste reduction  except that 
treatment to reduce or deb* 
generakd waste is included am- 
der waste minimization. 

sowCC n W w n  is the in-plant 
practices used to reduce,  avoid, 
or eliminate the generation of 
wash, includinginput substitu- 
tion, technology modification, 
goodhousekeepingpracticesand 
product refonnulation. 

Rccydingisthedirectuseorre- 
use (that which is not closed- 



Wastenductionisthereduction 
involumeaudfortoricityofwaste 
atthesource,ornuseasaraw 
matmidinaprodadionproass 
Beduction measures include 
pmcess modii5catioILs, raw ma- 
terial Illktitutions, houdeep- 
h#mmagcment practices, re- 
@ingwithinaprocesqor.ny 
othamensurethatreducuthe 
~ ~ C i ~ o f w a s t e  exiting 
w " ~ I $ - . f = "  
ofreuseswasteasarawmatc- 
rial in production ofgoods or 
nervi-. 

AfiPalexampleishmtheCiQof 
Berkeley,Calitbrpia,T~csFbgram, 
W h i c h u s e s t h e s h o r t e s t d P . f i n i t i o n O f  
any ofthe programs: 

sourrCndudionisanyaction 
that causes a net reduction in 
the generation of hazardous 
waste. 

Table lshows the pollutio3#l pneven-. 
~ p r o g r a m s s u r r r e y e d , ~ b Y  
thecategoriesdescribedabove. . 

"dejhzbm 
The twepty-three state laws ex- 

a m i n c d f i r r t h i s d ~ y i e l d e d ~  
h e r  than ten discrete, but related, 
appmaches to the pblem of deen- 
ing pollution  prevention. Careful 

nition, however,  reveals that many 
sharesomebasiccharact&stics.On 
the issue Ot'aUowable" recyclipg, for 
example, seventeen of the laws ex- 
plicitly exclude recycling activities 
that occur either away from the fa- 
citity or away from the generating 
process. Treatment or incineration 
orbothareexcludedhthedefi- 
pitianillfinuteenlaWS.FaurteenlaWS 
alsoinclude the dynamicWisnot"t0 
fivther clarifp. the debition. legis- 
lation passed by the state of Iowa 
includes all these themes: 

.. 

-dingoftheprovisionsofea&d&- 



! In tk Stcks 

Table 1. State and Local Pollution Prevention Programs 
Grouped by Deihition -ry 

City ofBerkeley  Toxics Prom (CA) 
Connecticut Department dEnvimnmental Protection (cr) 
T o i c  Use Reduction Act Implementation  Team (MAl 
Minnesota Mce ofwaste k a g e m c n t  0 
MinnesotaTechnical Assistance Program 0 

Hazardous Material Management and Resource  Recovery 0 
Biomass Resource Rtcovery Program CAR) 
Hazardous and Toxic Mate& office, City dins A n g e l e s  (0 
Pollution  Prevention Program, San Diego  (CAI 
Chief Admmstm tive oft iceis Hazadonr Waste Management Program, San Fhncisco (CA) 
Connecticut  Technical Assistance Program ( C D  
Florida Waste Reduction Assistance Program (F'L) 

Pollution  Prevention Program, Hazardous Waste Technical Assistance Program (GA) 
LandfillAltemativeGrantso 
Comprehensive Solid Waste Management  Planning 0' 
Waste Reduction Assistance Program 0 
The lndiana Pollution  Prevention Program (IN) 

. .  
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1 
2 
3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

Inpptsubstitntion 
pIoductrefonnolatian 
productionprocessredesign 
orm&cation 
prodrrction process modem- 
izatian 
Improved operation and 
maintenance, including 

-productorproccIIsin- 

-impmv#l ho"hctping 
- m m  awtments 

-proddonprocesscontd 
equipment and methods 

Recycling,reuse,orextended 
use integral to the  pmdnction 

. p r o a s s  

It does not include: 

1. Burningofwastetore- 
cwer energy 

2 Transfer ofwastebe- 
twee!nenvimnmmtalor 
workplace media, or 

3. 
4. 
5. 

6. 

Sane!statelegislativedehiticms 

tobroaderapplicaiions.Faaexample, 
legislati& in Ohio and Alaska de- 
Gnes a priority list of waste manage- 
ment actions that generators may 
employ. That noted, however, none 
ofthestatelegislationhasattempted 
the conceptual dehitinnn andinter- 
twinjngoftermsusedbymanyofthe 
pollution  prevention programs, 
probablybecauseofstricterlegalre- 
quirements  applied to dnFinitions 
that are to be include din leg is la ti ox^ 
Table 2 categorizes legislative.de& 

nsed in the law. The reader should 

aremoredmilslritiesbetweenthese 

readily apparenL 

Quseapenendedlanguage,leading 

Ilitionsaamdingtotheprimaryterm 

keep in miad, however, that there 

dglydisparatetelmsthanare 

Table 2. State Legislative Definitions Grouped by Primary Term 

Aimruy Dej5nition Tema stab u8b 
Hazardoua waste reduction Kentucky, Ohio 
Waste/source reduction Alaska, Tennessee 
Sourceduction California,  Minnesota, Vermont 
Pollution  prevention Connecticut, Florida, Indiana, New Jersey 
Waste minimizution Delaware,  Mississippi 
Waste reduction Georgia,Louisiana 
Toxic polhtion prevention Illinois, Iowa 
Toxics use reduction Maine, Massachusetts,  Oregon, 

Nospecifictermdefined Rhode Island, Washington 
South  Carolina 



whenitisputinthecontextofa 
spedfic application and less clear 
whenitispresentedintheabstmd. 

Still, considerable vanation 
reln?&wvastered*~inone 
state may mean =soura2 reduction- 

ticsamdhhi&hg,andgOmeclear 
linas are being drawn, especially 
in the areas of treatment and 
mcyclhg.* 

in -. Nevertheless, &@- 
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11. Am-Overview of Cleaning and Degreasing Processes 

Partscleaningandde~ingisanim~taspect  
of  any  metal  finishing or assembly  operation. At any 
number of stages in  the  manufacturing process, parts 
may nquk cleaning in order to allow them to be 
inspecded ppare them to  receive  paint or other 
surface coatings, or go  through  an  assembly process 
in which  the psence of dirt or ails would detract 
from the quality of the  final  product. 

Assembly  components are not the only items  that 

work surfaces, and other assembly  equipment  may 
also need cleaning in order to prevent cross 
contamination from between  batches or to keep it in 

nquire cleaning in an industrial setting. Hand tools, 

good  working order. 
Cleaning and Degreasing 
the universal solvent Water  is  usually the first consideration when 

choosing a cleaning  medium.  Water  is  inexpensive, 
non-toxic  and readily available,  making it an 
actractive solvent And with the addition of 
detergents,  water  works  well  in  breaking  down  and 
removing a number of soils. 

Organic  solvents 

But there axe certain  properties of warn that prevent 
it from being used in all  cleaning  applications. 
Among  these  properties are: 

*low  solubility for many  organic soils, 
*a  slow drying rate, 
*good  conductor of electricity, 
*a  high surface tension,  and 
*a propensity for rusting ferrous metals  and 

staining  non-ferrous  metals. 
In instances  where water is not a satisfactory 
cleaning  medium because of these  limitations, 
organic  solvents  have  become the standard cleaning 
medium. 

The  organic  solvents  which  have been used to 
replace  water based detergents  include: 

ester solvents, 
.chlorinated  solvents, 
*fluorinated  solvents, 
*aliphatic  solvents, 
*ammatic  solvents, 
*ketones,  and 
*alcohols. 

These  solvents are derived  principally fmm 
petroleum and can be used alone or in blends. 
Organic  solvents  have  become  widely used by 
industry  because  they  effectively  clean soils that 

II- 1 
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- c  

&greasing 

Cleaning  considerations 

Solvent  cleaning  systems 

water  based  detergents  cannot  and  have  short  drying 
times  which allow parts to move through the 
assembly process quickly. 

One of the most  attractive  amibutes of organic 
solvents  in  cleaning  applications is their ability to 
thoroughly  remove grease, fats, oils, waxes  and 
other diflicult substances. Oftcn these substances 
hold other insoluble  matter  like sand, metal chips, 
etc., and  they  must  be  broken down in arder for this 
matter to be washed away. 

Organic solvents  have m e  very  important in 
cleaning all types of metal parts because of their 
&greasing  ability.  Most  metal  parts  come in regular 
contact with some type of oil as the part is machined 
or stored. Machining fluids and  rust  inhibiting oils 
must  be removed at various points in the 
manufacturing process. Organic  solvents do this 
very  effectively. This &greasing ability also makes 
thesc solvents ideal for quipment maintenance  and 
cleaning  applications. 

A table of the most  commonly used organic  solvents 
is  included in the Resources of this Module. 

The variety of organic  solvents  available requires 
careful  analysis  of  the  cleaning needs in order to 
maximize solvent  life  and  efficacy.  Some  organic 
solvents lrcact with the substrate of the  part or 
equipment  being cleaned, thereby  damaging the 
surface. Other solvent  cleaning  systems  have 
difficulty  cleaning "blind holes" (m of the part or 
equipment which arc hard to access). Still others 
remove  same soils quite well and  other soils not at 
all. 

The  following factors must  be considend when 
choosing a cleaning medium: 

'type of soil to be removed, 
*amount of soil to be removed, 
degree of cleanliness nquimi, 
'prapcrtits of the  substrate to be  cleaned, 
*si=, shape  and  complexity of the part to be 

*volume or number of parts to be cleaned, 
wost  of  raw  materials,  and 
*worker  protection. 

clean& 

Often parts  cleaning in an industrial  setting quires a 
number  of  cleaning  steps  depending on the type of 
soils to be  removed.  These  steps  can  involve  any of 
the  usual  solvent  cleaning  systems  and  the  organic 
solvents  appropriate to those  systems. 
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cold cleaning I 

The three most  common  cleaning  systems are cold 
cleaning,  open-top  vapor  &greasing  and 
conveyarizcd  &greasing. All types of solvents are 
used in cold  cleaning  operations  while  dcgrtasing 
operations  usually use only halogenated  solvents 
(those containing  chloxine and/cx fluorine) btcause 
they arc not flammable and their vapors are much 
heavier than air. 
There arc four basic cold  cleaning processes: 

*wipe cleaning- soaking a clean rag with solvent 
or cleaning  solution and then  wiping  the  part 
clean  (usually used in maintenance  operations). 
*soakordiptankcleaning-soakingpartsina 
tank of cold  solvent or cleaning  solution.  Heat 
may be introduced into the system  in order to 
incrcase  the  cleaning  efficiency of the solvent. 
Uluasonic units may  also be added to the  system 
to produce small bubbles (through cavitation) 
which creates a vigorous  scrubbing  action 
throughout the solution. 
diphase cleaning-  parts are given a waterrinse 
before and after solvent  cleaning  step.  This type 
of cleaning is often done  in a single tank, relying 
on the relative  insolubility of halogenated 
solvents and water to keep the fluids  segregated 
inthetank. 
*steam gun stripping- a combination of non- 
halogenated  solvents  and steam arc used to strip 
paint from a metal surface. 

open top vapor &greasing All vapor &greasing  apcrations  rely on hot solvent 
vapor  condensing  directly on cold parts, dissolving 
the soils prcscnt and being rinsed away. "he duty 
solvent falls back into the tank, is =heated and 
vaporized leaving the contamination  behind. 

Open top vapor &pasing systems (Figure 1)are 
batch loaded, cleaning  only one load  at a time.  The 
halogenated solvent in the bottom of the tank is 
heated to boiling and the  solvent  vapor is trapped  in 
the tank by a set of condenser  coils  located on the 
si& walls of the &greaser tank below the top edge. 
The  condensing  action of the  coils is often 
supplemented by a w8ter jacket  which  also  prevents 
convection of solvent  vapors  up hot depaser walls. 
The area between the  liquid  solvent  and  the 
condensor coils where the pure  solvent  vapor  is 
contained is the axes in which the cleaning  action 
takes  place.  Although dirty solvents are returned to 
the liquid bath of the degmser, the  contaminants are 
not  allowed to vaporize  when  the  solvent is reheated. 
Parts are always  exposed to pure solvent  vapor. 
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conveyorized  cleaning 

A si-t amount  of space is left above the 
condenser coils (refd to as "kboard") to protect 
the solvent vapor m e  from disturbance caused by 
air movement around the equipment. Freeboard is 
usually 5040% of the width of the dcgmser for 
solvents  with higher boiling points and 75% of the 
&greaser width for solvents with lower boiling 

solvent  emissions better than the standad frtcboard 
configurations. 

Many  open top depasers  arc also equipped with lip 
exhaust systems to cap= escaping solvent vapars 
and cany the emissions away from the work area. 
Some &greasers also come quipped with  spray 
lances (Figure 2)that  allow for direct application of 
solvent to particularly soiled parts or equipment. 

sometypeofparts,theyarcthecauseofagreatdeal 
of lost solvent  when  they are improperly used. 

Rather than cleaning parts one batch at a time, 
conveyorkl &greasing  systems process parts in a 
continuous  fashion in a hooded or covered assembly. 
Figures 3 and 4 represent two Merent  
configurations  of  conveyorized vapor de-. 
The parts arc placed in baskets,  paps, or otherwise 
attached to a circular or linear transport system  which 
mcwes  them  through the cleaning process. Because 
they arc designed to handle large volumes of parts, 
these  cleaning  systems arc most  often found in 
manufacturing plants where thcrt k enough 
production toprovi& a constant stream of 
components to be cleaned. 

points. Hi~thanncommendcdkboardsrcdLlce 

Althoughthesespraylancesdofacilitatecleaning 

Conveyorized  &greasing  operations use both cold 
and vaporized  solvents. As with all organic solvent 
cleaning processes, the type of  solvent  used in these 
systems is determined by the type of part being 
cleaned, the soi ls  to be rcmoved, and the &sign  of 
the cleaning  system  itself. The parts axe cleaned by 
immersing  them in liquid solvent,  spraying  them 
with  a  solvent  mist, or passing  them thmugh a 
solvent  vapor  zone. 
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Figure 1 Typical open-tap depaser 
@ow Chemical, no date) 

Figure 2 Vapor Degreaser with spray lance 
@ow Chemical, no date) 
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Figure 3 Monorail  coveyMized de- 
@ow Chemical,  no date) 

Figure 4 Cross-rod conveyorized  degreaser used for small parts 
@ow Chemical, no date) 
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Montreal Protocol and U.S. Clean Air  Act  Amendments 
Phase-out Schedules 

Montreal Protocol In the  Fall of 1987,24 countries  and  the European 
Economic Community met in Montreal, Canada to 
address the threat to the ecosystem posed by  ozone 
depleting  Chemicals. On September 16  of that year, 
these  nations signed an  agreement  designed to 
addrcss this threat 

The Montreal  protocol on Substances that Deplete  the 
Ozone Layer  and  subsequent  1990  amendments  and 
adjustments, was eventually  a& to by a total of 
60 countries.  The  protocol addmses the use and 
manufacture  of  ozone  depleting  chemicals in g e n d ,  
and  calls for the phasc-out of two such  chemicals 
commonly used in cleaning  and  &greasing 
operations.  These two chemicals,  CFC- 1 13 
(chlorofluorocarbon 1,12 trichloro-1,2,2 
trifluaroethane)  and 1,l.l trichloroethane (othdse 
known as TCA,  methyl  chloroform, or MCF) are 
scheduled to be completely  phased out in developed 
countries  by  the years 2000 and  2005  respectively 
and ten years later in developing  countries. The 
phase out schedules far both substances are shown 
on Overheads 1 and  2 in the  following  set. 

In addition to calling  for  a  phase-out in in the use and 
manufacture of these two ozone depleting 
substances,  the Mcmaal Protocol also contains 
provisions  that  restrict  the trade in these  substances 
between  participating and non-participating 
countries.  These  provisions are designed  to  allow 
participating  countries to proceed with the  phase  out 
of the substances without being put  at  an  extreme 
competitive  disadvantage.  The  Protocol also 
contains  provisions that prohibit  participating 
countries from encouraging  the  manufacture of these 
substances in countries  that  have not signed  the 
agreement.  These  provisions axe intended to prevent 
signatories from exporting their po!lution  problems 
to non-participating  countries. 

U.S Clean Air Act  Amendments 
In the  amendments to the U.S. Clean Air Act  that 

- were  ratified in 1990,  there are several provisions 
that deal with statospheric ozone protection. 

The Clean Air Act  Amendments contain a m m  
aggressive  phase-out  schedule for CFC-113  and 
TCA than those  contained in the Montreal Protocol. 
The Clean Air Act Amendments  accelerate  the  phase- 
out of these chemicals  in  the  early years of the 
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excise taxes 

Discussion 

schedule in order to maximize early (and presumably 
easily  achieved)  reductions. Both call for the final 
phase-wtofCFC-113andTCAintheyear2000and 
2005 respectively. overheads 3 and 4 show the 
Clean Air Act  Amendments  phase-out  schedules. 

Probably the most si-t difference  between  the 
phase out of ozone depleting  chemicals under the 
MonmalPmocolandtheCleanAirAct 
Amendments for US firms is the  imposition  of excise 
taxes under the Clean Air Act  Amendments. This tax 
has already begun being  applied to the manufacture 

intended to pvide further incentive for companies 
to limit or eliminate the use of these  substances. 

~importf~u~e0fCFC-113andTCA. Thetaxis 

The excise taxes on chlorinated solvents  began in 
1990 and progrtssed along the following schedule: 

1991 
1992 
1993 
1994 

Taxamountperkilopm 

$2.416 notax 
$2.4  16  $0.302 
$2.945  $0.368 
$4.674  $0.66 1 
$4.674  $0.683 

c-113 

This tax will incrcase each year after 1994 by $0.794 
kg for CFC-113 and $0.099 for TCA. 

The mandated  phase out in the use of these two 
chlorinated solvents popular in cleaning and 
&greasing  operations provides a  very strong 
incentive for finns using  those  solvents in cleaning to 
look for alternative  solvents or cleaning  methods. It 
may  be the case than in any  given  audience of 
manufactmrs, the  impending  phase out in the 
availability of CFC- 1 13 has aheady moved a 
significant  number of  them to replace this solvent 
with another in their vapor &greasers. In fact, when 
the CFC phase out was announced, many solvents 
suppliers and consultants advocated switching from 
CFC- 1 13 to TCA for vapor  &greasing  because  they 
are fairly  comparable  in  those  operations. 

Switching from one chlorinated solvent to another 
- that is less  regulated does make a certain amount of 

business sense for small business operators who 
have  invested in a  vapor &g~tascr. These pieces of 
equipment axe expensive and small businessmen  will 
be hard pressed to decommission  equipment  in 
which they have  made  a  significant  capital 
investment. This is significant  in  that it is often 
difficult and time  consuming to test and implement  a 
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change  away from chlorinated  solvents in vapor 
&greasing.  The easy move  here is  to  move  down 
the regulatory  hierarchy. 

Themostimportantpointtobemadehemisthat 
people  whose  business it is to know  these things 
(corpamte cnvimnmcntal managm and tradc 
association  representatives)  believe  that  switching 
from CFC-113 n TCA to another  chlorinated  solvent 
is  simply  postponing the inevitable.  David  Burch  of 
the  National  Screw  Machine products Association 
puts it this way: 

'The bottom  line, from where I sit, is that  there 
is just no hture in chlorinated  solvents for parts 
cleaning.  Ereon (CFC-113) and  methyl 
c h l w f m  (TU) will be  gone after 1995. For 
the other popular  chlorinated  solvents- 
trichloroethylene,  methylene chloride, and 
perchloroethylene- the end will not  come this 
year or next  year or even  five  years from now. 
But, I believe,  the  end is in sight.  The 
handwriting is on the  wall,  and the clock  is 
ticking  away,  marking  time until regulators 
achieve their goal of making  chlorinated  solvent 
vapor &peasing a  totally  uneconomic parts 
cleaning  option for small job shop  metalworking 
companies."' 

The Monaal Protocol  and  the 19%) Clean Air 
Act  Amendments prwidt significant  incentives to 
companies  using CFC-113 or TCA to move 
away from those substances in their cleaning 
applications.  But  rather  than  switching to 
another,  less  regulated  solvent,  companies 
should  be  encouraged to use this development to 
look  at  a  wide  variety of metal  cleaning and 
&greasing  methods  other  than  the use of 
chlorinated  solvents.  Shifting €tom one  of  these 
chlorinated  solvents to another is only 
postponing the inevitable.  Companies  should  be 
encouraged to begin  looking far an economically 
sound,  effective, and environmentally  benign 
solvent for their equipment  and parts cleaning 
operations.  Making  that  change now will 
-position  them in such  a  way so  as not to be 
affected  by f u m e  regulatory  changes. 

* Burch, David, "Chlorinated Solvent Vapor Degreasing: The Clock is Ticking," 
$0 Solvent Qg&g, proceedings from a teleconfaence sponsored by the Cleveland Advanced 
Manufacturing Program on February 11,1993. 
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111. Finding Pollution Prevention Opportunities 

Before  exploring  specific  pollution  prevention 
techniques, a firm needs to investigate its particular 
process to determine where  environmental  problems 
and process inefficiencies arise and  the  reason for 
their  existence. Only then  can sound, cost-effective 
decision-making be made on specific  pollution 
prevention  options.  The  purpose  of this module  is 
to pvide trainem a  method of analysis  which 
enables them to answer two important  questions: 

1) what aspccts of my metal  cleaning  operations 
are especially appropriate for pollution 
prevention  investigation,  and 

2) where to focus resources  and  attention. 

Process Flow Diagrams 

description 
/ 

The  method  of  analysis prescribed in this module is 
designed to help  companies  pinpoint  issues  and 
pollution  prevention  opportunities  pertaining to their 
particular operations. After completing this chapter, 
trainees should have  the necessary skills  to 

about  their own unique  environmental  management 
problems, and make  choices  about  pollution 
pnvention which  best  satisfy  their own production 
and  operations needs. 
The section is divided into three sections: 
introduction to process flow analysis,  gathering 
infoxmation,  and  targeting opera t ions  

investigate their own operations, think strategically 

Process flow diagrams can be extremely  helpful in 
assisting  industry to come to a greatcr understanding 
of their  waste  generating processes. The flow 
diagram  allows the  industrial generatcr to analyze his 
or her generating activity on a process  level,  tracking 
all inputs to the  system  (including  energy) as well as 
tracking the system outputs to  their fud disposition. . 

This  exercise  helps  refine a generators  understanding 
of  the types of waste they generate  by  tying  it to the 
process that results in its  generation. 

Process flow diagrams  can be broken  down into four 
major  components: 

e m :  any material apart from primary process 
quipment that  is  introduced into the  process 
at  any  point  in  its  operation  (includes  water, 
energy,  and  hand  tools). 

steps of the process.  This  helps  catch 
0 U n i t :  a  description of the  operating 
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-L; process components  (hand mls,  etc.)  that 
might otherwise not be noted. 

-: any material or waste st~tam that  is 
generated as a result of the operation of the 
process quipment (includes  fugitive 
emissions). 

~ : a d e s c r i p t i o n o f t h c  
destination of the outputs from the process. 

The diagram is used to trace the movement of 
materials  through the process. By  identifying all the 
constituents  and products of a process and 
connecting  them  graphically,  the process flow 
diagram illustrates the relationship between proctss 
feedstacks and  waste  product.  Additionally,  the 
diagram  highlights  some  inputs and waste streams 
that  might  otherwise be ovcrlooktd in other types  of 
analyses. 

The process flow diagram that is used as an  example 
in this guide represents one of the simplest  cleaning 
and degmsing processes cumntly used by  industry. 

the basis for a  cause and effect  analysis. 
Thisproccsswillalsobeusedlaterinthisscctionas 

The  cold  dip  cleaning tank, the  basis of this example, 
is so pvalent that  it  is  likely that some  will fail to 
recognized it as a proccss which results in hazardous 
wastes.  It is also the kind of process that  generates 
waste streams that are easily overlooked. This 
example  should  play well with  an  industrial 
audience. 

The process we are using as an example is a 30 
gallon  cold  dip tank which is used to clean  small 
parts for repair or inspection.  The  solvent used in 
the tank is trichlarotthylenc,  a  solvent  common to 
this type of operation.  The tank is generally  kept 
about threequarters full of solvent and is  covenxi 
with an  single-piece hinged top when it is  not in use. 
ThistankisoneoflOsimilarmnkssituatedin 
maintenance areas of a large  paper mill. 

Maintenance on the  cleaning tank is irregular. New 
solvent  is  introduced  on an as needed basis  and  the 
sludge  is  removed  whenever somme thinks of it. 

Thetypeofpartsthatarecleanedinthetankvary 
p t l y  in  their cdguxation and the  soils  they 
contain. Old parts that are cleaned in preparation for 
repairs  tend to contain the usual grease and oil 
residue  along with paper dust, metal fines, dirt, burnt 
rubber, and paint.  New  parts are also  cleaned before 
installation to remove any machining  oils  that  would 
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presenting the example 

make  them  difficult to handle.  Mechanics  sometimes 
place the newly  cleaned parts in a basket hung in the 
tank above  the  solvent to allow  the  parts to drain, but 
usually parts are pyed dry with compressed air 
aftercleaning. Thebrushusedtoscrubtheparts 
nmains in  the tank when  not  in use. 

The  waste  solvent and sludge from the= tanks are 
collected at a central  location in the facility and 
shipped off site  for  recycling and/or disposal per 
RCRA  requirements. 

The  primary  objective of developing a process flow 
diagram is to identify the movement  and/or 
conversion  of all materials  in  an  industrial process. 
When explaining  the  example provided here,  it  may 
be a good  idea to sketch  out  the process and  ask  the 
industrial  clients to provide the inputs  and  outputs 
rather than simply  presenting  them.  By  asking  the 
clients to provide this information from the example, 
you  allow them to think themselves through the 
proctss which is what  they will have to do in their 
own shops. A handout  describing  the  sxample  is 
provided in  the  Resources of this  section. 

Information  Gathering  and 
Materials  Accounting 

The  second  part of this section discusses gathering 
and  using  existing facility information  for  pollution 
prevention  planning. UseN information for 
pollution  prevention  planning and evaluation  can be 
found  in  existing facility records. The  sources 
include  facility TRI reports, h a v u d w s  waste 
manifests, MSDS, permits, and purchasing  and 
inventory mods. 

Agency staff should be cautioned  agaiirst  overselling 
the  value and helpfulness of existing  facility 
information.  Generally,  facility  information  provides 
a good  starting point, but  pollution  prevention 
investigam will quickly realize that irrfarmation 
"holes"  exist  which can only be filled by direct 
observation,  monitoring,  and process reviews. 

Materials accounting, OT balancing,  is a method of 
anaiyzing the infmation you  have  gathered to make 
sure that substantially  all  material  flows  have been 
accounted  for  somewhere in the process. Although 
similar to mass  balancing, it is far  less  rigorous 
relying  instead on purchasing records, regulatary 
paperwork, and other  readily  available  information to 
provide semiquantitative data on the sizt and types 
of material  flows.  Together,  the  process flow 
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diagram and  materials  accounting  conveniently 
summarizes key elements  and  nlationships  of  the 
manufacturing process. 

At this stage, assessors should  have a fundamental 
understanding of the  physical  flows  of  materials 
through all stages of the process. The th id  and final 
step is to pinpoint 8~t8s far improvement. 

Ca& and e m  analysis  is advocated in this manual 
as a useful  strategy  for  uncovering  "root caws" of 
inefficient  materials  flows  and process losses. 
Commonly used in total quality  management 
programs, it is a simple  but  effective  method  for 
identifying  specific  oppurtunities far improvement. 

Cause  and  effect  analysis  assumes a problem  has 
been identificd--cithcr through pnxxss flow 
investigation,or mom informally through meetings, 
or by  simply  seeing  the  effects on the  production 
line.  A  "fishbone diagram" is assembled to provide a 
visual xqnesentation  of "why things  happen" in the 
process. The diagram helps pollution prevention 
assessors to systematically  =view  the sources of  the 
problem and all  conaibuting  factors. 

Cause and  effect  analyses m important to thii 
audience far two primary reasons: 

1. - 
The industry practitioners you come in 

have specific environmental  problem in mind 
and axe seeking a solution. This basis far 
this analysis is an existing  problem, not a 
procedure. It allows them to focus  directly 
on the  topic  of  concern to their facility. 

contact with axe likely to attend btcause they 

2. . .  . 
 although a 

assessment, full process flow analysis with 
its associated data gathering  and  analysis  can 
be quite  time-consuming.  Many  clients  may 
realize the  value  of this type of  investigation, 
but  may  feel  they do not have  the  time or 

p x e f d  strategy  for  conducting an 

resources. 

Cause and effect  analysis  can  also be done 
independently  of process flow investigation.  While 
data gathering and verification will stil l  be required, 
the  overall  time and resource  investment will be 
lessened. 
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factots Mecting pegonnance 

Using  the  same  cold  dip tank example as was used 
with the process flow diagram  exercise,  clients 
should be led  through the cause and effect, or 
"fishbone", diagram. 

Following m a number of variables  affecting the 
performanceofthisprocess. Itisagoodideatotry 
to encourage  clients to ask questions about  operating 
practices that would uncover these variables. 

.The  single-piece hinged top allows for a 
substantial amount of solvent loss to the air. The 
motion of raising  the cover pulls solvent  vapors 
out of the tank, accelerating  the  loss of solvent  to 
the air. The design of the tank cover also 
facilitates bad operating practices because it must 
bchookedtothewalltoremaininanopen 
position. 
*Dragout of the solvent  is substantial in this 
system. Operators usually do not allow  the 
solvent to drain off the  clean  parts  long  enough to 
keep from dragging it out of the tank. The 
regularuseofcomprtssedairtoblowdrythe 
parts  exacerbates this situation. 
*contaminated  gloves and brushes used in the 
tank should be treated as hazardous waste 
because the have  absorbed  solvent. They have 
not uaditionally been treated in that  way in this 
operation. 
*Theirregularmaintenanceofthesediptanksin 
the facility can affect the  recyclability of the 
solvent. 
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-” Cold Cleaning Tank 

The process we are using as an example is a 30 gallon cold dip tank which is used 
to clean smal l  parts for  repair or inspection. The solvent used in the tank is 
oichloroethylene,  a  solvent common to this type of operation. The tank is 
generally kept  about threequarters full of solvent and is covered with an single- 
piece hinged top when it is not in  use. This tank is one of 10 similar tauks 
situated in maintenance areas of a  large paper mill. 

Maintenance on the cleaning tank is irregular. New solvent is introduced on an 
as needed basis and the sludge is removed whenever someone thinks of it. 

The type of parts that are cleaned in the tank vary greatly  in their configuration 
and the soils they contain. Old parts that are cleaned in  preparation  for repairs 
tend  to contain the usual grease and oil residue along with paper dust, metal 
fines, dirt, burnt rubber, and  paint.  New parts are  also  cleaned  before 
installation to remove any  machining oils that would make them difficult to 
handle.  .Mechanics  sometimes place the newly cleaned parts in  a basket  hung in 
the tank above the solvent to allow the parts to drain, but usually parts are 

parts remains in the tank when  not in use. 

The waste solvent and sludge from these tanks are collected at  a central location in the 
facility and shipped off site for  recycling and/or disposal per RCRA requirements. 

’ sprayed dry with compressed air after cleaning. The brush used to scrub the 
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Contrasting Approaches to 
Pollution Prevention Auditing 

Robert R. Pqjasek and Laurence J. C d i  

As TBE MmdBEB of envimaMenta regulations conlinues to grow, 
compliance auditing ofindustrial Eadiities has became inaeasingly 
importarrt. The many auditing proSocols developed over the past 
%years all seek to expedite thecoktion of the large amount of 
idixmation needed to assess a fadiitg’s compliance. Checklists, 
worfrsheets ,andquest i~that~theauditprocessformthe 
heart of this directive  approach  armprescriptive”  audit  approach 

Today, however, many companies are adopting a proactive s t a n c e  

vention programs. A key element in the success of such programs is 
the pollution prevention audit. The aim of a pollution  prevention 
a u d i t i s M t f O a S S e S S a ~ ~ s ~ ~ ~ t h ~ t i n g e n v i m n m e n t a  
regulations, but to identify and eliminate or reduce the souzces of 
poUutioa. Nevertheless, these audits are o h  performed using a 
prescriptive approach simifar to that nsed fbr compliance  auditing. 

Amareusefultehiquefbranditingpdlutionpreventhnpmgmms 
might be what has been termed a ‘descriptive? audit approach, that 
is, ope that foclltses on describing processes and their associated 
wastes. In this artide  we discuss both the prescriptive  and  descriptive 
appmachesandth~relativemen~.Knowingtheadvantagesofea~ 
approach and how they might be succedidly combined c a n  improve 
the effectiveness of pollution prevention audits1 

The Prescriptive Audit Approach 
When initially conhnted with the need to reduce  environmental 

releases~dwastegeneration,enoironmentascientistsandengineers 
tppicauy use  compliance  audit p d u r e s  to assess waste reduction 
opportunities. Enenmental prafessionals had substantial training 
and  experience in using these pmcedures, so it is not surprising that 
they  applied  them to the area of pollution prevention.  The  widespread 
use of this prescriptive approach led to its adoption by the US. 
Envimnmentd Protection Agency (EPA). With the publication of the 
Waste lMinimizatioa Opporfunity Assessment Manual by the EP-4,’ 

RobrrtB.mj~kttauicep~etCemghnJ&~fIler.~~.~ndovcr.~Dr. 
Wfcrtelchospecrclltzestnpdlrl~pm#ntlonwasmcent&JekctedChrurmonof 
~Amenton1=tftutef~miubnPrmmtlarIaurrmcr~.Cpliisa~w 
chormcol enqtneer with Cemghly 6 MpIer. spemdmng in prccess rmprowmenr. 
“f“- 

toward en*nmena regulation by implementing  pollution pre- 
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the  prescriptive  audit approach became  the most widely =cognized 
and implemented  procedure fbr pollution prevention  audits.  Many 
states, including Oregon, New York, Connecticut, Washington, and 
1MinneSota. have now adopted the prescriptive  approach for their 
pollution  prevention programs. 

The prescriptive audit pmcess is described in detail in the EPA 
manual and in Chapter 3 of Hazardous Waste Minimization.= 
Figure 1 shows the steps in the presaiptive  audit pmcess  and how 
it fits into the largerpolluticm prevention assessment program. It is 
clear that worksheets (cheddists and questionnaires) form the  heart 
of the prescriptive approach Figure 2 shows one such worksheet 
from the EPA manual. Each of these worksheets is designed to 
f a d l i t a t e c o l l ~ o n a n d ~ ~ b y c a t e g o r y o f i m p o r t a n t p r a c e s s  
data 

Figure 1. The Prescriptive Audit Process 
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Table 1, EPA Waste Miplrmza tionAssessment Worksheets . .  

Site Dasaiption 

Personnel 

Process Information 

Input Matarids Summary 

Products Summary 

Individual Waste S h a m  
Characterization 

Waste Stream Summary 

Lists background infinmation 
about the halie, mduding loca- 
tion, pmduct4 and operations. 

Rceords information  about the 
parsannel who work in the 
areatobed 

This is a checklist ofd process 
information to look for before 
starting the assessment 

Records mput material info" 
tim for a spedfic production or 
pmcess area This indudes name, 
supplier, hazardous component or 
properties, cost, delivery  and 
shelf-life infonnacion, and possible 
S U b S t i t U k S .  

Identifies hazardous components, 
production rate, revenues, and 
other information about products. 

Records source, hazard, genetation 
rate, disposal cost, and method of 
treatment or disposal for each 
waste s t m a m .  

Summarizes all of the information 
collected for each waste stream. 
This sheet  is also used to prioritize 
waste streams to assess. 
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The checkfists are quite comprehensive. No important source of 
data is dooked. Even for small hcilities,  the amount of informa- 
tiontobedectedcanbequitelarge. 

-ages of thepms&ptivc approach 
The prescriptive a d i t  approach offers several  advantages. 

checklists and workdmets used in this type of audit provide a 
& a d a d i d  approach that can be used by almost anyone. Special- 
ized audit training OD detailed pmcess knowledge are not really 
nsededbecausetheiormsplwidethenecessarpstructureanddirec- 
t ion As a result, the audit team can include nontechnical personnel 
fromareassuchaspurchaslngor~~.Finallythecomprehensive 
nature ofthe checldists ensures that the  audit team does  not  overlook 
immtipfonnatiaa. 

Disadvaaattzges ofthe pmscriptioe approach 
Despite these  advantages,  the prescriptive audit approach leaves 

a~dealtobedesiredThisisnotunerpectedbecausetheobjective 
of a pollution prevention audit is quite Merent from that of a 
comphna audit. h a  pollution  prevention audit  the  auditor  must not 
only iden* process wastes but also their sources. This requires 
unde&anding the interrelationships among process elements. For 
exampie, raw material usage data must be correlated with scrap  and 
waste generation rates. Although the checktisr ensure that  material 
usage and  waste generation data are collected, they do not make clear 
how the data interrelate or to what pmcess they apply. This basic 
shartcoming of the prescriptive  approach has became more apparent 
now that companies are moving beyond good housekeeping pmce- 
dures into more fundamental, processdated reduction measures. 

Another drawback of the descriptive  approach is the generic 
nature of the checidists. Users ofthe checidists in the EPA manual 
have found that many of them are not applicable to their  manufactur- 
ing operations. Auditors h d  that reworking the checklists to suit 
their hcilitfs needs requires a si@Cant amount of effort. The 
EPA, mmgnking this problem, has recently published  customized 
versians of checklists for seven selected  industries.4 Users in other 
industries, however, must still do their own customizing. 

The Descriptive Approach 
Given the shortcomings inherent in the prescriptive approach, it 

isanlyna~tolookforalternativeauditingmethods.Onepossibiiity 
is ton& the process itselfthe central focus of the  audit  and to view 
wastes and releases as process losses. This concept is illustrated in 
Figttre 3. The left  side &Figure 3 shows the  thmughput sequence of 
any industrial operation. Because the use of chemicals is rarely 100 
penznt efEcient, the are losses of chemicals from the operation as 
depicted. There can also be losses ofthe  inputs (e.g.,  shel€life expira- 
tion ofstared fmdstocks) and the products (e.g.,  defective or otherwise 
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Figure 3. Conceptualization of the I n d d  procesS 
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nonfimctional products). The goal ofthe descriptive audit approach is 
then to identifp. all potential  process  losses so that appmpriate 
reduction  measures can be implemented. 

The two basic  components of the descriptive  approach are a 
process flow diagram and a materials accounting. Figure 4 shows an 
example of a process flow diagram constructed for a  metal parts 
manufacturing faciiity. The magnitude of the process flows, devel- 
oped from a materials accounting, are also noted on the diagram. 

Constructing a process tzout diagram 
A process flow diagram depicts the series of steps through which 

the input materials pass in the course of their transformation into 
product. For any operation, be it the manufacture of chairs of the 
maintenance of a pump, there is a functional sequence of events or 
actions.  One  action initiates othen, which in turn initiate still others 
until the overall function is completed, resulting in some kind of out- 



Figure 4. Metal Parts Process Flow Diagram 
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Finished 
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put The process flow diagram dearly illustrates the hctional 
sequence. The knowledge of the process that is gained from using the 
process flow diagram is critical, because only by understanding the 
process can one hope to change it to reduce losses. 

The ht step in constructing a process flow diagram is to identify 



the fundamental or unit operations that lead to the 6nal pmduct or 
the end result of the pmcess. In the metal parts process depicted in 
Figure 4, the unit operations consist ofsteam Cleaning, sandblasting, 
welding,andpainting.FiguR5shofftsamaintenanQproad~that 
iac ludes theoperat ionsotd i sassembly ,de~~ , i rrs~~repa ir ,  
and m y .  The unit opemations are shown as blocks on the 
diagrams. Material flows into and out ofeach operation are depicted 
asarro9ps.EacharrofttislabeledtoidePtifPthematerialbernq 
represeated Wastes are silm on the diagram just like any other 
material flow. 

ItisimpartanttoRcognizethatthearrowscanin~catematerial 
flows in time as well as through equipment. In the maintenance 
procedure shown in Figure 5, the arrows depict the pump as it 
undergoes the sequence of operations over time. The pump  itself will 
be stationary during most ofthe process. 

For a complex  process,  preparing a workable process flow diam 
generally requires subdividing the process into two or more 
subprocesses. Efforts can then be focused an developing a diagram for . 
the more promising subprocess. The other subpmcesses can be 3d- 
dressedbyotherteaxmorasavailableresourcespennit. 

Ma&wi& accounting 
AmaterialsaccountingfmaprocessissimilnrtoanengineeriPg 

mass balance in that it attempts to Quantify and balance process 
inf lowsandou~~.Thematerialsaccounting,~we~, ismu~less  
rigorousthanisamasshnlnace.ThepurpolPeofamaterialsaccounting 
istoensurethatsubstantiallyallnrateriaflowshavebeenaccounted 
for. Pwching records and other readily available infomation are 
used to provide semiquantitative data on the size of each material 
flow.~tallationofnowmetersorotherstreammoni~~equipment 
is not generallyperfonned. 

Descriptive adit pmcess 
The pmcess flow diagram and materials  accounting are prepared 

before the audit team's tour ofthe facility. Reparation  ofthe diagram 
can be the responsibility of an individual or the team as a whole. The 
plantouristhenusedtoverifythatthe diagram accurately depictsthe 
process as it operates in the plant. has of opportunity where further 
investqation seems warranted can be easily highlighted on the 
diagram. After completing the audit, the  audit team has an in-depth 
understanding of the process and the sources of the process losses. 

Mvcuttwes of the descriptive apprvach 
The desuiptive appmach has many advantages when compared 

with the use of checklists. Ipfonnation  gathexing using the descrip- 
tive approach is much more focl;lsed. AU Sonnation that is collected 
contributes directly to the  team's understanding of the fundamental ' 
aspects of the process.  The process flow diagram conveniently sum- 
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- c  marizes this information in one or two sheets. 
Additionally,thedesaiptiveapproachisdynamicandcanbeused 

to describe any type of operation. Production and maintenance 
opexations can be conceptualized using these diagrams. The dia- 
gramscanaccommodate anysequenceofaperations,indudingseries 
flows, and reqding streams. The need to customize checklists to fit 
a particular process or industxy is eliminated 

Most importantly, the pro~ss flow diagram makes clear the 
sourteofeachloss.KpoWiPgthesoureeof~lossprovidesthe 
foundation upon which ideas tar reducing or eliminating the loss can 
be developed. 

DbadvMtaget ofthe detcnptiaat approach 
The descriptive approach, despite its power, does have  some 

drawbacks. The most important of these is that the descriptive 
approach is potentially  more technjcaily demanding than the pre- 
scriptive  approach. A technical background and some fhiliarity 
with the pmcess are generally required to prepare a meaningful 
proceys  flow diagram. This atiditional experhe may  not be available 
inasmallfkility. 

This disadvantage does not present &n insurmountable problem. 
There are a number ofexcellent referencw that discuss the basics of 
preparing a process flow diagram.' Alternatively, the required ex- 
pertise can be supplied by an outside coIIsultapt or agency. 

A Combined Audit Approach 
The  descriptive audit approach is a hdamental approach to 

pollution prevention auditingin that itidentSes  the sources oflosses, 
makingit much easier to develop meamngfd reduction alternatives. 
Thisisnotto~~ythatthedescriptiveapproachisthe~ya~~ach 
that can be used or that the prescriptive  approach cannot work  In 
fact, many facilities  have made significant and rapid progress using 
simple  checklist audits. 

In presenting the descriptive  approach, the aim has been to 
provide environmental professionals and others with another tool for 
auditing. Common sense dictates that whatever approach is selected 
should be based on the task at hand. For small facilities with limited 
resour~es, a prescriptive audit can be inexpensively  implemented and 
can improve operating practices.  For larger, more  complex fadlities, 
a descriptive audit can lead to more fundamental waste reductions. 
Ch-ts can be used to collect information needed to fill the data 
gap identified during development and verification of the  process 
flow diagml. 

Vdca t ion  of the pmcess flow diagram leads both the inspectors 
and the equipment operators to a true understanding ofthe function- 
aiitp. of the equipment and the manner in which  chemical  losses can 
occur. Without this approach, an operator usually contemplates how 
to operate the equipment but does not  focus on what is actually 
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happening. By understanding what causes the losses, ideas for 
equipment  redesign, material substitutions, or changes in process 
conditions that will reduce the lasses can be more easily  developed. 

Such a combined audit approach was informally tested using the 
student teams taking a  pollution prevention coufse at Tufts Univer- 
sity. Teams used  both the  presaiptive approach and the descriptive 
approach to audit a single  process.  The students expressed a strong 
prefierence far the descriptive'appmach because it allowed them to 
understand  the fupctionality ofthe process.  Nevertheless, they saw 
value in the checklists as a  vehicle for collectingimportant process in- 
formation and for assessing the completeness of the descriptive audit. 

In Conclusion 
The key to a successful pollution  prevention audit is to clearly 

identify at the star t  the audit's  objective and resource constraints and 
choose an approach based on these factors. For companies that have 
the appropriate  resources, the descriptive audit is a targeted ap- 
pmach that can help develop a rapid understanding of the relation- 
ship between wastes and the manufhcturing process: Incorporating 
the descriptive audit approach into pollution  prevention audits can 
helpcompaniesmovebeyond~-tieropportunitiestoa~eve~da- 
mental reduction in waste g e m t i o n  It is expected that use of the 
descriptive approach will increase as the shortcomings of the pre- 
scriptive  approach become more apparent. 

Notes 

1. In Wuta Reduetions Audits,' in k i c  B. Rothenberg and Dean J. Telego (odd, 
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pollution  prevention programr. Raaders may wish to refer to this a m d e  far mme 
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2UnihdStotcsEnwmnmentalPratccrionAgcnry, WasteMinimiz&nOpportvnity 
Aurrrmmt M a d  (EPAIMY7-88/003, July l988). 
3. Deborah ?Ianlan  and Cad F m m m ,  Waste Minimization Asrtuments,"  in Harry 
Frmeman Cod.), B d w  Waste Minimization (McGraw-Hill, 1990). 
4. 'hose checklists are in the Guides to Pollution  Prevention for: The Pesticide 
Farmdating  industry (625/7-90-004), The Paint  Manufaenning  industry (625/7-90- 
OOS), The Fabricated Metal Indusay (62517-90406), The Pnnted Circuit Board 
Manufacturing industty (625/7-90-007), The Commercial Prinring  Industry ( 6 W -  
9o.008). Sdectad Hospital Wane  Streams (6297-90409),  and  Research  and  Educa- 
ti4 Institutions  (6W-90-010). All guides are available from CERI, Technology 
"hnder. USEPA. P.O. Box 19963, Cincinnati, OH 45219-0963. 

5. S.., for example, Ernest E. Ludwig, Applied Process Design fit Chemical and 
PcrrochmLol Plants (Gulf Publishing,  1964)  and J. P. Opannell, Wow Flowsheets 
CanmunicatlEn~naaringinformation,"ChmicolEnginrcring(McG~w-Hill. 1957). 

6. 'he  manner in which this  descriptive audit appmach fits into  an  overall pollution 
prcwntion program is described by Dr. Po+k in Pollufion  Prevention Props-  
+ion,' in Eric B. Rothenbcg  and Dean J. Tolyl0 (ads.), Enuitvnwuntal Ris& Man- 
a g " A  DUA Rebnce (RTM Communications, 1991). 
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IV. - Metal Cleaning and  Degreasing  AIternatives 

Companies  that  find  it  necessary to clean  parts or 
equipment as a rcgular aspect of their production 
process have been put  on  the spot. As halogenated 
solvents rise in price and bemne less  available, 
companies  using even the  smallest  amount of such 
solvents will find it nuxssary to be  much mort 
careful in the  way they handle  and  apply  these 
inmasingly expensive  substances.  The  labelling 
regulations  that require any  item  that  comes in contact 
with  one of these halogenated  solvents  in  its 
assembly to carry a label on it  identifying  it as such 
place a further burden on companies  using  these 
substances. Add to this the de-to-grave 
responsibility assumed by all  generators of 
hazafilous  waste and you  have a situation  where 
there  is  mounting pressure to discontinue  the  use of 
these  substances. 

Large  manufacturing  concerns  have  made a concerted 
effort to search for new,  non-halogenated  cleaning 
systems.  Seeing  the  handwriting on the wall, these 
companies  began  rcscarching and testing various 
non-halogenated  cleaning  systems,  some as early as 
1980, intending to change-out  their  cleaning  systems 
ahead of expensive  regulation.  Many of these  large 
companies  have successhlly  changed  their  metal 
cleaning  systems in such a way as to eliminate  the 
use of halogenated  solvents in cleaning  applications. 

But  not  evexyone  has the resources of Digital 
Equipment Co. or General  Dynamics. As it becomes 
mort and more expensive to use halogenated 
solvents  and  dispose of their  wastes,  small  and 
medium sized companies  have been put  under 
increasing pressure to duce or eliminate  their use of 
these  materials. This manual is directed  primarily  at 
these  kinds of companies. 

Pollution  Prevention  Opportunities 

Opportunities to reduce the amount and/or  toxicity of 
waste  being  generated  by a metal  cleaning  operation 
are plentiful. As we  review  these  options in this 

.module, we will divide  them  into three categories: 

*process  modifications:  changes  in the configuration 
or operation of an existing  cleaning process that 
can  result in a reduction  in  the  amount  and/or 
toxicity of waste  generated. 

*operating  practice  modifications:  changes  in  the 
way an existing  process  is  run or raw  materials 
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process modifications 

arthandledthatcanresultinareductioninthe 
amount and/or toxicity of waste  generated 

material substitution:  changes in the fetdstock or 
other  inputs to a piocess that can result in a 
duction in the  amount and/or toxicity of waste 
g e d  

Significant reductions in solvent  loss and waste 
generation arc achievable thxuugh the  modification of 
existing  cleaning process configuration and 
equipment. As with the other two types of pollution 
pventicm options, I refer you to the lccm section 
of this module  for  the specifics. 

The primary target of these process modifications is 

process. Fugitive  emissions, aside from 
endangering  worktr health and depleting  the omne 
l a y e r *  rapidly  deplete the solvent  available  for 
cleaning,  increasing  solvent  costs  and  requiring mOre 
frequent  solvent  bath  change-outs.  By  keeping  the 
solvents in the bathrather than allowing  them to 
escape as vapors, the cleaning process operator 
increases the  likelihood  that the solvent will be fully 
spent befart it is sent off for reclamation or disposal. 

These kinds of process modificatioIIs are important 
to the extent  that  they  can  begin an industrial 
generam down the mad to sustainable  environmental 
management.  Most, if not all, the pmess 
modifications discussed can be implemented  for 
relatively  low  cost and will result in significant, 

of solvent  needing to be purchased. As a  result,  a 
generator  who has successfully  implemented  one or 
more of these  pollution  prevention  options  may be 
mart favorably inclined, having a h d y  experienced 
some success with a change, to experiment with 
other process changes  that  could  lead to further 
reductions in waste  generation. 

the  fugitive  emissions that escape the cleaning 

savings primarily  by  reducing  the amount 

operating  pracrice modificafioILF The  second  class of pollution  prevention  options 
available to metal cleaners  lie in the  way the process 
is run and  raw  materials art handled in the  facility. A 
number  of  changes  to  the  way a process  is run, 
extending drain time  over  the  cleaning  bath or 
slowing  the withdrawal rate of the parts out  of  the 
cleaning area for instance, can  result in significant 
reductions in the amount of *us waste 
generated by  the process. 

Many of  these aperating practice changes m, like  the 
process modifications  mentioned  earlier,  relatively 
inexpensive to implement.  But  unlike  changes to 
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material substitusion 

process equipment or configuration,  changes in 
operating practices  often require the  cooperation  of 
the  workers on the  shop floor. Changing human 
behavior is not as easy as changing  equipment. It 
takcs a serious commitment on the  part of plant 
managers, training supervisors, and  shop  foremen to 
work with pnxxss operators, carefully explain the 
reasons far the propostd change,  understand  their 
rt8sons for nsisting the  changes  that are being 
proposad and find the most  acceptable  way  for  all 
parties to modify operating practices in order to 
achieve  the goal of  pollution  prevention. 

Management will also be called up~l to  change  the 
way  in  which  they do theirjobs. By being  more 
aware of the  impact  work  scheduling,  production  line 
changeouts,  and  the  management of waste streams 
have on the  generation of waste, the modifcation of 
such practices can  result in significant duction in 
solvent  loss and waste  generation. 

Many of the changes in operating practices advocated 
in  the  name of pollution  prevention are very  much in 
line with the  tenentes of "Just-In-Time"  and  Total 
Quality Management  approaches.  The prupcr 
management of feedstocks and careful  monitoring  of 
processes and other operating practices can often be 
included in these kind of larger  management 
initiatives. 

From an  environmentalist's  point of view,  these are 
the  most  attractive  pollution  prevention  options 
available  to process operators. From sustainable 
development  point of view,  moving  away from the 
use of hazardous and  toxic  chemicals in cleaning 
operations  toward molt environmentally benign 
materials is in line with preparing a  manufactum  to 
=main competitive in a long term sense. And 
certainly,  the duction in the amount of waste 
g e n m  as a mult of such a change is likely to be 
much mofe significant  than  the  reductions  resulting 
from the  other two classes of process and  practice 
modifications. 

Changing  the  materials used in a metal  cleaning 
process is,  contrary to what  some  people  will  want 
you to  believe,  neither  cheap  nor easy. A successful 
move  away from halogenated  solvent  cleaning 
requires a great deal of analysis.  the  inputs  into 
the  cleaning  system  (soils,  solvent  components,  parts 
substrate  and  confguration, energy, etc.)  must  be 
analyzed and quantifkd. The possible  impacts on the 
timing of the  production  process  must be estimated. 
And, of course, the costs of converting  to  the  new 

lv-3 
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system  must be figured. Review the case studies 
included in this module and you will get an idea of 
how  much work goes into conversion to a  non- 
h a l ~ g e ~ t e d  cleaning  system. 

Remember, there arc no perfect drogin substitutes 
for halogenated  solvents in metal  cleaning 
applications. Most of the cleaning systems that are 
being promoted as rtplaccmtnts for halogenated 
solvents operate in vtry m w  cleaning windows 
and thcxefm requirt much mort monitoring and 
tighter operating practices than  halogenated  solvents. 
Often  energy in the form of  heat or ultrasonic 
agitation is requid to get  these  systems to work. 
The ftason why  halogenated solvents arc so widely 
used in cleaning applications is that  they are effective 
on a widc variety of soils and can be applied in a 
variety of ways.  Converting to a system that 
nquiFes m m  monitoring and is not as universally 
applicable  a  halogenated  solvent  system is bound to 
m e t  with some resistance. 

Testing alternative systems on real world parts and 
soils is essential to choosing the appropriate  cleaning 
system for the application. Manufacturers interested 
in getting  out of halogenated  solvent  cleaning  should 
be encouraged to work  closely with a variety of 
vendors and look at a variety of options to assure 
themselves  they arc changing to the system  that  most 
closely  meets  their necds. 

Iv-4 
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Selection of Metal Cleaners to Redace  Chlorinated  Solvens 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

d .  

6. 

7. 

8. 

Alkaline Cleaners;  Scislowski, Stan; Metal Finishing, April 1990 
High pH cleaners; use of silicates; spray impingement as a  way to avoid  silicate use; use of 
NaOH; oiling out of  surfactants 

ALTERNATIVES TO CHLORINATED SOLVENT DEGREASING - TESTING, 
EVALUATION,  AND PROCESS DESIGN I Author: Evanoff, Stephen P.; 
Singer, Kathy. (Process Technology  '88. ) 1988. 
Evaluation  of 28 cleaners in agitated hot  tanks  for  removing 17 greases and oils; 5 cleaners 
removed all but 1 grease; additional cleaners worked  well  against  specific  soils or groups of 
soils; some test results;  evaluation of  other  properties; 

Aqueous  Cleaning  Systems Replace Chlorinated  Hydrocarbons; Eberle, A; 
Lachenmayer, U. & Kohler, H.; Metalloberflkhe 43, (1 989) 12 Itranslation] 
oil separation from  neutral cleaners; spray wash  optimization; need for oi! separation 

Fabrication  and  Post-fabrication  Cleanup of Stainless  Steels, Tuthill, Arthur, 
Chemical Engineering,  Sept. 29 1986 
Avoid  chlorinated cleaners on stainless steels [on  equipment/products  where strength is 
important1 to  prevent  chloride  stress  corrosion  cracking 

INDUSTRIAL CLEANING / Author: Spring, S. Melbourne,  Australia:  Prism 
Press, 1974. 
Book; rinsibility and  use of siicates (pp20, 188); mechanical vs chemical cleaning & cleaning 
variables (pp33-37);  application  table  for cleaning specific soils, cleaning  suggestions, 
modification of soils  (ppl27-137);  compstibiiity  of  light metal surfaces with cleaners (pp144- 
147); residues, drying & water  quality  (pp189-196) 

Metal Cleaning, Innes, William, Metal  Finishing  Guidebook  and  Directory '90, 
1990 
Suggests  using alkaline cleaners after precleaning with a detergent cleaner (alkaline cleaners 
clean light soil  films  well  but  can't handle  heavy  loadings?) 

Metal  Degreasing  and Cleaning, Pollack, A.; Westphal, P., Robert  Draper 
LTD, Teddington  England 1963 
Book; Concise  summary of Metals Handbook  info  [old]  giving  pros & cons  for  different cleaner 
types  for  different  soil classes; burned on  drawing  compounds  require  acid cleaning [pickling]; 
ultrasonics  required to  remove soils from pores 

METALS  HANDBOOK-VOLUME 5: SURFACE  CLEANING, FINISHING, AND 
COATING  (STH ED.) Metals Park, OH: American  Society  for  Metals, 1982. 
Book; table of recommended  procedures  for  various soils; also some pros  and  cons  on cleaning 
methods; some  advice  for  special  situations 
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NEW TECHNOLOGY ALKALINE CLEANERS  REPLACE CHLORINATED 
SOLVENT DEGREASERS; Quitmeyer, Joann; Lubrication  Engineering; 3/91 
Test results  for cleaning  a  variety of oily soils with WR Grace aqueous cleaners 

Replacement of Chlorinated  Hydrocarbons by Waterbased Cleaning  Systems; 
Kresse, J.; Transactions IMF; 1989, 67, 109 
Test results  of cleaning rust inhibiting, honing & cutting oils off sheet metal; neutral and alkaline 
cleaners compared to  TCE; ultrasonics needed to  cban shot-blasted sheet; 

Substitution  of  Wax & Grease Cleaners with Biodegradable  Solvents - Phase 
I Report; Beller, J.M., Carpenter, McAtee,  Pryfogle, Suciu, Wikoff, Harris, 
Schober;  Air  Force  Engineering & Services Center; Tyndall  Air  Force Base; 
Florida, November 1988 
Test results  on 171 cleaners from 59 vendors; alternative solvents, semi aqueous, & aqueous 
cleaners; tested  corrosion  on 15 metals [but only on metals for  which  a cleaner is 
recommended]; tested biodegradability; screening for health hazards; cleaning tests on  a 
molybdenum  disulfide  greasekarbon mixture, a  hydraulic oikarbon mixture, an engine oil 
heated to  a tar-like  consistency  mixed  with silica, and a wax; identified 6 cleaners for  further 
tests;  these test form the basis for a computerized data base at  the Idaho Engineering Services 
Laboratory 

Tool  and  Manufacturing Engineers Handbook, Volume 111, Materials,  Finishing 
and Coating; Society of  Manufacturing Engineers; 4th edition 
Book; table of  recommended procedures for various soils [from  Metals Handbook]; also some 
pros and cons  on cleaning methods; some advice for special situations;  descriptions  of cleaning 
equipment and processes 

Troubleshooting  Cleaning Problems;  Quinn, Michael;  Die  Casting Engineer; 
29 (3) M/J 1985 
Outlines  alternatives  for  removing  die  cast lubricants; some specifics  on  what  conditions are 
needed to  make a process work 

ULTRASONIC CLEANING & VAPOR  DEGREASING IN INDUSTRY; Branson 
Cleaning  Equipment Company, Shetton, CT: 1980. 
Book; application  tables  showing cleaning processes sucessfully used to remove  various soils; 
emphasis on  ultrasonics 
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Case Studies  on Stubstitution of  Aaueous Metal Cleaners: 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18.. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

22. 

1,l ,I-TRICHLOROETHANE  REDUCTION  ALTERNATIVES;  Smythe, Alan H; 
Minnesota  Technical  Assistance Program  (MnTAP) 1987. 
Batch  spray wwher m p b  cold oolvent doming in e machine .hop 

AQUEOUS CLEANING AS'AN ALTERNATIVE TO CFC VAPOR DEGREASING IN 
SHEET METAL MANUFACTURING;  Szczepanski,  Anna;  O'Connor,  Jim;  Rochester, 
New York;  AlChE  Summer  Meeting;  Pittsburgh, August 199 1 u~tmsonic imnnnion 
cleaning for stamped parts  after lubricants were  substituted [oil to synthetic]. Few dotaib, p.hap1 a 
contact for more  information. 

Nearfield  Ultrasonic Strip Cleaning;  Noble,  William;  Proceedings: Fourth  Annual 
Massachusetts Hazardous  Waste  Source  Reduction  Conferences;  October 1987 
Ultrasonic  cleaning of stamped bmetalic atrip 

Bringing  Degreasing  up to Date;  Thomas,  Andy;  Finishing; May 1988 
Drum  spray  washer  and a neutral  cleaner  degrewe mall parts. European wndon. 

CASE  STUDY;  Butler,  Gary; University  of Tennessee  Center for Industrial Services, 
Waste Reduction  Assessment  and  Technology  transfer  WRATT II teleconference 
(Solvents:  The Good, the Bad,  and the Banned) March 13, 1991. 
Agitated  immersion tank cleanm brass valve  components.  Video with wmo additional  information is 
available. 

CASE  STUDY:  ELIMINATION OF FREON  DEGREASING  AND  DRYING  SOLVENTS; 
Warden, Ken; University  of Tennessee  Center for Industrial Services;  Waste 
Reduction  Assessment  and  Technology  transfer  WRATT II teleconference  (Solvents: 
The  Good, the Bad,  and the Banned) March 13, 1991. 
Stamped  electrical  contact pem for electrical power  distribution are d e g r e d  in an agitated immersion 
washer; parts ere  dried in e vibretoy deburring  machine  ueing corn  cob mod om the modia; some 
additional  information im available in e video 

CASE  STUDY:  WINNER OF THE 1988 TENNESSEE  GOVERNOR'S AWARD FOR 
EXCELLENCE IN HAZARDOUS  WASTE  MANAGEMENT; Hamnan, Frank; Clanton, 
Rad; University of  Tennessee  Center for Industrial Services; Waste Reduction 
Assessment and  Technology  transfer WRAlT II teleconference  (Solvents:  The 
Good, the Bad,  and the Banned) March 13, 1991. 
Continuous  spray washen and  egitated  immersion  botch  tanks  degrewe  hydraulic motor components. 
Much more  information im waileble  is a video. 

Cold Water Cleans  Machined  Parts;  Tooling & Production; June 1989 
10.000 psi water spray  used to degrease  engine  cylinder  heads,  including oil trensfer  holeslchannels. 
European  vendor. 
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23.  Decorative  Plater  Eliminates  Vapor  Degreasing;  Willis,  Dennis; 13th AESFEPA 
Conference on the Environmental  Control  for the Surface  Finishing  Industry, 
Orlando FL, Jan 27-29, 1992 
Combined, continuour irnmonion d .pry wwh line (3opri) with alkaline  cleener m o v e r  buffing 
compound  from  highly poli8h.d motel hudwur on a hQh volume menufacturing operation. 

24.  Degreasing  and  Cleaning  Costs Slashed;  Product  Finishing; Oct 1986 
Vibretory  deburring  machine raw vapor degrewer on braw C aluminum gw control  valve parts. 
Some diecuuion of nbrwive media choice. European  vendor. 

25. No  Chlorinated  Hydrocarbons  Necessary in Cleaning  Process;  MOller,  Alois; 
Metalloberflache 42 (1 988) 5; translation 
immersion  cleaning and  centrifugation clean blind ho1.r end d l  bellow with eccordion fold recesses 

26. Replacement  of  Vapor  Degreasing  Operation with Deburring  Process for Cleaning 
Metal Parts; MnTAP Case  Study; May 1992 

27. Sqlected Case Studies for Waste  Prevention from Minnesota  Businessses;  DeWahl, 
Karl;  Second  Annual  Pollution  Prevention  Conference,  AlChE  Summer  meeting, 
Pittsburgh, PA; August 20-21, 1991 
3 -e etudier - printer;  hydreulic  motor  manufacture; ac rw  machine rhop. mechino  coolant as e 
cleener;  aqueour  cleening of =row mechine pwt.. 

. 28. Solvent Waste Reduction  Through  Process  Substitution;  Elliott, Brad; Environmental 
Technology Expo '91 ; Chicago,  IL, April 8-1 1 , 1991 
Alkaline  immersion wwhw degrewe  precision rtml components. 3 ryrtemr devised:  2-stage  counter- 
current wwh for  groer in procesa  cleening;  8-8tage wesh, rinse/protect  for .oil free  parts; & 4-rtage 
wwh, rinse, ultrwonic wwh, rindprotect for  final c h i n g .  A h  dwurrer minimizing cleaning tasks 
a0 first rtep. 

29. Substitution of  Halogenated  Hydrocarbons  by  Aqueous  Cleaning;  Zange, B.; 
Galvanotechnik 80 (1 989) 7 ,  2288-229 1 ; translation 
cleening pertr with hokr end recrues; 4 cleaning  procedurer - preclean,  clean,  rinse,  protect,  dry 

30. TRICHLOROETHYLENE  AND  STODDARD  SOLVENT  REDUCTION  ALTERNATIVES IN 
A SMALL SHOP; Taylor,  Debra J; Minnesota  Technical  Assistance  Program 
(MNTAP) 1989. 
Conversion  of a vepor  degrewer into egitated,  immersion  weohor with 8 rpray rinse.  Using  an 
elkaline  cleaner to degrewe rtml, duminwn & brerr screw  mechinod partr in e job  rhop. 
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Dealina with Problem  Soils: 
(articles generally  have  a few relevant  sentences) 

31. 

32. 

33. 

34. 

35. 

36. 

37. 

38. 

39. 

40. 

Alkaline Cleaners; Scislowski, Stan; Metal Finishing, April 1990 
High Ph  cleaners; move1  of bakdan, vemioh-like fih; ranoval of buffing canpounds 

Citragold Technical  Bulletin; 30, Inc;  May, 1991 
Claims cold removal  capability  for carbon, solidified omow, & gelled oil 

CLEANING AND PREPARATION OF CERAMICS AND  METALLIZED CERAMIC 
MATERIALS  ON  PLATING / Author:  Baudrand,  Donald W. Melrose Park, IL: 
Allied-Kelite  Division, Witco Chemical,  ND. 
Ultraronic,  alkaline  cleaning of ceramic  pores 

Evaluation of Alternative Cleaners for Solder flux and  Mold  Release  Removal; 
Lopez, E.P., et.al.,  Sandia National  Laboratories, 90-2974C 
Silicon mold release compound  removed by a torpano  cleaner,  hydrocarbon ooht & isopropyl  alcohol 

Magnesium - Part 11; Groshart,  Earl; Metal Finishing,  November 1985 
Use high pH (> 131 alkaline  cleaners  or  chrwnic acid pickle to avoid comoion d IOU of mad 

No Chlorinated  Hydrocarbons  Necessary in Cleaning  Process;  MQler,  Alois; 
Metalloberfliiche 42 (1 988) 5; translation 
Immersion  cleaning  and  centrifugation clwn blind holes  and anall bollom with accordion fold mceues 

PARTS  CLEANING;  Rodzewich,  Ed; U.S. Environmental  Protection Agency (EPA) 
(Solvent Waste Reduction  Alternatives Seminar) M A R  1988. 
Alkaline  sprays (1 000psi) remove  oils & lubriwnta m out0 i n d m  prior to phosphating; acid doming 
removes  oxidized,  vamish-like  oils  [metal ia etched in procou]; neutral  or mild alkalino c l ~ n o r s  avoid 
white staining  on  zinc  or galvanizod surfacr. 

PROCESS  OF  BUFFING  COMPOUND  REMOVAL AND CONTROL; Detrisac, M. 
Arthur; AES Symposium on  Cleaning,  Pickling,  and  Etching; 1983. 
Recommended operating  conditions  including wwh at 180 + OF (with Dl woter), wet parts  leaving the 
wash with a  fog rinse,  use liquid buffing compounds  where  porsible,  lubrication of polyester  and siral 
buffing wheels 

Reducing  California's Metal Bearing  Waste  Streams;  Jacobs  Engineering;  Report for 
the California  Dept.  of  Health Services; Toxic  Substances  Control  Division, 
Alternative Technology  Section; July 1989 
Suggests  using  grea~$lers  or  water-based buffing compounds to make cleanup ewier - no oourcea of 
rupply are  given. 

Selection of  Cleaning  Process to Remove  Stamping  and  Drawing  Compounds from 
Metal Surfaces;  Otrhalek, J.V., Society of Manufacturing Engineers; 1977 
Alkaline  cleaners  common in the romoval  of  drawing  compounds;  suggests  cleaning  soon aftsr drawing; 
easier to remove  drawing  compounds with e high  level  of  emulsifier  and 0 low  kvel of chlorinated  oil; 
giver  cleaning  data  for 2 unnamed  spray  cleaners & one  unnamed soak cleaner 
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41. No  Chlorinated  Hydrocarbons  Necessary in Cleaning  Rocess;  MBller, Alois; 
Metalloberfl8che 42 (1 988) 5; translation 
lmmenion cleaning d contrifugdon clew b l i  hokr d d l  b o l l o w r  with accordion fold recesses 

42. Soils;  Scislowski,  Stan; Metal Finishing; February 1990 
Suggrto doming drmrinq oil. (..p.ciJly &karinatod or wlfurizod oil.) u soon am porsibie. Graphite 
nut nquinr 8crubbing. 8pmy impinarrwnt, .kctrdytic or ocid donning for nmovd. 

43. Surface  Treatment of Sintered Metal Components; Braddick,D.,Metallurgia,v54 (1  1) 
Vibrutory d8bun 8intor.d rtnl pub to mmow surface di.colorationa or exce88 rurface rerin (Or oil?) 
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Miscellaneous Methods for Cleanina  or  Avoidina Cleaninp; 

44. 

45. 

46. 

47. 

48. 4 

49. 

50. 

51. 

5 2. 

53. 

54. 

Aqueous Cleaning  Systems  Replace  Chlorinated  Hydrocarbons;  Eberle, A; ‘ 

Lachenmayer, U. & Kohler, H.; Metalloberfl8che 43, (1989) 12; translation 
Use of a Dl weter procleaning  stop 

The Application of  Ultrasonics to  Metal Cleaning;  Harding,  William;  Plating  and 
Surface  Finishing; March 1990 
Optimization of ultrasonic variables 

Cascaded  or  Counter-Current  Solvent  Wash  Line  [Process now Drawing];  MnTAP 
1991 

Fabrication  and  Post-fabrication  Cleanup  of  Stainless  Steels;  Tuthill,  Arthur; 
Chemical Engineering;  Sept. 29 1986 
Avoiding iron and  organic  contmnination;  avoid  chlorin.1.d sotvontr on paaivatod parto; blast cloaning 

Fluidized  Bed  Dry  Cleaning  as  a  Replacement for Vapor  Degreasing;  Doscher, 
Patrisha, et. 81.; 22nd International SAMPE Technical Conference;  Sept. 66-8’  1990 
Fluid  bed  cleaning with cellulosic  material whiih absorb  and  abmda  oib. study on shoat 
stock. 

Model Studies in the Cleaning  of  Surface-Mounted  Assemblies with High  Pressure 
Fluorosolvent Sprays;  Lermond,  David;  (DuPont)  NEPCON West 1986 
Laboratory  study of spray  cleaning  variables (most importantly spray proaura on cleaning messes 

New Concept for Alkaline  Cleaning - Low Temperatures  and Infinite Bath Life; 
Jansen,  Georg;  Tervoort,  Jan; Metal Finishing;  April, 1985 
Method of lengthening aqueoocn bath lifo & improving tho conristony of  chaning Lo. avoiding peaks & 
valleys  caused  by  cleaner  degrading  over timo 

News Item;  Advanced  Manufacturing  Technology; v l0  no7, July 15, 1989 
Small  ice  particles  are  used to remove dust & residues from miconductor materials 

Preparation  of Basis Metal for Plating;  Groshart,  Earl; Metal Finishing  Guidebook  and 
Directory; 1990 
Methods of preparing  various  common metah for  plating  including: ckning; rinsing st-  relieving; 
oxide removal; & activation 

Preparation  of Basis Metals for  Painting;  Groshart,  Earl; Metal Finishing  Guidebook 
and  Directory; 1990 
Cleaning  and  surface  preparation  prior to painting 

STANDARD PRACTICE FOR CLEANING  METALS  PRIOR  TO  ELECTROPLATING 
(ASTM B 322-85) Philadelphia,  PA:  American  Society  for Testing and  Materials 
(ASTM)  1985. Identifies  steam  cleening  (for brgs parts) or water  jetting (to 
10,OOOpsi spray) w possible  mothods  for m o v i n g  oils & greases 
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HdTSY FEATURES: UNPAID-FOR BENEFITS: 

rn 230-, 2QaI230- & 440-volt  electric  motors 

rn Hawk triplex,  high-performance  pumps fl Over 50 models  to  choose  from 

rn Vertically-fired oil.  LP or natunl-gas  water  heaters Factory-tramed  servtce  people 

Rust-proof fuel & float t a n k  Pre-delivery  Dealer-Prep 

Fuel  gauge on fuel-tank  cap m Professional  installation 

Precision safety  controls On-site  machme  checkout 

Heavy-duty  construction Operator  trainmg 

Stationary  or  portable rn Local  pans  inventory 

Full line of H o w  accessones Fuel,  detergent & labor  savlngs 

rn H o w  detergents  for all applications Quality  warranty  program 

~~ 

Free  Demos on slte 

Comaetitiveiv Priced For The Best Value For Your Dollar Now 
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Hotsy's high-powered.  hot-water.  high-pressure 
washers designed  for heavy-duty  equipment  and "OH- 
the-road" cleaning. 
80% of  Hotsg ws - components.  cnassls.  saiery  con- 
trols, co~ls. pumps - are  manufactured by  Horsy or built to 
Hotsy  design. 
Motor  and  water  heaters  perform  prec:sely  to  Hotsy 
specificatlons. 

W High-pertormance Hawk 
triplex, pump  delivers 4 
GPM at 2000 PSI. 

W Hawk  pump  delivers 
quiet,  efficient  operation. 
with  minlmal  vibration 
and  great  durability. 
H O W  are  safe and easy 
to  operate.  Simple  instructions are printed on  the  machine 
as well as in the  Operating  Manual. 
Hotsy's  trlgger gun consewes and  controls  water flow. 
Adjustable  safety  temperature  controller  lets  you  choose 
different  temperatures for different  cleaning  jobs. 
Operators  can  add  detergent  easily for a  variety of 
applications. 

rn Add these Hotsy accessories to help clean  faster, 
easier and better:  Adjustable  spray-panern  nozzle..  .port- 
able  gear.. . extra  hose  lengths.. . hose reels.. . wand  exten- 
sions..  .quick  couplers..  .downstream  detergent  injector.. . 
wet sandblaster.. . rotating  brush..  .foam  applicator..  .and 
many,  many  more. 
Hot& perform  best 
with Hotsy detergents.. . 
formulated for Hotsys.  by 
Hatsy,  to  be  fast-acting, 
thorough  cleaners. 
~ o t s y  detergents  are 
highly  concentrated  and 
economical to use.. . a 
lime  Hotsy  detergent goes 
a  long, long way. 
Exclusive  Advanced 
Formula  HCC  additives 
in Hotsy detergents 
continuously dean the 
lime  and soap buildups 
in your  machine  caused 
by  other  brands of chemical  or  hard  water in your 
machine.. . reducing wear, tear  and  downtrrne. 

a There's  a  wide  variety of Hotsy  detergents  for  a  wide 
variety  of  cleaning  jobs  and  they're  all,formulated for high- 
temperature,  high-pressure  deanlng. 
Available in a  variety of packages to  meet  your  needs. 
Hotsy  detergents  are  safe..  .biodegradable, USDA 
approved  and  most  have  Canadian  Agriculture  approval. 

w H o w  are  versatile, handling dozens of cleaning 
chores you  haven't  even thought of! We'll prove it with 
a FREE DEMO on site,  at your  place of business..Your 
H o w  Man will also  help you choose  the  Hotsy 
accessories  and Hotsy  detergents  that are best for you. 
Ask for a FREE DEMO today! 

-. -. - 

n 
Cover Photo: Hotsy Model 959 

HOTSY EQUIPMENT CO. 
1900 Oakcrest Ave. 

Rosewlle. MN 55 1 1 3  
(61 2) 536-4779 . 5" "- ,"?. f:. - - - ,  - - .. " 
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WasherIDryers 
Paying for themselves in only a few  months.  sheet  metal 
washer  dryers from CLEANOMAT  increase  your  productwity, 
etirWinate costly  handwork,  and  reduce  your  lzbor  ar,d  handling 
costs.  They  have  proven  themselves  ideal  for  sheet  metal 
fabricators.  stampers,  and  fine  blankers  by  removing oil, 
grease,  anb  grinding  grit  as  well as providing  rust  protection 
for  stored  or  shipped  parts. In addition,  it  also  reduces  wear 
on dies  and  other  forming  equipment.  For  additional  cost 
savings,  plastic  spheres  are  provided  for  use  within  the  tank 
to reduce  evaporation  of  the  cleaner  and  lower  energy 
consumption. 
Able to handle  stock  up to 3/16" thick  with a minimum  length 
of 4%", CLEANOMAT  washer/dryers  simultaneously  clean  and 
rustproof  both  sides of materials  up to 60" wide.  They  feature 
pumps  from 1.5 to 7.0 horsepower  depending on the  model 
selected. 
With  its  adjustable  conveyor  speed,  the  CLEANOMAT  washer/ 
dryer  provides  stability in your  production  operations. It can  be 
regulated to interface  smoothly  with  the  wide  belt  sanders  on 
the  market  today  removing  bottlenecks  due to temporary  help 
shortages.  That  means  you  get  reliable  production  rates  day 
after day. 
For  information  about  machines  capable  of  washing  and  drying 
three  dimensional  parts  or  other  custom  applications,  contact 
the  factory. 

OPTIONS 
Some  optional  features  available  with  the  CLEANOMAT 
washerldryers  include: 
0 Automatic  liquid  level  control. 
0 Adjustable  thickness  control  for  materials  up to 46" thick. 
0 208-240 volt, 440-480 volt 3-phase, 575 volt  3phase, or 50 

0 J.I.C. electricals  with  fuse  disconnect. 
0 DMI-100  cleaning  concentrate (5 gallons  included  with 

cycle  wiring. 

each  machine). 
W8sherlDryer a p r C i t y  Dimensions 

Model No. (Width) Length width Height 

. 

Air knife  provides built 
drying capability. 

\ 

Chain  drive design  assures 
troublefree operation with a 
limited number of moving parts 
that can wear out. 

\ 

Visible pressure gauge. . 

:.- 
" .. 2. / 
"' Ball valve for adjusting spmy 

pressure. 
. .  

Stainless steel high pr 
pump  to remove all grl 
contaminants. 



Biodegradaole. EPA approved 
Cteanlng concentrate for oil and 
contarnlnant  removal. 

Emergency  shut-off  swltches for 
operator safety. 

I! 
E i' 
1 !. to your  proa_uc:ton needs. 

Varlable saeed conveyor :o adjust 

I - -. 
I 

Htgh pressure spray wash area. 

Solution level gauge for easy 
maintenance. 

Freewheeling casters allow Convenient bag-type filter system 
complete  portability  within eliminates need for frequent 
your plant. cleaning of the  tank. 

\ 
Large capacity tank for heavy duty 
applications. 



Dryers 
-.IC 

Designed for use  in  a wet  sanding  operation, the SizCd-aIone 
CLEANOMAT dryer  features  adjustable  input he!chr. a 
variable  speed  motor,  and  three  sets of polyure!hane 
squeegee  rollers  and  an  air  knife to remove  surface moisture. 
It is  constructed of heavy  gauge steel 
and  features  either 240 or 480 volt  3-phase  power. 
Optional J.I.C.  wiring is also  available. 

For  infdrmation  about  machines  capable of custom 
applications,  contact  the  factory. 

Dryer Capacity Dimensions 
Model No. (Width)  Length  Width Hcrght 

FSA-25 25' 3 r  33- 38' 10 21 

FSA-37 3 r  3 7  45' 38' 10 4: ' 

FSA-42 42- 3 r  50- 38 ' 10 41 

I FSA-52  52- 3 r  60- 38 :oJ1' 

E 





Propane Tank Detergent Tank 

\ k\. 

9 
1 2  



EASY START-UP,  Sugon  on :he 5un.  and you're  procuclng  barer! cr eleC:rtClIy.  b'ialntenance 
INSTANT  STEAM, AND FLEXIBLE low-oressure.  high-veloclty  steam that c3ns;s:s of cczrslonally reolaclns :he 

Prtnctole  ccmsone-:s  .nc!uce a removes ~ r e a s e .  grime, ana other soart 21cp m c  :Ightenlnc f i t t q s .  
detersen: : a m  an -3 ;as zome. ana a InCusmal  ana  automotive  contamlnants.  The  3rsssur::ed detersent  system 
direct-fireC Sieam s-c all  mounted On allows the user to presoak  equipment 
P two-wheel  hand ::xK.To ooerate. you  bemg  c!eaned. emulsifying  the  grease 
;imply hook uo an OutSlde source of With no steam  coil,  motor,  pump. or other betore s;eamlng. 

compressed alr anc  :vater, adjust moving  pans.  there's almost  nothing to 

flowcontrol valves, ~ u s h  the  rQnltor go wrong wlth Steam  Jet.  It  requires  no 

NO MOVING PARTS 

HOW IT WORKS 
Compressed  atr !s mrxed  with  LP  gas in a 
regulator  assembly on the  hand  truck. 
The resultlng fuel mlxture  is  fed  into the 
Jornbustlon  cflamber  of  the  steam  gun. 
The plezoelectrlc  ignltor is activated by a 
wshbunon  Iocrtea on the  gun. 
letergent. w h m  IS located in a  con- 
ainer on the hand truck,  is  dispensed 
nto  the  gun  through a pressurlzed 
;ystem.  Water flows (from a  water 
:onnectlon or sarcen  hose)  under  its 
)wn  pressure tc lrovlde cooling of  the 
pn's comoustlon  cnamoer.  The  cooling 
'ater  is  then 1nIec:ea  at the  down-stream 
.id of  the  comoustlon  chamber,  where it 

urns into steam.  These  design  features, 
:oupled  with  UL-aooroved  fuel  com- 
lonents  ana no exctosed  flame, give the 
;ystem  many  acvantages  over other 
ypes  of  steam  c!sai?ers. 

EASY TO USE 
Steam Jet is so simple  that  unskilled 
operators  can  handle it. All controls - 
ignition  button  and  flowcontrol valves for 
awlgas mixture. water,  and  detergent - 
are  located on the  gun.  The unit  is 
labeled  with  Instructions for operation. 

STANDARD  EOUIPMENT 
Hand  truck assembly  with  wheels; 
detergent  tank;  hose  assembly  that 
includes  fuellair  mixture, water.  and 
detergent hoses in a ribbed.  protective 
conduit,  DOT-approved  propane  tank: 
POL  valve/hose  (with  excess flow 
protection) that  connects  propane bottle 
to  regulator:  manlfold  with gauges  and 
regulators for both  air and  Cas.  water 
pressure  gauge  assembly: Piezoelectric 
ignltor  and spark plug with  Push-button 
stan:  and  stamless  steel  gun. 

Wafer Air Gas Detergent 

Wator. air, and gas regulator assembly 
momecr on hand truck. 



STEAM  CLEAN 
CLEANING  SOLUTION 

TEAM CLEAN L-89 cleanmg 
Iutlon  is  highly effetzrve for 
ieral-purpose  steam  cleaning 

nen  oil.  grease, or din are 
'esent.  The solution is specially 
rrnulated  for  effective  operation 
Ith  the  Steam  Jet  system.  The 
~mblnation of  heat  and  high- 
tlocity  makes  detergent 
:tion highly  efficient  and 
:onomical - the  perfect 
Imbination for most  steam- 
eaning  requirements. 

ACCESSORIES 
le PIGGYBACK OPTION adds a 
cond detergent tank, allowing 
e  flexibility of switching  between 
'0 different  chemicals  with  the 
rn of one lever. 

7EAM JET BROOM OPTION with 
*" stainless  steel  tube is available 
r easy  cleaning  of  floors,  walls, 
Id other  flat  surfaces. 

4TER PRESSURE BOOSTER 
WP (1 10 volts) will boost 

s u r e  approximately 10 pounds 
fer incoming'pressure. 

STEAM JET CORPORATION 
3731 Nonhcrest  Road 

Atlanta, GA 30340 
Phone 404-452-0001 

Distributors in principal cities. 

mm- I Made in America 

ONE-Y EAR WARRANTY 
I f  used In acccrdance w t h  
manufacturer's Insrruc:Icns. :ne 
comDlere  Steam .:et IS war:antoc fcr 
one  year asalnst cefecs in marorla 
and  workmansnlp. Any m e r  
expressea  3r  Implied  warrantles  are 
exclucea. Warranty  coes nct aosly :o 
any unlt  damagec Sy act:cenr. 
mlsuse. or negllfence. anc joes not 
incluce leoilitv for consecuennal 
damases. See  Warranty Cara !or 
derails. 

. .  

. .  

AUTHORIZED 
DISTRIBUTOR 
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Cieans all surfaces, including blind hc ?s and 
deep  recesses, at each  vertical moticr 3i :& 
agitation cycle. 
C:eans  automatically,  freeing ernp1oyes.a icr 
other production.  Simply load and un:czs. 
Cieans all materials in either  basket Iczzs 3:. ~i 
bulky sized,  cleans  individually. 
Cleans using  most  types of cleaning 
cmpounds and surface  preparation C - C ~ I C S ~ S  

Roller conveyors  can  connect individLz. umts 
for production  sequences. 
Pneumatically  powered,  eliminating the less ' c ~  
e!ectric motors. 
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Maximum  height of 
vertical  agltatlon 

Tank 

Basket 

Sorted pans 

""- 

Cleaning solution 

Movement of 
cleaning solutlon 

Maximum  depth of 
vertlcal agtatlon 

1 
I 

3 -. 
- I  

The Principle of 
Mechanical  Agitation 



Magnus Ancillary Equipment 

A 
CYCLONIC  FILTER 
T h e  >IagnuJ CyclotIic 
Filter System is a sell- 
contaillet1  unit tb-hich 
will remove up to 9Ssi 
of most  suipencled solids. 
down to 5 microns. 
from both aqueous  and 
solvent  cleaning 
solutions. Available in: 
240V13phl6OHz 
48bV/3phi60 Hz 

A 
OIL SKIMMER 
T h e  SIag~rus Oil Skim- 
mer is a sell-contained 
unit  designed  to  effec- 
tively remove tlorrting oils 
and scum  from the solu- 
tion surface of cleaning 
tanks. 
Available in .\lode1 H and 
Model S H .  

5Iaximurn capacity for 
Model H: 
Steel parts - 1.000 Ibs. 
Aluminum pans - 32i Ibs. 

Maximum capacity for 
Model XH: 
Steel parts - 2.100 Ibs. 
Aluminum pans - 718 I b s .  

Both models 
available in: 
120V/240\'/Iph160Hz 
24OL'NSOV~Sphi'GOHz 

A 
RINSE BOOTH 
The .\Iagnus Kinse 
Booth is a InatlL13l 
airlmter pressure rins- 
ing system. .AI1 Kinse 
Booths are  equipped 
with the  Hydro  Air Rin- 
ser. Available  in .\Idel 
60 and Model 84. 

A 
LOAD  LIF 
The  .\lagnus 1o.d Lil' 
accepts basketecl \\.ark 
from a plant conveyor 
system and discharges at 
a height as low as 6 3'4" 
and as hiyh as 43 i i8". 
Available to  match the 
X 4 L H  SERIES of 
cleaniny  machines. 

Magnus Equipment Options and Accessories 
Available for  the  MAGNA LIF, AJA  LIF,  and  the MlJl LIF  series. 

rn Parts  baskets for each  size  machine. rn Automatic cycle timer.  (Not  available  on 

'a Roller  platform  (instead of grate  platform). 
MlJl LIF SR unless equipped with  a 
stroke  selector). 

rn Connecting  sections of roller  conveyor.  between . Heater  Guardian  for  heated  machines. 
machines. 

rn Load and unload sections of roller  platforms. 
In addition to these  equipment  features,  Magnus 
eauioment  insures  aualitv  performance  and  long 

rn Seven  day  heat  programmer. (Not avaiiab!e  on service  life  plus  the  Man:Giil  promise of reliability 
and  dedicated  service. MlJl LIF SR with  electric  heat). 

For more information, call our toll free number: IManGILL 
CtieMlCai 
23000 St. Clarr  Ave. 
C;eveland. OH 401 17 

1 -800-328-9745 

rOQu200n)lM 
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Modern Parts Washing Systems 
and the Environment 
Health,  safety  and  environmental  regulations  are 
redefining  the  workplace.  It's  a  sign  of  the  times 
and  a  signal  to  all  progressive  thinking  manufac- 
turers  and  rebuilders.  Toxic  chemicals  and  hazard- 
ous  waste  must  be  eliminated.  And  the  sooner  the 
better. 
Of major  concern  are  traditional vapor degreasing 
and  cleaning  solvents.  The  potential  health  effects 
and  ecological  consequences of these toxic  solvents 
are  well  documented in €PA. medical and scientific 
studies. 
Ramco has manufactured washers  and  degreasers 
for over 60 years.  At Ramco we  are in  the  business of 
finding  and  creating safe solutions  for  the  future. 
Our  goal  is  to  provide  the  best  possible  parts  wash- 
ing systems for our  customers. We believe  that 
personal  health,  safety  and  the  environment  come 
first  and  there  can  be no compromise or question 
when  it  comes  to  safeguarding these areas. Our 
modem parts  washing  systems  are designed to  use 
mild  biodegradable  cleaning  agents  and  still  meet 
demanding  cleanliness  specifications.  They  can 
replace  existing  toxic  solvent  degreasers  and 
achieve  equal  to or better  results in most 
applications. 

Migi-Kleen 
The "Innovative Parts Washer" 
Migi-Kleen is  an immersion  parts washer designed 
for the removal  of  oils,  chips,  and din  from  a  wide 
range  of  components.  It  accomplishes  this  using  a 
simple  and  rugged  pneumatically  powered  recipro- 
cating  platform.  The  immersion  chamber  is  built  to 
adapt  a  varlety  of  auxiliary  items, as required  by  the 
application,  to  heighten  the  chemical  and/or 
mechanical  activity  of  the  cleaning  solution. 

Typical  Applications 
Removal of lubricants  and  chips  from  machined 

components,  castings  and  housings. 

phosphating or assembly. 

remanufacturing. 

Cleaning  prior  to  welding,  deburring.  blasting, 

General washing for maintenance,  rework  and/or 

Carbon,  rust,  ink.  and  paint  removal. 

Easy to Operate 
Migi-Kleen  does  the  dirty  work. It completely  elimin- 
ates the  need to clean  parts  by  hand. The transport 
elevator automatically  processes  the work. Labor  is 
saved for  more  skillful  operations. 

1. The  operator  loads  contaminated  parts  or 
basket(s)  of  parts  onto  the  sturdy  transport  elevator. 

2 Flip  a  switch,  the  elevator  automatically  lowers 
the  work  into  the  immersion  chamber and recipro- 
cates, up and down,  up  to 240 strokes per minute. 
3. Vigorous  mechanical  agitation swishes solution 

against  all  surfaces. in and  around  holes  and 
recesses. Stubborn  contaminants  are washed away 
with  complete ease and  without  hand  labor.  The 
operator  returns  at  his/her  convenience,  flips the 
switch  and  the  transport  elevator  rises  to  the  original 
loading  position. 

Ideal for Cellular Cleaning 
Migi-Kleens  take up a  minimum  of  floor space and 
accommodate  a  wide  assortment of component 
sizes and  configurations.  Furthermore,  a  broad 
spectrum of  cleanliness  levels  can  be satisfied. Stan- 
ing with the  basic  modular  system  you can integrate 
additional  agitation  apparatus  and/or  effluent 
controls  to  meet  your  requirements.  From  general 
washing to  precision  cleaning,  Migi-Kleen  does  it all. 

7. Load 2 Fiip- a switch 3. Unload 



ter Turbo Combinations 
lssortment of "bath conditioning" apparatus  can  be  added 
le  basic  system. Turbulating systems  use  high  volume 
ps  and  closed  looped  manifolds  with  multiple solution 
:tors  directed at the work zone. They  provide an  even flow 
rrbulance  over,  under,  around  and  through  components. 

accelerates  the  cleanlng tlme and  improves  Overall 
:tiveness in washing andlor rinsing. 
r turbo combinations  include  a high performance filtration 

in line  with  the  turbulator  to remove  suspended 
sulate.  Single  and  dual  housing  systems  with  mesh, 

canridge or bag filter elements  are  standard. Low micron and 
absolute  filtration  systems  are  readily  available. 
Compact oil removal  systems  use  several  types of oleophilic 
belts,  relative  to  the  application, for skimming  tramp oil that 
rises  to  the  surface. Built-in and stand  alone  units  are  available 
depending  on  the  quantity of oil  to be  removed  and  degree of 
cleanliness  required. 
Migi-Kleen  effluent control systems  actually  clean  the  Solution 
while  the  solution  cleans  your  pans. 

ve semi-automatic  cleaning  line has pre-wash,  rinse,  ultrasonic  wash,  rinse,  and rust inhibitor  stages. 
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Ultrasonic Migi-Kleens 
Integrating the  basic reciprocating platform  with  Ramco High 
Intensity  Ultrasonics  (see  Catalog 300) produces  a unique dual 
mode  washing  station. Multiple transducerized  enclosures 
(immersibks) positioned within the  immersion  chamber  are 
driven  by powerful solid state generators.  Each generator  is 
independently  wired to a  specific immersible. A remote  mobile 
pedestal  is  provided  for  stacking,  protecting.  and  energizing 
the  generators. 
The  system  creates  an  intense  microscopic  scrubbing  action 
and  a  significant  boost in chemical  activity. It can  penetrate 
recessed  areas  of intricately shaped  components to loosen 
fine and  tenacious  contamination. 
Variable  preset  timers  are  used  to  control each cycle with 
ultrasonic  cleaning followed by  agitation washing. A selector 
switch is included for  semi-automatic  (independent  ultrasonic 
and agitation) of automatic  (cascading) modes. Additional 
standard  features  include  electric heatrng  system, insulation 
package,  and  digital indicating temperature  controller. 
Ultrasonic  Migi-Kleens  are very  effective  when  used in 
applications with demanding  cleanliness  specifications. 

Migi-Kleens are Expandable 
Due to thew compact  modular design. Migl-Kltcns can  grow  to 
meet  your  changlng  requirements. You  can budget  according 
to your  current needs adding features  and/or  statrons if and 
when  requlred. For example, a basrc  wash system  can be 
retrofit wlth turbo filter  to  increase  productivlty or a rtnting 
statlon  added  to  Improve  cleanliness. As specificatlons  tlghten 
your  system  can  adapt.  Migt-Kleens  can be placed Side by sloe 
without  the use of connectmg sec:lons.  Thts slgnlficantly 
reduces  floor sDace requlrements. Elevator platforms can be 
equlpped wlth roller  conveyor  sections to facllltate  manual 
transfer from statton  to  station. 
Fully automated systems Incorporate a versatile power  feed 
conveyor and a microprocessor controlled  arwe  mecnanlsm. 
The  cleanlng  system consists of indlvldual  Migl-Kleen Statlons 
equipped with agrtatlon  apparatus  and  effluent  controls as 
required. The  teed  system  automatlcally  spaces  tnbound 
baskets. The  drtve mechanism smoothly.  accurately  and 
slmultaneousty trans?ers  multmte  basKets from stallon  to 
statlon.  Automaftc  covers 0Den;ClOSe In  sequence wlth the 
prograrr,mec  cycle. 

Migi-Kleen Dryers 
These compact  stainless  steel  dryers are fully  insulated am 
designed  for  batch loading after  washing or rinsing.  Tht 
system uses forced hot air  directed  around and betweer 
components.  The  standard  Migi-Kleen  transport  elevato 
facilitates  loading  and unloading of the drying  chamber rnd  
gently  oscillates  the  work throughout the cycle. This enhance! 
the  processes  by jogging off droplets  and  constantly  changinc 
air flow patterns  within  the  chamber.  Standard  features  include 
automatic timing and digital indicatmg  temperature controller 



Mlgi-Kleen  includes 
the following 
standard  features: 
1. He8vy gauge stool construction wlth 

2 Sturdy  transpon elevator wlth  no 

3. Hinged SplUh guard cover wlth fustble 

4. Sltety gU8rd to enclose  movlng  pans. 
5. Air line filter. regulator.  and lubrccator. 
6. Single  switch  control. 

flange up rolutton  drip lip. 

internal Eearlngs. 

utety link. 

Optional  features to enhance 
enhance  efficiency  and 
overall  cleanliness: 
7 Compact  oil removal unit skms off 

m m p  oil that nses to the surface. 
8. Elmnc hurting system provlaes 

temperatures up  to 250.F. 
nptd heat-up ana  controi1ed solution 

4. Preset tlmer p recmy controls overall 
cleaning cycles. 

Exclusive Migi-Kleen 
dynamic flow 
combinations 
to significantly  Improve 

I 

cleaning  performance: i 
70. Standard  reciprocating  platform 

agctrtlon UP to 240 strokes per 
provcaes  vigorous meCh8niC81 

mlnute. 
:: Dual  stroke  control - rapidly 

reclprocat ing  short   stroke for 
general c lemng  o r  long stroke. in 
ana out of solution. for flushing blind 
holes. 

:2. furbulation  manifolds  with  multiple 
inlectors directed precisely at the 
work zone  distrlbute a high  volume 
flow of solutlon over, under. around 
and through  components. 

I 



Specifications 

Tank Inslee: 
Lengtn A 

27" 21 " Helgnt C 
26" 22" wtetn B 

48" 36" 30" 

27" 26" i 
Length D 29" 34- 46" 
Width E 

18" 18" 1 3" nelgnt F 
21" 21 " 18" 

Length G 33" 39" 51" 
Widtn H 23 H" 28" 28" 
Helght J 36" 36"  31" . 

Dlpptng Space: 

Overall Tank: 

Overall Macnlne: 
Length G 

68 " 68" 57" Height M 
34" 30' 28" Width L 
51" 39" 33" 

Work Platform: 
Length 0 

21 " 21" 17" Roller Width E 34" 1 46" 
28" Total Length D 

21"  21" 18" Width E 
46%" 34%" 29" 

Roller Platform: 

Solution Level: 
(aaow Unk Donom) 

Liauld Capacity: 
Gallons 120 

Load Capacity: 
150 IbS. I 150 IbS. 150 IbS. 

Options 
1. Baskets 8 Filttltlon systems  (low ana 
2 Roller conveyors (load. 

unload. platform) 
3. Automatlc cycle timer 10. Oil removal  systems 

9. furoulatlng systems 

4. Seven day program  tlmer 11. Filter turbo com~mat~ons 
5. Dlgital indicating 

6. Automatlc coven 
7. Henlng systems (elmrlc. 14. Rtnslng untts 

steam. gas) 

nlgn volume.  aMOlUteJ 

temperature  controller 
12 Tumoling  trunlon  fixture 
13. Ventllatlon ducts  ana 

complme  exnaust  systems 

Notes 
1. The engtnwrlng data abow are typccal ana  may  Vary wllh JW 

2 AI1 tanks.  covers. WSkOtS. roller  conveyor secrtons. steam colls. g u  
pressure. ~e lgn t  Ioaa. ana pan contiguratlon. 

COIIS. turoumtton  manlfotas.  DumDs.  mplng. filter nouslngs. vont11a11on 
auas anc Blowen are avallaele in carDon steel or stamless stwl 

3 Elrtrlc near~ng unlts Incluae  fully  Imm.rr.cl stamless st..( sneatnw 
construcnon 

nemmts. MK-30 nearing system  tncluaes  tnermostatlc control wltn off 
Wsltton. ~nalcatrng ptlot Ilgnt. anc SIX foot Ilne  core. MK-36 ana M K - 4  

control Dane1 WII~ 110 volt step aown  transformer, onloff control 
neat~ng svstems tncluoe tnermostatlc control wttn off Dorttlon. master 

4 ~nsulat~on oackage Inctuaw on neatea moaels MK-36 ana k - 4 8 .  
swvtcnes ana lnalutlng allot Ilgnts. 

5 Otner standard  agttattng oam WUMD cwltn loaa caoacltles UD to 
owonaI on neatea moael MK-30. 

UOJCII I~I  are IV~IMDI~. Ask for t r t a l o ~  200. 
2000 pounasl and turoukttng D ~ R S  wasnrs (wan  unlImltea load 

Tank Gauge i 13 Ga 72 Ca I :2 Ga. 
Shloplng w e t p t :  I I 

Pounos : 210 6 0  i 490 
Buret:  I 

Dtmenstons: 1 
lnuae Dtmenslons: ! 

I 

I 
I 1 

I 

Length ! 24' : 30;i- 1 c2:i- i 
wlen j 13%' I 17" 
Helgnt I 6' : 8'' I F "  1 

Electrtccty  16KW ' 9KW I ' 9KW i I 
24G1-60  26 amps. 37.5 amps 37.5 amDs I 

! 

Healing Data: ( 4 )  I 

219.340 j 14 4 amps ! 21.5 amps 
460-3-60 I 7.2 amps 11 amas 

Average neat up ttme 
from  mom  temperature 
to 18O.F.  2 hours ; 3 hours 
Servcce Facilltles: 

I 

Dram Valve 1" 1 " 
Overflow 1" 1" 
Air Inlet %" t/4 " 
Water Inlet y." y. " 
Air  Supply 30.125 PSI 30.125 psi 
Air Consumotion 2 to 4 CFM! 3 to 5 CFM 

Stroke Lengtn 2" to 4" - 
Shon Stroke - 1 2" 10 4" 

Long Stroke - 5" to 9" 
Up and down 40 to 240 40 to 240 
motlons per mtnute - w o n  stroke: 

30 to 70 
(long  stroke) 

Agctatlon Data: i 

21.5 11 amos i 
4 hours 

1 " 
1 *. 
'la " 
Y. " 
30.125 psi 
3 to 5 CFM 

- 
2" 10 4" 
5" to 9" 
40 to 240 
(snon strorcl 
30 to 70 
(tong s t r o w  

[RAMGD 32 MONTGOMERY STREET. HILLSIDE. NEW JERSEY 37205 - - - TEL: 201-667-6700 FAX: 201-687-0653 
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FOR INDUSTRIAL  APPLICATIONS 
REQUlRlNG HIGH PERFORMANCE CLEANING 

32 MONTGOMEilY STREET 
HILLZiDE. NEW  JERSEY 07205 

TEL 201 -687-5700 
TELEX  833231  RAMCO 

F A X  291 -687-0653 
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Washers 
In selecting a  parts  washing system it is im- 
portant to consider the size. shape,  and 
configuration of the pans themselves. 
Massive weights,  lzrge surface  areas. 
acute angles. occluded sections,  and blind 
holes can  pose special problems, indepen- 
dent of the contaminant to be  removed or 
the chemical  cleaner to be used. Proper 
cleaning of all pans can  only  result  when 
consideration has  been given to  these 
physical variables. 
Furthermore, there are several  washing 
methods  available today. These  are: 
a. mechanical  agitation 
b. solytion  turbulation 
c. cavitation  and, 
d. high  pressure  water. 
Each method  has a special set of cleaning 
characteristics which can be used to solve 
specific problems. 
In this brochure we will address mechanical 
agitation and solution turbulation. 

the facts about 
mechanical  agitation 
and solution 
turbulation 
The simplest way of covering irregular sur- 
faces  and reaching  intricacies and the  in- 
side of hollow forms with a cleaning solution 
is by immersion. Agitation of the work in 
the solution or of the solution in and  around 
the work is  a means of accelerating the 
cleaning  action. With agitation the 
mechanrcal force of the moving solution 
keeps washing newly formed  emulsions 
and soaps away from surfaces while apply- 
ing fresh chemical cleaning agents to the 
newly exposed layers of dirt, thereby 
speeding the entire action. 
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MECHANICAL  AGITATION 
Cleantng Characterlsrlcs 
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The  Ramco  Controlled  Motion (CM) Aja-Kleen 
Sysrem is  engineered for selective  movement 
of pans in the  cleaning  bath.  By  combining 
variable  lengths  of  stroke with variable  speeds 
of stroke  an  infinite  number of motion  combina- 
tions  can be created to handle  many  different 
cleaning  problems. 
Ramco  Aja-Kleen  Washers  are  without  a  doubt 
the  most  rugged  mechanical  agitation  systems 
built. The  tanks  are  made of heavy  guage  steel. 
Structural  channel is used for the  elevator  and 
guide  rails. The  pneumatic  system  is  extremely 
reliable  and  durable  yet  very  easy to operate 
and  maintain. 

- 

HI FEATURES 
Aja-Kleen  Washers  are  engineered  with  the 
end  user in mind.  This  viewpoint is seen in the 
many  standard  features  and  advancements  de- 
signed  into  each  unit. 

RAhlCO  CONSTRUCTION 
Each  system is built using  structural  channel 
with  a  minimum 3/16 (1 /4 " on  large  models) 
steel plate  rear  wall. Heavy duty  guide  rollers 
are  mounted in six critical locations to provide 

- smooth.  durable tracking and  a  jam  proof ele 
vator.  The  outer  tank lip is flanged  and  raised 
to trap  solution  and  minimize  spillage  onto  ex- 
terior  walls.  The  interior  cover  is  epoxy  coated 
to  prevent  rusting. 

#! J.I.Z." CYLINDERS AND 
PNEUi\/lATIC COMPONENTS 
Special  "factory  only"  cylinders  and  com- 
ponents  can  become a problem in maintaining 
your  machine.  Frequent  "Maintenance  Kits" 
are  required to keep  you  up  and  running.  Aamco 
uses  only  J.I.C. cylinders  and  components  to 
provide the highest reliability and  broad inter- 
changeability  with the  many  standard  brands 
in the industry. Our design  virtually  eliminates 
cylinder  wear  for  years  of  trouble  free  service. 
-J.I.C. - Jan1 lnausrmr Conlncna. an (YIOIIYY(I sauna of 
sunoaras far onwmllc commenfs 

BBJ THE R A M C O  PNEUMATIC 

A 

CIRCUIT 
Built for reliability and versatility, the  Rz!mco 
pneumatic circuit is  the  best in the industry. 
Speed  and  stroke  controls  are  variable with 
agitation  speeds  up to 400 strokes  per 
minute. An air filter, regulator  and lubricator 
is included with  every  system. The .overall 
simplicity in design  makes  maintenance  an 
easy  job. 

AUTOMATIC OPENING/ 
CLOSING COVERS 
Manual  (counter-balanced or spring  loaded) 
covers  can  be left open  causing loss of heat 
and  chemical  as  well  as  increasing  the  chances 
of solution  splashing  out of the tank.  Aja-Kleen 
Washers  include  automatic  opening / closing 
covers  on  every unit to  ensure  cleaning  safety 
and  economy. 

OTH E R ST4 b! Q!, R D 
FEATURES 
Aja-Kleen  heated  systems are fully  insulat- 
ed.  They  come with  indicating  temperature 
controllers. 
Every  electrical  panel  has  a 110 volt  control cir- 
cuit for safely.  Included  are  indicating  pilot 
lights,  heater  on/off  controls,  stand  power 
on/off  controls,  and split load wiring  for  energy 
savings. All electric heaten are stainless  steel. 
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T - E A S K m I -  TANK"- 
AJA-KLEEN DIMENSIONS  DIMENSIONS 

CM36 29 I165 46 I 78 52 41 36  36  12  24  32  20 25 33 50 

240 2000 (13% loo0 48 24 45 36 175  115  445 39 95  54 78 50 44 60 16 30 56 27 31 57 ' CMW 

175 loo0  11000 24 1 500 12 22 18  100 65 29 1255 52 1 18 66 41 42 48 12 30 44 20 31 45 CM48 

loo0 1 7501  130 12 I 500 6 19 15  75 

CMZ MOO 11650(  325 1000 48 24 60 s8 240 s e s 1 1 6 o  39  9s 60 92 so a 72 16 35 68 27 37 69 

NOTES 

ICI AJA-KLEEN  OPTIONAL 
EQUIPMENT 

/ 
1. filtration, cartridge type 
2. filtration,  cyclonic 
3. oil skimmer  overifow 
4. automatic oil removal  system 
5. lip veM  exhaust  system 
6. baskets 

7. fusible  safety link 
8. load, platform,  and  unload  conveyors 
9. stainless  steel  construction 

10. automatic  cycle  timer 
11. 7 day program  timer 
12. solution low level  safety  control 
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Vector  washers are engineered  specifically for 
tough  cleanlng loos. Designed for maintenance 
Shag environments  these units provide  intense 
turbulance of massive  volumes ai  solution. 
which  impacts  against pans to  scrub  away 
contamination.  Heavy  loads are no  problem. 
The tanks are  made of heavy  guage  steel  con- 
struction. All units incorporate  power  operated 
covers  for  easy handling. 
Our Whirljet  Agitation  System  is  the  most 
dependable  and  versatile turbulating system 
built. It uses  top  entry agitators to  eliminate 
any  possibility of mechanical  seal  failure. 

FEATURES 
Made for  tough jobs 
Vector  Washers  are 
standard  features: 

and  tough  environments 
designed with all these 

RAMCO WHIRLJET 
AGITATION SYSTEM 
Ramco Whirljet Agitators provide maximum 
turbulance per horsepower. We achieve this 
efficiency by accurately balancing RPM with 
prop diameter  to obtain optimum solution 
turnover. 
The Whirljet Agitation System is a definite 
advancement  over  the old side entry 
construction. 
Whirljet Agitators are top entrydesigned.The 
motors  and drive mechanisms are remote 
and  out of the solution area. Mechanical seal 
failures and solution damage  to  motors are . 
completely eliminated. The entire assembly 
can  be  pulled  for  maintenance  without  having 
to drain the tank. 

RAMCO CONSTRUCTION 
Each  Vector is fabricated of a  minimum 10 
gage  steel  on  smaller  models  and 114” steel 
plate  on  larger  models. The outer  tank lip is 
flanged  and raised to form a solution  trap to 

contain  spillage within the  cleaning  area.  The 
cover is double  pan constructed and  epoxy in- 
terior  coated  to  prevent rusting. All hezted 
tanks  are  fully insulated,  including the  cover, 
with  a  minimum 1 ‘/z * fiberglass. 
A sludge  trap with removable  sludge  pan is 
built  into the  bortom of each  machine.  The  pan 
can be  removed  for  cleaning  without having to 
drain  the  tank. 

POWER OPERATED COVERS 
Each  Vector  comes  standard with a heavy duty 
pneumatically  powered  cover. An air filter, 
regulator, lubricator is incorporated. The cover 
is designed to swing 90 degress. This allows 
easy transer using an  overhead  crane. An in- 
terlock with the Whirljet  Agitation  System 
prevents  operation if the cover is left in the 
open  position. 

OTHER STANDARD 
FEATURES 
Vector heated  systems  come with an indicating 
temperature  controller. a  solution  low  level cut- 
off, and a 7 day  program timer. Every electncal 
panel uses a 11 0 volt  control  circuit for safe?]. 
Included  are indicating pilot lights. hearer 
on/off  controls.  stand  power  controls,  and split 
load wiring for energy  savings. All elecrrlc 
heaters  are  stainless  steel.  Larger electrically 
heated  models  incorporate  top  entry  heaters 
that can be  removed  for  periodic  maintenance 
wlthout  having  to drain the  tank. 

6 
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WORK I 8ASKET I TANK 1 OVERALL I TANK I UUnNG I MOTORS SHIPPING 1 I VECTOR I SPACE DIMENSIONS OlMENSlONS OIMENSIONS CAPACrrY 

El VECTOR OPT 
EQUIPMENT 

'IONAL 

1. filtration,  cartridge  type 
2. filtration,  cyclonic 
3. oil  skimmer overflow 
4. automatic oil removal  system 

5. lip  vent exhaust system 
6. stainless s t e e l  construction 
7. automatic transport  elevator 
8. programmed agitation  cycle 
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TO IrYiIUSTRldl C E A N I A G  
Ramco  has manufactured industrial cleaning 
equipment for over 53 years.  Continued 
research and  service in the field has 
developed Ramco's "complete approach" to 
industrial cleaning. We have  broadened  our 
product line to  keep  pace with changing  tech- 
nologies and requirements. No single 
machine can  do  every  job and in many  cases 
more than one type of machine is required in 
order to  achieve  the proper result. 
At  Ramco  we  develop integrated systems. 
There  are no shortcuts to the skill and  ex- 
perience required to properly design  such a 
system. Consultation, testing and  engineering 
are the key ingredients. 
We start with your particular problem  gathering 
complete information. Then we test  various 
equipment and. combinations of equipment 
each with  distinct cleaning characteristics. 
Our test facilities incorporate a  complete line 
of vapor  degreasers. agitating washers, tur- 
bulating washers. ultrasonic cleaners,  spray 
washers and high pressure water  blast 
machines. Our engineers are trained to 
evaluate all aspects of a cleaning  problem 
without bias toward any particular cleaning 
method. The result  is an integrated system 
using standard components  customized to 
your particular needs. 
Today  Ramco's  experience  is  devoted  to 
developing safe, dependable  systems  that 
parallel your  cleaning  requirements  and  shop 

. environment.  Man  hours  can be markedly 
reduced  using  simple  and  effective  equtpmenf. 
Productivity can  be  increased using  integrated 
systems.  Environmental  pollution can be  con- 
trolled with automated. efficient machines. In 
many  cases  toxic  chemicals  can  be  replaced 
using improved  cleaning  procedures. 
Look  to  Ramco for  solutions to  your  cleaning 
problems. 

32 MONTGOMERY STREET, HILLSIDE. NEW JERSEY 07205 
TEL 201-687-6700 0 TELEX 833231 RAMCO 0 FAX 201 -687-0653 





TURNTABLE SPRAY CLEANING MACHINE 

MANUFACTURING PROCECO INDUSTRIAL MACHINERY LTD. TELL (514)  527-1333 

PROCECO INC. TEL.: (904)  355-2888 
1020 EAST 8th ST., JACKSONVILLE,  FLORIDA,  USA 32206 - FAX: (90Jj 359-0910 

PLANTS: 1243 D O R I O N  ST., MONTREAL, QUE., CANADA H2K 4A2 - FAX: (514)  527-5404 
TELEX: 055-62262 



TIONAL 
dnse timer 

Zmargency stop 

Narh  timer 

3VERFLOW 
4 OPTIONAL 
=reah  wator 
-ins8 outlot 

. .  
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1 / / ,-, Steel labyrinth door seals 

3PTIONAL Entlre  machine is Exhaus: blower  Twelve b ' *  steel nozzles 
' day tlmer to program fabrlcated of 3/16" J-.." diameter ortfice 
iolutlon heatrng steel olate. welded l n s l c e  Fully adlustaole 
beklnd  control panel) and  outstde 

Sate!:. Lockmg pcn holes 
loor safety limit wilLh 7 

door latch door In open 
porltlon 

i / 
1 i l  

IS mounted  on turntable 
suppon column  which 

plvots on ball 
beartngs 

Jaffle returns  wash . I  
iolution to tank and Cleaning solution For enorgy conservation. machlno is  insulated 
inae water to drain is strained and with 1" polyurethane. covered with 16 gauge 

recirculated to steel sheet and tintshed wlth two component 
l i l  skimmer, dam and valve rninimlze pollution epoxy coattng. 



Typical  Automotive 
Cleaning  Operations: 
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A Few Industrial 
Cleaning  Applications: 

Alummum 01. Cartmgs. PrrPsrnI Condrtrontng 
I_ 
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CHOOSE ANY COMBINATION TO  SUIT YOUR REQUIREMENTS. 
SAMPLE MODEL NUMBER 

- e- 
MINI, 2 6 - 3 6 - G - I O O O - C - 2 - R D  

SPECIFICATIONS 
I Model 

Turnable  dlameter ................. Inches 
Maximum  work  height ........... Inches 
Maximum  load ........................... Lbs. 
Maximum  load  (optional) .......... Lbs. 
Solutiomtank  capacity ......... US Gal. 
With  recirculating  rinse  (optlonal) : 
Solution  .tank .................................... 
Pump  caoacity US GPMiGO PSI 
Rinse tank 

Pump  motor  wash ............................ 
Pump  motor rinse  (optional) ............ 
Exhaust  blower  motor ...................... 
Turntable  dnve  motor ...................... 

........................................ 
..... 

. . . . . .  _._ z- - 
1) AUTOMATIC .SOLUTION ~ C I  

_. >'&-&:& 

CONSISTING OF SS R0AT;"Fi.O~ 

21 PRESSURE/FLOW coNTRoTvi~ 

26-36 

26 
36 

1000 

130 

125 
90 
115 

7% H P 
7% HP 
.5 HP 
SHP 

- 

I 40-36 

40 
36 

1000 
2000 
350 

325 
190 
175 

lOHP 
7% HP 
.5 HP 
.5 HP 

Model 

Electric  heater ............................ KW 
or Gas  (Nat.  Gas or Propane) ... BTU H 
Depth  overall .................................... 
Width overall .................................... 
Height  overall ................... (36' hlgh) 
Welght ...................... (36- high) Lbs. 
Loading  height  above floor .............. 
POWER  REOUIREMENTS : SPECIFY 
230V or 46OV or 575V 3 phase: 60 cy 
For Electncally  Heated  Machme . KW 
For Gas Heated  MacFine .......... KW 

26-36 

12 
180,000 

63" 
55" 
80 *' 

2300 
32" 

21 
- 9  

40-36 

24 
180,000 

78" 
82" 
89" 

4500 
42" 

36 
12 

1 

WARRANTY 
PROCECO warrants  each  machlne  manufactured to De tree h.om defects In matenalt. pans and workmanthlp under normal use and 
sewlce.  such ottligatlon under th~s warranty belng limlted to making  good  at  PROCECO's  factory.  any pan or pans tnereof wnch shall. 
wlthln one (1) year after snlppmg date to the onglnal  purchaser. be returnee to  PROCECO  wlth transoonamn cnaQes by customer and 
whch PROCECO's  exammanon wall dlsclose to cts sausfacnon  to  have been oetmve. The warranty IS llmltcd to 90 days on electrtc 
motors and ofher elecmcal  components. Elemc healen are not guaranteed.  PROCECO does not  accept  any responobllir/ for con- 
sequenoal  damages or lossat caused by malfuncnon of me  equipment. 

D . o p n . M ~ h U ~ S . R u r # c r l O Q u q . "  

I !  
I 

RD 81 Rnc Tree  R a d  
\ . I  HEREFORD. PENNSYLVANIA 18056 

' I  (215)  679-6250 FAX (215) 541-0109 

1 

a. 

c 



Parts Washer 

APPLICATIONS: 
Clean & rinse 
Clean & rust  inhibit 
Remove oil &.chips 
Phosphate & rinse 

FLEXIBILITY: 
Mild  steel or stainless stee 
Single o r  double guillotine 
Flow  through or  shuttle 

I construction 
doors 

4 wheel  trolleys  available f o r  parts  basket 
Ideal f o r  in-conveyor  integration 
Large  chip  basket  included 

OTHER OPTIONS: 
Utilize  two in seiies for multi-stage  process, 
Eliminate  central  cleaning 
bring  cleaning to work centers, 
Flexible  time  cycles, 
Robotics  can be added, 

SPECIFICATIONS: 
Weight  capacity: 500 Ibs. 
Max.  part size: 24" x 24" x 24" 
Heated solution  tank 

MANUFACTURING PROCECO INDUSTRIAL MACHINERY LTD. 
~~ 

TEL: (514) 527-1332 
PLANTS: 1243 DORION ST., MONTREAL,  QUE., CANADA H2K 4A2 - FAX: (514) 527-54OL ". -.. 055-62262 

3ECO INC. TEL: (904) 355-288E 
ST 8th ST., JACKSONVILLE,  FLORIDA, USA 32206 - FAX: (904) 359-091t 



HEAVY DUTY POWER SPRAY WASHER 

PROCECO INC. 
. .  

1020 EAST 8th ST., JACKSONVILLE. FLORIDA, USA 32206 - (904) 355-2888 



' D u p l  DEGREASING 
". 

GLUE POT CLEANING AND RINSING INKPOT  CLEANING WITH 2 STAGES SPRAY 
THROUGH  TURNTABLE  CENTER 



SPECIAL  2-STAGE  MACHINE WITH WTRA LARGE  TANK  CAPACITY. SPECIAL  2-STAGE  MACHINE WITH VACUUM  DRYEA FOR 
ELECTRIC MOTORSIOENE~TORS. 



i: I -  

{ TYPICAL INDUSTRIAL 
APPLICATIONS INCLUDE: 

k 
; I  

! 1) REMOVINGMACHINING CHIPS 
I 1 2) DEOILING AND DEGREASING 
, .  

' . ! 3) PAINT STRLPPING . . '' 

. . ,.. . -  

1 2) CLEANING OF TRANSMISSIONS .I ' 
t. 3) CLEANING OF DIESEL ENGINE . ..i 

'. 1 

1 BLOCKS, HEADS AND COMPO-., ::I 
1 NENTS . 
i 4) CLEANING OF AXLES,  DIFFEREN- 

.- - .  . ." . . , . .~ . 

i TIALS, DRIVE TRAINS,  WHEELS 

ALTERNATORS,  GOVERNORS, 

BRAKES,  CLUTCHES, ETC. - .  .- 

5) CLEANING OF GENERATORS, 

' STARTERS.  WATER  PUMPS, 
I I- '. 

. .  '?>; ~ 

I. :-+ 1 
-* :.:4 
. .as 

.. 

Compare outstandin 

Safety Switch 
Shuts on pump  when door is open 

\ 

Auromatic door lock in loading uosition 



t u r e s  built into e v e r y  TYPHOONZ-HD machine 

)oar Seal is Steel Labyrinth 
no gaskets to wear) 

. .  

I 0 Door  and Turntable both mounted on ball bearings 
swing  out together 

/ 

\ \ TurAtable 

\ \, 
Drlve w t h  rollerchain 
Cham slips when free rotation 
of turnta3le is blocked 

2 \ \ Drip tray 
keeps floor dry  and safe 

Removable Cover Plate serves as 
aram olatc and clean out access 

Out of view or not shown: 
in Valve 

-ds Heatlng 
:ortea Alr Gas Burner 
Zirlng Into lmmerslon tube. automatt: flame suse?vIslon 
Stear? rlearlng 
JIarts7tl. with solenoid steam valve anc steam : f ~ o  
j i o o l c ~  Floor aeslgn for rapla  aratntns 
-0rcE.c Drat!  Sxnaus: Slower 

Large Orifice VJet  Nozzles 
Fully adjustrble twin vertical row 

Typical use: 
to replace s a  

a. A VAPOR DEGREASER 

b. HOT OR AGITATED 
SOAK TANK 

c. STEAM CLEANER. 

. .  

Air Inlet and Pneumatic 
Control for Oscillating 
Central Nozzle Pip.. 

I Prusurd 
Flow Control 

Fresh water 
Inlet with 
Stramer and 
Solenold Valve 

fE.F.C. Motor 
Proceco - Submersed wet end pump. 
No seal or DackinQ. 

.... .. .. 

. . .  . .  . .  . 



C H O - a E  ANY COMBINATION  TO  SUIT YOUR REQUIREMENTS 

Sample model number 

i 

I 
48 48 E = ELECTRIC" 

60 60 

72 72 G = GAS 

84 84 

96 ' 96 s = STEAM 

108 108 
SPECIFY 
STEAM 

120 120 
PRESSURE 

i NUMBER OF I 
TURNTABLE ! CENTER . RECIRCULATING i FRESH WATE3 
CAP. LBS a I NOZZLE PIPE STAGES i RINSE 

i 

1000 

2000 

5000 

10,000 

20,000 

co = OSCILLATING 

CT = THROUGH 
TURNTABLE 
CENTER 

VOID = NO 

R = RINSE WATER 
DRAINING 
INTO TANK 

RD = RINSE 
WATER 
DIVERTED 
INTO  SEWER 

VOID = NO RINSE 

. .  
Kt:.< 11 

PROCECO warranfs each  machne  manutamrea to be free from defects m matenals. Dam. and wofkmansnlp uncer normal 
use ana service. SUC. ooligaoon unoer fhs warranry oelng llmtled !o making  good at PROCECO's factory.  any pan or pacs 
thereof whlcn shall, wlmm one (1) year aRer sniopmg aatc to me ongmal pufcnaser. 56 nNmea to PROCECO wlth transcoria- 
tion charges by customer and whlch PROCECO's examlnauon S h a l l  disclose 10 10 saastacnon 10 have wen Cefemve.  The war- 
ranry IS limlted to 30 aays on e~ecmc motors and ofher elmncal comwnents.  Elecmc heaters and not guaranteed. PROCECO 
aoes nor accept any resoonslbllily tor conseauennal damages or losses caused by malfuncaon of me equioment. 

" 

1 GLENN ASSOCIATES. INC. 







Tusy Steps 
Operator loads pans, sets the 
wash cycle timer, and returns 
to income  producing task. 

As the turntab1e.rotates at  3 
RPbls, the parts are  blasted 
from al l  angles with a hot 
(76OOF - 20OOF) soap and water 
solution at a rate o f  30-60 
CPfMs. (Spray nozzles  are 
located above, below and on 
one  or  more sides of  the 
turntable). After  the  solution 
hits the parts, i t  is filtered and 
recycled. The force of  the 
spray jets, the heat, and the 
detergent  combine to strip 
oil, grease.  carbon, etc.. . . in 
1-75 minutis. 

The operator  unloads  the 
clean pans, which flash dry in 
seconds. 

The Model 29 and the more power- 
ful 29 H.D.  are  compact, portable 
spray washers that require no 
plumbing connections. The Model 
29 has a 4.5 kw heating element and 
a 1.5 H.P. pump/motor; this unit is 
restricted to aluminum safe deter- 
gents.  The 29 H.D., with a 6 kw 
heating element and a 2 H.P., 
vertical  pump/motor (no mechan- 
ical seal!)  can handle all spray 
washing  detergents. 

The Model 30 and the more power- 
ful 30 H.D. are exactly the same as 
the 29 and 29 H.D., respectively, 
except for the  higher hood. With 
32 inches of inside vertical clear- 
ance, these units are built  for longer 
pieces  such as automatic trans- 
mission cases, engine components. 
large castings,  etc. . . . 

29 29 H.D. 30 30 H.D. (. 
. 

Ide  working dimensions:  Height 24"  24" 32"  32" 
Turntable  Diameter 27" 27" 27" 27" 

.era11 dimensions:  Height 42"  42" 50"  50" 
Floor space 38- x 42"  38" x 4Y 38" x 42"  38" x 42" 

7k size 40 gal. 50 gal. 40 gal. 50 gal. 
rntable  weight capacity 300 Ibs. 300 Ibs. 300 Ibs. 300 Ibs. 
ndard  power source ZZOV, 1 phase ZZOV, 1 phase ZZOV, 1 phase 220V. 1 phase 
I load amps 30 35  30 35 
rnp motor: Type Horizontal Vertical Horizontal Vertical 

Size 7.5 H.P. 2 H.P. 1.5 H.P. 2 H.P. 
Output 30 CPM / 40 PSI 30 CPM / 60 PSI 30 CPM / 40 PSI 30 CPM / 60 PSI 

:at Source Electric 4.5 kw 6 kw 4.5 kw 6 kw 
restrictions on detergent Yes, aluminum saie No Yes, aluminum saie No 

rtable Yes YeJ Yes YCJ 
pping weight 5 0 0  Ibs. 500 Ibs.. 550 Ibs. . 550 Ibs. 

RETURN 
ON 

Labor  Savings - - Only   labor   needed  is for 

parts. 
+ loading  and  unloading 

1 Solvent  Expenditure 
Water   and  inexpensive 

de te rgents   a re   used   ins tead  of 
petrochemical  solvents 

I I 

/ESTMENT Greater Productivity improved Shop L 
Cleaning  t imes  are Environment + Detergents   are   odorless ,  + reduced   f rom  hours  or 

even  days to just  minutes. 
Cleaning is done in closed system 
non-toxic   and  biodegradable .  

I I I 



The Model 40 parts  washer is a 
xationary  unit  which has roughly 
:wice the  turntable area as the 29 
and 30 models. In most cases this 
means twice as many work pieces 
:an be cleaned per wash cycle. 
Notice how all the tob  loading  cabi- 
nets  are sloped towards the front  for 
:onvenient loading. The  greatest 
peach required is only 16". 

I 

I 

The Model 50 is similar in design to 
the Model 40. With a 48 inch 
diameter turntable which can handle 
up  to 1000 Ibs., the load per  wash 
cycle is incredible. The hood on the 
Model 50 is pneumatically control- 
led  with the flip of a switch.  Both  the 
Model 40 and 50 have a 5 H.P., 
vertical pump/motor which has no 
detergent restriaions. 

The Model 300 is a front  loading 
washer.  The turntable glides com- 
pletely clear of the doorway over a 
series of steel  rollers. With a 28 inch 
turntable diameter  and 36 inchs of 
inside  vertical clearance,  this  wash- 
er is designed  to direct  maximum 
cleaning force on larger pieces such 
as engine blocks. 

40 50 . 300 
26" 26" 36" 
" 1" 3 

49";  59" w x sa- 
70 gal. 100 gal. 100 gal. 
750 Ibs. lo00 Ibs. loo0 Ibs. 

ZOV,  3 phase ZOV, 3 phase ZOV, 3 phase 
42 42 42 

Vertical  Vertical  Vertical 
S H.P. 5 H.P. 5 H.P. 

6O.CPM / 60 PSI 60 CPM / 60 PSI 60 CPM / 60 PSI 

2-6 kw 2-6 kw 2-6 kw 
Nn NO No . .- - " - 
No No NO 

?SO l o 0 0  1000 

Wherever parts are cleaned 

Engineering's spray wash- 
on a regular basis, Better 

ing cabinets will offer a 
fabulous return on investment. Manufacturing, repair,  and 
laintenance facilities are changing from hand  cleaning, 
Jaking in petrochemicals.  vapor degreasing, steam  clean- 

ing, etc. . . . to spray washing. Spray washers are ideal for 
steel manufacrurers. machine shops, automotive repair, 
electric moror repair,  machine  maintenance, etc. . . . 

Custom Spray Washers 
In addition to manufacturing seven production spray 
washers Better  Engineering offers custom  built 
machines. A production  cabinet can be modified 
(e.g.. increase  weight capacity, parrs basket  design, 
etc.) or a completely  different cabinet can  be built. 
Invite your local Better Engineering representative to 
analyze your  cleaning  application. 



Options 
0 Autornatlc  24-Hour, 7 da:d t ime clock ior hear 
0 Hydro-air  r inse gun 
0 Automatic iresn  water  rinse 

Low water  saierv jhut-oii 
0 Automatic  water iill 
0 Single or :hree  pnase  eiecrrlc conLerjlop. 

trom j i2Cf lJrd 



p\ (_,_ ..,e. PARTS WASHERS 

\ 

MODEL 900 SERIES 

FEATURES 
EASY roller  table  loading and unloading. 

Convenient l i f t  up door. 

Flow  through  operation  with  double  door 
option. 

Load  the  washer  using  baskets  or put larger 
parts directly on the rollers. 

Controls  conveniently  located at operator 
work  position. 

Pictured With Optional Double Doors and Casters. 

ADF SYSTE-MS, LTD. 
P.O. Box 278 Hurnboldt. Iowa 50548 Telephone: (515) 332-5400 Fax: (515) 332-4475 



MODEL SERIES 
PART  NUMBEit 

PUMP  OUTPUT 

OPERATING PRESSURE 

PUMP  MOTOR 

PUMP 

CONTROLS 
TIMER 

HEATER 

HEATER  VOLTAGE 

MAXIMUM TEMPERATURI 

TEMPERATURE  CONTROL 

FILTER 

RESERVOIR TANK 

CONSTRUCTION 

STATIONARY 

BASKFT 

TURNTABLE 

TURNTABLE  ROTATION 

. _. 

I NUMBER OF NOZZLES 

MACHINE OPmING SIZE 

DIMENSIONS 

I N€T WEIGHT 
I SHIPPING  WEIGHT 

I AVAILABLE 

TECHNICAL INFORMATION 

The hlgk pressurn fitfer option for 920 Sofia OIC- 
t u r d  hem allows filtering to 3 mivon. Modd 960 
requires a double filur optm.  

nw. o m  

ADF SYSTEMS. LTD. 
P.O. BOX. n a  
Humboldf Iowa SO548 

DISTRIBUTED BY 



ADF PARTS  WASHERS feature the use of hot high pressure 
water and detergents for  cleaning as an  alternative to solvent 
type cleaners. 

SAFETY  AND  HEALTH problems associated with solvent 
type cleaners  are avoided using the ADF washers. 

COSTS can  be  reduced  using  water and detergents instead  of  solvents.  When  computing cost,  do 
not  forget to include  solvent  disposal cost, now a major cost for solvent  type cleaners. The detergent 
cost for t h e  ADF washer may  be as small as  $.lo per  gallon, depending on your  cleaning operation 
and  requirements. 

CLEANING TIM E also  may  be  reduced  with  the ADF washer. With the combination of the high 
pressure,  hot water, and detergents, most parts can  be  cleaned in 1 to 4 minute  cycles. Remember, 
your operators can load t h e  washer,  close the lid, set the timer. and continue to work  while the 
washer does i t s  work. 

WORK  CELLS are a natural  for the washer because of the  size,  portability,  and short cycle  time. No 
need  for  water connections or drains with this self-contained  washer. 

PORTA6 I LlTY is another feature of ADF parts washer. No need  for  water connections or drains as 
the washers are self-contained  and  portable. The washer  can  be  moved  from  location to location for 
cleaning  or  used  semi-stationary a t  a work station. 

NOZZLE  PATTERN is important  for  any  cleaning  operation.  The  nozzles in the ADF washers are 
arranged  for  general  cleaning  and will provide  good  cleaning  coverage  for most parts.  However, if you 
have  parts  which  have  special  cleaning  problems  such as recesses, blind holes, angle holes, etc., the 
nozzles  are  easily  adjusted to provide a special  pattern  for  your parts. Nozzle arrangement can  be 
changed in just  a few minutes, which  allows the customizing  of the cleaning  pattern for many parts. 

SAFETY  FEATURES for  operator  and  machine protection are  included  on ADF washers. All 
machines  are  equipped  with a snap action safety switch  on  the lid so if it is opened during operation, 
the pump motor is s h u t  off. All operator controls  are 115 volt regardless of machine  voltage. The 
reservoir  tank  includes a level switch so if the solution level gets too  low, the machine is s h u t  down  to 
protect  the pump and immersion heater. 

FAX: 5 15-332475 
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MOCEL sEam 700 353 I 

to 750 PSI 1 6 3  251 ! 
1 

PART NUMBE;I 
"" 

7034 ? C Y  253: 8% i 
PUMP  OUTPUT I 7 GPM 
'OPERATING  PRESSURE 

:PUMP  MOTOR 5 HP. 3 PH. j -? 3 2H SHP. 3 pH. 
5 HP.  3 PH. I SH? 3 pH. 1 5 HP. 3PH. 

PUMP 3 Cylinder Axial Oiaonragm  Tvoe 

CONTROLS All 115 Volt Fused 

,TIMER 

All have filter trav wlth felt filler FILTER 

Thermosar  Control in lmmemon Heater Box TEMPERATURE  CONTROL 
160 Degree F. MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE 

m;t#)V:3:p~ I 46OV 3PH I 208/230V!3PH I 46OV;3PH 1 M8 i!3OV'3PH 1 46OV!3PH HEATER VOLTAGE 
~ ~ c c t n c  mug. Stainless Stctc Plug. lncalov flcments. 7.5 K I N  :HEATER 

Spring  Wound 15 Minute 

" "- 
208.230v GOV 2OEl~23oV  060V 2ca ~v . 1 =v 1 

I 

RESERVOIR  TANK 
CONSTRUCTION 

Convenient  Terminal  Block in Electrical BOX ELECTRICAL  CONNECTION 
Mounted on 4 Heavy  Ourv  Casters PORTABILITY 

. Chassis  and Tanks - 304 Stainless steel 

ASKET 

550 Pounds I 600 Pounds 495 Pounds €r WEIGHT 
42' Long  x W Wide x 48" High I u" Long x 06" Wide x 50" HiCh 34'. Long x 29" Wide x 47" High IMENSIONS 

9 I 10 UMBER OF NOZZLES 
Vinyl DipCoated over Carbon Sreel ASKET MATERIAL 

12 RPM 6 RPM, Belt  driven bv a gear motor ASKET ROTATION 
23'' Diameter x 0" High I 32" Dmrneter x 4" High I 4z" Diameter x 4" High 

SHIPPING  WEIGHT 560 Pounds 620 Pound 680 Pounds 

1. AIR DRY: Using  the  customers  compressed  air,  parts  am  dried in the  washer. 
2. 2 STAGE SYSTEM: Avaiiable  only on 800 Series.  provides ,a recirculating wash  cycle followed by a 

3. ELECTRONIC TIMER: Replaces the spring  wound  timer.  Provides  push b o t m  SUR. 
4. CUSTOM MADE BASKETS: Baskets  made to customer  soecifications. 
5 011 SKr"ER 

AVAILABLE 
OPTIONS: 

rinse to drain  cycle. 

F 

PRICES AND s ~ E c ~ F I ~ ~ O N S  SUWECT TO CHANGES WITHOUT NOTICE 

- ._ , (,..__,.-.I_ ......... ..._... .....___........ .. . . ..,.. ,. ....._ d 

Interior of the pans washer.  Shown  is the basket and 
nozzle  arrangement.  Nozzles are positioned O n  the 
bonorn. side.  and top of the washer for comolete 
coverage. 

The high pressure filter option pictured 
here allows filtering to 3 micron. 

DlSTRlBUTED BY: 
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Branson- ' 2  The Clean Idea People 
At every stage of  msnufacmr- 
ing, d i ~ .  grease and ocher con- 
taminants  can coat product 
surhces  and get intc) tiny cracks 
and  cret-ices tvhere they can 
cause big problems. A s  tech- 
nology advances,  projuct  and 
component  cleanliness is in- 
creasingly critical. And trends 
toward micro-miniaturiration 
tlrther compound industry 
cleaning  challenges. 

Since 1946, Branson has 
been a major force in  advancing 
ultrasonic technology. We've 
applied  the principles of ultra- 
sonic powet to a broad line of 
aqueous  cleaners,  solvent 
degreasers, and modular 
bench systems.  Today 
Branson, The  Clean Idea 
People, can offer you pow- 
erful, thorough  and cost- 
efficient  solutions to your 
toughest  cleaning 
problems. 

For Ultraclean, 
get Ultrasonics 

upon cavitation,  the rapid for- 
mation and violent collapse 
of minute bubbles or cavities 
in  a  cleaning liquid. This agita- 
tion by countless small and 
intensely collapsing bubbles 
creates  a highly etfective scrub- 
bing of both exposed and hid- 
den w e n d  parts surfaces. 
Cavitation is produced by 
introducing  high frequency, 
high intensity sound waves 
into a liquid. Branson's  design 
introduces  sound  in a unique 
way to produce Broad Spec- 
m m  Cleaning,  the  enhance- 
ment of higher power multiple 
frequencies in 31e cleaning burh. 

Ultrasonic  cleaning  depends 

This results  in  improved dis- 
mbution  ot'cleaning  activic); 
elimination of potentially 
destructive  standing waves and 
more precise cleaning. Broad 
S p c m m  Cleaning removes 
contaminants  that defy soak- 
ing, scrubbing,  steam  cleaning 
and other conventional  clean- 
ing methods. You can really s2e 
the difference! 

ToJay's leading manufactur- 
ers,  jewelers,  lab technicians, 
optics specialists, doctors  and 
dentists-people who require 
thoroughly  clean parts, tools, 
instruments  and  components - 
rely on Branson ultrasonic 
cleaning for their  toughest, 
deepdown dirt problems. 

. 

Ultrasonic applications for every industry 
Ultrasonic power can be used to clean. mix and dissolve. Here are just some 
of the wide range of current applications for Branson  ulrrasonic and orher 
cleaning produco. 

Industry 
Gets din, grease and manufacturing 
by-products out of small places  where 
they can cause big  problems. 

Switches, gears, relays. motors, 
precision  bearings,  metal and plas- 
tic pam  and assemblies. 

Electronics 
Removes tlux and  contaminants 
instantly. without damaging  sensltive 
components. 

PC boards, mfers, lapping  heads, 
ceramic substrates, capacitors. 
packaging components. qua= 
crystal,  high resolution glass 
plates. 

Jeweiry and Precious Stones 
Brings  back shine! Cleans quickly, 
thoroughly in seconds. 

Watches.  clock movemena, jew- 
e l ~  and precious stones. intricate 
semngs, chains, charms, coins. 

Medical and  Scienafic Laboratories 
Cleans away blood, protein residue 
and contamination ocher methods 
miss. Mixes and degasses. 

Labratory glassware, test  tubes, 
pipettes. 
btdical insmmena, needles, 
synnge plungers  and barrels, 
surgical insmmenn. blood 
oxygenators. 

eyeglass frames. 

dentures, caps,  plates. 

components. 

Optical lenses. contact lenses, 

Dental  insrmmenn. burn, 

Scientific insmmenn  and 



Bransonic'Ultrasonic 
BenchtoD Cleaners 
For k n c h t o p  clcmlnn cunvenience. a 
Brmwnic  unit IS your ylnywvhere work- 
h o w .   C h t h l x  a m m y  tlve mcdels with 
n n k  c:lpIcities h n  '1'2 gullcm to 5VI g.11- 
Ions. Each mode1 is a\aihble in tour con- 
figunriam:  ultr.wnics alone; ultrasonics 
combined wvith either  hexer or timer; or 
ultrasonics plus thermostat. heater  and 
timer. Digital controls let you prognm 
e.xact cleaning  cycle  parameters  and LED 
m d o u a  allow for at-a-glance  monitormg. 
The microprocessor-based digital t h e m e  
s c a t  gives control for applications  requiring 
a specific  tempencure  range. 

Increase  cleaning case. p d u c t i v i q  and 
he versatility oi your ulnasonic  cleaner 
with Bransonic  accessories.  Choose  among 
solid and  perfonred stalnleJs steel insert 
nays. various  stainless steel or polypropy- 
lene beakers. beaker positioning  covers sct c)cL 
and  tank  coven. dmnc 
More Info? dfk 
Write or call for literature on B-nic 
Ultrasonic  Benchtop Cleaners. 

SFT FUNCTION The Bmnsoncc j?N 
Ulmuonrc k h w p  c l w M  - m - uuh fuil juuuru. 

VmPmMr 
Funcaon rLcpiIy yl&s 
*ow mode S<USClllfl. 

wrch ofo 
h 

&dung w a n  ~LUW 

Auueous Solutions 
Bnnson oifeers a broad  selection oi con- 
:encrated cleanlnq solutions for applica- 
tions rangtnq  tiom general indusmal 
:leaning to removal o t  specific s o i l s  such a~ 
buifins compounds or metal oxides. These 
water-based  concentrates are designed 
:specially ior high en lcmcv  sod removal 
In ulnasonic  clemnq  applications.  Exten- 
jive laboratory  and  held cesrlng has been 
' m e  to optimcc  then  per iomnce  in  your 

crasonic  system. just add  hater  and go! 
+ai lable  in quam. p l lun ,  j-gdlon  and 
j5qaIlon contalncrs. 
CtOre Info? 
Write or call for litemrure on Branson's 
Jltmsonic  Cleaning  Solutions. 



ieries 7000 Ultrasonic Power Supplies 

lransducerized 

mmersibleUltr~o~cTransducers 
bur stainless steel ulnasonic m n d u c e r  old ranks with new  ulnasonic  cleanlnp 
.du le s  can be placed  wherever you need capabiliry. 
lem  in your cleaning ranks. These unm More Inio? 
ve you complete W o r n  codesign Write o r  call for  literature on Bnnson's P , 
ecializd  cleaning setups or to upgrade Immersible Ultrasonic  Transducers. J 

\/IodularBenchCleanin&stems 
.ere is a keesranding  cie3nu-q  system More Info? 
\at you create. just s p m f v  p u r  preferred Write or  call for  literature on Bmnson's 
neup or sleantng  unlu  riom  standard  Modular  Bench Systems. 
.odU~es. Select L m  a wlde range of OR- 
le-shelf equipment:  immersion  rank, 
ich or wlchout uirrasonlcs.  heated  prc- 
~ a k  ranks. spray, rinse or cascade  tanks 
Id accessory  pumps.  hearers  and  nmen. 
's the most cost-ciiecttve w a y  to build  a 
atomced  cleanmq  svstem irom standard 
*mponencs-and makes mamtenance  a 

c c .  .+adable onlv tiom Branson! 



1 Degreasers with 1 Remote Chdlers 



Portable 
IegreaGrs with 
Integrated 
c0o;zmg 

I 
. _ .  - .  

VaDor Degreasers WthRemote CMers 
For high-volume depasing  nreb that 
do not rcqutre ultrasonics. Branson oi- 
fen a  line  otnon-ulnasonlc deqreasers 
with remote  chillen. This line gtves you 
degrrving consistency.  high  throughput 
rates. solvent economv.  energy  conserva- 
tion  and  inscallanon  versatllim.  Choose 
among  one  and  rwo-sump  models  with 
one of  three remote chillers-dui,gnned for 
location up to 25 iet from de3 - m e r  - to 

fm up  raluable  production  space.  Each 
non-ultruonic vapr  spray or vapor spray 
immersion deprraKr has an auxiliw p o ~  
for instant compatibility with a  Branson 
automated trarupo~ system. 
More Info? 
Write or -11 for litencure on BrulJon's 
Degrcasers with Remote Chillers. 

Solvent Recovew St& 
Branson  solvent rccoverv srllk provide fresh scilvenr. Stdb and  compattble  chill- 
automatic  distdlaclon ora \mlct)'of v a p r  CIS arc a\aallable In sI:e to match  Bnnson 
degmstnq  saten.  wlvenn. They can be dqrcaser models. 
used ior stand-alone  batch  reclamation o i  M~~ Info? 
solvents. or piumbed  directly to Bnnwn Write or d l  for iitennrre on Branson's 
mpor degrensers. In a  tandem  setup. the Solvent Recover). Sdls. 
'+greaser sumps xav cleaner  because  con- 

nlnared solvent IS conttnuouslv cvcld 
the stdl and  replaced  In the dezre;lher bv 



IOverhead?i.ansPort Svstem 

Cantilevered 
lmnsport bystem 
This KEIN~OK system sidesteps  overhead 
contamination by eliminating  moving 
pam over the clcanlng  line.  maklng 
it the ideal system for  clean mom pro- 
cesses. The t r a n ~ p o ~  heads ride on a track 
behind the  line wth the  ngid arms sup- 
porting the pam baskets cantilevered 
out over the cleming tanks. bfaximum 
load capacxy is 77 Ibs. per  head. 
More Info? 
W r i t e  or call for literature on Branson's 
DR-35 Tmnspon System. 



It's important to know that  the machine MU buv here and ship  there 
will have Bnnson service  waiting tor it -even i f  "there" is haifwav around 

the world. The same is true if vou change production sires in the  tururc 
and want to relocate vout  Brmson equipment. Branson service 

is a\ailablz e\rrvwhen vou ko. 

. . .. 
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PARTS WASHERS 6 WASHING SYSTEMS 



WITH FLOMATIC WASHER SYSTEMS! 
c- 

e.: .." 

,perating Efficiencies 6 Benefits 
When  used in line. o r  as  a central  station,  the  FloMatic 

Xary  drum  type  washer  will produce clean,  dry, inhibited 
arts  for  less  than one-half cent  per pound - including 
aerator  cost.  FloMatic Englneerlng and Manufacturlng 
ncompass  a  multrtude of details that collectlvely con- 
-ibute t o  make  the  FloMatlc syscems among the most 
gective and cos: eiiicrent  parts washing  machines 
Jailable t o  the  Industry. 
Heavy gauge, large  tanks  extend  tank life and lengthen 

i d  change intervals.  Large Input chutes  permit con- 
nuous.  clog-free chargrng;  and the speclally  deslgned 
-um assures  properly  drled  parts and smooth discharge. 

built-in  torque  limlter  protects the drlve against 
xidental jamming. 
The configuratlcn of FloMatlc machmes  allows  maxi- 
urn lnstallation flexrollity. Operatmg and servlce  require- 
lents  are  accommodated from no more  than three 
des of the macme. Consequently.  FloMatlc  washers 
lay  be butted agalnst a wall or other rnachlnery for 
x imum space use and production efficiency. 

On t h e  front covec: 
Model DT-243-24-143-2 

Camblnaoon drum/conueyor wlcn mret scages. lares loader. 
pan and pans  return conveyor. *anales parts from small as 
70-80 screws to as large as 2". 

atr dry. 

Why Fio-Matic? 
FloMatic  Corporation  manufactures  drum type. con- 

veyor  type.  and stationary  type  parts washers and 
systems. Drum and conveyor types can be combined into 
a single unit  for simultaneous parts and  pan  washing. 

Drum  washers  are  available with one. two. or three 
stages " w a s k  wash/blow dry; or, wash/rinse/blow 
dry. Hot air drying is also  available  as  an  option on the  two 
and three  stage  washers. They are available with five 
standard  drum sizes: 1 S", 19", 23". 30" and 38". 

Other design features and  optlons  that  contnbute to  
the performance and  efficlency of FloMatrc systems 
include: 

Three types of washing actron: Immersion.  agitation. 
and spraying. 
Custom  designed helix - the lead  of the helix is 
calculated to meet  the  washlng/productlon  require- 
ments of the  part. 
Continuous welded  helix. A continuous weld secures 
and seals the helix t o  the  drum intenor, prevents 
snagging of small parts. and subsequent parts mix. 
Drum tumblers. if necessary,  are added to  increase 
the tumbling actlon to  meet washlng requirements 
o i  the part. 
Ample size tanks permlt longer  production  time 
between tank  cleanout. 
Hatch-type  cleanout  doors simplify and shorten  the 
cleanout operation. 
Low malntenance.  FloMacic  machines are  built t o  be 
as nearly malntenance free as  possible. When  main- 
tenance IS required. components are easily acces- 
sible. 



Modal DT-243-2 \ 
23' arum ?;EO. 3 scage 
wch gas he3: 

Construction S Seviceability 
Every FloMacic  machlne IS constructed of  heavy  gauge 

metal  to  support continuous. long term operation. Stan- 
dard rotating and load bearing components are selected 

'for  their preciston engmeertng.  high performance. and 
long wear life qualities. They are provided by major, 
reputable  manufacturers. Replacement components are 
readily available through local  industrial parts suppliers. 
Electric  controls  are designed to machine tool quality, 
with reliable NEMA 12 JIC enclosures. 

Regular  malntenance  procedures are  facilitated  in 
FloMatic Engineertng.  The drive components are  pre- 
lubricated. and grease fittings are located  for quick  and 
easy access. Drum bearings are accessible from outside 
the machine for easy replacement. 

Pumps and drives are housed in their own compartment 
"accessible. and out of the way.  The pumps can be  easily 
removed for servlclng simply by removing two  bolts and 
two couplings. 

The large, hatch-type, gaskedeted cleanout doors save 
time, and facilitate  regular cleaning. 

A JIT R o t a r y  
[Just In Tmel 

1 

Standard  Features 
Eecxcaiy bezed 'watsr, chermcs:attcally cznt.-oi;z= 
2000 F. 
Sultable for b~o-decraaable detergent WIG.? rust 
inhibitor . 
7day, 24-hour ttmer for preheating durtng off-peai 
hours. and shutdown  durtng  weekends  and  holidays. 
Wash and rinse stages feature part immersion and 
high pressure water spray. 
Pump  intakes  and heaters baffled  against 
contaminauon. 
NEMA 1 2 elecmcal endosure with fused disconnec: 
48OV, 3 phase, 60 Hz operawon. 
1 1 5 V  pushbumn control. 
High pressure,  hlgh  flow  blow-off (2 and 3 stage). 
Heavy  duty  industrtal construmon for long life and 
minimum maintenance. 
%" steel plate tanks  with double  welded seams. 
Gasketed  tank  cleanout  door. 
Weir dam for overflow skimming. 
Drum tumblers,  if  necessary, to meet tumbling 
requirements. 
Drum helix pitch as required to  meet  proper part 
washing. 
Clean exterior lines for safety and  easy  cleaning. 
Standard, off the shelf  components. 
Constructed for  fast, easy  maintenance. 
Epoxy VistaGreen  enamel. 

Options 6 Accessories 
Complete tank insulation. 
Oil skimmer,  disc type. 
Automatic level control. 
Low water le\iel safety cut-out. 
Gas or steam water  heater. 
Gas or steam hot  air dryer. 
Chip collenvlg systems. 
Special drum material, thickness  and perforations. 
Variable  speed  drive. 
Cold water wash. 
Part badiunloading systems. 
M e  pump  filters. 

Wasnas two pans at a me. 60 pans/ hour. 

Quality 

t o  the  hlghest quality  standards found In m e  Industry. Model CT-32 
Specific attention is glven to energy efficiency. design 32" cube wrcs basket. 
detail for long,  chorougn washing service.  and service- c a t ~ ~ n e c  qpe - ma- 

ability. Only standard components of reliable. reputable 
ong spray heads a m e  

manufacturers  are used.  And,  when szrvlce IS requlred. 
and below me parcs. 

parts  are reaally available from lccal  supollers. 

FloMatlc  washers and systems  are designed  and built 



" 

ADAD-1424-80 
Automated Oip Ag~tatc w ~ f n  
Controlkd by programmaole 

Dip Agitate Systems 
. ,?2 z e s ; g  scsl ai Fic-,Llz::c 'NE- -2 s:;s:~-s 5 x ct:r:n TT;SXIF,L 

c:ear.:rc eiiecuveness wmie meems z -2  3rcci;t::tn requlrornents or L- 
user. Thts requrres the proper b E c c s  of 'Nssnlng ume and waci 
temperacure, and the selecuon of r zieaner or approprtste scrensc: 

Scme pans requre Immersion. or rzakmg, In *e deaninc fluid m ordt 
to  scequacely penerrate and  release :ne sals. Other parts may  be C ~ I  
@reo  sucn  thac  soakng, and even sraylns. sannoc flush out  the so 
Our a:p-agitate is designed to overcme  mess problems. 

The Eo-Matic drp-agltate  washers are enqneored to meat your neet - from very  large parts handled  one st a ctme co small parts contalnE 
n a mesh basket. They are avadable tn sinSle or mulustage system: 

- 

oqer . 
cmcroller 

14"x24"-80# pkkforms. 

Conveyor  Type  Systems 
High production cleaning is best achieved on a conveyor 

type spray washer.  Washing/flushing  action is achieved from 
mulupie directions through fixed  heads or rotary spray heads. 
The  conveyor system is designed to accommodate the  part. 
Parts  that hold their position and  drain  well are  best 
processed on a mesh belt. For other  parts, a 

DAD-2024-20 
Three stage dip aptace. was: 

nnsc and hot air d q  wch 20"x48"-200# plarform: 

monorail conveyor  may be desired to move 
the  parts through the washer on a hook, 
or fixture. 

Wash. m e  and 

OTHER MACHINES AVAILABLE FROM FLOMATIC 
TO MEET YOUR PARTS  CLEANING  REQUIREMENTS. 

Conveyor belt washers for large parts, Dip agmte systems 
or parts in baskets (2 or 3 stage) Steel belt loaders 
Tote panhub washers [2 or 3 stage] Return conveyors 
Walking beam  type for large pans Vibratory hoppers 
Washers/dryers for spec:al applications 

YOUR FLO-MATIC  REPRESENTATIVE 

Flo-Matic Carporation 
1982 Belford North Dr. 

Belvidere. 1L 61008 
Phone: 815/547-5650 
Fax: 815/5&2297 

:amlog a24 



LET 
STOELTJNG 
BRJNG YOU 
CLEAN UP 
TO DATE 
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Oil.  Chtps.  Abrasive  restcces.  Shop 
dust.  All part of everyday  manufacrunng. work when xe Sia::eG n;anL'ac?;:;c; 
Yet all can  gnnd  Tway  at  your  produc!'s indusinai earts c:esners in :S 52. S m e  
quality.  performance.  and  appearance.  then,  camaanles ltke Texzs  1ns:;unents. 
And  your  bottom  line.  Digital  Eculcment.  Sunoeam. Senax. 

we - 1  1 ;p-. -" "~.".." .- 
cc. .c. :c: ,e -c-,bG..k. .d 

ana  oihers  have 
desenced on Stoe!t~ng !or 
innovaiwe  cosi-&ec:tve 
Solutions ro !her . 
lndusinal  c!eantng 
problems. 

Anc today  the 
Stoeltlng  name is known 
clean  around rhe world. 
As an  engtneenng 
innovator  and  leactng 
supplier  sewtng  diverse 
industnes:  the  dairy  and 
cheese  making  Industry, 
commerctal  and 
institutional  foodsewice 
markets,  e!ectronic  circuit 

A custom Sroelting  monorail  washer  with f 1 C controls and 
wash, rinse,  dionized rinse. and blow-off modules. 

Stoelting  has  developed the 
technology  Qat  sprays away  these 
problems.  Better than any  other  parts 
cleaning  method. So you're  assured  of 
me chip-free.  dirt-free,  grease-free  parts 
vital for  accurate  fixturing,  coordinate 
measurement,  assembly  and  other 
post-machining  operations. 
STOEUING'S SPOTLESS REPUWTION 
Since 1905, we've  been  innovators in 
industrial  and  commercial  products. 
Because  Adolph. Otto, and Gustave 
Stoeltng built  more  than  dairy 
equipment in those  early  years. They 
built  a  reputation  for  researching  and 
developing  ideas  and  equipment to 
s o l v e  problems  and  satisfy  customer 
needs. 

board  manufacturing. 
industrial  manufacturing.  and  factory 
automation. 
MAXIMUM  CLEANING EFFICIENCY 
WITH MINIMUM  MAINTENANCE 
No industrial  parts  cleaners  clean  more 
effectrvely.  Because  our  Easy  Clean 
Spray  System  delivers  a  htgh  volume. 

Small bank washers sutt me cleanmg 
mquirements of lower volume 
applications. 

. 
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precp:a:ec ~31,:s :%: ::LC LZ x s r  
systems , . . zas;rg tro&i=rv Z:e~n 
Spray SvsieF :er;e!ca;ly self c:eams. 

has  also mlnlmlieS n e  sown ::re 
needec  ?or  cay-io-aay maintenance. You 
can flusn OUI :he sntlre  Internzi spa:, 
system simply cy turning a  vaive.  C:ean 
out  the  e?ic:ent Fiiter System In w o  
smple steps.  Anc De  back c!eanlng 
parts  in  less  than five mlnutes. 
IF YOU MAKE fT WE CAN CLEAN IT 
BETTER. 
No matter what  you manufaure. from 
engine  blocks  to  e!ectronc  clrcult 
boards.  from  plumblng  fixtures  to  pots 
and pans.  Sioeltrng  will  turn  your 
cleaning  problems into proiitable 
solutions. 

We manufacture a broad  line of 
standard  parts  cleaning  systems.  Our 
line of batch  washers,  available  with 

Stoeitq s c m n c  sese !ecmolog 

A Stoeltmg FMS Sat& washer  rnmgrated into an in-line  Hexible  manufacturing c811. 

payload  capacities from 450 pounds  up the  machine  and  cleaned  as  they  pass 
to 3 tons, feature  a  fully  automatic through.  Rinse,  rust  preventative,  and 
cleaning  cycle  using  water  and  nontoxic drying  requirements  are  options 
additives.  For  fast,  efficient  cleaning provided  through  our  modular 

A multi-stage conveyoftzed  washer of 
stanless sieel c3ns:dvc:Ion. 

without  hazardous 
chemicals.  Without 
fumes.  And onwnan 
operation  for  minimal 
labor costs. 

in-line  washes  are 
ideally  suited for high 
volume  continuous 
produchon. In this type 
of  washer,  parts  are 
loaded  on  one  end  of 

Our  conveyorized 

design  concept. 
So whether  you  do  small  scale 

hand  assembly or use a  state-of-the-ar 
flexible  manufacturing  system,  we  have 
standard  parts  cleaning systems just 
your  size  and  style. Or  we will  custom 
design  and  build  one  specifically for 
your  needs.  Incorporating a l l  the same 

* technological  advances  that  have madl 
Stoelting  the  industry's  cleaning 
resource. 



THE INDUSTRY'S RESOURCE 
YOUR RESOURCE 

ANALYSIS ANWESTING 
Constder  your toughest cleaning 
problem. Send  us  a  sample part and 
outline  your  requtrements.  Our 
technical personoel wtll  analyze your 
application. cmouct test  cleaning, 
and provide  you wtth a report and 
recommendations. No obligation. 
It is part of the service. 
ENGINEERING 
Our staff  of engineers  and  design 
specialtsts take  your  cleaning 
problems and turn them into  profitable 
solutions.  Stoelting's  years of 
experience in Industrial cleaning, 
coupled  with extensive  knowledge of 
manufacturing technology,  computer 
operations and  automation,  make us 
uniquely qualified to  integrate  the 
critical cleaning  function into your 
manufacturing system, large or  small. 
We utilize CAD, and offer  in-house 
capability to  ttevelop software for 
PLC's. and  our computerized systems 
are  MAP  compatible. 

StoeMng technical personnel 
mqwremeno. 
will evaluate your cteanmng 

MANUFACTURING  CAPABILIPl 
Stoe!tmg's 145.000 sacare  foot 
manl;iac:urmc  iac:littes.  situated CT; 
two piant sttes tn Kie!. Il'isconstn. a t  
state-oi-ihe-art :or :ne 7anufacturz oi 
indus:;tal parts c:eantoG  equlpment. 
Our  years  of  excenence tn  fabncattnS 
and  weldtng  food  grade  stamless  stso! 
is  enhanced  today Sy glasma  arc 
cutting capabtlittes  and  solid-state 
controlled gas metal arc  welding.  And 
our factories  hcuse the latest CNC 
machme  tools  for  turnlng.  milling  and 
punchtng. 

Located  just  north of Milwaukee. 
Wisconsin,  Stoelttna.  Inc..  has  readv 

access to sea ports. 1nte:state 
htgnway  systems.  atrports  ana ratlwz 
systems. 

SERVICE 
Our Marketing Services  Department 
follows  your  order  through  from  deslc 
to manufacturing  and  delivery.  Keep- 
ing you informed as to the  progress 0: 
your  project.  Meeting with Purchastnc 
Manufacturing,  Engtneering.  and 
Production Scheduling to track  the 
detailed status  of your project. 
Assuring that all delivery  requiremenr 
will be met.  The  personalized service 
provided by  our  Marketing  Services 
Department continues  through  fcllow. 
up on installation and start-up 
services. Our  field  service  team is 
your ongoing resource via after-sale 
programs. 

Interested in making  a  Stoelting 
industrial parts cleaner part of your 
future? Call us  toll  free at 
1-800-558-5807 for  more  information. 

DELIVERY AND AFTER-SALE 

502 Highway 67. 2.0. Box 127, Kid. WI 32342 12;;; 394-2242 U e x :  510-33-3511 Toll Fret l-aOO-jj&j&)7 
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Conveyor 
Series 

Rzm Iliahers That  Offer 
You Choices. You get the . 
economv of pm- 
engineering  and  the 
jlexibiiiy of adding 
innowise Ronsohoff 
feanms. 

You choose  the  features 
mat  match  your parts 
washing  requirements. . 
Replace  chlorinated 
solvent  methods of 
cleaning.  Eliminate  the 
environmental  and 
personnel  hazards 
associated  with  solvent 
degreasing  systems. 
Ransohoff  engineering, 
sales  and  service  staff 
personally  insures  the 
successful  installation 
and  ongoing  support  of 
your  machine. 

= Ouick Jet  Spray Nozzles 
S&nless stetl. Change mule \  
in.scconJs uithout tool,. .A 
srmplc push and quaner ntist :o 
install. Simple to do e\cn In 
difficult to r c x h  are&. 
Automatic~lly 4 i p s  +pr+ 
pattern. Elimiwtes wrenches and 
reduces nozzle cleaning time. 

s Tank Clean-Out Lids 
Stainless stet1 channel  type 
vapor Ka1s are designed io 
prcvent  steam from eGaplng into 
the surrounding area. Stamless 
steel hinges and c o w  lids are 
provided to enhance quipmenr 
longevity. . 

a Automatic lank 
Level  Control 
Mainmins proper solution level. 
automatically adds make-up for 
evaporated  liquid, eliminates 
pump cavitation. S S U M  
adequau spray on p m .  

0 Heavy Duty Housing 
Access Doors 
Offer e s y  interior access to 
spray pipes. nozzles. and  blow- 
off pipes. Hinged constnrction 
wirh quick releve cam type. 

Dumble. \ulcanized  door gaskets 
to eliminate door leaks. 

a Painting 4 
You choose the color. We provide 
a prima coat to all exterior 
wfrces and a finish coat of 

kh. full  If x 14" openulg. 

. " . 

a Variable  Speed D.C. 
Convevor  Drive 

a Conveyor  Drive  Torque elecuostaudly applied machine &u&y a&ustable 
Limiter emmel. poundometer allows  you t' 
Easily adjustable toque xnings. quickly  program in the e m  
Dunble and  compact. Pro tccrs  v i n g  speed for every 
the conveyor  drive componenu  clevllng  appiicmon. 
in the event a jam  condition P occurs. 

Optional 
Features 
Ro-Clean' Options: Flexible 
fealum cailorcd to meet the 
needs of your  specific pans 
washing requirements. 

o Oil Decant  System 
Significantly increases rhc life of 
your  cleanlnq  solutlon while 

decreasing your  chemical  and 
maintenance cosu. .+ssurcs 
optimum pm cleaning resulu. 
This state-of-them system 
removes all non-soluble 011s from 
aqueous washer solutions. Tine 
n u i t  is signlticznt cost  savings 
in the opennon of your pans 
washer. See Ransohoif 011 
D e c a n t  product  sheet for 
additional details. 
a Additional Solution 
Stages 
Modular  construction allows you 
to design  your own pans 
cleaning process. Offers great 
flcxibiliry for applications which 
q u i =  nnslng.  st protection 
or iunhcr chemlcal trcmIg. 

- _.". .. . - -. . ."-.I 

0 Marine Type  Tank Door 
No bolts .  opens easily  without 
hand 1001s. The bottom of me 
door is flush with the unk 
bonom which g e x l y  enhances 
acwsibilicy for interior m c h e  
cleaning and maintenance. These 
tank doors Include  heavy dury 
hinges  and full plate gaskcu 
vulcanized to the  door. 
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feavy Duly Conveyor  Belt 
:ommodares  both  light  and 
vy weight applicatlons. Lp 
~ree  times smnger than most 
:r washer belts. Capable of 
dling up to 1000 Ibs. per foo t  
A t  width. 

Electrical Controls 
Rnel fc~tures individual 
pushbuttons  and  light 
indicators for easy opentional 
and test control of each 
processing  iunctlon. 
All control components arc 
Allen  Bradley  manufacture 
designed tor heavy duty 
industrial  applications. 
First class wirine pnctioes 
which  follow  rhe  National 
Electrical Code. 
NEMA-12 enclosurr. Flange 
opented disconnect. 460 volt 
opention with 110 volt  control 
transformer. 
Duct type machine  wireway 
offers great convcniencc in the 
event future  machine control 
modifications arc required. 

0 Machine Run Off 
Ransohoff  welcomes  you to 
wimcss  a  fully opentional 
equipment runstf of your 
machine. at our plant.  before you 
accept shipment. We run your 
parts through your machine  with 
your conraminatlon  problems 
and verify  the  resulrs  with scatc- 
of-the-an test equipment in our 
lab. Your toul sausfaction from 
design through insdlation is our 
number one goal. 

:hemica/  Mixing Tank 
powdered -1 caner 
iicaaons. .4ssures  that 
.nmg compound IS qulckly 

mon bath. 
'rogrammable  Controller 
)ws Interface to cxlstlng or 
:ned cornputenzed 
ntorlng sratlons. Offen 
venlent control change  and 
:ess modification capamilty. 
1 blodicon and .Allen arad1e:i 
:rollers arc avaIIabie. 
olution Filter 
ne ~ a p  type filter 15 cieslgntd 

I I  tlow rilmtlon u l t h  e v ~ l y  
..able elements. Pressure 

zes and filter D)'-pabJ plplnp 
Included. 

fuily dissolved Into the 

2 Machine  Insulation 
Promotes energy savings and 
k a p s  machine  surface 
tempencure down Y a safety 
factor.  Formed  panel 
consvuctIon prevents  moisture 
conuminatlon of the insulatlon 
material  and  provides a first class 
machine appeanncc. 
I Manifold Utilify 
Connections 
Single point connecrion for 
valved dnins allows cuy.  low- 
cost qulpment Insdlatlon at 
your plant. 
D Right or Left Hand 
Machine Designs 
Offen p a t  ilewbility For 
equipment locating in your 
existing or future plant layouts. 

c Solu t ion   Sys tem  S tandard   Fea tures  
Vemcal srjle pump IS easily malnralned and non-overloadlng. 
Extenaea motor snatf dnve elimlnates the Potentla1 of seal leakage. 
Fully adjustable solution pressure and flow volume through easily 
adjustable throttling  valves. 
Liqurd f i l l e d  pressure  gauges wlth stainless steel cases and 
movements. The most dependable gauges available. 
Spray risers are heavy wall plpe and  are rigldly suppoited so s p a y  
accuracy is always malntained.  lnrenor spray pipes are easily 
removable from outside the macklnc for cleaning. 
All spray nozzles are mounted in mreaded couplings which are 
wdded to me spray risers. This assures maximum spray 
impingemsnr and  reduces me potential of riser plugging. 

Solution  Heating  Options 
0 Steam: 

Self openting automatic umpenturc controller - double seated 
valve  with  high  capacity  load nting: stainless steel mm. 
Three valve tempencure control bypass mngement allows for 
emergency manual control  of  solution tempcnture. 
CY( iron  inverted  bucket steam tnps for each coil. 
Double  embossed  immersible  plate-coils of heavy gauge steel 

Manifolded  piping  connections. 
Manually opented main steam-line shut-off  valve. 

0 Gas: 
High  efficiency  pressure  burner. 
H a w  wall  immersed  serpentine flues for m&ximum  be life. 
Automatic  spark  ignition. 
Flame safety  monitoring. 
High and low gas  prrssure  safety  switches. 
Blower proven air flow  switch. 
fhenosut control. 
Adjustable gas regulatqs. 
Automatic  owoff  safety  valve. 
Indicating thermometer. 

9 Mars &tory ~Mutwl  Insumce requirements. 
0 Electric: 

Immersible  through-the-wall style heaters  with  incoloy sheath 

Electric thcrmosnt for automatic tcmpenturc control. 
Individually  fused  power  circuits to N.E.C. specifications. 
Solution  low  level  protection c u t a t  switch. 
Panel mounted conwrors. 

construction. 

ma~r ia l  and  heavy  duty  mounting  flanges. 

Blow-Off Heating  Options 
0 Sh8m: 

in-line stem throttling  valve for manual  control of air tempencure. 
Cast iron invened  bucket s t e m  traps for e z h  coil. 
Aluminum  finned  double mw radiator coils wirh copper s t e m  

Manifolded  piping  connections. 
Mylually opented main stem line  shut-off  valve. 

fi Gas: 
High  efficiency  atmospheric  burner. 
Enclosed  combustlon  chamber. 
Automatx spark  ignition. 
Fiame safety monltoring. 
High and low ?Y pressure  safety  swltches. 
Blower  proven a r  ;low switch. 
Thmnost~t control. 
Adjustable gas regulators. 
Automatic  oruoff  safety  valve. 
Indicating  thermometer. 
Mars  hcrory hlutual Insurvlce requirements. 

0 Electric: 
Aluminum  finned  duct  type air heaters. 
Elecmc rhermosar for automatic tempenture control. 
Tempenture high-limit  cutout  swlrcn. 
Individually iuscd power c~rcu~ts  to 5.E.C. specifications. 
h n e l  mounted contactors. 

mks. 
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Machine  Specifications 
Conveyor  Series: 24" Conveyor 36" Conveyor 

Production Vyiable in accordance  Variable in xcordanct 

O.A. Dimensions l j ' L  x S'IV X S'9-H 13' L x 9 ' W  x 9 ' T  H 
Add'l. Stage Dimensions Add 5'0" to length Add 5'0" to length 
Wash Pump Capacity 100 GPM @. 70' HD 125  GPM @ 70' HD 
Rinse  Pump  Capacity 70 GPM (Tc 50' HD SO GPM c;i 50' HD 
Blow-Off Fan  Capacity 3OOO CFY @ i " S P  4500 cnt @ 7"SP 
Stage Sequence-Length: 1 '6" load. I '6" vest. 1'6" wash 1 '6" load. 1 '6" vest. 1'6" wash 

1'6" drain. 3'6" BO. 1'0" vest. 1'6"dnin. 3'6" BO. 1'0" vest. 
1 '6" unload 1'6" unlodd 

with b e l t  speed with belt speed 

Addl. Stage 1' rinse, 3' drain 1' rinse. 3' dmin 
Transfer  Type 1 X 1 mesh. galv. flatwire 1 X 1 mesh. gdv. flatwire 

Design Speed @ 1 FPM Design  Speed @ 1 FPM 
Conveyor Speed Desisn Speed @ 2 FPM Design Speed @ 1 FPhI 

L/2 FPM to 5 FPM Vz FPM to 5 FPhl 
mnk Construction 8 7  GA. H.R.S. #7 GA. H.R.S. 
Housing Construction #IO GA. H.R.S. # 10 GA. H.R.S. 
Exhauster  Capacity I500 CFM @ ?4" SP 2600 CFM @ ?La" SP 
Tank Capacity-WsWRns 300 Ga1./210 Gal. 375 Gal.RSO Gal. 
Tunnel Size 18" hqh x 14" wide 18" hlgh x 36"  wide 

NOTE: All specifications are subject to change without notice. 

Contact Ransohoff today  for addiuonal.deraiis or let one 
of our experienced sales engineen help you anaiyze your 
requirements. We look forward to serving all of your 
pans washing and surface mating needs. 

. ran/ohoff 
- Ransohoff Corporation 

North fifth St. at Ford Blvd. 
Hamiiton, Ohio 45011 

(513) 863-5813 
(800) 248-WASH 

Uver 70 Years of Elxcellence in 
Innovating Parts Cleaning cmd Srrlfnce Treatment Solrrtions 
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Drum 
Series- 

R m  Wahers That Offer 
You Choices. You get the 
economy of pre- 
engineering and the 
_Iletibilig of adding 
innovarive Ransoltofl 
feancres. 

You  choose  the  features 
that  match  your  parts 
washing  requirements. 
Replace  chlorinated 
solvent  methods  of 
cleaning.  Eliminate  the 
environmental  and 
personnel  hazards 
associated  with  solvent 
degreasing  systems. 
Ransohoff  engineering, 
sales  and  service  staff 
personally  insures  the 
successful  installation 
and ongoing  support of 
your machine. 

J 

f Electrical  Controls 
Rnel features individual 
pushbuttons and  light 
indicators tor easy operational 
and test control of each 
processing function. 
All control components are 
Allen Bmdleg rnanufxtun 
designed for heavy  duty 
industrial applications. 
Fit  class wiring practices 
which  follow Sational 
Electrical Code. 
NEbU- 12. enclosure. Flange 
operated disconnect. 460 volt 
operation with 110  volt control 
~ f o m e r .  
Duct type machine  wireway 
o f f m  prcat convenience in the 
event future machine control 
modifications arc required. 

a Drum Construction 
All Ramohoff  drums arc 
consaucted to provide years of 
continuous opention. The 
intrmal helix is welded solid for 
maximum life and to eliminate 
the potential of pan hang-ups. 

C Veriabk  Speed D.C. Drive 
Extrmally adjustable 
potentiometer allows you (0 

quicfly program in the exact 
pnxwsing speed for every 
cleaning application. 

Optional 
Features 

- 

detrrYing your chemical and 
maintenance costs. AJsures 
optimum part cleantng mutts.  
This ~mtc-~ i - the -a~  system 
removes dl non-soluble oils from 
aqueous washer solut~ons. The 
mutt is significant cost savings 
in the opentton of your p a  
washer. See hnsohoff Oil 
Decant product sheet for 
additional details. 
a Additional  Solution 
Stages 
Allows you to dcstqn your own 

' pans  cfevr~ng process. Offers 
peat flexibility for applicattons 
which  require nnsing. msr 
protection or bunher chemical 
mating. 

C Marine Type  Tank Door 
So b o l t s .  opens easily without 
hand tools. The bottom of the 
door is flush with the ank 
boaom whtch greatly enhances 
accessibility for intenor machtne 
cleaning  and maintenance. These 
lank doors include heavy duty 
hinges  and full plate gaskets. 

0 Chip  Baskets 
Eyily rcmo\abie S ~ k e r s  art 
designed 2nd located to cxc: 
spent solurmn ior scnrnlng : 
to returning :o the tank RIC". 

0 Chemical  Mixing Tank 
For powdrzu cleaner 
applicattons. Asiurcs rhat 
clemng eompound is quick; 
and f u l l :  &solved Into the 
solution bath. 
0 Programmable  Contro 
Allows Inrerfacz (0 exlsung 
planned somputerned 
monitoring >canons. Offers 
conventent conrrol change 3r 
process mndiiitatton sapabli 
Both Moditon 2nd .Allen B ~ L  
controller\ JIZ a~a11aDIe. 
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t RunningTracks and 
Support-Rollers 
The key to overall opentional 
periormancc and equipment 
longevity in every drum  washer 
is the rotating mcchamsm. 
Ramohoff  drum  machines use 
heavy steel running-tracks. 
machined  after rolling and 
welding to assure true running 
and are then uelded to the  drum 
shell. The running-tncks roll on 
heavy  duty  hardened steel 
supporr-rollers  which turn free 
on stub-shafts  equipped  with 
heaw duty bearings. The entire 
rmnnion assembly is easily 
adjustable for alignment  and 
wear. 

a Machine Run Off 
Ramohoff  welcomes you to 
witness a fully openuond 
equipment  run-off of your 
machine. at our plant.  before you 
accept  shipment. We run your 
pans -ugh  your machine  with 
your  contamination  problems 
and  verify  the results with state- 
of-the-an test equipment in our 
lab. Your total saosfactlon from 
design through insulhtion is our 
number one goal. 

jolution Filter 
iine bag type filter is deslgned 
full tlow filtntlon wth  easily 
lovable elements. Pressure 
~ges and filter by-pas5  plpmg 
mcluded. 

Zxhaust  Fan 
)e-axlaI fan designed r o  
vent stem or vapors ifom 
ap~ng into  the  plant. .Assures 
:nternal negatlve pressure and 
mams molsture in=. air in the 
o r f  cornpmment. 
Machine Insulation 
notes energy wvmgs 3nd 
s machme surface 

.prr;lture down as 3 $are:). 
:or.  Formed  panel 
structmn prevents molsturt 
tatntnmon of the i n d a t i o n  
:mal and Onxideh 4 f i s t  c'I&\~lj  
:hme appeanncc. 

a Manifold Utirity 
Connections 
Single point connection for 
valved dnlns. Allows e a ? .  low- 
cost qulpmcnt installation 
your plant. 
0 Right or Left Hand - 
Machine Designs 
Offers p a t  ilexrbility  for 
equipment  locating in your 
existing or future plsnt layouts. 

0 Solution System  Standard Feature: 
Vemcal sryle pump is easily malnfained and non-overloading. 
Extenoed motor snafi dnve elmnates fhe potentla1 of seal leakase. 
Fully adlustable solution  pressure! and flow vOlUme through easily 
adiustaDle  mronling valves. 
Liquid f i l l e d  pressure  gauges with stainless steel cases and 
movements. The most depentJaDlt3 gauges available. - Spray risers are heavy wall pipe and are rigidly suppomd so spray 
Jcwracy is always maintained. 
Special Aansohoff birdseye spray  nozzles prevent node plugging 
and provide a full cone spray panern for maximum cleaning 
efficiency. 

Solution Heating  Options 
0 Steam: 

Self opnt ing automatic rempcnture controller - double seated 
valve  with  hieh  capacity  load raring: suinless stnl tnm. 
Three valve tempenture control by-paj  arnngemcnt allows for 
emergency  manual  control of solution rempenrure. 
Cast iron  inverted  bucket steam tr.tps lor each  coil. 
Double  embossed  immersible  plate-coils of heavy gauge steel 

Manifolded  piping connections. 
Manually opcnted main steam-line shut-off  valve. 

0 Gas: 
High  efficiency pressure burner. 
Heavy wall immersed serpentine flues for maximum tube life. 
Automatic  spark  ignition. 
R a e  safety monitoring. 
High and low gas pressure safety switches. 
Blower  proven air flow switch. 
Thcmostat conuol. 
Adjusrable gas ngulxon.  
Automatic onloif w-ery valve. 
Indicating thmometer. 
M e m  Factory Mucud Insumncc  requirements. 

0 Electric: 
immersible  through-the-wall style heaters  with  incoloy  sheath 

Elecmc thmnostat  for automatic tempenrum conuol. 
Individually fused power circuits to N.E.C. specifications. 
Solution low level protection cut-out  switch. 
Panel mounrcd conwxors. 

construction. 

marerial and  heavy  dury  mounting tlanges. 

Blow-Off Heating  Options 
0 Steam: 

In-line steam throniing valve for manual conuol of air temperature. 
a t  iron InVeKcd bucket steam tnps for each  coil. 
Aluminum finned double row ndiaror coils with copper s t e m  
N b C S .  
Manifolded  plping connections. 
blandly operated main steam line shutoff valve. 

9 Gat: 
High efficiency atmospheric burner. 
Enclosed combustlon chamber. 
Automatic  spark  ignition. 
name safety monltonng. 
High  and low gas pressure safety switches. 
Blower  proven a u  flow switch. 
Thermostat  conrrol. - Adjustable gas regulators. 
Automatic orvoff safety valve. 
Indicating  thennomecer. 
Meets &tory .\.tutus1 lnsunncc requirements. 

Aluminum  tinned duct type air heaten. 
Electric  thermostar for automatic tempenture control. 
Tempenturt high-limit  cutout SwltCh. 
Individually b e d  power clrcum to N.E.C. specifications. 
Panel mounted ;ontac:on. 

a metric: 
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Machine  Specifications 
Drum Series: 18" Diameter Drum 30" Diameter  Drum 42" Diameter Drum 

Production 11 cu.ft./Hr cii 1 RPSI :I cu.ri..'Hr I;c 2 RPSI 6: eu.it.;Hr :'ii 2 RPSI 
~~~~ 

&A. Dimensions 
Add'l. Stage Dimensions Add 5'0" to lcnyrh Add 4'0" ro lcngh Add 3'0" to length 
Wash Pump Capacity 30 GPM 40' HD 1 2 5  GPSI cr( 40' HD IS0 GPSI 6 40' HD 
Rinse  Pump  Capacity 50 GPMG 40' HD  75 GPlI @ 40' HD 1 0 0  GPSI (5 40' H D  
Blow-Off Fan Capacity lo00 C!31@ 3- SP 2500 CFSI Q 6" SP jO00 CFSI (C 6" SP 
Stage  Sequence-Length: 1'6'so&. 1'6" wash. 2' soak. 1' wash. j' sod. j' w u h  

Add'l.  Stage 1'6" rinse. 1'6" dnin 1' rinse. 2' dnin 1' rinse. 5' dnin 
Transfer  Type Drum worm Drum worm Drum LV0llI.I 

Drum Speed Design  Speed @ 1 RPM Design Speed 6 1 RPM Design Sped @ 7 RPSI 

Tank Construction #7 GA. H.R.S. #7  GA. H.R.S. #7 GA. H.R.S. 
Housing Construction #IO GA. H.R.S. X 10 GA. H.R.S. #10 GA. H.R.S. 
Exhauster Capacity 500 CFhl 6 '/a" SP lo00 CFM 6 J/," SP 2100 CFSI @ Jh" SP 
Tank Capacity-Wsh/Rns I50 Gal./lSO Gal. 375 Ga1./225 Gal. 450 Gal ./ZOO Gal. 

NOTE: All specifications  are  subject to change  without notice. 

~~ 

9'1" L x 7'0" IV x 7.1" H I j ' L  x 3 ' W  x S'I1"H l j '6-L x 9'W x 10'6" 

3'C dnin and blow-off 5'6" dnin and blowsff 5'6" dnin and  blow-off 

#IOGA.H.R.S.   10GA.H.R.S.  #7GA.H.R.S.. IOGA. H.R.S.  l/iH.R.S..+7GA.H.R 

'/5 RPM to 5 RPM l/iz RPM to 5 RPM I t 5  RPM IO 5 RPM 

Contact Ransohoff today  for  additional  derails  or let one 
of our experienced  sales en-eineers  help  you  analyze  your 
requirements. We look forward to serving all of your 
parts cleaning  and  surface  treating needs. 

ranJohoff 
Ransohoff Corporation 
NoRh Fifth St. at Ford Blvd. 

Hamilton, Ohio 45011 
(513)  863-5813 

(800) 248-WASH 

Over 70 Ears of Eycellence in 
Innovating Parts Cleaning and Swface  Peabnent Sollrtions 
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w11h j:?i:S. trcss-roa ana con- 
vevcr':tc SI!S ana  plam OIC 
open ::: cefreasers - any SIZP 

(6)  AGITATING BASKET 
N o t ~ c e t n e s m o o r h a n g ~ v r i l ~ u a r ~ e ~ t ~ r ? ~ s ~ f : ~ : j ~ E \ i ~ ~ ~  :- - = -  -- '- * 
processmg system. Tnls  macnlne IS scu::co,: . v : r  '33:  - >  + e . < : : *  .: 
!Ions for thorougn alkaline ~m-trs1on ; : t x l r ~  ... C - ....._ ..;-A*-, - .  3-;1-7. - 
stallon  pas neareC Cryer Llss:: 9aswas tonralnlrc "2; B Z.?':S I:+ 
aglrarec In all  solurlons. Varla31t :Imlng a x  .rartaale r l : ?  2 .  i; :z: ' : -  2-  
Into controls.  Mesn oaske!s conramleg  fraqle car% 3rs ;$-::" ?;I:?:?: 
be rofated In all  solurlons and  In crylng. 

.... .-. - ". . 

(F) BATCH TYPE ROTARY DRUM 
A massive JENFAB rotary  arurn  machlne system IS snow:: :cz!  IS use:: !cr 
load  burnishmg  ana  cleanmg.  The SIX foot 3lame:sr ruober 'IRE crum 3::: 
a ton Of work through a varlet./ of rlmed and auroma::c cyclcs Ai l  :I 

solutions are hearea in the storase 
tanks  locarea unaer  drum. 
This  system  can be  bullt 
smaller ana can  be ae- 
stgnea for many  aifferent 
processes. 

(E) COBMEAL DRYER 
Cobmeal or sawdust IS used to IhorouSnly oolish ana dry cup 
shaoea orfragrle oarts In thts JENFAB rotary drum system that 
raneats ana reuses the arymg m a l a  for a SPOT-FREE finish. 
Batcn rype or conrmuous  through  cycle  rnacntnes available. 
A stmllar  machlne  can De furnlshad for Crylng parts  by  usmg 
ru-clrculatea hot alr - gas. steam or elec:ncally heatad. 

(J) MONORAIL CONVEYOR 
A' monorall  overnead  canveyor sysrtm suc? as jrc...:" czr. 3; 
used :o carry raCkeC pans :nroupD varlous ::ea-:-; --stng 37:  

soak lmmerslon section beroro o?rer*nS 3 x r - s ,  sys;o- 
arocesslng spray sec:lons. In rnls :EXFA3 :ost;- ..e :YT!-? t 

cauloped wlrn nlgh 3ressure s p r t v s  ,.vnlc:: fur:-?* C:QY m e  YLS 

( I )  BELT WASHE 
AS pans arogress from load- 
mg to unloaamg. mese are 
sprayed  unaer  hlgn pressure at various 

macnlne  can be bwlt as an maexlng system wlth rimed movemenrs  stallon to 
on or I r  can De run continuously ar a controlled soeea. 



(G) IN-LINE WASHER 
A small, SIX !oo1 lors JENFAB rotary  drum wash1r.c. v s m g  and 
drying s y s t m - ) e r f c [  for Ins:alltng In lune w m  sc:i:-, *-acnlnes. 
cold heacers or sfamolng oresses.  Can  be fed direc:l:, frcm rnese 
machines SO :?af cleaned parts are avallaole for nex: czorauon or 

: for 
In a 

(H) CONTINUOUS ROTARY DRUM 
Washing. rtnslng ana drying of small metal Dan3 is per- 
formta In a JENFAB scooo type rotary arum system. A 
stntght through round or etgnr  slaea netlcal  drum  moves 
pans gently In tlooaea  work areas wltn fresn solution belng 
continuously adaea. Hearlng by gas. steam or electric. A 



GITATING MACHINE CON.TINUOUS BEFT 
sed to process  and  dry  parts in baskets or barrels that Parts that do not  require  racking  or  fixturing  but stlll 
quire gentle  or  vigorous  agitation  andlor  rotation - must be handled  carefully  can be processed in a JEN- 
ins that  require  special  handling. FA6 continuous  belt  conveyor  system. 

10TARY DRUM MONORAIL CONVEYOR 
xizontal  rotating  drums  can clean,  finish  and dry For pans that are  large  or that may require  rackins 
naller  parts  which can only be  processed  econorni- because excessive handling  could cause  damage. 
illy in bulk. 

:HEMICA1  TREATMENT BRIGHT  DIPPING DEGREASING PHOSPHATING 
'LTRA  SONIC  CLEANING CHROMATING PICKLING WASHING DRYING 

lmost every cleaning  and  processing  problem is different; The size,. the shape, the 
!eight,  the  soil removal,  the  final finish are just  a few of the many factors  that 
etermine  just  what system  would work best. 

ENSEN  FABRICATING  ENGINEERS can  offer  many years of  experience in solving 
l e  problems  you have - problems  we have probably  solved  before. TRY US' I 

'his  isn't all that we  make or do. We are designers  and fabricators of any type  of tank 
sed in metal  finishing - plating,  anodizing,  chemical  treatments,  paint,  pickling, 
right  dipping,  storage and in any size or configuration. We install  turn-key  finishing 
lants  and  departments. 

"""- 
WE DO IT ALL 

JENSEN FABRICATING ENGINEERS,  INC. 
PLANT ADDRESS 

MAILING ADDRESS 

TELEPHONE 

535 Wethersfield Road, Berlin, CT 

P.O. Box 307, East Berlin. CT 06023 

(203) 828-651 6 
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The  Jenfab W- 
Series  Rotary  Drum 
Parts  Washer  is 
designed to process 
small  production 
loads  through  a 
cleaning  operation 
in  an automatic  manner. 

into  the  horizo 

as the  drum  rotates.  It  utilizes  a  pump  and 
internal  spray  header  to  force  impingement of an 
aqueous  cleaner  solution  onto  the  dirty  parts. 

This  scaled  down  unit  incorporates  many of the  successful 
engineering  features  found in Jenfab's  larger  standard  washers. 
It can  be  used  as  an In-Line system, or in  a  Cell  operation. As 
a Freestanding unit it can  be  used for cleaning  and  drying. 
Additional  stations  can be added as optional  units. 

Multiple Uses - In-Line, Cell, Free-Standing 

Limifed Space Requirement 

p, 
Designers - .., 

and Fabricators - : 
- 

of Ouality .__ 
Metal Finrshing 

Equipment 

i 
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Heavy  gauge  welded  steel  consXuction 15" diameter  drum, 14 gauge. stamless steel 
Hinged  top  for  drum  access All-iron  sealless  vertical  pump 

Pre-wired  and  pre-piped NEMA  12-electrical  panel Mounted  suppon  frame 
Heavy  duty  drum  rollers  and  rotational  support  rings 2 rpm  fixed  drum  speed 

i. 

OPTIONAL FEATURES 
Stainless  steel  tank  construction Variable  speed  drive Heated  dryer 

Electric  tank  heat Tank insulation Oil separation Casters 

SPECIFICATIONS 
' Tank  volume: 40 gallons Work  load  capacity:  Approximately 400 Ibdhr 

Perfs - 1/8" standard  (other sizes  available) Portable 

7- 

. .  I 

"I 
I 1 

OTHER JENFAB SYSTEMS 
AGITATING  MACHINE CONTINUOUS BELT MONORAIL  CONVEYOR 

ROTARY  DRUM  MACHINES HOT AIR AND  COB MEAL DRYERS 

MACHINES FOR 
CHEMICAL  TREATMENT BRIGHTDIPPING DEGREASING PHOSPHATING 
ULTRASONIC  CLEANING CHROMATING PICKLING WASHING DRYING 

DESIGN ENGINEERING FABRICATION 
WE  DO IT ALL 

Distributed by: 
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, 2. A Typical Four-Station  Rotary Parts Washer 

STANDARD  FEATURES 
Engineered With Off-the-shelf Components for Ease of Maintenance 

Steel or stainless  steel  construction. . Single  point utility connections  for  easy 
24" through 4 8  diameter  drums,  custom  installation. 

.'Energy efficient  recirculating  hot  air  dryers. Machined  drum  rings-heavy duty . "In tank"  mounted  vertical  end  suction bearings. 

designed  for  each  customer's  parts. Heavy  duty  base  frame  and  superstructure. 

pumps. 

OPTIONAL FEATURES 
- 

Ultrasonic cleaning  capability  available. . Rigidized or emdossed  drum  material. 
Combinations  possible-flat  belt  and rotary . Automatic chip and oil removal  systems. 

. Systems  used in conjunction  with  cobmeal . Special Type,. dean out doors. 

drum. 

dryers. 

. Automatic  load  and  unload  features. 

SATISFIED USERS 
Duracell . General Motors AC  Spark  Plug.  New  Departure/Hyatt  Bearings.  Century Brass. 
Robbins  Mfg.  Co. 9 Union  Carbide.  Torrington Co. T e m n  . TRW-Car Div., Palnut  Div., 
Bearings  Div. Scovill Mfg. Co.. Parker  Hannifin Morse  Automotive  Products Buell  Indus- 
tries = Rexnord 

MACH 1 NES FOR Chemical  Treatment.  Bright  Dipping.  Degreasing . Phosphating . 
Ultrasonic  Cleaning . Chromating  Pickling Washing Drying 
Design Engineering. Fabrication-We Do It All 

JENSEN FABRICATING ENGINEERS, INC. 
PLANT ADDRESS 

555 Wethanficld Road. Berlin. CT 06037 
MAILING ADDRESS 
PQ Box 307. East Berlin CT 06023 

TELEPHONE 
(203) 828-6516 



Judd Street 
tock, 
60098 

i. 
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Toil Free:(800) 338-8778 
Fax: (81 5) 338-871 1 
Phone: (81 5) 338-8700 

J.S. MANNOR MACHINE CORP. 
USTRIAL PARTS  WASHERS, WATER TREATMENT  SYSTEMS, 
VVEYORS,  CENTRIFUGAL  SPINNERS,  LOADERS,  SURFACE 
FATMENT EQUIPMENT: 

We Build Superior Equipment at 
Competitive Prices . 

lor  Machine  has  delivered over 2,500 parts washers worldwide with a customer base of 700 
5s. Better than 70% of our business is repeat  business.  Once a manufacturer buys one of 
lines, he will  buy  again  and again. The reasons include  our  quality, service and technical 
all at competitive pricing. 

Standard Features 
Sloped  tank  bottom 
rank  drains 
Safety overflow  coupling 
/16'' tank  walls 
Stainless  Steel  sheath 

electric  immersion  heaters 
Stainless  Steel  spray  nozzles 
Automatic  water  make-up 
!O PSI  process  spray 
ixhaust cowling 

Optional Features 
Chip  Separator 
Oil  Skimmer 
Lower  heated  blow-off 
Tank  Insulation 
Blower  Insulation 
Dual  Filters 
Natural  Gas  or  Steam  Heat 
Variable  Speed  Control 
NEMA 12 controls 
Water  Treatment  Center 

ler will  clean  the  first  part  processed,  but  a  washer's  real  value  is  determined  by  it's  ability to 
uliy  clean  parts 10 years  later.  This  is  where  we  shine.  Our  understanding  of  the  water  processing 

has  resulted in Mannor  developing  a  family of machines to meet  your  requirements. 
extend  the  life of  the  washer  bath, as well  as  the  demanding  durability  the  industrial  environment 



Washers 
J.S. Mannor Machine rotary 
drum washers offer  the  best 
cleaning available. Production 
parts are completely  submerse 
and sprayed in the first  station 
the washer for optimum cleanir 
results. An internal helix conve: 
the  product  to subsequent 
stations. Special materials are 
available for stringent  material 
handling. Equipment can 
accommodate one, two or mort 
process  stations  to meet your 
application. 

Combination 
Units 
Our combination  units are 
designed to process dissimilar 
parts  with common soils. A 
typical example sees a  rotary 
drum on one side cleaning 
fasteners, while  a  flatwire  belt 
cleans the  material  handling 
pans. Conveyor types include 
drum,  belt, walking beam, 
vibratory  brush and monorail, 
which  can be handled at a 
minimum cost  with our 
interchangeable cabinetry. 



Valking  beam conveyors offer a 
turdy, durable means of 
onveying large/heavy product. 
m additional advantage allows 
ositioning  stationary  and 
loving beams to orient an 
regular shaped part  for 
rocessing  in  tandem  with 
edicated spray nozzles and 
low-offs. 
ther advantages include 
alking  beam machines which 
Ad castings at an incline  to 
-ornote flushing  and drainage of 
ternal  ports  and cavities. Our 
Jto-RoITM system will  oscillate 
e part 180" in one or more 
ations  for  excellent  cleaning 
Id drying, inside and out. 

rersatile 

ionveyors 
rsatile  belt conveyors handle 
2duct directly on the belt or in 
skets. Special  conveyor 
eeds and  process times can 
sily be designed  into  the 
chine  to match  cleaning 
emical requirements. Fixtures 
I be  mounted  on  the  belt for 
rt orientation and robotic 
.d/unload. 



Washing 
Inline washing offers  significan 
cost savings. Cleaning parts 
seconds after manufacture 
reduces the required operating 
temperature, process time, 
chemical  concentration and 
aggressiveness  of the cleaner 
because the soils have not had 
chance to "set  up" on the parts 
Also, work-in-process is kept tc 
a minimum. 

Compact 
Cellular 
.Washers 
Compact cellular washers offer 
dedicated, single  or multi-stagc 
process cleaning for a 
manufacturing work cell. The 
operator can place the  product 
on the conveyor or in a 
receptacle and  have process 
clean parts for the  next operatic 
internal to the work cell  cycle 
time. 



rallel  manufacturing lines such 
bearing, casting, roller  chain 
fastener production 
Derience common soils at 
tltiple  locations. When 
nsidering  material handling 
3 work-in-process costs, 
tltiple washers located 
mediately after  the 
mufacturing  step deliver a 
xtantial cost savings. Inline 
.shers have proven  to reduce 
mufacturing expenses, but if 
? soils are being cleaned, why 
y for an individual pump, filter, 
ution  heating,water make-up, 
srnical make-up and oil 
noval,  as  well  as  maintenance 
all of these  locations? 

later 
rocess 
ystems 

/. Mannor  Machine has 
~ p r ~ e d  water  process ta .n 1 <S 

m 300 to 4,000 gallons to 
form all of these steps at one 
ation. Our water process 
tks locate all waterkleaner 
.intenance at  one convenient 
ation  which  can be 
sitioned hundreds of feet from 
! manufacturing line. This 
,ults  in a much smaller "remote 
sher"  using less 
'nufacturing  floor space  while 
ring  all  the advantages of a 

ge wash tank volume  and 
ution life. 



Behind the Scenes 

' . S a  MANNOR MACHINE CORP. 
I27 East Judd  Street 
Noodstock, Illinois 60098 
'hone (81 5) 338-8700 
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I PATENTPENDING I 

MADE IN U.S.A. 
~~ ~ 

NO DOORS TO OFEN 2 CLSZE 

NO WAITING TO LOA; 2 ;  
UNLOAD 

CONTINUOUS 
PRODUCTICN 
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W H E E L  - Tqo water wheel units 
(Standard). 
The direa drive blast wheel units  rutate 
at 1750 RPM for  maximum water 
wlocity. The 14' diameter blast wheel 
units are fabricated of s:ainless  steel. 
WHEEL  HOUSING - Fabricated from 116- 
steel plate and  lined. 
CONTROL  NOZZLE - Cast of wear 
resisiant alloy  and adjustable for  pattern 
cantrol. 

BLAST CHAMBER 
CONSTRUCTION 
WORK HANDLING - Three chambered 
drum  constructed of stainless  steel 
inner panels. steel top, bottom and  outer 
panels. 
DRUM DRIVE - Exterior mounted  C-face 
motor and gear reducer powers a  chain 
and sprocket drive. Torque limiting is 
provided between drum shaft and final 
sprocket for  jam protection. 
HOOK SPINDLE - Continual rotation of 
hook spindle during blasting operation 
provides full exposure of pans  to the 
blast sveam. 

per hook. 

WORK  HANDLING  CAPACITY - 
Maximum area provided for material to 
be blasted is 13' diameter x 16' long. 

HOOK SPINDLE CAPACITY - 100 IbS. 

HOOK  SPINDLE  SPEED - 9 RPM. 

CAENET 
CONSTFiUCT1314 
CABINET - Constructed of 11;' steel 
with 12 ga. removable front panels 
sealed  with  neoprene  for  leak and noise 
control. 
PUMPS-  Vertical  centnfugal  sump  pump 
is seoless cast iron construction with 
direct coupled TEFC  motors. 

PIPING 
PIPING FROM PUMP  TO WHEEL - is 
schedule 40 steel wrth oil resistant. high 
temperature rubber hose  at  wheel 
connection. Hose allows for ease of 
maintenance  and  adjustments. 
PIPING TO CYCLONE - is schedule 40 
steel to water level and schedule 80 
CPVC  above  water  level.  CPVC material 
is wear resistant  and helps control heat 
loss. 

CYCLONE SEPARATOR 
SYSTEM 
CYCLONE  SYSTEM - is a dosed loop 
design and is operated continuously to 
remove solids from tank area before 
they  accumulate  and generate erosion 
in  the washer. A waste  hopper is 
installed below the cyclone to collect . 
solids. Solids are  removed from hopper 
through a valve and into a waste 
container  for  easy  disposal. 

OIL SKlr~7hlE2 
A direct driven 1/10 nctor turns  a 12' cta 
polyurethane wheel to cantinually skm 
oil trom top of water. 

TANK CONSTRUCTION 
TANK - Constructed of 114- steel plate 
formed and welded. No bortom  drains 
insure against accidental spills and 
improper discharges of tank contents. 
Tank is insulated with 1' Styrofoam 
sheets and 16 ga.  cover panel. Tank 
capacity is 100 gallons. 
HEATER BURNER - A self ignttion, 
safety blower burner system is used  for 
water heating. A pressure switch 
senses blower on.  Gas pressure and 
pilot  light  are  monitored  before  main  gas 
valve is  opened for burner ignition. 
Burner is 250K BTU. 
FIRE TUBE - A welded  and pressure 
tested tube channels and transfers  heat 
to  water within the tank. System is very 
efficient with  minimum heat  loss. 

ELECTRIC MOTORS 
All motors are T.E.F.C., ball bearing. 
2301460 volts. 3 phase 
Water Blast  Wheel (2) SHP, 1750 rpm 
Chamber  drive 113 HP. 1200 rpm 
Spinner drive 113 HP. 1750 rpm 
Main  pump 3 HP. 3450 rpm 
Cyclone  Pump 2 HP. 3450 rpm 
Oil Skimmer In0 HP, 16 rpm a 

W ,yq: 
SPECIFICATIONS SUBJECT TO CHANGE  WITHOUT  NOTICE 

' .  > I  , 

1 

floor View Front  View Side  View 



Patent 
Pending 
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j-fvnpo puI TRICHLOR 111 
3 min Water 15 rnin Degrease 
3 min Blast 3 min  Blast 

Savings: 12 min per load 
Hydro  Pulse  Advantage: No chemicals 

MODEL HPGPB 

n 
f SOFF) 

HYnRO PUI SF 
3 mm Water 15 min Degrease 
Paint - 15 rnin Soray wash 

3 min Blzsr - Paint 
Savings: 30 min per load 

Hydro Pulse Advantace: No chemicals 
2 step - handling 



HYDRO  PULSE vs TRICHLOR 
ON ELECTRICAL  PARTS 

Patent 
Pending 

MODEL HP1316 SPINNER HANGER 

20 min  in Trichlor 
Trichlor  did  not clean  between windings - Difl in gear  area not removed 
Had to be  wired brushed 

Run in Goff 1316 Spinner 
4per load 
5 second cycles 
Water only 

HYDRO PULSE  ADVANTAGE:  CLEANER PARTS 
NO CHEMICALS 

ANY QUESTIONS? 

STATOR 

Run  in Goff 131 6 Smner  
dperload - 30 second cycles - Water oniv 

MAOE IN U.S.A. 

1-800-654-4633 
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The Force of Nature is Unlimited 

Following years of research  and development. Cold Jet today 
designs,  engineers.  manufactures  and installs cleaning 
systems in a  diverse  range of industries to meet a variety of 
challenges. From such  intensive applications as the removal 
of layers of slag from automotive assembly rails - to such 
sensitive  applications as the removal of flux from  circuit 
boards, Cold Jet is revolutioniting  the way industries , 

approach their  cleaning  processes. 

Cold Jet  meets  each new cleaning challenge  because  our 
engineering  team has a  broad range of system  design 
experience  across  a  wide  spectrum of industries. From  food 
processing to automotive  manufacture: from electronics to 
aerospace,  our  expertise allows us to design  and 
manufacture  systems for mobile, fixed, manual  or  automated 
on-line applications.  These  capabilities provide our 
customers  with  a  valuable ally in their battle to remain 
competitive in a  constantly  changing  environment. 

The Force of Nature Takes on 
Many Forms 

Each system  is  comprised of four basic elements:  a  non- 
explosive tank of liquid carbon dioxide;  a pelletizer, a 
propellent system  and a nozzle assembly. These  elements 
are then  custom  configured to meet the most demanding 
application challenge.  Individual systems are designed to 
conform to each  customer's  specific  requirements. Typical 
configurations involve either fixed or mobile units. 

Fued systems  lend  themselves to automated on-line 
applications. Whether  used  for  equipment  maintenance, 
cleaning or  surface  preparation,  these systems contribute to 
increased  production  rates  and performance. Cold Jet 
retrofits existing  production  lines or designs and integrates 
systems in new  plant  construction.  These  systems  hard pipe 
liquid carbon  dioxide from remote supply tank locations to 
single or multiple application  sites. 

Mobile systems  lend  themselves to manual  applications at  a 
variety of remote  locations.  Each  mobile  system  is self- 
sufficient and  transportable  within a plant environment  or 
outdoors.  Components  are  mounted on  towable trailers with 
a typical turning  radius of 12 feet for easy  maneuvering 
from one location to another. 



Unleash the Force of Nature with 
“old Jet.. . 

2- 
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[b Provide a Safe Environment 
3ecause carbon  dioxide is a non-toxic element approved for 
ndustry  use by the EP.4. FDA and USDA. Cold Jet  reduces  or 
diminates ongoing company liability and employee exposure 
o dangerous  chemical  cleaning  agents when substituted for 
hemical wash processes. 

:O Reduce Costs 
‘he  fracking  capabilities of Cold Jet dramatically shorten 
leaning  times  associated with conventional processes, 
educing labor costs while improving productivity. 

:old Jet’s natural  properties  and  superior cleaning 
apabiiities  eliminate  the need to use hazardous materials 
ecause  carbon dioxide pellets evaporate and dissipate  into 
l e  atmosphere.  Disposal  costs are reduced in two ways: 

irst,  there  are no hazardous  chemical solvents to  be 
isposed of in  accordance with stringent Federal, State  and 
ocal guidelines. 

econd,  conventional  methods  used to clean existing toxic 
laterials or radioactive substances  generate additional 
azardous  wastes  because  the  medium becomes 
mtaminated on contact. By using Cold Jet, only the 
azardous material  being cleaned  requires disposal. 

b Increase Production 
roduction  schedule interruptions,  or  the removal of 
mponents for cleaning  purposes  can be eliminated by 
~tegrating your  production  line with manual, automated  or 
Ibotic Cold Jet systems. Dedicated cleaning cycles can be 
liminated and  preventive  maintenance schedules can be 
nplemented to provide for equipment  maintenance  during 
roduction. The dramatically  reduced cleaning time of  Cold 
:t increases  throughput  without adding labor or  extensive 
npital equipment. 

o Extend Equipment Life 
ecause frozen  carbon dioxide has negligible molecular 
~tegrity, Cold Jet pellets shatter upon impact, reducing 
quipment  and  component wear by minimizing the  surface 
?gradation normally occurring with the use of conventional 
last media. Cold  Jet’s dramatically  superior cleaning rates 
tduce  cleaning  time. allowing materials to be cleaned more 
*equently with less  harm to surfaces. 

Seibsufficient Cold  Jet mobile .lytel;?s rlre t o u c j k  and ,$L::. 
a  typical  turning radius of 12 feet for  ea^? mumurt)rrng 
either u t h i n  a  plant encrronmenl or outdoors 

This automotice bumper  mold is one example of the man? 
superior cleaning capabiiities of the Cold Jet ?stem. 

Cold Jet  ?stems 
are cxrentl: ierr 
used m o s s  a 
broad  spectrum 
of industries 
to 1rnxol.e 
performance a m  
reduce prodzctro. 
c 0 . n  



ustaining the Force of Nature 

lile Cold Jet is providing this  revolutionary technology to 
iustries  throughout  the world,  we  maintain  our 
m i t m e n t  to extensive,  ongoing n s e a x h  and 
velopment,  allowing us to meet  the  emerging  challenges 
sociated with rapidly evoking  technologies in the 
dustrid  marketplace. 

1going research projects are being  conducted by some of 
e most prestigious  third-party  organizations  in  the world. 
lese programs  provide both qualitative  and  quantitative 
.ta to Cold Jet  and  our  customers. One such program  being 
nducted by Battelle Memorial Institute,  the world's largest 
ivately funded  research  institute,  is  evaluating long-term 
rtss fatigue  when  using Cold Jet applications on 
wninum  and  composite  panels for the commercial and 
ilitary  aerospace  industries. 

another  program,  the  Production  Engineering Research 
;sociation of Great Britain,  or PEW, is providing 
etailurgical,  performance  and  safety  data  regarding Cold 
:t applications in European  aerospace,  defense  and  energy 
otallations. PEW, formed  in 1946, is a multidisciplined 
chnology center  with  membership comprised of over 1,200 
ritish  and  European  companies. 

-om the United States to the  far  reaching  corners of the 
orid, our  commitment to meeting the challenges of 
robing  technologies  remains  constant. 

hmortine The Force of Nature 

ach Cold Jet system  installation is backed by extensive 
erformance  guarantees,  comprehensive  training programs 
lr  equipment  users  and a nation-wide  support  organization. 

.old Jet enjoys  an  ongoing association with Liquid Carbonic 
:arbon Dioxide  Company, the world's largest supplier of bulk 
arbon dioxide. This  affiliation allows us to provide our 
ustorners  with  sales.  installation  and  service  assistance as 
tell as a secure supply of liquid carbon dioxide. 

The Force of Ssture i'ersus 
Conventional  Cleaning \lethods 

Wemd 4mstr.c D~srsal  Penornance T o w  Ccnac:l,.t 

Cold Jet no no superlor no no 
Sand 
Glass Bead 

ves :es rnoaerale nc' no 

Uilnut Shell 
yes ves moocrate nc' 30 

??S yes ltmlled n(i* no 
Stem no no 
Chemld no 

Iniertor  no !es 
yes limited yes y s  

If used IO clean mardous  s ,reriJs.  this mdlum IS coE:mina!ed 
upon  contact - beromrq toxx  waste requirtng sric atspcsd. 

r 

For more information,  or to receive a copy of our 
demonstration video. call or write: 
(513) 831-3211 

Cold Jet, Inc. 
455 Wards Corner Road 
loveland, Ohio 451.10 

Cold Jet can custom-configure nozzles for automated on-lint 
applicatlons as cel l  as procide a carrel? of standard nozzie 
assemblies for manual applicatlons. 
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COLD JET, INC. 
The Force of Nature 

Cold Jet systems use dry ice pellets as a blasting medium to safely 
and economically clean. depaint  and prepare many surfaces with no 
media waste generation or disposal. 

Unlike grit, chemicals or particle blasting, dry ice pellets vaporize, 
leaving only the removed contaminant for disposal. Clean-up time is 
dramatically reduced, along with the expense  and on-going liability 
associated with  disposing of the cleaning  media. 

Dry ice  is a non-toxic natural element: approved for industry use 
by the FDA. USDA and  the EPA, carbon  dioxide is non-conductive, 
non-abrasive, non-explosivet non-invasive  and non-flammable. 
Decrease on-going employee liability by eliminating cleaning agent 
residue,  hazardous dust and toxic  chemical  vapors. 

Should you  have  any additional questions, please  give us a call at your 
earliest convenience. 



2. COLD JET FIXED INSTALLATION 
GENERAL SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS 

Model 65-1 00 

Length: 75 Inches 

Wldth: 48 Inches 

Helght: 73 Inches 

Weight  without  Dryer: 3750 Lbs 

r Hour Power  Requirements: 460  volts; 40 Full  Load Amps; 60 Hz:  3-Phase; 15  Kilowatts pe 

Approximated CO, Usage: 360-1450 Lbs. per Hour  (Continuous Operation). 

Standard  Blast  Hose Length: Up to 200 feet 

Internal  Dryer: 350 P.S.I. @ 330 C.F.M and M a x .  Dew  Point of 40 Degrees  Fahrenheit 

Internal  Dryer Weight: Approx.  450 Lbs. 8 

Internal  Dryer  Power Requirements: 115 Votts; 1 Full Load Amp: 60Ht; 1-Phase; 0.10 Kilowatts per Hour 

AUXlLlARY EQUIPMENT 

Air  Compressor 

Recommended  Pressure and Flow: 250 P.S.1 @ 330 C.F.M. 

Cornpressor Weight: 4400 Lbs. 

Compressor  Power Requirements: 460 Volts; 156  Full  Load  Amps: 60Hz: 3-Phase; 112 Kilowatts per Hour 

Uquid CO, Tank 

Capacity:  12-50 Ton LCO, 

Weight: 42,000-140,000 Lbs. Fully Loaded 

Power  Requirements: 460 volts: 20-50 Full Load Amps 1; 60 Hz: 3-Phase 
14  Kw @ 20 Amps; 36 Kw @ 50 Amps 

!: 



COLD JET FiXED INSTALLATION 
i. 

GENERAL  SYSTEM  SPECIFICATIONS 

COLD JET SYSTEM 

Model 65-1 50 

Length: 100 Inches 

Width: 48 Inches 

Height: 73 Inches 

Weight  without  Dryer: 4650  Lbs 

Power Requirements: 460 volts, 40 Full Load Amps.,  60 Hz., 3-Phase,  18 Kilowatts per  Hour 

Approximated CO, Usage: 360-2900  Lbs. per Hour  (Continuous Operation) 

Standard  Hose Length:  Up to 200 feet 

Internal  Dryer: 290 P.S.I. @ 850 C.F.M and Max.  Dew  Point of 4 0  Degrees Fahrenheit 

Internal  Dryer Weight: Approx. 1600 Lbs. 

Power  Requirements: 115 Volts, 2 Full Load Amps.,  60Hz.. 1-Phase, 0.10 Kilowatts per Hour 

AUXlL lARY EQUlPMENT 

Air Compressor 

Recommended  Pressure and Flow: 290 P.S.1 @ 850 C.F.M. 

Compressor Weight: 7694 Lbs. 

Compressor  Power Requirements: 460 Volts, 361 Full Load Amps., 60 Hz. 3-Phase, 259 KW per  hour 

Liquid CO, Tank 

Capacity: 12-50 Ton LCO, 

Weight: 42,000-140,000  Lbs.  Fully Loaded 

Power Requirements: 460 volts, 20-50 Full Load Amps., 60 Hz., 3-Phase 
14  Kw @ 20 Amps; 36 Kw @ 50 Amps 



COLD JET FIXED INSTALLATION 
GENERAL SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS 2. 

COLD JET SYSTEM 

Model 65-200 

Length: 100 Inches 

Width: 48 Inches 

Height: 73 Inches 

Weight  without Dryer: 4650 Lbs 

Power  Requlrements: 460 volts, 40 Full Load Amps.,  60 Hz.. 3-Phase,  18 Kilowatts per  Hour 

Approximated CO, Usage: 360-2900 Lbs. per Hour (Continuous Operation) 

Standard  Hose  Length:  Up  to 200 feet 

Internal  Dryer: 290 P.S.I. @ 850 C.F.M and Max. Dew  Point of -40 Degrees Fahrenheit 

internal  Dryer Weight: Approx.  1600 Lbs. 

Power  Requirements: 115 Volts, 2 Full Load,Amps.. 60Hz.. 1-Phase, 0.iO Kilowatts per  Hour 

AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT 

Air Compressor 

Recommended  Pressure  and Flow: 290 P.S.1 @ 850 C.F.M. 

Compressor Weight: 7694 Lbs. 

Compressor  Power Requirements: 460 Volts, 361 Full  Load Amps., 60 Hz.. %Phase, 259 KW per  hour 

Uquld CO, Tank 

Capacity: 12-50 Ton LCO, 

Welght: 42.000-140,000 Lbs. Fully Loaded 

Power  Requirements: 460 volts. 20-50 Full Load Amps., 60 Hz., 3-Phase 
14 Kw @ 20 Amps;  36  Kw @ 50 Amps 

Total  Power  Consumption of Cold Jet System: 460 Volts, 403' Full  Load Amps., 60 Hz., 3-Phase 

'Does not  include CO, Tank 



50.00 
[ 1270.00] 
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i. RDS 1000 Remote DeliveF System 

F 97.1 3 [2466.97] 
58.00 [ 1473.201 7 

LENGTH: 97.12 with  tow bar  extended; 58" with tow bar stowed WIDTH: 50" HEIGm. 5237" 

WEIGHT. Approximately 1500 pounds dry 

CO2 PELLET CAPACITY: 640 pounds 

PELLET B L S T  FLOW CAPACTTY: Up to 1000 pounds  per hour 

EFFECTIVE OPERATING PRESSURE W G E :  80 psig @ 150 CFM to 300 psig @ 350 CFM 

OF'TIONAL AIR  DRYER: 250 psig @ 530 CFM and maximum dewpint  
of 40 degrees  Fahrenheit 

POWTR REQUIRE3fE3TS: 120 VXC. 1-Phase, 15 Amps Full Load 

STA'WARD BLAST HOSE LEXGTH: Up to 200 feet 

CONSTRUCTION: A l l  welded steel  frame  and  stainless  steel  panels 
Teflon lined stainless  steel hopper 

CASTERS:  Standard  industria! urethane  tires on steel wheels 



COLD JET, I X .  
PPAH-1500 Du Ice Pelletizer 

C02 PELLET  PRODUCTION  RATE: Variable - 165 to 1500 pounds per hour 

C02 PELLET  DIAMETER  RANGE: 0.123 to 0.458 inches  diameter 
(interchangeable  die plates) 

LENGTH: 7150 inches - WIDTH: 51 inches - H E I G m  76 inches 

WEIGHT Approximately 3500 pounds dry 

POWER  REQUIREMENTS: 160 Volts, 3-Phase. 30 FLA. 60 Hz 

APPROXIMATED C 0 2  USAGE: 360 - 2900 pounds per hour 

CONFIGURATION: Two Pelletizer  Cylinders 
Two Pellet  Loading Chutes 
Independent or coordinated  pelletizer  operation 

PELLJZI'LOAD HEIGHT 54 inches  maximum 

CONS73UCTION: All welded  steel frame and  stainless  steel  panels 
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SYSTEMTM effectively  works on substrates  that  previously  required harsh 
chemicals.  protected  environments, or simply  could  not 

nonsparking  qualities of the ACCUSTRIP SYSTEM".', 
you are no:v able to perform  depainting  and  degreasing 

areas, and  without  costly  downtime. Also, the 
ACCUSTRIP SYSTEM'S unique  application of water 

injection at the nozzle, utilizing ARMEX' Blast Media , 
enables  you to  depaint and degrease equipment  without 

% damaqe to  machined parts or bearings. The variety of 

, ,_ . . .  , - . , -.,. 
- ; r r  . -  . ; ; ' j :  

r 0 4 ,  ...- 

". be  done at all.  Because of the  nontoxic and 

" . "  maintenance  in  one  step, in the  field, in hazardous duty 

exotic  composites  to  concrete. From hydrocarbon 
processing  and  automotive  to  public  utilities and the 

aerospace  industry,  application  after  application is 

MODEL 1.6W and  quality in the blasting industry is evident in  the 
design and construction of the ACCUSTRIP  SYSTEM'". 

This  system is safer for  the  operator  and  the  environment  than any  other  offered 
in the  world today. 

As of this  printing,  there 
are four  standard 

ACCUSTRIP SYSTEMS 
1 available: Model 76W, 7 operator 

I+= 6 cubic ff. media  tank  with 40 gal. 
water  tank Model 76, 7 operator 6 

cubic it. media  tank 
(not  pictured) Model 73, 

ft. media  tank . Model 220, 2 operators 20 cubic 
ft. media  tank. AI1 models  include 

modified 749 Thompson valves, so 
the  operator  can have total 

control of the  media  flow  from 
the  control panel. Each model 

also comes  complete  with 50 ft. 
of  blast  hose  and  high pressure water  hose  with  water 

iniection blast  head for each outlet. 

1 
5 -  

1 MANUFACTURING 



2. a szJ3Lr.j of k'ousmn, 3 ~ , : ~ ~ ~ 1 ~ l  s 7 7  acre SC,TI,Z;S:C reilac:; i.72 7 r : d e  
they take in producing quality products. Their certified ASME ccde 

", *. 1 , " s  

manufacturing facility is staikd with only the finest cr-'* a1 srnen. 
Management  also chose the engineering, marketing and suppcrt 

C 0 M PA N Y P R Q F I L E sold through a worldwide 
equipment is primarily 

distributor network. 
These distributors are supported with 

'field training, in-house seminars 
and an  on-going  program of 

marketing  material on all 
products and  current  innovations. 

SCHMIDT stocks parts for all the 
equipment  they manufacture. 

Whether it's off-the-shelf blasting 
equipment,  custom-made 

t, engineered systems, ACCUSTRIP 
of their patented valves, SCHMIDT 
, INC.'s quality products and quick 

response after the sale are the mainstays of  their 
reputation. 

SCHMIIX 
MANUFACTURING 
INCORPORATED 



M.EDI 
ARMEX! Blast Media ’, manufactured by the 

makers of ARM & HAMMER products; is an odorless,  white 
crystalline material  posing virtually no health or combustion hazards 

when used as directed.  The ARMEX‘ crystal possesses a  unique 
combination of hardness,  specific 

gravity and pH, giving it  exceptional 
capabilities for depainting  and 

degreasing  when  used  with  the 
ACCUSTRIP SYSTEM”. 

ARMEX’ + WATER = ACCUSTRIP” 
WATER \ 

BLAST ‘ROSE \ LONG VENT-URI NOZZLE 
NOZZLE HOLDER 

SPECIFICATIONS 

SCHMIDT 
MANUFACTURING 
INCORPORATED 



F L E X I B l L I T Y - T h e  unretouched  photos  on  this  page  feature  just a few of the 
applications  for  which  the ACCUSTRIP  SYSTEM”” is  the preferred, and  sometimes 

the only, method of depainting  and/or  degreasing. 
THE  FOLLOWING  ITEMS  ARE  EXAMPLES O f  THE  VARIETY OF MATERIALS  THE 

ACCUSTRIP  SYSTEMTM  CAN  DEPAINT  AND/OR  DEGREASE  WITHOUT  COSTLY  DOWNTIME; 
IN SOME  CASES IT IS  THE  ONLY  METHOD  WHICH WILL  PRODUCE A LIKE NEW FINISH. 

Concrete 
Cast Stainless Steel 
Cast Aluminum  And Glass 
Cast Iron 
Thin Gauge Aluminum  And Galvanized Steel 
Aviation Alloy  And Adhesives 
ABS  Plastic, Fiberglass  And  Polyurethane 



distributor. 

v BLAsTm 
The “ARM EX ’ logo”  and word 
“ARMEX’ ” are  registered 
trademarks of Church & Dwight 
Co.,  Inc. 

a 

The “ARM 8 HAMMER’ logo” and 
the words “ARM & HAMMER’ ” are 
registered  trademarks of Church & 
Dwight  Co.,  Inc. 

- 

(0 1991 SCHMIDT MANUFACNRING. INC SMl-2!91 25M 



Wet-Type High Energy Air Washers 
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T BOTTOM OR CONE 
TOM STYLE 

:E?JT3l-S?4AY h i r  'Nasher i s  mace :n two OZSIC 

3ura:lons: ?la: Sottom and cone zo;;om. The -0s: 
l o c ~ y  use5 I S  the f lat   bot tom UEI; wtth I t s  self- 
lnea reservotr. 
:one bonom Alr Washer IS availaole for use w o r e  the 
3aa :s  axcesslvely heavy. as in foundry ooerarlons or 
? ;he unli  must Se exoosta ;o oe!ow  freerlng :?TO- 
res. The cone Dottom unir IS ;ne same as [he ''5; 
m j;'/lO In every resoec:. excel:  :?e :vater ross"i0lr I S  
ra ln lna  8: inUK down. 

Venturi qpe 
The  Modular Venturi is a high  efficiency  collec- 
tor  with moderate to low pressure drop  require- 
ment One Venturi module is used for each 5,000 
CFM  capacity  and  insures  reliable  operation  and 
uniform efficiency. 

HOW IT WORKS 
A recirculating pump feeds water t o  the non-clogging  jet 
positioned  at each Venturi  inlet. The air  stream  induces  the 
jet  water  into the throat  of  the  Venturi  where the turbulent 
mixing  of the air  and  water occurs. The expanding  air-water 
mixture is then impinged  on  the  modular  Venturi discharge 
cover  which Nrns the air stream  180'and  completes  the 
wash operation. 

STANDARD APPLICATIONS 
Oil Mist 
Foundw Oust  and Sand 
Engine  Exhaust 
Machining  Operations 
Grinding  Operations 
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stributor Type 
otating  Distributor  Air Scrubber is a proven 
ive way of generating a high  efficiency water 
o f  a contaminated air stream. 
ollector operates with an extremely  low pressure 
through the unit since the cleaning is achieved by 
elocity  of a mechanically generated  water pattern. 

IT WORKS 

:an shaft is connecred. for direct drive, to the lower 
butor and pump shaft.  The pump, ooeratlng venically 
2 solution tank. l i f t s  a large volume low pressure  water 
,y to the  mechanical distributor which in  turn generates a 
velocity horizontal spray pattern. The  spray panern is  
-ated from the  center o f  a tubular cleanlng  duct  through 
-I al l  the contaminated air flows. 

COlleCtOr wpe is furntshed with aither of W o  distrib- 
designs. As shown in the insen pic:ures.  the  standard . 
)r bladetype  unit is  selec:ed deoenaing  on  the soil. 
and belt polish exhaus:  uses tne  blaae s-le unit to 
re self-cleaning operatlon. 

I.NDARD APPL ICAT IONS 

Impingement lype 
The  Impingement Air Scrubber  incorporates the 
simplest principle of operation to  achieve  clean air 
from various industrial  applications. The unit has 
the ability of being efficiently applied to a wide 
range of air-borne contaminants. The wide accep- 
tance of this collector, in the few  years that it has 
been on the market, is attributed to the facr that 
the fan is the only  moving  component. 

HOW IT  WORKS 
The air inlet of the Impingement Collector incorPorates 
a segmented plenum  which compresses the  incomlng 
air  against  the  surface of  the  water in the  collector tank. 
This  plenum  generates contacr between the alr  and water 
and  the  pressure drop a t  ihts aoint induces a larqe volume 
of water into the  air  stream.  The  wened  alr  then sasses 
through  imoingement vanes to insure  complete  washing 
of the  intramcd soil. For proper ooeratlon the  water level 
mu= be malntained to  a plus or mcnus  one lncn  tolerance. 

STANDARD  APPLICATIONS 
C a n  Iron Machinlng 
Buff and  Polish 
DUSK and  Sand Handling 
Leather  and  Rubber DUSK 

Iron Machining 
and  Polish , 

3versmay Collec:lon 
and  Sand Handling, etc. 

list 
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3 R  CERTIFIED  DIMENSIONS  CONTACT  CENTRI-SPRAY 

ZENi3 I-SPRAY ' Wet Scrubber  installatlons  have 
:onsisrently  proven t o  meet all applicable State and Federal 
xandaras.  Exoerlenced  Professional Sales Englneermg, and 
Laboratory personnel are avallable to assist you In the 
;elemon of approoriate collecrlon equipment t o  meet your 
;pecliic  requtrements. 
Yhere  chemical  additives will enhance and/or  sunam t h e  
erformance of a wet  scrubber  applicarlon.  sultable 

:hemlcal  pr0duc:s  are available from rhe Ajem: 
iaboratorles Divtslon  of the CENTRI-SPRAY  CORP- 
3RATION. A s;aff of speclallzed  cnemlsts  and  englneers. 
:hemic21 laboratory  facrlitles.  and  produc: test klts corrsle- 
nent ;'e servce  dvallable for your atr pollut:on  control 
w e d s .  





PRNCIPLES OF OPERATION 
The  Centri-Spray3 \\-et Tvpe Centrifugally Gener- 

ated Water Sprav Air Washer is a complete, self- 
contained airpollution control unit. 

Its fan,  water pump. air  distributor, high kinetic 
energy  water  spray  generator, and moisture elimina- 
tors, are all contained in a single housing, including 
the wash solution  resewoir.  The unit is powered  by a 
single motor, which is mounted on the  side of the  fan 
housing, and which drives  the fan, pump, and powerful 
water  spray senerator from a single shaft. 

The contaminated  air is drawn into the  homing 
through  a  large  inclined inlet. B d e s  direct  the con- 
taminated  air  downward, aaoss the  surface of the 
wash solution  and into the wash  chamber. The con- 
taminated  air is then  subjected to a uniform 360” high 
kinetic  energy  water  spray.  Water droplets, traveling 
at high  speed, impinge on the dirt particulates in the 
air,  capturing  the  contaminants  and draining back into 
the reservoir. 

The clean  washed air continues upward through 
moisture  eliminators,  which remove airborne water 
droplets.  Clean,  droplet-free air is then exhausted 
through  the fan housing and air ducts, back into the 
work area or into  the atmosphere. 

The  Centri-Sprap A i r  Washer is the most  efficient 
unit of its kind available. In many industrial applica- 
tions, state  boards of health have dowed Centri- 
Sprays washed air to be returned to the work area, 
from cast iron machining operations, elec&oplating 
processes, certain  foundry applications and many other 
industrial  installations. 
CAPACIcrIES 

The Centri-SpraF Air Washer is available m capac- 
ities from 4000 dm to 42,OOO cfm, in a single unit 
Multiple unit installations  range up to 500,000 cfm or 
larger, as required. 
STATIC PRESSURE 

The pressure  drop  inside an Air Washer unit is at a 
minimum,  varying from 2%’’ standard water gauge 
pressure up to  only 4” or 3”. The high performance 
efficiency of these units depends on the high kinetic 
energy  water  spray,  and  does not rquire a high static 
pressure across the wash zone. 
WATER CONSULCiPTION 

Water consumption in a flat  bottom Air Washer, with 
a  recirculating  water system, is only that amount re- 
quired to replace  evaporation loss. Once the self- 
contained  reservoir is filled, the only additional  water 
needed is make-up water to maintain the  required 
worldng level. This is controlled automatically with 
float actuated valves in a  side t?nk, which is an integral 
p& of the air washer. 

POWER CONS~lPT’ION 
The horsepower  requirements of a Centri-Sprap Air 

Washer  are  determined by  the cubic feet of air moved 
per  minute; the volume of water to be sprayed; the 
static pressure required to move air in the total  duct- 
work  system, and  the  particulate removal  efficiency 
required to meet local air pollution control regulations. 

A standard smaI1 or medium sized air washer  re- 
quires 5 to 6 horsepower per 1000 cubic feet of air 
moved. This includes the power required to drive  the 
pump  and generate  the  water  spray. In larger units, 
this power requirement wiil vary from 3 to 5 horse- 
power per lo00 cfm. 

However, the power requirement can, in some cases, 
r e d  10 horsepower per IO00 cfm. This would  be 
where a very high static pressure exists in the ducts, 
and where the  iniet  loading is unusually heavy, and 
when extreme  efficiency is required in cspturing air- 
borne particles of micron and submicron size. 

CONSTRUCTION -.. .. MATERULS 
Normally, a Centri-SpraF Air Washer is constructed 

of standard  carbon steel components. However, if the 
unit must work in a  corrosive or abrasive atmosphere, 
the components will be  constructed (at  extra cost) of 
stainless steel, inert  plastic and other corrosion or 
abrasive resistant materials. 

- 
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FLEXIBILITY OF DESICS 
The Crntri-Sprayc Air Iyasher offers a flexibility of 

design,  size.  and application which  can be matched 
to almost  any  ..iir_Pollution Control requirement.  Even 
after initial  design and installation.  these  units  mav 
be easily  modified to meet the demands of chan$ng 
production requirements,  or  tightening of local  air 
pollution control  regulations. 

This versatility has made it  possible to apply  these 
units to  virtually  every pTe of manufacturing process. 
They are currently removing airborne particulate 
matter in manufacturing plants a11 over the world. 
METAL WORELYG ISDUSTRT 
APPLICATIOSS 

These units  will  effectively  remove  large, small and 
submicron size airborne particles of grinding dust, 
machining particulate, abrasives,  oil  mists,  polishing 
and b u h g  residues, and chemical fumes  from  various 
industrial processes. In addition they  offer  sustained 
performance under continuous operating conditions. 

These units are successfuIly  removing airborne con- 
taminants as follows: 

Cast iron machining Paint overspray 
Buffing an-d polishing  Asbestos dust 

Leather dust - Shot blast operations 
Rubber  dust . Sand 

.."._ 

Oilmist . Magnesium  machining 

Lint Foundry snag ,&ding 
"Fiberglass and many others 

CHEMICAL PROCESSNG INDUSTRY 
APPLICATIONS 

The Centri-SprayQJ Air Washer  can  be considered a 
'chemical reaction vcsseL"  'These wet type air washers 
have found widespread use in removal of airborne 
chemical fumes  from electroplating and anodizing 
operations, cyanide treabnent, chemical  manufacture, 
h x  fumes,  resin treated fiberglass and many other 
sources of chemical fumes. With its  closed,  recirculat- 
mg water system,  specific  chemicals can be added to 
the wash solution  to help absorb, neutralize, and effici- 
ently remove airborne chemically  active and corrosive 
fumes. 

'The chemical reagents d o w  the Air Washers  to 
simdtaneously absorb or destroy airborne chemicals, 
as well as remove any solid particulate  matter in  the 
contaminated air: 

Centri-Sprap Air Washers are currently removing 
airborne chemical  fumes  from: 

A. 

".. - 
- Coke gas Diesel exhaust 
Chromic acid Remelt furnace fumes 
'Nitric acid Cyanide fumes 
'Caustic soda Aluminum  melting 
Hydrochloric acid zinc fumes 
Sulphuric acid - and many  others 

me Centri-SpraF Air Washer has  been  used  to 
reclaim many valuable airborne materials. 

Chemical compounds, valuable metals,  plastic  mold 
dust  and other items have been reclaimed  where  the 
economics warranted their further processing. 

RECLhl?riri\;G v.&iuABLE MATERIALS 
- 

Each .\ir \l'a>hc-r is equipped tvith jot11e t\.pe of 
system to rcrnot'e .wxrrluiatcd sludge. depending on 
customrr prcferencr. Tt1cs.t. )vsterns are drsisnrd to 
remove the settled. suspended or floatins  contaminants 
that are captured. If reciaimin: is practical. a drum 
type filter system can be installed  to  remove  the ac- 
cumulated  solids in a semi-dy form, and  automatically 
deposit  this  residue in containen suitable for the 
reclaiming process. 
If the material to be reclaimed is 3 chemical. then 

select reasents can be added to  the  wash  solution,  to 
react and  absorb the chemical into  solution. Then this 
solution  can  be  reprocessed  to separate the valuable 
components. 

FLAT BOTTOM STYLE 
The Centri-Spray8 .Air Washer is made in hvo basic 

codprations: flat bottom and cone  bottom. The most 
commonly  used is the flat  bottom  unit  with  its  self- 
contained  reservoir. This style is used with both heaw 
and light  inlet loading, for all general  purpose appli- 
cations. It offerf the advantage.of a closed, recircuiat- 
mg wash  solution  system and can be  located =There  
m a manufacturing plant. It requires only connection 
to plant services and ductwork, or  isolated  dust  hoods, 
for  immediate operation. These units can be used to 
service one small machine or operation, aad exhaust 
clean  air  back to the immediate work area, or they  can 
be attached to  existing duct systems  and  service  many 
manufacturing  operations. 

CONE BOTTOM STYLE 
A cone  bottom Air Washer is also ovaiiable  for  use 

where  the dirt load is excessively heaw, as in foundry 
operations or where the unit must  be  exposed  to  below 
freezing temperatures. The cone  bottom unit is the 
same as the  flat bottom style in evev respect,  except 
the water reservoir is self draining at shut down. The 
dirty wash solution is drained to a remotely located 
tank or  settling  basin where solids  are  sedimented,  or 
filtered,  and  removed before the  wash  solution is re- 
circulated to the system. The same  sustained  efficiency 
under  continuous operating conditions is built  into the 
cone  bottom  style  unit, as it is in the  flat  bottom  style. 



RECIRCLL4TISG CLEXY AIR 
'The hish efficirncv of the Centri-Sprad Air IVasher 

will  allow recirculition of clean washed air back  to 
the work ?rea on most applications. h n v  State Boards 
of Health Kive tested installations where the air, 
washed clean bv these units, was found  to be  cleaner 
than  the  normai air surrounding  the plant. 

Due to this careful  testing and evaluation, clean 
washed air has been recirculated back  to the work 

ACCESSORIES: 
CLEXYLYG F.4CILITIES 

All Centri-Sprays Air Washers are quipped with 
some m e 3 ~  of removin contaminated wash solution 
or  accumulated  sludge f rom the wash water, depend- 
ing on the  type 3nd quantity of particulate  matter to 
be collected, as follows: 
RESERVOIR DR4IX 

Air Washers designed only  for  removal of undesir- 
able  airborne  chemical fumes,  oil  mist or fumes from 
pIating  operations need only  be  provided with  a  drain 

ipe  and valve, as shown, so that  contaminated wash 
{quid  c3n be  drained from the Air Washer reservoir. 
This  drain  should  be  attached to suitable piping, so 
that strong  chemical concentrations are  directed  to 

rocessing points for neutralization or removal of harm- 
K1 chemical components before draining to sanitary 
sewer systems. 

Air Washer  installations where the dirt load is light 
and composed of  material  that will  easily settle to the 
bottom of the Air Washer,  need only be provided with 
a hand  clean  out tank, as shown  in Figure F. 
DRUM FILTER 

Air Washers designed  to collect heavy or  light loads 
of h e  airborne dust or dirt particles, such as grinding 
dust from metal,  rubber,  leather, Iastic, e t c  or other 
h e  particles of material  that woupb remain m suspen- 
sion in the wash solution, should have a drum type 
liquid fijter as an integral  part of the unit. 

The emanent media drum type filter will remove 
-en B ed solids from the wash  solution, and deposit 
them into a  container  for disposal or reclaiming. The 
drum filter is ideally  suited for reclaiming valuable 
materials, as the  accumlated  sludge is deposited in a 
semi-dry condition  into  a gondola or other  container 
for easy handling. 
DRAG CONVEYOR 

The most commonly used  method of removing ac- 
cumulated  solids from the wash  solution is the  Drag 
Conveyor. This unit can  be  built as an integral part of 
the Air Washer  and will automatically. remove a11 
heaw settled  particles collected, and deposit them in- 

All Centri-SpraF Air Washers are  available  with 
hand type lubrication systems for the motor, fan, pump 
and  disbibutor  shaft bearings. As this type of system 
is dependent on human responsibilities for adequate 
lubrication  procedures, it is ako subject to human 
fraiities and possible errors. Therefore, it is recom- 
mended that  each .Air Washer be equipped with an 
automatic  lubrication system. 

FIG. E FIG. F 

NG. G . Air Washer Drum Fitter 
-~ 

FtG. H Air Washer with  Integral  Drag  Conveyor 

FIG. I Auutomaac Luorication  System with Pressure 
Rz!iei Valves 



W.4TER DISTRIBUTOR BE-UISCS 
Centri-Spray; .Air li'ashers are availabic with t \ w  

types of bottom.xv?ter  distributor  bearings. The sealed 
ball type  bearing, Figure J ,  and  the  Oilite  sleeve  type 
bearing, Figure K. Both  bearings offer certain advan- 
ta,oes depehding $n application of the Air Washer. 

For all normal d u c  applications.  the  Oilite  sleeve 
bearing is recommended.  This  bearing is an integral, 
part of the pump housing  assembly, is less expensive, 
easy  to  maintain. and has  proven  its durability in 
thousands of applications. 

The sealed ball Q-pe bearing is recommended where 
excessively  heavy dirt loads are  encountered, such as 
in foundry installations,  or  any  similar application 
where a large amount of coarse  material  would be 
present in the air to be washed. 
WATER DISTRIBUTOR 

Two different  types of water  distributors are avail- 
able, each with certain performance  qualities required 
to efficiently handle specific soils. 

Figure L is the bar  t,pe water  distributor, intended 
for general purpose  applications. If excessive  amounts 
of corrosive materials will  be  encountered,  this unit 
can  be constructed of exotic  metals  to  resist the corro- 
sive effect of the  liquid. Also, if the  airborne particulate 
is very abrasive, the  bar tlvpe water distributor can 
be coated with Urethane or  other  abrasive resistant 
material. 

Figure 31 illustrates the Wane"  type water distribu- 
tor,  which  has been designed  for  effective application 
on stringy, sticky type particulate matter,  such as the 
residue from b f f i g  and polishing  operations. 

The type of water distributor required for each in- 
stallation must be carefully  engineered  to provide 
optimum performance and durability.  Therefore, it is 
essential that  the  actual materials  present in the con- 
taminated air be detennined accurately,  before  design 
and construction of each Air Washer. 
" 

': - .m-DISCHARGE DALMPER ' 

Installations where existing  ductwork  does not in- 
corporate an adequate air damper  control,  it is recom- 
mended that an Air Discharge  Damper (Fig. X )  be 
included with each Air Washer.  This is essential to 
maintain static pressure in the  unit and maintain 
operating efficiency. 
MOISTURE ELIMINATORS 

Moisture eliminator sets  used in the Air Washer can 
be made from  high  molecular  weight  polypropylene, 
as shown in Figure 0, or heaw gauge  galvanized steel 
(Figure P 1. 

These ri,oid, heat  treated plastic  units are light 
weigh&  shock  resistant, require no metal  fasteners to 
maintain shape and are easier to  clean. They require 
onlv periodic washing with  cold  or  warm water to 
remove  any accumulated dust or  dirt. 

The galvanized metal moisture  eliminators are less 
expensive and perform  equally  well under most  cir- 
cumstances.  However,  they  are  heavier and must be 
removed  from  the  housing for periodic  cleaning. Also, 
it is sometimes  necessary to  use a steam cleaner to 
remove accumulated deposits of dust  and  dirt. 

". - 
".. 

. .  
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FIG. K 

FIG. L FIG. M 

FIG. N 

FIG. 0 
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GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS 
adjustment of belt  terrjion.  prolongs life of belts, 
and  eliminates  efficiencv loss from  slippage. 

h n v  design features. standard on  Centri-SprayZ 
Air Wisheq, 3re not found even at estra cost  on  com- 

LThe bottom  of ai1 Centri-Sprays hir lyashers is 

petitive  units. These features reduce mainte nance 
supported of the floor with a built-in  ,orid of angle 

costs, and extend the expected life of the Air Washer. 
nrpports  which  prevents  bottom rusting. 

3. All Cmtri-Spray8 Dr3g Conveyors provide adjust- 
1. Each  Centri-Spfiya Air Washer is equipped with  ment  for  chain tension. to  assure that  drag flights 

" - 

a 'flag type" motor mount,  which  allows  simple  efficiently  remove accumulated sludge. 

. .  - .  

-. . .  .". 
For your convenience in estimating duct s)rstem 

requirements,  you may use the nomograph shown 
above. This graph, along with the dimensional chart 
showing Air Washer  capacity  and  physicd size, will 
help you determine approximate sizes and values for 

." 

STYLE ' 4 k- CONE STYLE BOTTOM 

! 
I 
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most average Air Washer systems. A more  detailed 
anaiysis  must be made, to identify airborne partic- 
ulate  matter  to be removed, before an efficient  system 
CM be designed. 

Write or c a l l  today, and a Centri-Spra? sales engi- 
neer  will work with  you  to determine the kind  of 
system  you  will require to meet your local air pollution 
control regulations. 



MlNNESOTA 
TECHNICAL 
ASSISTANCE Reducing solvent emissions 
PROGRAM from vapor degreasers 

>. 

FACT SHEET 

The following information identifies the numerous factors aiiecting solvent emissions, 
and provides detailed information on how to reduce these emissions. In individual 
degreasing operations, these factors are likely to  vary significantly in importance. 

Emissions Due to Drag-out 

duction techniaues 
Estimated 

% Reduction - 

(1) Withdraw parts from the  degreaser when they stop dripping. 60% 
Withdrawing moist parts from the vapor zone results in a 60% 
reduction in solvent emissions  compared to  withdrawing dripping 
parts. Parts should be left in  the vapor  zone  (below the cooling 
coils) at least  until no  drops are visible on the  parts. 

Note.  Parts that are wet and  dripping  usually  indicate  that the 
temperature of  the parts is considerably less than the vapor 
temperature When this occurs, the rinsing effect of the vapor 
degreaser may not be f i l l y  utilized and the parts may  remain dirty. 
Rinsing (vapor  degreasing) may not be necessary in this  application 

Hold parts in the  freeboard  zone until all parts are 
completely dry. Holding parts for a short  time just above the 
cooling  coils in  the freeboard zone can result in 40% less  emissions 
than if the  parts  are immediately withdrawn from the vapor zone. 
When removing parts from the degreaser, hold parts in the vapor 
zone  (below the cooling  coils) at least  until all dripping from the 
parts stops (one to  two minutes, for smaller parts). Then  leave 
parts in the freeboard zone until  all parts are completely dry. If 
time allows, lengthen  the hold time in  the vapor  zone. 

40% 

. Note.  During  the vapor wne  hold, vapors condense on  the cold part, 
completely  coating it in liquid As the  part w a r n  up  and 
approaches the vapor  temperature,  liquid  will drip off the part fmter 
than it recondenses. Some  liquid  will remain on  the  part  until it 
reaches the vapor temperature,  which will  take a long time 
Therefore, for all  practical  purposes  residual  liquid  will  remain 
when  parts are removed from vapor. I f  parts are taken  immediately 
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Estimated 
% Reduction 

out<f the degreaser this residual  liquid  will  quickly evaporate into 
the  unsaturated  air  and be lost. If  there is a  hold in the  fieeboard 
zone, the residual  liquid  will still evaporate quickly  into  the 
unsaturated  air,  but since the solvent vapor is heavier than air and 
is still directly above the unit,  much of the vapor will fi3I back into 
the vapor zone and be recaptured 

The best way to control drag+ut emissions is  through the use of a 
programmable  transport system, since even with excellent training 
on  the need and  methods for controlling  emissions, it is physically 
difficult,  if not  impossible, fir a person to hold heavy parts away 
from their bodies for any  length of time. If programmable  transport 
systems  cannot be justified, set up a stand for hanging p& or 
baskets at appropriate levels, and provide t i w s  to keep the hold 
time above the minimum required fir your  application 

(3) Use parts holding fixtures that  promote better drainage. . The effect of using  better  fixtures for holding parts (racks or 
baskets)  was  not  measured. Position parts so draining is promoted 
and  liquid hold- up is minimized.  Minimize the surface area,  the 
weight,  and  the  heat capacity of the  fixture or basket to reduce 
drag-out caused by the  parts holder.  Consider using a rotating 
basket to drain complex parts. 

Emissions  Due  to  Diffusion 

duction  techniauee 

Add  freeboard  height  to  degreasers. Degreasers with 75% freeboard 1530% 
will  have  about 30% less  solvent emissions than  degreasers  with 
45% freeboard  when  both  are  idling  and open. Degreasers with 
100% freeboard will have  about 15% less  solvent emissions when 
idling than ones with 75% freeboard. 

% freeboard = OOD o f  the cooling coils to  the ZiD distance) x ZOQ 
width (shorter  dimension) of the &greaser mouth 

Keep  an  idling  degreaser  covered. A covered, idling  degreaser 
will  have  about 15% less emissions than  an uncovered degreaser. 

15% 

Note:  Drafts or inadequate freeboard or chiller  capacity  would 
greatly  increase the value of covers. 

Reduce  vapor  displacement. The effect  on emissions caused  by U n k n O W n  
high volume parts displacing vapors above the w o h g  coils was not 
measured. Try slower hoist speeds or the stop-and-go technique to  



Estimated 
% Reduction 

correcta displacement problem. A withdrawal speed of less than 
10 feet-per-minute (fpm) may  be required for large loads. 

Note:  Both of the above techniques  allow  the condenser coils to c o o l  
the vapor before it is lost. Vapor  displacement  works on  the same 
principle that causes the level of water in a tub to rise when a solid 
object is placed in that tub. Vapors above the coils are more likely to 
dimse  out  as they warm up, and  they are more likely to be &d 
out by drafts or by parts being withdrawn 

Emissions  Due  to  External  Drafts 

Reduction techniaues 

(1) Avoid  using  lip  vents, or keep  vents turned off. A degreaser 
without, lip  vents (or ve& turned off) will have 15% less solvent 
emission than  a degreaser with a vent. 

Note: Odors or high .concentrations of solvent in the workplace , 

generally come from  liquid solvent dragged out  on  parts, splashed 
out by  sprays, or leaked from external  fittings. The lip  vent  will 
never  capture these emissions.  First, correct your procedures, and 
then  use a lip vent  only if additional  protection for workers is  
needed Or use a lip  vent in conjunction with a scrubber to l imit  
emissions  from  your  building.  Then, if possible, compensate for the 
higher  vapor losses by adding freeboard to your degreaser. 

15% 

(2) Eliminate  external drafts around  the  degreaser. The effect l l n k n O W I 3  

on solvent emissions from a degreaser  after  eliminating  external 
drafts from fans and ventilators (possibly the chiller fan), compared 
to  a degreaser exposed to drafts, was  not measured. 

Note: The effect will depend primarily on the speed and  direction of . 
the  drafl. Use the  lip  vent  estimate described above as a point of 
comparison To reduce or eliminate  drafts, redirect air away from 
degreasers, consider placing baffles  around the degreaser or between 
the degreaser  and the  draft source, or eliminate the source  of drafts. 

Emissions  Due  to  Internal  Drafts 

Reduction techniaues 

(1) Slow the  speed at which parts are moved. Parts moved 
through  the vapor zone at speeds of 10 fpm vertically will have 
emissions that  are 30% less than  parts moved at 20 fpm. 

30% 



Estimated 
% Reduction 

Not& Manual moving of parts is typically in the 30-1 00 fPm range. 
If  parts  with large cross-sections are moved between sumps in a more 
sophisticated degreaser, horizontal speeds may be important  also to 
avoid  drafis.  Slower speeds are recommended for very heavy  loads 
to avoid  vapor collapse. 

(2) Keep  large  cross-sections of parts SO% smaller  than the r l n k n O W l l  

corresponding  degreaser  section. The effect of emissions of 
parts  with very large cross-sections in the direction of movement 
through  the vapor zone was not measured. As a rule keep the 
cross-sectional areas of parts less than 50% of the corresponding 
degreaser section. 

(3) Sliding  covers  may  reduce  drafts  and  turbulence. The unkn0m 

effect of using  a  sliding cover  compared with  using  a  hinged, 
or lifting cover was not measured. Each time  a  hinged cover is 
opened, induced drafts and  turbulence will carry out some vapor. 
The  magnitude will depend primarily on  how often the  degreaser is 
uncovered and how fast  air moves  above the degreaser. If lip  vents 
are used, place the  sliding cover between the  vent  and  the vapor. 

Emissions  Due to the  Use of Sprays 

dudion  techniaues 
Estimated 

% ReductlQg 

(1) Minimize  the use of sprays,  and  keep  sprays at temperatures 30-508 
near the  boiling  point. Not using  solvent  sprays  inside  a 
degreaser will result in 30-5076 less solvent emissions than if 
sprays  are used.  Minimize spray use and &sure that spray 
temperatures  are  near  the solvent boiling point - avoid cold sprays 
in a vapor degreaser. 

. Note:  Use of sprays  may  indicate that either the  solvent or the  vapor 
&greasing operation is inadequate for your cleaning  task - review 
your options. Sprays increase emissions  by  inducing drafts inside 
the degreaser, and  the spray stream itself will carry air or vapor 
along  with it. Cool or cold spray will condense vapors, thereby 
collapsing  the vapor blanket  and  sucking  air below the cooling coils. 
At a minimum, this air will cany some vapor out  with it as the 
vapor blanket is reestablished  and pushes  the air out. (Note - as 
long as the vapor blanket is collapsed, the unit is not functioning as 
a vapor degreaser). Careless  spraying can  result in liquid  solvent 
being  splattered out of the degreaser entirely. 

30% (2) Keep  the  spray  nozzle  below  the  cooling coils. Holding the 
spray nozzle  below the cooling  coils will result  in 30% less 
emissions than if the nozzle is kept above the vapor blanket. 

- (continued 



Estimated 
% Reduction 

Consider=positioning the spray nozzle permanently below the coils 
and  manipulate  the  part for cleaning. 

Note:  Drafts  that are above the cooling coils in the degreascr are 
more likely  to carry vapors  out of the  unit entirely. 

(3) Use  short  spray bursts. Keeping spray bursts short will resuit 
in 15% less solvent emissions than spraying for intervals longer 
than 10 seconds. 

Note: Long  bursts of spray  induce larger drafts  and are more likely 
to collapse the vapor blanket. 

Reducing Solvent  Emissions by Purchasing New Equipment 

duction techniaues 

(1) Superheat the  vapor. Raising the vapor temperature above 
its normal boiling point (superheating) will  reduce  emissions by 
90% compared with  having  the vapor temperature at  the solvent’s 
boiling point. 

Note: The elevated temperature  allows  parts to dry in the vapor  zone 
completely and  quickly. In  a  standard depeaser design, parts 
remain wet with solvent as long as thgt remain in the vapor zone 
Drying  reduces or eliminates  the need for a freeboard hold The 
superheated vapor temperature would typically be 150% of the 
normal  boiling  point.  Retrofitting an existing degreaser with 
superheated  vapor  may be possible in some cases. 

(2) Install freeboard  cooling coils. Adding  freeboard  cooling  coils 
(0°F)  near  the top of the degreaser will  reduce idling losses  by 15%. 

Note: F’reeboard coils are  a second set of coiling coils placed in the 
freeboard zone, and are usually refrigerated neeboard coils 
decrease diffusion by keeping  vapors cold  and heavy; heavy  vapors 
are  less  susceptible  to  drafts. However, these coils  add cost and 
dehumidifj,  air in the freeboard zone. This  additional water can 
overwhelm  standard  water separators, which can lead to  solvent 
acidification,  equipment  damage, .and high waste  disposal costs. 
Make  sure  your water separator is adequate for the task, or better 
provide a second, large, water separator for the Freeboard coils. 

(3) Install secondary  condenser coils. For  HCFC’s  (modelled using 
CFC-11 [a refrigerant]), adding secondary  coils (0°F) just above the 
p r i m q  condenser coil (45°F) reduces  CFC-11 idling losses  by 70%. 

15% 

90% 

15% 

70% 



(4) Instal a third coil for  dehumidification. Adding a  third, 
dehumidification coil (0°F)  near  the degreaser lip reduces CFC-11 
idling losses by an additional 80%. 

Note:  DuPont  (Ramsey, 1991) recently recommended a three coil 
system to control idling  emissions  fkom  the new HCFC's. A main 
coil (T=5Oo3J condenses  most  solvent A second coil (0"m overlaps 
or is slightly above the main coil and captures  additional solvent. A 
third coil located near the lip of the  unit  dehumidifies the air, which 
prevents ice build-up  on the secondary coiL 

From this it can be inferred that for higher  boiling  halogenated 
solvents  (eg., CFC-113 or trichloroethane), the best coil configuration 
would be a dehumidification coil operating at the same temperature 
(0°F)  as the main condenser coil  to eliminate  internal convection 
currents. 

Estimated 
% Reduction 

80% 

The  information  in  this fact sheet is based on tests run by Branson, Inc. of D a n b q ,  
Conne&icut, and E.I. DuPont De Nemours and Company of Willmington, Delaware, 
as well as tests compiled  by the U.S.  EPA. Branson directly  measured  solvent loss 
under  various conditions intended to simulate  typical  industrial  situations.  Tests 
were run on both CFC-113 and l,l,l-trichloroethane. DuPont tests t o  measure  idling 
losses were run  using CFC-11 as  a  surrogate for  HCFC  123. 

Manufacturers of vapor degreasers and solvent are  a good source of advice on emission 
reduction.  The  manufacturer of your equipment may  be able to provide assistance in 
reducing  the emissions from  your  specific unit. 
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Checklists for identifying 
waste reduction opportunities 

i. 

Waste reduction is receiving increasing attention as an alternative to waste disposal. 
Waste  reduction will not only reduce your disposal costs, it  also can reduce your  long 
term  liability  and raw  materials costs, and improve the public image of your company. 
Waste  reduction  can be achieved in a number of ways including improved house- 
keeping, more efficient processing equipment, waste segregation, reusing/recycling 
spent  materials,  and product changes. 

The  attached checklists are designed t o  assist you in  evaluating your  waste streams 
and  identifying  waste reduction opportunities to evaluate for your shop. MnTAP 
recognizes that each company's operations are  unique  but  these checklists may  help 
identify some waste reduction possibilities. The  checklists cover the following areas: 

1. Operating procedures 
2. Cleaning 
3. Machining 
4. Plating/metal finishing 
5. Cbating/painting 
6. Formulating 

MnTAP  staff are  available to  answer  your  questions  over the phone or on-site once 
you have completed the checklists. This  will -help ensure  the most effective 
assistance. MnTAP has also gathered vendor and technical  information for many of 
the options  listed which can be useful in assessing  your  opportunities. In addition, 
lists of vendors who provide recycling services on a contract  basis  are  available korn 
&TAP if it is  not  feasible t o  implement the options listed on the checklists. Please 
contact MnTAP with any questions you may  have at (612) 627-4646 or toll free (in 
Minnesota o d y )  at (800) 247-0015. 

If you know of any options that are not  listed  but would be beneficial to  list, or if have 
comments  about the checklists in general  please feel .free to  call. We need feedback 
on how we can improve our services to  better assist Minnesota businesses with  waste 
reduction. 

1313 5 t h  Strwt SE Suite BO+ 
Minneepolia, Minnesota 56414-4804 

(6121 627-6666 
LBO01 247-0015 (Minnraota only1 

FAX (6121 687-4769 
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by Pat  Buresh 

REDUCTION OF SOLVENT EMISSIONS FROM VAPOR DEGREASERS 

Eiutchinson  Technology,  Inc. (HTI) implemented a number o f  low c o s t ,  low 
technology  procedures   to   reduce   emiss ions   and   prevent   so lvent   loss  from two . 

open-top  freon (CFC-113) vapor   degreasers   (Branson  #l   and $2). ET1 is a 
computqr  components  manufacturer  that  uses f r e o n   v a p o r   d e c e a s i n g   s y s t e m s   t o  

remove  f luxes  and  other   res idues  remaining on t h e   f l e x i b l e   p r i n t e d   c i r c u i t s  

from the   so lder ing   process .   Wi th   re la t ive ly   minor   changes  i n  ope ra t ion ,  

so lven t   emis s ions  from t h e  two degrease r s  w e r e  reduced by approximate ly  35 

percen t .  

The w a s t e  survey  conducted at RTI on t h e   v a p o r   d e g r e a s e r s   i n d i c a t e d  that 
an   average   o f  6.1 GPD f r eon  w a s  lost from  Branson # l  and  an  average  of 

2 .1  GPD from Branson #2. Proper   opera t ion   of  a number o f   f a c t o r s  w a s  

conf i rmed  such  as p r o p e r   f r e e b o a r d   r a t i o  (loo%), and t he   ope ra t ion   o f  

f r e e b o a r d   c h i l l e r s ,   w i t h   s a t i s f a c t o r y   c o o l i n g  water temperature. O p t i o n s   f o r  

reducing   emiss ions  from each   deg rease r  were addres sed  separately. 

Branson 91 is used p r i m a r i l y   t o  remove f l u x e s   a n d   o t h e r   r e s i d u e  left on 

t h e  par ts  by   t he   so lde r ing   p rocess .  It is a two sump vapor   degreaser   with a 
s o l v e n t   c a p a c i t y   o f  75 gal lons,   equipped  with a prograxmnable t ranspor t   and  a 

s o l v e n t   r e c o v e r y  still. A t  t h e  time o f   t h i s   p r o j e c t ,  50% of   t he   c l ean ing  

o p e r a t i o n s   w i t h   t h i s   u n i t  were done  with an au tomated   t r anspor t  system. 

Measures   taken  to   reduce  emissions from t h i s   vapor   deg rease r   i nc luded :  

o reprogramming  the   t ranspor t  so t h a t  more c l ean ing   ope ra t ions   cou ld  

t ake   advan tage   o f  its use, 

o t u r n i n g   o f f   t h e  l i p  ven t ,  and 
o r e p l a c i n g   t h e  rack p r o t e c t i v e   c o a t i n g   w i t h  a non-absorbent material. 



2. 

While  attempts  were  made  to  document  the  effect  of  each  change by 

repeated daily readings of solvent  level in the  still,  this  could not  be done 
conclusively.  The  one  change  that  appeared  easiest  to  document  was of the 
approximately a 25% emissions  reduction by turning off the lip vent. By the 
end  of  this  project  the  total  emissions  for  this  unit  had  dropped by an 
average 2.4 gallons  per day or approximately 40 percent. 

Branson t 2  is  also  open-top  two-sump  vapor  degreaser  with a solvent 
capacity of 42 gallons. It did  not  have a still or a  transport  system.  The 
manual  cleaning  cycle  consisted  of  a  vapor  rinse,  three  minutes in the 
ultrasonic  bath  and  then  air  drying in the  freeboard  area. 

The  one  measure taken to  reduce  emissions  was to make  a  simple  stainless 
steel  rack that provided  places  to  hang  parts in the  vepor zone, as well as 
the  freeboard area. Previously,  parts  were  only  held in the  freeboard area. 
This' change  resulted in an estimated 20% reduction in missions. 

In  addition  to  the  reductions  obtained by relatively  minor  changes in 
operation, it should  be  emphasized that checking  for leaks or closely 
examining  losses  during  maintenance  and  solvent  changes  may  also  provide  easy 
opportunities  for  reducing  emissions. It w a s  noted  during  the  progect  that 
freon  was lost  every  time  filter  cartridges  or  desiccant  were  changed. 

A conclusion of this  project  is that small  changes in  the  operation of a 
vapor  degreasing  unit  provide  possibilities for significant  reduction in 
solvent  emissions.  However,  the  changes in  day-to-day operations  may  make it 
difficult to document  the  effect  on a given  change  in the  emission level. 

Patrick Buresh is completing a mechanical  engineering  program at Washington 
University, St.  Louis, MO 
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Reducing  CMorinated  Solvent  Emissions from Three  Vapor  Degreasers 

- by C o r e  Hymes, MnTAp Intern 

Alliant Techsystems  manufactures aluminum and  steel  components for armaments, 
under  defense  contract, in  Arden Hills, Minnesota. As part of the  manufacturing 
process, six vapor  degreasers  are  used to remove  oil  and  other  soils  from  the 
components.  The  focus of this study  was to identify  the  causes of solvent loss &om 
three of the  degreasers,  and  suggest  options  for  reducing  those losses. 

T w o  of the  degre&ers  studied  were of the  in-line  type  using  Trichloroethylene as 
solvent.  Solvent loss was  measured  over a two month  period  and  found to be 3,510 
gallons per  year  for  both  degreasers.  Causes of the  solvent loss were: 

Drafts  from  the  lip  vents. 
Drafts from  nearby  cooling  fans. 
A heat  imbalance  in  the  sumps. 
Thermal  shock .from parts  handling. 
Leaks. 

Changes  in  operating  procedures  and  maintenance  for  these  degreasers  were 
identified  and  the  reduction of solvent loss estimated at 40%. This represented .a 
savings  in  raw  material  purchases of $4,800 per  year. 

The  third  degreaser  was of the open-top  type  using  l,l,l,Trichloroethane as solvent. 
Solvent loss was measured  over a two-month  period  and  found to be 3,690 gallons per 
year.  Causes of the solvent loss were: 

The  speed of the  cleaning cycle. 
The  hoist  velocity. 
Mass of the  load  being  cleaned. 
A malfunctioning  water  separator. 
Lip  vents  and an unused cover. 

Changes  in  operating  procedures  and  maintenance for this degreaser  were  identified 
and  the  reduction of solvent loss estimated at 50% - 80%. This  represented a savings 
of $6,700 - $11,000 per  year. 
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Evaluation of Aqueous Cleaners 
to Replace TCA Degreasing 

INTERN PROJECT SUMMARY 

. . Continental Machines, Inc. (CMI) manufactur6s"a wide variety of hydraulic p u m p  ' T h e  

. . rnanukturing process involves various machining steps on metal parts including turning, 
drilhg, tapping, deburring, grinding, broaching, 8 ~ e w  mnlrhvlln g, .welding, 'and lapping. 
These processes require a variety of machining nuids such as water soluble xnaihmn 8 

. e .  . as particulate matter such as dust and soils, CMI dipped  machined parts in room . 
' . ' . temperature l,l,l-trichloroethane~(TCA) contained in: 5 gallon buckets and 35 to 50 gallon 

tanks. Dipping time ranged &om a few seconds to a few minutes.depending o x  1) the 
. . -wn taminant being removed, 2) thecleanliness required fix the next production step, and 
. 3) the time lag h m  the dipping operation to the next production  step. .Parts cleanhess 

. .  
. .  

: oils, cutting oils,'rust inhibitors, and lapping compounds. To remo~.the!se fluids, as well , 

was measured.either by a visual check W a functional test. '. 

In 1990,.CMI,used 86,000 pokds (Ibs.) of TCA of which 52,000 lbs. were lost to air . . . ' 

evlrpotation and 34,000 lbs. of spent or dirty TCA were sent b a treatment faciliw.' CMI 
formed an employee' investigative group, the Chlorinated  Solvent Reduction Team,  to 
gather and discuss waste reduction information including substitutes for TCk The intern ' 
project assisted the team by performing benchtop tests of many aqueous alternatives to 

. TCA, and by implementing and monitoring the use of the two most promising aqueous 
cleaners in selected production areas. 

.Incentives for Change 
The primary incentive for CMI to change h m  TCA to an aqueom cleaner was to avoid 
the high cost of purchasing and disposing of TCA CMI was also concerned that the 1990 
Clean Air Act may, in the near future, impose a TCA emissions tar 

, .. . 

. .  . .  . .  
. .  

Intern Activities 
The intem evaluated 31 different  aqueous  cleaners  manufactured by 17 companies. 
Criteria used to evaluate and compare the clegners included:. 

Time required to clean the  part when  soaked in room temperature cleaner. 
Rinsing requirements 
Drying time and method (air dry or compressed air) 
Formation of rust 
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The two  most  promising  cleaners  were  used in production  for further evaluation  under 
actual manufacturing conditions.  The intern worked with equipment operatas in 7 of the 
10 pmcesa steps to help  familiarize them with the best use of aqueous clean- in order to 
obtain Optimal results. 

Results 
The two most signiscant results of the evaluation are: 

1. Aqueous cleaners removed  contamination at least as well as "CA. 
2. Aqueous cleaners can replace TCA in 5 of the 10 process step Two of the 

remaining steps have substituted mineral spirits for TCA 

A machhing process can include  many  different operations, g fluids, and 

cleaning process wiU be needed to meet quality and production standards. These include: 

.. . 
. cleanliness requirements. "herefore,  when using aqueous cleaners, modifications in the 

Changing the temperature ofthe aqueous  cleaner 
Changing the temperature of the rinse water 
Modifying the rinsing process . - 
.Using a di&rent drying method: air dry  or compre&d air 

. . .Using a nastkhibitor . .  

. -  
For example, at CMI, a 35 gallon tank of TCA at the'deb&g pre-wash &tion was 
replaced with an aqueous  cleaner at mom  temperature.. The operator was very pleased 
with the results and'the cleaner lasted much  longer than the TCA The parts did not 
need rinsing since the cleaner was compatible with the chemirnl used in the deburrer. 

-Of the h& cleaners evaluated under actual cleaning conditions, both had an nllrnline 
base, but one was  emulsifying and  the other nofiem-. The emulsifying cleaner 
was determined to have a high loading  capacity and was  capable of cleaning heavily 
soiled ps-. This cleaner is now being  used by most operators. The nonemulsifying 
cleaner caused the oil to separate  and float to the surface. Consequently, this cleaner is 
used ody in areas where the contamination is light and cleanliness ia not critical. 

The general problem  experienced at CMI with the aqueous cleaners was longer  processing 
times, usually requiring at least one minute to complete the job. This was apparent when 
operators had to wait for parts being  cleaned  for inspection purposes (to determine if the 
madining was producing good parts). Complex parts usually had to be manually dried 
with compressed air to prevent rust. 

Although not addressed  by this project, another concern about the use of aqueous cleaners 
is disposal  requirements. Spent aqueous  cleaners must be treated prior to disposal to 
comply with sewer  regulations. Treatment may involve the use of evaporators, oil 
skimmers, filters, neutralization, or de-emulslfymg  equipment. 

However, in spite of these concerns, CMI is expecting to replace E A  with the aqueous 
cleaners.  The net savings that would result &om this change  (about $83,000 annually) 
and  the comparable or improved  cleaning results &om the aqueous cleaners makes this 
alternative look very promising. Note: The savings include  projected  equipment 
purchases that will enable all workstations to use aqueous  cleaners. 



Cost. Analysis 
l , l ,l ,  Tiichloroethane 
June  1990 - June  1991 

Purchasing  averages  $67392.00 

Disposal  $16590.00 

June 11, 1990 16  drums/9899  lbs. $2400.00 
Stptebmtr  20,  1990 16  drums/9895 lbs. $2400.00 
December  3,  1990 12  drums/7340 Ibs. $1800.00 
February  14,  1991 13  drums/7967 Ibs. $1950.00 
June 3, 1991 13 drums/7813 Ibs. $1950.00 
June  3,  1991  (oil) 42  drums/17918 Ibs. $6090.00 

Pollution  Prevention  Fees 
85845 lbs. of toxic  chemicals  reported  released  multiplied by $0.02, 
rounded  to  the  nearest  dollar.  $1717.00 

A total of 1 toxic chemical  reported  released $150.00 

County  Fees 
License fee from Scott County for all toxic chemicals $1085.00 
(is not broke down by chemical) 

Waste  Analysis 
Hazardous  waste  analysis on contaminated  oil  $375.00 

Chlor-D-Tech tests  for oil (100 pieces) $600.00 

Total Cost $87309.00 

Estimated  Savings 
Alkaline  cleaner  costs to replace l* l* l ,  Trichloroethane 
mixed a t  1 : l O  ratio x 750 gallons/year x S7.25/gallon $5438.00 
Electricity to  heat cleaner rinse  $900.00 
Waste  usage  $100.00 

$87309.00 Total  cost l , l , l ,  Trichloroethane/year 

$80871.00  Estimated  yearly  savings/year 
6438.00 Total  cost  Alkaline/year 
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Case Study: 
Managing Solvents and Wipers 

Jefiey R Adrian .. 
BEING REspoNsIvE to the needs of the environment  means  learning 
new procedures and employing  new toois to do the same job with less 
waste. This case study  describes a successfd program of source 
reduction and reuse at the John Roberts Company. In particular, we 
will demonstrate (1) how a self-audit of solvents  used in printing 
operations led to substitution of more  environmentally sound solvents 
with less waste being  generated  and (2) how the use of a centrifuge to 
extract solvents h m  industrial wipers prior to laundering resultedin 
reduced volume  of solvents in wastewater. 

Background 
The John Roberts Company is a commercial printer of annual 

reports, brochures, catalogs, forms, limited  edition  fine art. prints, 
and direct mail pieces  using both sheet-fed  otrset and web  offket 
technologies.  The  company currently  employs  more than 240 people 
and generates annual sales in excess of $34 million. 

The first opportunity for the company to really understand its 
solvent history was the result of a problem  encountered by the 
industrial laundry that washes the press  wipers  used  for  cleanup. The 
effluent from the l a u n w s  washing  process had become  of  consider- 
ableconcerntotheMetropolitanWasteContmlCommission(MWCC), 
the agency that oversees the sanitary sewer system in the seven- 

' county  metropolitan area. 
Printing requires the use of some  kind of wiper  for  press  cleanup. 

These may be disposables, ordinary rags, or  leased towels.  Many 
printing h s ,  including  the John Roberts  Company,  have  chosen to 
use leased  towels  for  their wipers, believing  they are less  cause  for 
concern  when it comes to problems of lint contaminating the press. 
Traditionally,  leased  towels  were sent to the industrial laundry for 
cleaning, and with them  went a great deal of ink and 'spent"  solvents. 
It was the presence of these  solvents in the wipers that was creating 
problems  for  the  industrial laundry and for the community sanitary 
sewer system that must handle  the emuent fiom the laundry. Two 
major concerns are flammability and toxicity. 

The Metropolitan  Waste  Control  Commission had approached the 

J e n i  R Adrian is the Envitunmental Director for t h e  John Roberts Company 
fnMtnneqpo l r s .  
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company’s industrial laundry with  a  problem.  Specifically, the nature ’ . I. 

of the solvents  used  by printers was such that vapors  leaving the ..;i 
emuen€ from the laundry exceeded the lower  explosive  limit (LEL), ’ . : . _  1.: 
and  there was a conseasus that too much  solvent  was being washed .-“ b. 

out of the leased toweds. The laundry in turn asked its major printer , ...i; 
customem and our trade association, the Printing Industxy of&- ’ ’  ._ . . 

nesota, Inc. (PIM), to work out a solution. The incentive to do so was -.. .. 

clear: the laundry would retain an important segment of its business ... :. 
and t h ~  printers would be able to continue  using  leased textiles for z1 

press wipers. .. . 

Faced  with this challenge, John Roberts  decided to conantrate on, 
two main objectives: (1) to change the nature of the solvent that was . . 

left in the towels as a  by-product of cleaning  presses, and (2) to reduce 
the volume of solvent left in the towels. .& 

The  Nature of the Solvents . .  

The first step was to examine the nature of the solvents used to 
dean the presses.  More  information was needed  about the kinds of 
tasks solvents must accomplish in our production and the conditions 
under which these  solvents perform. 

As a result of intensive questioning of everyone  involved in the 
process, a list of necessary  solvent criteria was drawn up: 

. .  
. .  

.._ . .  

. .” .. 

1. For washing press blankets, a solvent must be able to work 
quickly in cutting ink, leave the blanket fiee of any oily 
residue, and dry almost immediately.  Time is critical during 
the course of a press run, and the ability to get back up to color 
quickly  would  reduce waste of stock before again printing good 
sheets. 

2. For cleaning the metal parts of a press, such as ink fountains 
. and trays, as well as the second step of a  two-step  roller  wash, 

a slower-working  solvent that could still cut the ink would be 
suitable as a  general press wash. Speedis a lesser priority here 
as these  activities usually occur  between press runs. 

3. For cleaning the chain of ink rollers, a  solvent that is slow to 
evaporate is needed. This solvent must not flash off before it 
has gone through the  entire sequence of rollers to the very last 
one or it will fail to clean them adequately. 

4. On a  limited basis, a  very  aggressive  solvent with high cutting 
propertiesisneededforremovinghardenedinkthatsometimes 
collects on impression or back  cylinders of the press. 

In light of these criteria, it seemed evident that the company’s 
primary task was to find a suitable  blanket wash that balanced the 
production  need for speed  with environmental needs of less  toxicity 
and volatility. 

Press operators prefer solvents that flash off quickly  and  do  not 
require a lot of repetitive wiping or leave  behind an oily film. Unfor- 
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i. tunably, most  solvents  with  these  desirable  properties from a pro- 
duction  point of  view, also create problems  for the industrial laundry 
by  ex'ceeding the LEL level.  When we audited our operations w3th 
regard to specific  solvents  being  used at John Roberts Company,  we 
discovered that press  operators had for  some  time  been  using  a  highly 
volatile  solvent  called Type Wash as a general,  all-purpose  solvent. 
Thisproduct,whichisablendofacetane,toluene,MEK,andisopmpyl 
alcohol,  was not only a contributor to in-plant  volatile  organic com- 
p o u n ~ O C s )  in the air, but also negatively  affected the laundry's 
efnuent. 

This particular  solvent (Type Wash) was never  intended  for the 
use it was  being put to, and our investigation  suggested that its use 
was probably the result of the many  personnel changes that had 
occurred  locally in the industry a few years  previously. This solvent, 
once  used,  had  easily  become a habit that was hard to break. 

Because Type Wash  flashed off so readily, no time  was  lost by the 
pressmen. That is, they didn't have to rub  the blankets repeatedly and 
stubborn,  hardened ink was  easily removed. It was easy to see  why 
this solvent was sopopular.Unfortunately,itwas this same  propensity 
to flash off quickly,  which  was good for  production, that caused so 
many problems  with the laundry's emuent and was so bad  for the 
environment. 

As Type Wash's properties  were  analyzed h t h e r ,  it was  found 
that almost  half the total volume of this solvent, nearly 46 percent, 
was  wasted. It had  simply  evaporated  before the work  could be 
performed! 

Our goal would be to find a substitute solvent that was better 
matched to the task it was to perform and that did not substantially 
affect work  procedures or  productivity. 

The human foctor 

our goal would be toftnd 
a substitute sdwnt that 
was better matched to 
thetaskitwasto 

substantially aged work 
procedures or 
productiuity. 

perform and that did n o t  

It should be noted that it was not  sufficient to just find  a  technical 
solution to the problem. For success to be possible, the support of 
upper management  was vital, as well as the cooperation and under- 
standing of press  personnel. 

The  support of upper  management  was  expressed to the plant 
personnel in the form  of a clear  understanding that, in learning to 
work  with new solvents,  some  procedural  changes  may  affect  produc- 
tivity  slightly, but that small losses  here  would not reflect  negatively 
on the overall  performance  evaluations of the press personnel. 

To obtain the support of the press  personnel  themselves, we first 
sought to ground these  efforts  solidly in why it was  necessary to make 
this change and in how this change  was to be accomplished.  They  very 
much  needed to know that they were a large part of this project and 
that their experience and opinions  were vital to the project's  success. 
Over  time,  each  individual  pressman and floor helper was  sought out 
for his or  her  input. 

The net result of fmding and implementing a good substitute 
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solvent was a  major  reduction in the misuse of the solvent that was the 
cause of so much  concern. Type Wash,  which  had a projected usage of 
one-hadred-and-fifty-two 55-gallon drums for 1989, and an even 
higher projected usage for 1990 had the company  made no substitu- 
tion, was reduced to just five drums in all of 1990. Yes, the company 
stil l  uses Type Wash, but only where its use can be justified. The  new 
replacement  solvent, an Ultra-Fast Blanket Wash blended  especially 
for the company,  provided the performance parameters of reasonable 
speed in use and lack of an oily &n left behind.' And, in comparison 
to the previous year, only thirtyeight 5 5 - d o n  dnuns of the new 
Blanket Wash  were purchasedin 1990. Consequently, the net savings 
to the JohnRoberts Company,  even after including the purchase ofthe 
replacement  solvent,  amounted to more than $18,000 the first year. 

Most importantly, by selecting a replacement  solvent  blend with 
a lower  evaporation rate for use as a  Blanket  Wash and by strictly 
limiting use of Type Wash, the problem  of  excessive LELS in the 

. .  
.. . -  . -  

. .  

comme-kid laundry's efnuent from the washing of graphic arts . c  

wipers  was  solved, at least as far as any contributed by John Roberts. 
... 2 

The Volume of Solvents 
Having  successfully  changed the  nature of the solvents left in the 

wipers, the company turned to its second  objective: to find a way to 
reduce the total volume of solvents  left in the towels. 

With the help of its trade association, the Printing Industry of 
Minnesota, Inc. (PIM), the company began to explore  ways to 'wring 
out" the wipers. The  Grst  logical step was to review current procedures 
to make sure that over  time  previous  efforts to train employees  not to 
dump  excess  solvent in the pile of used  wipers had not  eroded. In  the 
past, this practice  was common throughout the printing industry. 

Having satisfied ourselves that no ground had been lost here, we 
were certain that the wipers being  readied for return to the  industrial 
laundry for  cleaning had  the "minimum" amount of solvents  retained. 
The wipers were dirty with ink  and they had a strong odor, but none 
was  dripping  with  solvent. In fact, in a  practical test, wringing  by 
hand failed to yield  any  solvent from the  wipers. 

Next, the company  explored the use of a  commercial  grade laundry 
centrifuge, suitably adapted for our intended use. We were  very 
surprised to learn that the Yminimumn amount of solvent retained in 
the wipers was much  more than we had originally  thought. 

Today,  before  wipers are sent out for cleaning,  they are spun in a 
safe, explosion-proof  centrifuge,  which extracts and recovers  between 
two-and-a-half and three-and-a-half gallons of "spent"  solvent  for 
every  load of approximately 220 wipers  processed. As about 7,000 
wipers  a week are used at the John Roberts  Company,  over  time that 
amounts to quite a  lot of solvent  recovered. Instead of going out with 
the wipers to the laundry, this recovered  solvent is now reused 
throughout the  plant as solvent in a series of parts washers to clean 
press ink trays. Essentially, a  slightly dirty solvent is being reused to 
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. . .for the John Roberts 
company, theprogramof 
solvent reevaluation, 
substltutlon cmd cenm- 
fuse recovery has served , 

asttsent7ytntoanacffve 
p o l i c y  of source reduction. 
reuse, and recycling. 

do  our  dirtiest task. More than 5,100 gallons of spent solvent  were 
prevented  from  reaching the laundry's emuent last year. 

Reuse of the  partially  spent  solvent  recovered from the centrifuge 
program  eliminates  more than one drum a week of virgin solvent that 
would  otherwise  be  introduced into the system to fill parts washers 
throughout the plant. A welcome bonus of the centrifuge  recovery 
program has been substantial savings to the company, amounting to 
more than $34,000 in the  first year alone. For the John Roberts 
Company,  one  of the first companies to install such  a  system, the 
payback on the cost of the centrifuge,  about $15,000 installed, was 
quicker than expected. 

The centrifuge  program has been in operation for a little more 
than a  year. In that time,  a  measurable  decrease in soil weight of the 
wipers being sent out to the laundry for cleaning has been  achieved, 
resulting in a sizeable  reduction in the volume of solvents sent 
through the sewer  system,  ultimately  reaching the Mississippi  River. 

As we have  gained  more  experience with the capabilities of our 
centrifuge  extractor, we have  discovered that oils too can  be  recovered 
from the many  types of sorbents,  such as socks, tubes, pads, and 
pillows  used to capture small  spills. This has had a side  benefit of 
allowing  several  reuses of these  sorbent materials, as they are costly, 
and  the further removal  and  recovery of almost all absorbed  solvents 
and oils  before  disposal of the sorbent materials themselves. 

A Low-Tech Solution 
This project  may be unique  compared to other projects in that it is 

decidedlylow-tech.Thatistosay,wetookreadilyavailableprocedures 
and equipment and in an orderly  way  went about assessing both the 
degree and the extent of the problem.  We applied the knowledge  we 
acquired  through our own research, we sought the assistance of our 
trade association, and we dealt with the problem in its context, 
seekng to  maximize all aspects. 

The results are a methodology that is reasonably  affordable, that 
is certainly  very  effective, that has been  readily adapted (a mobile 
version of the  centrifuge has alieadybeen establishedas new  business 
by one of the association's  members), and that can be readily trans- 
ferred to other industries (anyone  using  oils or solvents  along  with 
wipers might  benefit). 

Additionally,  for the John Roberts  Company, the program of 
solvent  reevaluation,  substitution, andcentrifuge recovery  has  served 
as its entry.into an active  policy  of source  reduction,  reuse, and 
recycling.  Though the company had not  specifically set out to begin a 
program of waste minimization and source  reduction, we had found a 
way to practice  both! 

The Future 
Although we have found what appears to be a solvent  solution  for 

today, we know that the work must continue. We are very  pleased 
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with our new  Blanket Wash, but as we look toward  the future, we 
know  we m o t  afford to stop here. Some of our Blanket Wash’s 
performance characteristics are due to chemical ingredients that 
sometime in the  futum,  perhaps as soon as 1993, will have to be 
replaced with more desirable chemicals fiom an  environmental  point 
of view. In expectation ofthis fact, we have already begun to search 
out  and  test fix those replacements today. + 

1993. 
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Case Study: 
Parker Pen's Total Quality 
Management Strategy to 
Prevent Pollution from Solvents 

cow: 
Parker  Pen USA. Ltd. 
Loccrtion: 
Janesvllle, Wisconstn 
N u m b e r  o$Empbgees: 
575 In Janesvllle 
Busf~wss:  
Manufac ture  unci 
marketfng of refzucrbfe 
wrltixtg Instruments 
Rogram. 
Totai quality management 
techniques applied to 
reduce sofwnt use 
Objectioc= 
Reduce  trlctrloroethyfene 
V C E )  usage by 50 percent 
Bottom l i n e  
A 54 percent reduction fn 
TCE usage. saulng 
S70.000 over a 
three-year period. 

John C. Housernan 

PARICES PES USA, Ltd., a leading manufacturer of high-line writing 
instruments, produces millions of components,  refills,  and  whole 
instruments annually. Numerous  progressive  die  presses produce 
metal caps, barrels, buttons, and refill shells from strip stock. Sol- 
vents are used throughout the plant, mainly in vapor  degreasers. 
Vapor degreasers are required to remove the drawing oils from the 
formed parts before f h h i n g  operations are perfomed. In addition, 
other operations within the plant require that contamination  be 
removed from metal parts in vapor degreasers. 

trichloroethylene (TCE) solvent emissions at its J a n d e ,  Wisconsin, 
plant by applying totai quality management CI") problemeolving 

amtrol analysis. For Parker, the "QM approach and the expertise of the 
plants supplier of TCE were the right elements to achieve  rapid reduc- 
tion in solvent usage with little capital  investment. 

The Voluntary Improvement Process 
Whem solvent usage and emigsions data were summarized to com- 

plete Parkds bst SARA Title III, section 313 report, the  emissions 
numbers were  higher than expected. At the same time,  Parker Pen USA 
had just begun to experiment  with TQM concepts. One of its first 
initiatives was to develop its own version ofTQM's quality improvement 
teams h o r n  as the voluntary  improvement  process (VIP). VIP relies on 
cmss-functional teams that are assembled to research, recommend, and 
implement  solutions to @IC operational  problems within the com- 
pany. Finding ways to reduce solvent  emissions seemed like an  ideal 
opportunity ti apply the VIP team approach to benefit the environment 
and reduce expenses for the company. 

Recently, Parker Pen USA succeeded in sirmificantly reducing 

~ ~ ~ , ~ u ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ p ~ ~ t ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  

John C. E o w c m ~  is the plant engineer manager for P a r k  Pen USA. Ltd. This 
~ h r u b e m 4 d a p t c d f r o m a p c r p c r o r i g i r r a l l y p r r s m t e d o t t h e H ~ ~ M ~ e n ~  
and Enuimnmentd Management Confemace in Central R o s u n o n t ,  I l l inois ,  March 
10-Z2.1992. 
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Figure 1. Cauee-and-Effect Diagram of Factors Contributing to E x d v e  Use of 'ICE 

- 
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Ineffective  cooling 
Too small s t i l l  
Pumphralve leakage 
Exhaust 
Equipment capacity 
Exhaust Mower vent effect 
Excessive  input  heat 
Coding  failure 
Fan interlocks 
Water separator  failure 

Drag out 
Not  covering  when  not  in use 
Excessive o i l  on parts 
Lack of boil down  before  draining off 
Too much, too often 
Mixing errors 
Not  replacing  cap  on  solvent  drum 

Three degreaser operators, a maintenance person, an engineer, 
the plant engineering manager,  and the buyer  responsible for pur- 
chasing solvents  readily  volunteered to serve on a solvent  usage 
reduction team. VIP protocol required the team to follow these steps: ,, 

Clearly state the problem 
Develop a mission statement . Collect data on current conditions 
Develop a strategy to accomplish the mission 
Implement specific improvement  projects 
Monitor progress  through  continuous data collection 
Document all changes 
Disband team 
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In this instance, the problem  was that solvent use had risen 
sharply in recent years without regard for the impact this increase 
was having on plant emission  levels or costa. Records indicated that 
TCE was the solvent  most  fFesuently used in the plant. Thus, at  the 
first meeting, the VIP team agreed to focus on reducing TCE usage. 
Af’ter much  discussion, the team also reached a consensus that a 50 
percent reduction, using 1988 as the base year, would  be a significant 
accomplishment. 

st-prOce88 c o n t m z  analysis 
Although there were data available on plantwide  usage of TCE, 

there were no data specific to each degreaser. Nevertheless, TCE 
usage had to be  compared degreaser by degreaser to effectively  gauge 
the results of specific  improvement  projects.  The  next step was to 
document current levels of TCE use for each degreaser and develop’ 
procedures to continue to monitor usage. 

Atthispointtheteammembersusedtheirtraininginstatistical 
procegscontrol(sPO~~toevaluatetheusesofTcE.~alityguru 
Kaoru Ishikawa’s caUse-and4ixt or fishbone diagram was determined 
to be the best technique to illustrate all the possiile causes of  exoessive 
use of TcE. (See Figure 1) For this exercise, the following general 
“cause” categories were selected: (1) materials, (2) people and  methods, 
(3) machinery, and (4) the sufiounding plant  environment. Specific 
questions and concerns are discussed below. 

1. What  effect do materiais have on solvent usage? 
If the raw solvent  does not meet  specifications, the  parts may 
need to be  processed through the degreaser more than once, 
necessitating additional  solvent. 

8 Ifthe acid  acceptance  capability of the solvent is too low, it must 
be  replaced, otherwise potentially dangerous wear to the 
degreasing equipment can occur. 

2. How can worker training or improved operating prectices affect 
solvent usuge? 

On manual degreasers, improper  placement of the  parts into or 
out of the degreaser causes drag-out of solvent into the ambient 
air. 
Not coveringthe  top of a degreasertank when it is not in use leads 
to unnecessary rele!ase~3 of the solvent  vapor into the plant. 
The more  contamination there is on the  parts,  the  greater  the 
amount of solvent required to clean the parts. 
If Merent solvent materials are combined in the same  degreaser, 
all the solvent has to be removed and sent out for reprocessing. 
Removing  a  portion of the dirty solvent to reduce the oil 
contamination had been  a  common  practice, although it was not 
the most  efficient  approach. 
Leakage can occur if the solvent drum cap is not tight. 

~~~~ ~~ _______ 
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. . . a senior technlccll 
representativefrom Lbw 
was brought fn  to prouide 
bask soiwnt t m t n i n g  for 
all opemtors and 
mcrwenoncepersonnel, 
along ufth a detufled 
reufew of mechQnlcQl 
opemtlon and ptocledutes 
for each qf the plant's 
sefm degrecwrlstlu 
comblnatlon unlts. 

3. whut does the piant envimnment near the &maser h e  to do' 

Floor fans, or even  improperly  positioned building ventilation 
supply grilles, can produce air currents that draw solvent out 
of the degreaaer into the sumomding air. 
W i v e  humidity in the plant may cause water vapor to 
condense into the solvent tank, u n n m y  reducing the 
useful life of the solvent. 

with solvent usage? 

4. How does the degTecuring equipment contribute to excessive 

Inefficient cooling coils can allow vaporized solvent to esc~pe 
out the top of the degreaser into the  plant air.  
If the degreaser still capacity is not large enough to keep the 
degreasingtank solvent clean, large amounts of contaminated 
solvent will need to be r e m o d  to maintain the quality of the 

Improper local or lip exhaust vent can generate additional 
solventvaporfromthedegremerthat isreleased throughducts 
and out of the building into the air surrounding the plant. 
Operating this exhaust vent when the degreaser is not being 
used generates the same effect as described  above. 
Heatingthesolventtoovigmndycanplaceexcessivestrainon 
the cooling coils and result in solvent vapors -ping from the 
degreaser. 
Nonfunctioningwater separators can lead to water accumula- 
tioninthedegreaser.ThisresultsinageneralbreaMownofthe 
solvent, necessitating its total replacement. 

Solvent u s e ?  

PartdekeaSingP-. 

The cause and effect analysis made it clear that there were  many 
more questions to be asked before the team could  develop a strategy 
that would target reductions at those points in the operation  where 
the most  solvent was being  lost. This led the group to contact Dow 
Chemical, the plant's  supplier of TCE, to fmd out what help it could 
provide. Fortunately, Dow has a trainingprogram available under its 
ChemAware Program that also offers  vapor  monitoring  services and 
acid  acceptance kits to customers. To begin addressing the issues 
highlighted by the fishbone analysis, a  senior  technical representa- 
tive from DOW was  brought in to provide  basic solvent training for all 
operators and maintenance personnel, alongwith a detailed review of 
mechanical  operation  and  procedures for each of the plant's m e n  
degreaserktill combination units. 

Supplier recommendatbns 
Once the Dow Chemical representative had  completed his review 

of the degreasing  equipment and procedures, the magnitude of the 
task ahead became  even  clearer. Each degreaser/still combination 
had  a minimum of six to a  maximum of twelve  recommendations for 
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i. 

improving its operation. A summary of these recommendations is 
listed below. 

North End Depaser  

- 

1. Reduce  excessive  boiling  action  by  removing two electric heat- 
ing elements. 

2. check water flow and temperature. Inlet water should be 
between 50°F and 60" F and exit water should be between 90°F 
and 100" F. 

3. pUtinte~restinghooksalongthedegreasersidewalls,sathe 
work  load can be left in the freeboard area for the five to ten 
minutes' drying  time. 

4. Remove parts from the vapor  zone  no  more than two linear feet 
per minute. 

5. Always run the st i l l  when operating the degreaser. 
6. Check the still boiling sump thermometer to see that  it is 

calibrated  properly. 

Vibratory Degreaser 
1. Clean  condensing  coils to bare metal to improve heat transfer. 
2. Check temperature of the water inlet and exit. 
3. Repair nonfunctional water separator. 

Bdlpen Shell Degreaser 
1. Clean  condensing coils to bare metal to improve heat transfer. 
2. Check water flow and temperature. 
3. Correct excessive generation of vapors by disconnecting  a 

4. Recalibrate the boiling sump thermometer. 
heating element. 

Metals Department Degreaser 
1. Program hoist to use the "stopand-go" technique. 
2. Reduce hoist  speed to two linear feet per minute. 
3. Remove  one heating element from  boiling sump if it is boiling 

4. Clean  condensing  coils to bare metal. 
5. Check water flow and temperature. 
6. Check  operation of floats in still. 

Concurrent  with the  training and  procedures  review, the VIP 
team developed a Pareto graph from the cause-and-effect  diagram. 
The Pareto principle  sometimes is called the "80-20 rule" because 
approximately 80 percent of a problem can usually be attributed to 20 
percent of its possible  causes.  Completion of the Pareto diagram 
would, in theory,  reveal  which  conditions  were the most  responsible 
for excessive  soivent  use, thus providing a prioritized list of items to 
investigate. 

Still, the team needed more information before they could a m -  

too vigorously. 
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Armed with bottom-line 
Jlgutes of what solwnt 
wastecausedbythls 
pmctlce was casting the 
plant. the VIP team 
appmaehed the 
accounting group and 
persuaded them to 

charge the excesstve 
solwnr use to the point 

tnstltute pmcedutes to 

making &paanent 

plete a Pareto diagram. Because industrial hygiene testing showed 
that the air surrounding the degFeaeers had a very low concentration 
of solvent, the team initially looked to the degreaser exhaust vents as 
the primary source of the losses. That assumption was dismissed, 
howewer, when the D w  Chemical technical representative per- 
formed stack emhion testing and came up with surprising results. 
Thefivedegreaeeterhaustvcnts~weresxpellingatotalvolume 
of 1.2 pounds of solvent per hour, which~~Ied out the possibility that 
the majority of the solvent  was escapingthrough the exhaust stacks. 

In the VIP team’s  continued eearch for other operational practices 
that led to excessive  solvent usage, me practice etood out the vapor 
degreasing of wire coil stock in a piece part degreaser. These coils 
must be  cleaned right before use and no other equipment in the plant 
was large enough to accept the coil etock and remove the anti-tarnish 
coating on the coil. As a result, the coils were  being  cleaned in the 
North End depaser  and the anti-tarnish coating contaminated all 
the solvent in the degreaser after each use. Furthermore, because of 
this practice,  some  solvent was being sent out for reclaim with only 
ten percent  contamination. 

Once this problem  was  identified, the VIP team alerted the 
department (refill point  production for pens) that was requiring that 
the coil stock be cleaned. After making little progress trying to clean 
the coil stock elsewhere, the VIP team l o o k e d  for other ways to 
facilitate a change in p d u r e .  In the process, the team discovered 
that, because the coil stock was  being  cleaned  outside the point 
making department, that department was not absorbing the entire 
cost of the cleaning. At the same time, the VIP team calculated the 
total cost of cleaning the coil stock, including the labor and material 
needed to replace the contaminated  solvent after every cleaning. 
Armed with bottom-line figures of what solvent waste caused by this 
practice was costingthe plant, the VIP team approached the account- 
ing group and persuaded  them to institute proceclures to charge the 
excessive  solvent use to the point making department. 

Once the point making department was being charged the total cust 
oftheco~cleaningprocess,th~cwldeeeitsfullfurancialimpactasan 
ongoingexpense.Thkpsoonmoti~~staffinthisde~enttoformitb 
awnteamtoevaluatealte~tecleaningmeth~.ultimately,th~used 
thecwtofsolventunder~proceduresinaproposaltojustifythe 
purchase of a parts washer  exclusively for coil stock. 

Implementing the Change on the Line 
During the VIP team’s weekly  one-hour  meetings, participants 

learned  a  lot more about degreasers and good operating procedures 
than they had ever known before. For example, it was discovered that 
boiling sumps don’t have to boil  vigorously. In fact,  excessive  boiling 
wastes solvent and energy.  Consequently, the  heat  input to the 
boiling sumps was on average  reduced by 50 percent. 

T h e  group also learned that one of the best methods of lowering 
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i. solvent use is to limit the contamination getting into the degreaser. 
Explaining to press  operators, during training, that one  drop of oil 
contaminates six drops of solvent  gave them a  reason to reduce the 
amount of oil getting on the  parts in the first place. 

Other operating practiaz! modifkations were instituted to  mini- 
mize  contamination.  Some of these modifications  were  easily  adopted, 
while others took more time. For example, parts baskets going in and 
out of the degreaeer were limited to a rate of no more than two linear 
feet per minute with  a stop in the vapor zone to allow as much  liquid 
solvent as possible to return to the sump. Deviating from this proce- 
durewouldpushanunnecessaryamountofsolventoutofthedegreaser. 
Fortunately, three of the degreasers have an automated  program- 
mable  hoist to lift parts in and out of the degreaser. Reprogramming 
these units was easy. Two of the other degreasers were  operated 
manually,  however, and operators had  to  be trained to gauge the 
relative speed with which they took parts in and out of the degreaser 
and stopped in the vapor  zone. 

One  simple  method that has been  adopted to extend the life of the 
solvent is to periodically transfer all the solvent to the still and boil the 
solvent off, returning it to the degreaser so that  the contamination 
remains in the still. The remaining liquid is then drained &om the still 
into a drum and sent out for reclaim. This process has allowed an 
increaee in  the average  contamination  level of spent solvent  from  less 
than 20 percent to 65 to 70 percent. Because the line operates on a 
three-shift basis,  however,  consistency of methods and procedures is 
always  a concern. Therefore, the maintenance engineer and mainte- 
nancemechanicdesignedanautomatedsystemforthetwodegreasers 
with the greatest throughput in  order to control the process. A 
programmable logic controller was added  to the degreaser  control 
circuit to first alert  the operator that a boil  down is needed and then, 
when initiated, automatically  perform the boil  down. This  procedure 
has greatly  reduced the risk of an operator e m r  occurring and 
markedly  improved the consistency of the process. 

TheResults 
In the six months after the improvement  project began, monthly 

usage’of TCE dropped from twenty-five to f b n  drums ( s e e  Figure 2). 
Durzng that same period, production  requirements  were rising. In 
addition,thequantityofsolventsentoutfordaimdroppedfromsixteen 
to ten drums monthly. 

The first year  reduction in TCE purchases  amounted  to  a $30,000 
savings to Parker. Annual  hazardous  waste volume  d&ased  by 
36,000 pounds. The  amount of solvent  reclaimed  also  dropped, how- 
ever, due to the reduction of solvent in the degreaser  sludge, which 
negated  any  dollar  savings.  These  improvements in the efficiency of 
solvent use were  generated  with  a total capital  investment of $14,500- 
$10,000 for the aqueous  cleaning  system for  coil stock and $4,500 to 
add  automatic boil  down controls to the two degreasers. Minor 
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Figure 2. Reduction in 'ICE Use 
January 1989 - June 1991 

equipment  modifkations and weekly VIP team meeting costs were 
charged to normal departmental operating expense accounts. 

To date, Parker's Janesville facility has reduced its TCE usage by 
54 percent, saving $70,000 over a three-year period. The  company's 
success with TQM and  solvent  reduction was also  a  major  factor 
leading to its selection  in 1991 as a  recipient of one of ten Business 
Friend of the Environment Awards given  by the Wisconsin Environ- 
mental Working  Group  and the Wisconsin Manufacturers and Com- 
merce  Group. 

The role of the total quality VIP  approach in accomplishing these 
results cannot be over-emphasized.  Without the firm commitment to 
satisfying the customer, internal as well as external, the many 
functional areas involved in solvent  purchase, use, and waste dis- 
posal would not  have  gotten  together.  The VIP process facilitated the 
transfer of information  between operators and maintenance, pur- 
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i. chasing and engineering, and the supplier and operators.  Operators 
learned  more  about their equipment and the importance of running it 
properly.  Maintenance  learned that operators are a good source of 
information on how equipment is performing on a day-to-day  basis. 
Engineering learned that with some additional training, operators 
can provide  valuable insights into process  pmblems. Purchasing 
learned that suppliers can be an invaluable source of  knowledge on 
the products they provide. 

None of the procedural or equipment changes were particularly 
difficulttoaccomplish.Once~theaffededparties~toformthe 
VIP team, the greatest hurdle to succe!sa was  cleared. By involving 
employees at the beginning, a better solution to the problem was 
found and everyone was committed to implementingthe solution.  For 
example, rather  than viewingthe automation of the boil  down  process 
as a threat to their individualitg, operators understood the necessity 
of using an automated  system to ensure that this complicated  proce- 
dure was  performed  correctly each and every  time. 

The success of Parker's  solvent usage reduction VIP team makes 
a strong c a ~  supporting the total quality management process. 
Pollution  prevention need not cost a lot of  money or take a large staff 
of environmental  professionais to attain the desired result. By ac- 
tively soliciting employee  involvement,  encouraging  teamwork at all 
levels of the organization, and giving  people the responsibility  and 
freedom to make change, great strides in operational and environ- 
mental  performance can be  achieved. + 
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V. Evaluation and Implementation 

Implementation of pllution prevention  activities 
ultimately depends on the value-added to the 
business as well as the technical feasibility. Wastc 
duction mc8sulrts arc not likely to be incoqxnated 
without a full understanding  of  the costs and benefits 
associ8ttd with the  option. For industry 
practitioners, the ability to do an amrate and 

comerstone  of  sound  pollution  prevention  decision- 
making. 

Most industrial waste generators will have had some 
pracacalexpuienctin~paxingfinaracialsummaries 
and  cost/bcncfit  analysts for proposed projects. 
Agency  input  should  build on these existing skills. 
The  new  learning to be gained by the induslial waste 
genaators is likely to center on the identification and 
computation of the  "hidden" costs associated with 
environmental  management and how  they  can be 
inwxporated into a project  evaluation. 

colnprehcllsive  cost/bentfit  analysis is the 

Full Economic  Analysis 

Although materials savings and emissions  reductions 
an important pieces of  information in evaluating a 
pollution  prevention activity, many other issues 
which have tangible costben&t implications  must be 
considered  before  implementing a pjcct. The best 
analyses M y  i&nt@  and in- all related 
costs, expenses,  and returns associated with project 
implementation-both in the psent and in the future- 
-to determine cconomic viability. 

The  EPA  Pollution  Prevention Benefits Manual 
brtaks down an economic  analysis into four  cost "tiers." licr 0 addresses usual capital, opt ing ,  
and maintenance costs asLssociatcd  implementing  and 
operating a new  production  method Tier 1 costs 
include  "hidden " costs  associated with pollution 
practices. Tier 2 considers potential liability costs. 
Tier 3 includes less tangible  benefits a company  may 
achieve as a result of implementing  the  new 
technology.  Table 1 highlights the  cost  components 
found in each  tier.  As  expected,  the  higher  the tier, 
the  more  subjective  the  costbenefit  figures  become. 

All relevant 'Iier 0 factors should be quantified in 
evaluating a pollution  prevention  option as they 
would be in evaluating any pductiox~ system 
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change. To the extent  feasible,  higher  tier cost 
factors should be quantified and included in the 
assessment. Frtqucntly, managers will neither 
identify  nor  attempt to quantify many of the  "hidden" 
costs asLssociBhtd with enviranmental management and 
willnothcluckthcirhpactsintheevaluationofa 
pollution prevention projtn 

Ahllscalediscussianofcumomicevaluationand 
payback  calculation methods is beyond the scope of 
this overview. The point of this short discussion is 
to draw  attention to costs and issues which  may 
orhenvise  not be co- and encourage waste 
gcncratm to examine these issues as well  when 
reviewing  pollution  prevention  options. Those 
dcsiring additional infonnation on the specifics of 

obtainthtEpABcncfitsManuallistcdinthe 
bibliography section. 

A final consideration on pollution prrtvcntion 
implementation is that pmduct performance and 
quality are prima facie issues-if these are 
substantively and negatively affccotd a production 
change is not justitid. Similarly, a number of other 
site conditions such as COCP<IC~~C priorities and goals, 
availability of capital, arganizatiand smctu~~ and 
behaviormd availability of human resources  must 
also be rccogniztd as legitimate and powerful 
implementation issues. 

tconomic analysis andrevitw arc CIlcoUragc to 

Partners  in  Prevention- 
Choosing a Consultant 

Om of the most  vexing issues manufaCMns face in 
the a m  of waste managanent is the selection of a 
competent  consultant to assist  them in making 
decisions related to waste  generation and production 
processes. Even  though guide pmvides participants 
withanumberoftoolsthatwillallowthemtomakt 
better decisions as they look to alter their c m n t  
cleaning and &greasing processes, both consultants 
and vendors are likely to play and important role in 
the planning and implementation of such a project. 

Consultants can provide a variety of d c e s  in 
choosing an altcmative  cleaning system. These 
includt: 

objective  assessment of the situation. 
assistance in inteqneting regulatory 

considerations 
analysis of alternatives 
@sign,  &sign, and engineering support 
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misunderstandings 

assistance in venckr selection  and procmment 
perform an independent evaluation of 

Competing proposals 

Reputabltsupplicrsarelilrtlytobeexpcrtinspacific 
systems and applications. Consultants often bring  a 
broad view  of systems and applications, and arc 
therefme useful in dcaling with a variety suppliers 
and cleaning systems. Bringing a consultant into the 
decision  making process will assist the manufactum 
by making s u e  the right questions arc asked and that 
the new  system is the best one for that particular 
manufacturtis needs. 

It should be noted that in spite of th is  additional 
expertise, waste  generators  should  understand that 
theyandthcpcuplcinthcirplantsarethecxpcrts 
when it comes to their operations. Consultants 
should be used to augment the knowledge of 
company staff, not suptrstdt it. There is no 
substitute for the exercise of good  independent 
judgement, aftcr having  been fully infanned. 
Industrial clients should-  dcpcnd on consultants 
for decision  making. 

The nlationship between an client and consultant can 
beatrickyone. Thaeareanumberofartasin 
which misundentandings can arise between the two 
parties,  particularly as they negotiate contracts or 
letters of agreement Trainees should be made awarc 
of the following  possible points of contention: 

who provides the necessary insurance 

*arclicensesaadcdficationsneedbdonthepaxt 

. how arc udmseen expenses to be handled? 
will the consultant q u i r e  a substantial amount 

of time or a  workspace on site? . will the information the consultant has access to 
be considered confidential and what  written 
assurances are available to establish this 
confidentiality? 

coverage? 

ofthe client or consultant? 

It is important to note  that  consultants or supplim 
willsubmitproprietarydataasparcofthcirproposal 
or quotation. Industrial clients  should be instructed 
that confidentiality runs both ways. Fairness 
suggests  that the procurer of products or services 
keep this data confidential if expected by the 
consultant/supplier or wam the consultant in advance 
of their submission that the client will not do so. 
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Dealing--with Suppliers 

Being a "smart shopper" when it comes to deciding 

save a manufactmrmoncy and headaches in the 
fum. 

among the VaIiCty of altcmative cleaning systems can 

I t i s h ~ t t o i m ~ u p o n p o t c n t i a l p u r c h a s c r s  

an~anychangesinmanufacturingatchnology 
ofaltanatcclcaningsystansthatitisuptothemto 

ot the qulatcxy cnvixunment that might affect the 
system the 81rt COIIsidtiing. Time must be taken  by 
the ccnnpany to analp ands, research the range of 
options, and personally interview ober~tors. not just 
owners, of systems they arc considering. Short term 
thinkingandknccjcrkrurctionstoregulatoryor 
othcrdcadlincscanleadtoadccisiontheprocess 
Optratorwillregrtt. 

Thare axe two CxCeueIlt guides for choosing a 
consultant and/or supplier included at the end o f t h i s  
section. 
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i. 

Metal Finishing Suppliers' Association, Incorporated 

HFSA  RECOHHENDED  PURCHASER AND SUPPLIER GUIDELINES 
FOR  THE DESIGN, PROCUREHENT, INSTALLATION AND OPERATION 

OF INDUSTRIAL WASTEWATER TREATnENT SYSTEHS 

The  Environmental  Committee  of  the  Metal  Finishing  Suppliers'  Association, in 
order  to  guide  the  industries  we  represent and serve,  as  well  as  to  keep  the 
environment in which  we all must  live  as attractive and  healthful  as  possible, 
offers  the  following  recommendations  for  the  design,  purchase,  installation and 
operation  of  industrial  wastewater  treatment  systems  and/or  components. 

Wastewater  treatment and recovery  techno1,ogy  can  seem  overwhelming  to  some, and, 
while  competing  systems  may  appear  to  offer  similar  benefits,  the  serious  buyer 
must  know  how  to  compare and evaluate  various  proposals. 

The  Environmental  Committee  of  the  Metal  Finishing  Suppliers'  Association  advocates 
that manufacturers  of  wastewater  treatment  plants  have  certain  obligations  to 
customers that are  common  to all. In addition,  there i s  agreement by all reputable 
member  suppliers  that  both  the  purchaser and user assume  specific  responsibilities 
for  the  safe and effective  installation and operation  of such  systems.  To  promote 
greater  understanding and to  minimize  potential  disagreement,  the  Committee  has 
adopted  the  following  guidelines  outlining  these  customer and supplier 
responsibilities: 

GENERAL RESPONSIBILITIES 

A. Suppliers 

1 .  Provide a clear  definition  of  the  design  parameters  used  for  the 
wastewater  treatment  system  including  wastewater and effluent 
characteristics,  service and maintenance  requirements. 

2. Start-up,  operating and shut-down  instructions  are  to be  clear and 
complete. 

3. Maintenance  requirements  are  to be clearly  defined. 

4. Detailed  recommended  spare  parts  list  are  to  be  provided. 

5. Supplier  should  provide a reasonable  definition  of start-up, operation 
and training services  to  be  supplied  with  the  system.  Additional 
support  services in these  areas  are t o  be provided at a stated, 
reasonable  per  diem  charge. 



2 .  

B.  Purchasers/Owners 

1 .  

2. 

3 *  

4. 

5 .  

6 .  

Where a user  has  advised a supp 1 ier that i t wi 1  1 hold in conf  idence 
a supplier's  proprietary  data  submitted  along  with or  as a part of 
a proposal  or quotation, or where a user  has  agreed  to  do so, the 
user may not properly  publish  such  proprietary  data, disclose it 
to others or include it in any revised  request  for  proposals. If 
a user knows that a supplier expects that his data  will  be  kept in 
confidence, fair  dealing suggests that  the  user  should  either  keep 
the  data confidential or else first  warn  the  supplier  that  the  user 
will  not  do so. 

Suppliers  routinely  design  waste  treatment  system  to  meet  current 
federal  regulatory  guidelines.  However, owners must advise suppliers 
or bidders o f  any state or  local regulations which may override federal 
requirements. 

Owners  are  responsible  to  provide  and maintain trained operators, 
including  backup and security  staff  ,and  procedures.  Owners shall 
support training and certification of operating personnel  as  necessary. 

Owners shall review and qualify operating procedures, operator 
competence and general  system condition every  six  months and 
consult/advise  supplier if additional  support  or  training is required. 

Owners  are  legally  responsible  to list all toxic substances and 
hazardous  wastes  associated  with or generated by the  process. 
Operators must  be trained in the  proper and correct  chemical  handling, 
storage and disposal  procedures. Further, owners shall advise 
suppliers/manufacturer  of any process  changes. 

Owners shall attach  the  same  importance and give  the  same  attention 
to  the  wastewater  treatment and recovery systems as to  production 
processes.  Owners  shall  accept  the  importance and significance of 
data recording, maintenance procedures and schedules and prompt  problem 
reporting. 
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3 .  

To provide- further  guidance for the  design,  procurement,  installation, start-up 
and operation of any wastewater  treatment  and/or  recovery  systems,  the following 
general  recormtendations  are  offered: 

PREDESIGN  AND  DESIGN  CONSIDERATIONS 

DO DON’T 

Reduce  water  consumption  as l o w  Use  more  process or rinse  water 
as  possible. Add countercurrent than  requ i red. 
rinses where possible. 

- - 

Segregate effluent  streams  wherever  nix all effluents together  prior 
possible to reduce  operating costs.  to  treatment  or  recovery. 
Keep  chromic acid and acidic  streams 
in genera 1 separated  from  cyanide 
st reams. 

Keep  domeit ic and non-process 
waters out o f  the  process  waste 
stream  to be  treated. 

S ize the  system capaci ty up to 
50 percent  beyond  your  current 
treatment  needs to a c c m d a t e  
growth,  unknowns and process 
changes. 

Provide  vendors with accurate 
flow rates and compositions, 
contaminate concentrations,  surge 
rates,  etc. 

Try  to minimize or eliminate from 
your process  those  chemicals that 
can cause  problems for  the  treatment 
system; i.e., chelates,  sequestering 
agents,  excessive  oils, tumbling 
and burnishing compounds, etc. 

Minimize s 1 udge  generation. 
Consider  metal  recovery  wherever 
possible.  Recovered  metal  reduces 
sludge  generation.  Recovery may 
be economically viable. 

Undersize  equipment.  Undersizing 
affects  performance and will  not 
a1 low  for flow  surges or  increased 
production. 

Guess on design  effluent  flow  rate. 

Treat effluent  streams that do  not. 
require  treatment. 

Try  to  treat chemicals that current 
technology or chemistry  cannot 
adequately cope with. 

ignore recovery or sludge  minimization 
possibilities. 



i. WORKING WITH CONSULTANTS 

DO - 
Recognize that reputable  suppliers 
are likely  to  be more  expert than 
your consultant -- they  have  done 
this many times before. 

Consider  only  consultants  with 
specific metal finishinp pollution 
abatement  experience.  Check  their 
references. 

Consider  retaining an independent, 
outside consultant if your  in-house 
knowledge or time is 1 imi ted. 

Work  with  the  consultant  to 
establ ish the "ground  rules"  for 
proposal  requests  and  evaluation. 

Use your consultant to provide 
an independent  evaluation  of 
competing  proposals. 

DON'T - 
Let  your specifications override 
the  supplier's best judgment and 
h i s "make- i t-work:' respons i b i 1 i t y . 

Believe everything you  hear. 

Feel obligated to  hire  an outside 
engineer. Many reputable equipment 
and system suppliers routinely 
provide these services. 

Let  your consultant lock  you  into 
specific equipment or concepts, 
or have a commercial interest in 
your  project. 

Hire a consultant  who is paid by 
anyone but you  on  your  project. 

PROCUREHENT OF NEW EQUIPMENT OR SYSTEMS 

DO - DON'T - 
Request that new system bids  include Get quotes for a group  of  components. 
a 1 1 pert  inent equipment and The associated  system  design and 
operating costs, including  estimated installation  costs may be misleading 
chemical and power  usage,  estimated unless you are  experienced. This 
fabrication  time,  allowances for approach often results in overlooking 
freight,  start-up and service critical  equipment and/or services, 
charges. may  not take advantage of the  best 

available treatment or recovery 
technology, and does not  prov i de 
a single point  of  responsibility. 



PROCUREHENT OF NEW EQUIPMENT OR SYSTEHS (cont.) 
i. 

DO DON'T - - 
Hake sure the  cost  for consulting Forget to include any applicable 
and  laboratory services are  included consulting and  laboratory services 
if you purchase a system from in the overall price. 
a single supplier. 

Confirm that your system suppl  ier  Let a potential supplier oversimplify 
has  had experience in treating your waste treatment requirements. 
wastes similar to  yours. 

Persona 1 ly observe or  ta Ik to _. Use genera 1 references o f  a supp 1 ier 
Owners or operators of typical V' without checking  the details. 
supplier's systems operating on 
similar wastewaters. 

When evaluating proposals and 
prices, . consider and evaluate 
equipment design features, quality 
and  vendor experience. Obta in 
explicit quotes on equipment; 
i.e., sizes, capacities, materials 
of construction,' etc. Use a bid 
comparison layout  or spread sheet 
to make comparisons. 

Use price  as  the only criterion 
for  evaluation or  accept vague 
or misleading quotes. 

Get severa 1 quotations for Select a supplier blindly or because 
comparison before making your , c an acquaintance dealt with that 
selection. specific supplier. Many people 

and companies do not like to admit 
they may have been  taken advantage 
of, or perhaps made a mistake. 

Prior to purchase, discuss the 
proposal and commitments in person 
with a responsible person from 
the supp lying company. He or 
she may  not necessari ly be the 
sa 1 esman . 

Beware of  "b lack  boxes" and 
unproven, new concepts. I f under 
consideration, carefully check 
references and be conservative 
in sizing. 

Base buying decisions only on sales 
presentations or impressive 
brochures. 

Look only at capital costs o f  new 
"b 1 ack box" techno logy  or accept 
unproven or radical design concepts 
without first pilot testing or 
negotiating a money back guarantee. 
Acceptance of concepts that are 
"magic" may well be tragic. 



6 .  

2. 

PROCUREHENT OF NEW EQU I PMENT OR SYSlEHS (cont . ) 

Recognize that, to  be competitive,  Thought 1 ess I y , "exerc i sea' a supp 1 i er 
suppliers bear  substantial  pre-bid  to  provide  unnecessary  or fruitless 
and bidding expenses,  and, in proposals or consulting services. 
certa i n circumstances paid 
engineering  studies or design 
work  are a normal and routine 
consequence and requirement o f  
doing  business in this  field. 

EQUIPNEWT  WARRANTIES 

DO - DON'T - 
Insist  *on standard one year warranty  Accept  non-specific  warranties. 
on material and workmanship for 
new equipment. 

PERFORMANCE GUARANTEES 

DO - 
Request  performance  guarantees 
based  on  the  specific  wastewater 
data which you provide and certify. 

Ask  for a process  guarantee  from 
the  system suppl ier  the 
independent  consultant i f  one 
has  been  retained for your  project. 

Cover  the manufacturing and 
instal  lation timetable as  we1 1 
as all financial  obligations and 
payment  schedule. 

Use pi lot and/or lab testing, 
if possible, on a new  application. 
Get any performance guarantees 
or limitations in writing from 
the supplier. 

DON 'T - 
Genera 1 ire  or guess  on system 
influent characteristics simply 
to  get a specific  warranty. Use 
federal industry  limits without 
regard  to  local  requirements. 

Expect  to  get a complete system 
compliance guarantee from  your 
suppliers or consultant if purchase 
order for  the  entire  system is 
not given  to one supplier. 

Ask  for an unlimited  equipment 
or system guarantees or supplier 
service obligation. 

Accept  testimonial  claims- without 
supporting data on  the  same  or 
similar application. 



7 .  

PERFORHANCE  GUARANTEES (cont . ) 
i. 

DO DON ' T 

Include a procedure  to rectify  Make  "take-back  on 1 y" a cr i ter  ion 
system  problems during the  warranty  for  purchase. 
period. (Return of  equ i pment 
is the  last  resort.) 

- - 

OPERATION AND  MAINTENANCE 

DO DON'T - - 
If not  performing  the  installation  Expect  to  "learn it a1 1" in a few 
yourself,  assign an individual  days  of  start-up. 
to  work  closely  with  the  supplier 
or contractor  to  become fami.liar 
with all parts  of  the  equipment. 

Prepare for start-up by first 
reviewing  drawings and studying 
the operation manual. 

Des i gnate a we1 1' qual if ied 
individual  as  primary  operator 
and provide  the  personne I and 
resources  to  support him or  her. 

To prevent abuses and provide 
a bank  of knowledge for  problem 
solving,  advise and  involve  your 
chemists,  maintenance,  engineering 
and production  personnel in the 
proper operation and benefits 
of  your  new wastewater  treatment 
system. 

Establish and implement  the  regular 
maintenance  program your  supplier 
recomnends. 

Alert  suppl  ier of any operating 
conditions  which  exceed the  original 
system  design  parameters. 

Permit your people  to  show up for 
the start-up without  having  first 
developed  prior  knowledge of the 
system. Provide  introductory waste 
treatment training. 

A1 low operating responsibility 
to fall to  whomever i s  available. 

Think that even  the  best system 
can  be a "cure a1 1 "  for responsible 
environmental  management. 

Ignore  the equipment or system 
until problems  occur. 

Hold the  supplier responsible i f  
original  process  design or flow 
parameters are exceeded. 

P 



i. 

DO - 
Assure  that  the  supplier  provides 
adequate  installation  instructions 
and  support.  Adv i st the  supp 1 ier 
of  your  critical  requirements 
and  site  limitations. 

8. 

INSTALLATION 

DON ' T 

I gnore  supp 1 i er ' s recomnenda t ion 
or  decline  supplier  proposed 
installation  services. It can 
be  the  best  insurance  an  owner 
can  purchase. 

- 

UNDERSTANDIN6  AND W C I N 6  YOUR OWN PROJECT 

The  foregoing  recomnendations  and  lists  of DOs and DON'TS have  proved  helpful 
to many MFSA members in addressing  their  specific  needs.  Since  your  requirements 
and  circumstances  may  be  different, 

- 

DO DON'T - - 
Get  your  own  professional  advice  Rely  on 1 y on  the  above  suggest  ions 
and  gu i .dance. in opposition to advice  tailored 

to your  own  specific  situation. 

There is no  substitute  for  the  exercise  of  independent  good  judgment,  after  hav 
been  fully  informed. 

* * * * * * *  

i ng 



I Fact Sheet 
i. 

Selecting A Consultant 

Starting any kind of pollution prevention or waste reduction project using 
resources at hand  makes good financial sense. But if your project develops into a 
complex  process,  you may find that hiring a consultant to supplement  your 
internal capabilities will help you get  the job  done faster. Also, a consultant can 
help you avoid making costly mistakes. 

This fact sheet provides some basic information designed to help you  choose a 
consultant.  The  variety of skills that consultants  have to offer is vast. For this 
reason, the selection process requires careful research - starting with  your own 
situation. 

Assess Your Needs 

Begin your  assessment by determining why your current method of operation does 
not meet  your project  objectives. Then, develop an overall  picture of the work 
needed to achieve these objectives. Make certain that you document how 
measures  such as process changes, product changes, materials substitutions  and 
disposal cost reductions will affect  company operations and profitability. Writing 
down information you gather  regarding project  objectives will help you later in the 
consultant selection process. 

Key points of the project  objectives to be reviewed should include: 

How much of the work you can do yourself 
What you can add to your internal resources by contacting  equipment vendors 
and using public information sources such as libraries 
Which portio= of the project are beyond your  capabilities 
The  dollars  available for any project  you might start 

0 How  project implementation can save company dollars 
The level of company commitment to making changes aec t ing  production 
processes 

Understand  the Consultant’s Role 

Now that you have researched your project  objectives,  you can compare your 
situation  and needs to the types of services consultants offer. 



Consultants s. generally provide: 

Specific  expertise and objective  assessment of your situation 
Help in interpreting regulations 
A short-term supplement to your staff resources and  knowledge  base 
Analysis of alternatives and product lifecycle costing 
Implementation of recommendations 
Design and engineering  support 
Assistance with  equipment  selection and ordering 
Completion of  one-f&ne  projects 
Performance of annual tasks such as an environmental  assessment 
Assistance in implementing  change and operations start-up 

Therefore, you  should not depend on consultants to provide: 

Decision making: You need to evaluate what will work  for your business. 
0 Purchasing of specific  produ- Find  out if the consultant  receives 

0 Standardized  services: Generally, consultants are hired to provide 
compensation  when  you  buy  recommended  products. 

customized  solutions  for  clients. 

Once  you have this information,  you can decide  how  much  outside  help it would  be 
reasonable to hire for your project. 

When You Decide To Hire A Consultant 

After it is agreed that consulting services offer the resources needed  for 
implementation of your project  objectives,  identify the  tspe of consultant that best 
meets your needs. If, for example,  you are making  process changes, you may need 
a consultant  with specific design  engineering experience. If the project is broad in 
scope  you may need a consulting fmn with  broad  experience and a larger staff. 

To find the consulting  help you need, you should 

0 Get referrals for  consultants  from  other local  companies with similar 
operations, trade associations,  legal counsel, regulatoxyhtate  agencies or 
consultant r e f d  services. 
Contact these consultants to identify their inkrest and experience. 
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Before Your s. First Meeting,  Prepare Your Information 

To prepare for the selection  process,  you  should create a document outlining your 
project  objectives  and your current situation. 

When you  meet  with the consultants you  have  identified as fitting your situation, 
explain what you  feel  you are able to accomplish with - and without - consulting 

During the meeting you need to: 

Dedine what you Want the consultant to do - but e x p l a i n  that their opinions 

Iden* the consultant's experience working on projecta similar to yours. 
Find out who would  be  working on your  project. 

0 Ask for references to veTify the consultant's work Checking past p e r f o m  
is one ofthe best ways to evaluate a consultant. 

are welcome. An outside  perspective on your situation is valuable. 

At the end of the meeting, request a proposal from the consultant  based on the 
documented idomation you  provided - and on the information shared in the 
meeting.  Be sure to respond if any of the consultants you are considering  request 
more information.  Clear  cammunication at this stage is vital. It helps assure 
that you will get the results you  want. 

Review the Proposal 

When  you  receive your proposal, make sure that it answers the following 
questions. 

What does the consultant regard as your principle needs based on your 
objectives? 

I What services make  each comultant unique? 
~ 

! 0 Are dl fees and Wtripment c08ts clearly  explained - Muding billing 

Is a project  timetable  for the consultant and your personnel  included, and is it 
reasonable? 

procedures? 
, -  

' Also, a written proposal should  spell  out: 

Responsibilities of your personnel. 
~ Responsibilities of the consultant or consultants 
I The  personnel  assigned to the project - including their experience  levels  and 

I Ref- relevant to your project 
billing rates 

I 



Avoid M&understandings 

The  following are issues cited as being the ones most ORen neglected  when hiring 
a  consuitant. Consider addressing these concerns in your contract or letter of 
agreement: 

.' 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Use of subcontractors: Does .the! consultant use subcontracbrs and assess a 
commission for their services? 
Liabilities  and insurance Who pnwides necmmry ineurance merage? 
Licenses or certifications: Are they needed? Does the.consultant have 
them? 
Additional expenses: How are unforeseen expenses to be handled? Will you 
be  contacted  before t h e s e . e x p e n s e s . a r e  actually incurred? 
Work site and space: Will the  consultant need a substantid. amount of time 
onsite? Is there  adequate space for the consultant to work while at your 
company? 
Confidentiality: Will the Mixmation that the consultant has access to be 
kept  confidential? Are there written.assmances to verify this? 

The  following  associations  provide. referral sexvices for Minnesota consultants. 
Council of Independent 
Professional Consultants 

Bob Keim 6W633-3393 
412 Foshay Tower 
821 Marquette Ave. 
Minneapolis, MN 55402 

You can also der to: 

Consulting Engineers Council of 
Minnesota 
David Oxley 612/922-9696 
5407 Excelaim Blvd. 
Suite A 
Minneapolis, MN 55416 

Trade associations 
Legal counsel 
Professional associations 
Other companies in your industry 
Regulatory  and state agencies 
Yellow Pages 
Trade magazines and journals such aa Pollution Engineering 
Dun's Consultants Directory is a reference that provides listings of consultants 
by area of expertise and  location. It is updated annually and available in 
business reference section of public libraries. 
How to Select and Manuge ConsultMtS, Shenson, ELL., CMC.; Lexington 
Books, 1990. 

1986. 
Handbook of M" Consulting Services, B m ,  S.W., Md3.raw-Hill, 
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